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GREETINGS FROM CITIZEN BIRD

TO THE CHILDREN WHO NOW READ

THESE STORIES

It was twenty-five years ago, when our friend the

Doctor first went out with Olive, Nat, Rap, and Dodo to

watch us, learn our names, see how we live, where we go,

and what we eat. He called us Citizens of the great out-

door Republic, and said that we ought to go free every-

where, and never be caged or bought and sold. We, the

birds that sing or at some time of the year eat the creep-

ing things on flower, leaf, or branch that waste man's food.

When ]\Iammy Bun told you how down in Louisiana

where she came from the children stole little Mocking

Birds from the nest and sold them three for a quarter, —
the Doctor said it must not be allowed, and he and the

Wise Men thought and worked year in and year out until

we have come truly to be Citizens and protected, so far

as law may do it.^

But children, you who will be lawmakers in your turn, it

is in your hands to see that these laws are kept in spirit

and in letter. INIany more of you go out into the fields and

woods now than when Nat and Dodo were children.

More people know about us and our ways than then.

^ For the Laws protecting migrating birds in the United States and

Canada see p. 435.
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2 CITIZEN BIRD

The Boy and Girl Scouts and other Woodcraft Guilds go

out and live in our Republic. But children, dear children,

Citizen Bird begs this of you— Look at us, love us,

protect us as far as may be without changing our world

and habits. Then leave us to ourselves to live the life

of freedom that has been won.

We wild things can be loved and studied to death, as

well as stoned or shot to death ! Remember ! Hands off !

Don't touch or peep into our nests even to make pictures

!

BiRDCRAFT SaXCTUARY, FaIRFIELD, CoNN.,

January, 1923.
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CITIZEI^ BIRD

CHAPTER I

OVERTURE BY THE BIRDS

' We would have you to wit, that on eggs though we sit,

And are spiked on the spit, and are baked in a pan
;

Birds are older by far than your ancestors are,

And made love and made war, ere the making of man !
"

{Andrew Lang.)

A PARTY of Swallows perched on the telegraph wires

beside the highway where it j)assed Orchard Farm.

They were resting after a breakfast of insects, which

they had caught on the wing, after the custom of their

family. As it was only the first of May they had

plenty of time before nest-building, and so were having

a little neighborly chat.

If you had glanced at these birds carelessly, you

might have thought they were all of one kind ; but

they were not. The smallest was the Bank Swallow,

a sober-hued little fellow, with a short, sharp-pointed

tail, his back feathers looking like a dusty brown

cloak, fastened in front b}^ a neck-band between his

light throat and breast.

Next to him perched the Barn Swallow, a bit larger,

with a tail like an open pair of glistening scissors and
B 1



2 CITIZEN BIRD

his face and throat a beautiful ruddy buff. There

were so many glints of color on his steel-blue back and

wings, as he spread them in the sun, that it seemed as

if in some of his flights he must have collided with a

great soap-bubble, which left its shifting hues upon

him as it burst.

This Barn Swallow was very much Avorried about

something, and talked so fast to his friend the Tree

Swallow, that his words sounded like twitters and

giggles ; but you would know they were words, if you

could only understand them.

The Tree Swallow wore a greenish-black cloak and a

spotless white vest. He was trying to be polite and

listen to the Barn Swallow as well as to the Purple

Martin (the biggest Swallow of all), who was a little

further along on the wire ; but as they both spoke at

once, he found it a difficult matter.

" We shall all be turned out, I know," complained

the Barn Swallow, ''and after we have as good as

owned Orchard Farm these three years, it is too bad.

Those meddlesome House People have put two new
pieces of glass in the hayloft window, and how shall I

ever get in to build my nest ?
"

" They may leave the window open," said the Bank

Swallow soothingly, for he had a cheerful disposition ;

" I have noticed that hayloft windows are usually left

open in warm weather."

" Yes, they may leave it open, and then shut it some

day after I have gone in," snapped Barney, darting off

the perch to catch a fly, and grasping the wire so vio-

lently on his return, that the other birds fluttered and

almost lost their footing.
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"What is all this trouble about? " asked the Martin

in his soft rich voice. '' I live ten miles further up

country, and only pass here twice a year, so that I do

not know the latest news. Why must you leave the

farm ? It seems to be a charming place for Bird People.

I see a little box under the barn eaves that would make
me a fine house."

'' It is a delightful place for us," replied the Barn

Swallow; "but now the House People who own the

farm are coming back to live here themselves, and

everything is turned topsy-turvy. They should have

asked us if we were willing for them to come. Bird

People are of a much older race than House People

anyway ; it says so in their books, for I heard Rap, the

lame boy down by the mill, reading about it one day

wdien he was sitting by the river."

All the other birds laughed merrily at this, and the

Martin said, "Don't be greedy. Brother Barney; those

people are quite welcome to their barns and houses,

if they will only let us build in their trees. Bird

People own the whole sky and some of our race dive in

the sea and swim in the rivers where no House People

can follow us."

" You may say what you please," chattered poor

unhappy Barney, " everything is awry. The Wrens
always built behind the window-blinds, and now these

blinds are flung wide open. The Song Sparrow nested

in the long grass under the lilac buslies, but now it is

all cut short ; and they have trimmed away the nice

mossy branches in the orchard where hundreds of the

brothers built. Besides this, the Bluebird made his

nest in a hole in the top of the old gate post, and what
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have those people clone but put up a new post with no

hole in it !
"

" Dear ! dear ! Thmk of it, tliink of it !
" sang the

Bluebird softly, taking his place on the wire with the

others.

'' What if these people should bring children with

them," continued Barney, who had not finished airing

his grievances— ''little boys and cats! Children

who might climb up to our nests and steal our eggs,

boys with guns perhaps, and striped cats which no one

can see, with feet that make no sound, and such claws

and teeth— it makes me shiver to tliink of it." And
all the birds shook so that the wire quivered and the

Bank Swallow fell off, or would have fallen, if he had

not spread his wings and saved himself.

The Martin had nothing to say to this, but the little

Bank Swallow, though somewhat shaken up, whispered,

"There may be children who do not rob nests, and

other boys like Rap, who would never shoot us. Cats

are always sad things for birds, but these House People

may not keep any! " And then he moved down a wire

or two, frightened at having given his opinion.

At that moment a Chimney Swift joined the group.

This Swift, who nests in chimneys, is the sooty-colored

bird that flies and feeds on the wing like a Swallow,

and when he is in tlie air looks like a big spruce cone

with wings. He was followed by a Catbird, who had

been in a honeysuckle, by one of the farmhouse win-

dows, and peeped inside out of curiosity. Both were

excited and evidently bubbling over with news, which

half the birds of the orchard were following them to

hear.
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"I know all about it," cried the Swift, bracketting

himself against the telegraph pole for a long talk.

"I've seen the House People! " screamed the Catbird.

" They wish well to the Bird People, and we shall be

happier than before !
" squeaked the Swift, breathless

and eager. "Listen! "— and the birds all huddled to-

gether. " This morning when I flew down the chim-

ney, wondering if I should dare build my nest there

again, J heard a noise on the outside, so I dropped as

far as I could and listened.

"A voice said, 'Mammy Bun, we will leave this

chimney for the birds ; do not make a fire here until

after they have nested
!

' I was so surprised that I

nearly fell into the grate."

" And I," interrupted the Catbird, " was looking in

the window and saw the man who spoke, and Mammy
Bun too. She is a very big person, wide like a wood-

chuck, and has a dark face like the House People down
in the Avarm country where I spend the Avinter."

" There are children at the farm, I've seen them too,"

cried the Phoebe, who usually lived under the eaves of

the cow-shed; "three of them— one big girl, one little

girl, and a boy! "

"I told you so!" lisped the Barn SwalloAv ; and a

chorus of ohs and ahs arose that sounded like a strange

message buzzing along the wires.

" The BOY has a pocket full of pebbles and a shooter^'"

gasped the Phoebe, pausing as if nothing more shocking

could be said.

" Yes, but the big girl coaxed the shooter away from

him," said the Chimney Swift, who was quite provoked

because his story had been interrupted; "she said,
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' Cousin Nat, father won't let you shoot birds here or

do anything to frighten them away, for he loves them

and has spent half his life watching them and learning

their ways, and they have grown so fearless hereabouts

that they are like friends.'

*' But Nat said, ' Do let me shoot some, Cousin Olive.

I don't see why Uncle Roy likes them. What good

are birds anyway? They only sit in the street and

say "chuck, chuck, chuck" all day long.'

"
' You say that because you have always lived in the

city and the only birds you have watched are the Eng-

lish Sparrows, who are really as disagreeable as birds

can possibly be,' said the big girl; 'but here you wdll

see all the beautiful wild birds.'

" Then the little girl said, ' Why, brother, }-ou always

loved our Canary I

'

" ' Yes, but he is different; he is nice and yellow, and

he knows something and sings too like everything; he

isn't like these common tree birds.'
"

"Common tree birds indeed! " shrieked the Catbird.

" That is what the boy called us," said the Chimney

Swift, who then went on with his story about what he

had heard the children say.

" 'Why you silly dear! ' cried the big girl, laughing

a sweet little laugh like the Bobolink's song, ' that only

proves how little you know about wild birds. Plenty

of tliem are more brightly colored than your Canary,

and some of those that wear tlie plainest feathers sing

more beautifully than all the Canaries and cage birds in

the world. Tliis summer, when you have made friends

with these wild l)irds, and they have let you see their

homes and learn their secrets, you will make up your
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mind that there are no common birds ; for every one of

them has something very uncommon about it.'

'' Then our brother B. Oriole began to sing in the

sugar maple over the shed. The sun was shining on

his gay coat ; the little girl pointed to him and whis-

pered, '- Hush, Nat ! you see Olive is right
; please

empty the stones out of your pocket.'
"

The Chimney Swift had hardly finished his story

when there was another excitement.

"NeAvs, more news! " called the Bank Swallow joy-

fully. He had been taking a skim over the meadows

and orchard. "These House People do not keep cats!
"

" They may not have any now, but that doesn't

prove they never will," said a Robin crossly. He had

just flown against a window, not understanding about

the glass, and had a headache in consequence.

" They never will keep cats^"" insisted the little Swal-

low boldly.

" How do you know ? " asked the birds in one breath.

" Because they keep dogs ! " said Bankey, twittering

with glee ;
'' two nice dogs. One big and buff and bushy,

with a much finer tail than the proudest fox you ever

saw ; and the other small and white with some dark

spots, and as quick as a squirrel. This one has a short

tail that sticks up like a Wren's and a nose like a

weasel ; one ear stands up and the other hangs down
;

and he has a terrible wink in one eye. Even a poor

little Bank Swallow knows that where one of these

dogs lives the Bird People need not fear either cats

or rats
!

"

" I love dogs," said the black-and-white Downy
Woodpecker, running up a telegraph pole in search o
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grubs ;
" dogs have bones to eat and I like to pick

bones, especially in winter."

" Me too," chimed in the Nuthatch, who walks chiefly

head down and wears a fashionable white vest and black

necktie with a gray coat ;
" and sometimes they leave

bits of fat about. Yes, dogs are very friendly things

indeed."

Then a joyful murmur ran all along the wires, and

Farmer Griggs, who was driving past, said to himself,

" Powerful lot of 'lectricity on to-day ; should think

them Swallers would get shock't and kil't." But it

was only the birds whispering together ; agreeing to

return to their old haunts at Orchard Farm and give

the House Children a chance to learn that there are

no such things as " common " birds.



CHAPTER II

THE DOCTOR'S WONDER ROOM

Nathaniel and Theodora, who were called Nat and

Dodo for short, were standing in the hallway outside

Dr. Hunter's door, engaged in a very lively argument.

" I say birds are animals," blustered Nat, pounding

his fists together after a fashion of his own.

"And I'm as sure as anj^thing that they canthe^'''

persisted Dodo, " because they have feathers, and noth-

ing else has."

"That doesn't prove anything. Everything that

lives and grows is either an animal or a vegetable.

Do you think that birds grow like potatoes and are

dug out of the ground, or come off trees like apples?"

And Nat gave himself an air of great wisdom, such as

brothers are apt to wear when the}^ are in the fifth

reader, and their sisters are only in the third.

" But isn't there anything besides animals and vege-

tables that they might be ? Perhaps they are miner-

als," said Dodo, brightening up as she thought of the

word.

"Oh! oh I what a stupid you are, Dodo I Minerals!

Why those are rocks and such things, that can't move

and don't live." Nat laughed rather rudely, and, put-

ting his hands in his pockets, began to whistle.

" I think you might tell me ivhat kind of an animal a

9
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bird is, and why it lias feathers and can fly, instead of

laughing," said Dodo in a shaky voice ; for her feel-

ings were very tender and she remembered too late

what minerals are.

" Yes, tell her, Nat," said Olive, who came through

the hall just then. "Are you holding your knowledge

tight in your pockets, or whistling to keep from telling

it?"

Nat scowled a minute and then said frankly, for

every one was frank with Olive, " I really don't know
Avhat sort of an animal a bird is, though I'm sure it is

an animal. Don't you think Uncle Roy will tell us?"
" I'm sure he will be glad to, if he is not very busy,

and he is seldom too busy to talk of birds. He is

writing a book now of all the things he knows about

them. Knock on the door. Dodo."
" Vm afraid to," said Dodo, clasping her hands behind

her. " Mammy says that room is full of birds, and

that we must never go in there. Suppose when the

door opens they should get out and fly away? "

" Mammy was right in telling you not to go in with-

out asking, because there are a great many books and

papers there that father values, and you might upset

them. But the birds that are tliere are not alive.

They are dead birds that father has collected from all

parts of America — stuffed birds, such as you have

seen in the glass cases in tlie Museum."
" But, Cousin Olive," said Nat in astonisliment, " if

Uncle Roy has shot enough birds to fill a big room,

why won't he let me pop at a few with my sliooter ?
"

" You must ask him why yourself, Nat. Knock

again, Dodo. Father, may we come in ? The children
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are here, with pockets full of questions ;
" and Olive

opened the door of the study, which Dodo named
" the wonder room " that very day.

It was a very long room on the southwest side of the

house. The sun streamed in through three Avide win-

dows, and at one end there was a deep fireplace with

brass andirons upon which some logs smouldered, for

though it was a mild ]\Iay day the great room felt cool.

Around the room were deep cases with glass doors,

from which peeped all kinds and sizes of birds, while

between the tops of the cases and the ceiling the spaces

were filled by colored bird pictures. The Doctor's desk

stood in front of one window, heaped with papers and

books; down the middle of the room were low book-

cases standing back to back, and where these ended,

before the hearth, was a high-backed settle, almost as

long as a bed.

The children stood still for a minute, speechless with

surprise and delight. Then Dodo made a rush for the

Doctor's chair, and hugging him round the neck, cried,

" Dear Uncle Roy, will you please let us stay in here

a little while, so that we can learn what sort of animals

birds are, and all about them ? And will 3'ou tell Nat
why you let yourself shoot birds when you won't let

him ? " Here Dodo stopped, both for lack of breath

and because she knew that her sentences were mixing

themselves dreadfully.

" So you have been here two whole days without

finding me out," said the Doctor, seating Dodo com-

fortably on his knee. " Aren't you afraid of the old

ogre who keeps so many birds prisoners in his den,

and bewitches them so that they sit quite still and
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never even try to fly? You want to know about birds,

do you, Miss Dodo, and Nat feels grieved because I

won't let him pop at our feathered neighbors that live

in the orchard ? Oh, yes, my boy, I know all about it,

you see ; Cousin Olive has been telling tales. Come
round here where I can see j^ou. I can answer your

question more easily than I can Dodo's. Don't look

ashamed, for it is perfectly natural that you should

like to pop at birds until you learn to understand the

reasons wdiy you should not. It was because you two

youngsters have seen so little of Nature and the things

that creep and crawl and fly, that I begged you from

your parents for a time.

" House People are apt to grow selfish and cruel,

thinking they are the only people upon the earth,

unless they can sometimes visit the homes of the Beast

and Bird Brotherhood, and see that these can also love

and suffer and work like themselves.

" Now, my boy, before we begin to learn about the

birds I will partly answer your question, and you will

be able to answer it yourself before summer is over.

Animal life should never be taken except for some

good purpose. Birds are killed by scientists that their

structure and uses may be studied — just as doctors

must examine human bodies. But if you kill a bird,

of what use is its dead body to you ?
"

" I would like to see if I could hit it, and then— I

— guess," hesitating, '' I could find out its name better

if I had it in my hand."

" Ah, Nat, my lad, I thought so ; first to see if you

can hit it, and perhaps because you want to know the

bird's name. Did you ever think of trying to cut off
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one of your fingers with your jack-knife, to see if you

could do it, or liow it is made ?
"

" Why, no, uncle, it would hurt, and I couldn't put

it on again, and it Avouldn't do me any good anyway,

for I could find out about it by asking a doctor, without

hurting myself."

" Yes, that is right ; and for the present you can

learn en.ougli about birds without shooting them your-

self, and if you learn your lesson well you will never

shoot a song-bird."

" May we see the book you are writing. Uncle Roy,

and learn all about the birds out of it ?
"

" It is written in words too long and difficult for you

to understand. Here is a page on the desk— see if

you can read it."

Nat stood by the Doctor's chair, but the longer he

looked at the page the more puzzled he became, and at

last he said, " I think, if you please, I'd rather have a

book with only the birds' plain American names."

Then he spelled out slowly, '' C-y-a-n-o-c-i-t-t-a c-r-i-

s-t-a-t-a. Why, that's Latin, but it only means Blue

Jay."

" Couldn't you write a little book for us, uncle—
just a common little book, all in plain words ?" pleaded

Dodo. " There's plenty of paper here, and of course

the know-how is all in your head ; because Olive says

you know about every bird that lives in our America
— and then you need not put them quite all in our

book."

" Bless your innocent heart ! How many different

kinds of birds do you think there are in 'our America,'

my little Yankee ?
"
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" More than a hundred, I guess," said Dodo after a

long pause.

" Nearly a tliousand, my lady !

"

" A thousand ! I think we couldn't remember so

many. Does (Jlive know about ' nearly a thousand ' ?
"

" No, nor about a quarter of them. Dodo. There are

a great many birds that are rare or curious, but are

not very interesting to people like you and me," said

Olive.

'' Suppose you make us a little book about some of

the very nicest American birds," put in Nat, who had

been looking at the row of stuffed birds in one of the

cases, and began to feel a real interest in knowing their

names and something about them. " Oh, Uncle Roy !

Here's a Robin. See ! Dodo, see ! I knew it in a min-

ute ; it's like meeting a fellow you know ;
" and Nat

pranced about while the Doctor laughed as if he was

well pleased.

" Now, children," said he, " I have an hour's more

work this morning, and then we will talk over this

bird matter. Here is a little blank book, and a pencil

for each of you. Go down in the orchard, and when

you find a bird, write in the book how it looks to

you. So— size, color of head, throat, breast, back, tail,

and wings— that will be enough for once ; but try to

remember, also, how it sings. You had better help them

a bit to begin with, daughter," he continued, turning to

Olive, who went as gladly as if she were only ten years

old like Nat, instead of being seventeen, and nearly

as tall as her father, with skirts that covered her boot

tops.



CHAPTER III

A SPARROW SETTLES THE QUESTION

The apple trees were not yet in bloom in the orchard,

but the cherries were tricked out in dazzling white, and

the peaches were blushing as prettily as possible. On
either side of the walk that led down through the gar-

den, hyacinths, great mats of single white violets and

bunches of yellow daffies Avere in flower, and as far as

the children could see the fresh green orchard grass

w^as gilded with dandelions.

" Isn't it lovely? " cried Dodo, " I want to pick every-

thing." She began to fill her hands with dandelions.

''Only I wish that mother was here"— and a little

quaver shook the merry voice.

" She will come by and by, dear," said Olive. " You
know your father had to go away on business, and you

wouldn't like him to go all alone."

" Why do people have business ?
"

" To earn money, to be sure, to buy your pretty

frocks and shoes, and give you plenty to eat."

" But House People are the only ones who must

work for what they liave— everything else takes what

it wants."

" There is where you are very much mistaken. Miss

Dodo. Everything works for its living in some way.

Take, for example, the birds that you are going to
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16 CITIZEN BIRD

study. They have to build their own houses, and feed

their children, and travel about every year on their

own particular business."

'' Travel— do birds travel ? " cried both children in

the same breath. " Oh, where do they go, and what

for?"
" Father will tell you about that. Now you must

do what he said— each find a bird, and see if you can

describe it. Suppose we sit on this great root. It

belongs to the oldest tree in the orchard, and Grand-

mother Hunter used to play house up in the top of it

when she was a little girl. Father told me he had a

perch up there when he was a boy, so that he could

watch the birds. Perhaps, if you are careful and

really want to keep quiet and see the birds, he will

have one fixed for you."

" How joWyl " said Nat. "Sh-h! I see a bird now—
such a queer little thing — it's running round like a

mouse. Oh! oh! it goes just as well upside down as

any other way." And Nat pulled out his pencil and

book and waited for the bird to come in sight again,

which it was kind enough to do very soon.

" Size "— wrote Nat, struggling with his pencil,

which would squeak, because he had foolishly put it

in his mouth. " How big would you call it?
"

" Little," said Dodo promptly.

" Kind of little, but not so very. Fve seen smaller

in the Museum," said Nat. '' What would you call it,

Olive ?
"

" I should call it rather a small bird, if I were not

speaking exactly. But if you wish to be more particu-

lar you must try to guess its length in inches. When
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I was about your age father measured 1113' right-hand

middle finc^er and told me it was three inches long--

Then he made two marks across it with violet ink,

which takes a long time to wash off, so that my finger

made a three-inch measure. I soon grew accustomed

to look at a bird and then at my finger, from nail to

knuckle, and then try to tell how many times longer

the bird was from the point of his beak down over his

back to the tip of his tail. Of course I made a great

many mistakes and could seldom tell exactly, but it

was a great help."

'' How long is my finger ? " asked Nat eagerly,

spreading out a rather large hand for a boy of ten.

" About four inches."

" Then that bird is quite a little longer than that —
five or six inches anyway." And he wrote, "Length,

five or six inches."

" Ah, he has gone," wailed Dodo. " Oh, no, he

hasn't. He has come round the tree again— he says

squank^ squank^ squank^ as if his voice was rusty. Is

that his song, Cousin Olive ?
"

*' No, he is only talking now."
" Talking ? It seems to me that birds can do ever

so many more things than I thought they possibly

could."

" Black head," said Nat, as he continued writing
;

" sort of gray on top and white in front ; his tail is

black and white and rusty looking underneath, and

— there, he has flown aAvayl Do you think that will

do, and will uncle know his name ? Oh, I forgot, he

says squank^ goes head down, and picks things out of

the tree bark."
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" Yes, that Avill do for a beginning", but father will

tell you some simple names for the different parts of

every bird, so that your descriptions need not confuse

you. If every one gave his own names, no two people

would quite understand each other."

'' Oh! I see a bird," whispered Dodo, pointing to the

grass at a little distance. "See! it's quite as big as a

Pigeon and speckled all over black and brown and has

a red mark on the back of its neck. Please write it

down for me, Olive ; it takes me so long to write, and

I haven't seen it in front yet. There, it's turning

round— oh ! it has a black mark in front of its neck

like a cravat and it's speckled underneath. It has

flown a little further off and is walking up a tree, and

it's very white on its back where its tail begins. Oh!

do hear it laugh, Nat." And the Flicker, the big

Woodpecker with golden lining to its wings, for it was

he, gave out peal after peal of his jolly call-note.

" Can't we go in now to ask Uncle Roy the names of

these birds, and see if he won't begin our book this

afternoon ?
"

" It isn't an Iiour yet since we came out. Come
down through the orchard ; I hear some Bluebirds

singing and perhaps you can see them. They are very

tame, and often make their nests in the knot holes in

these old trees."

" See, Olive," said Dodo, " what is that down in the

grass by the fence ? It is something moving. Do you

think it can be any sort of a wikl animal ?"

" No, it's a boy," said Nat. " I see his head. Per-

haps he has come to catch some birds. Let's drive him

away."
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" Gently, gently, Nat,'' said Olive ; ''it is a boy, but

you are not sure that he is doing any harm, and be-

sides it was only yesterday that you ^yere vexed with

me because I wouldn't let you pop at the birds your-

self. We will ask him what he is doing."

They went through the orchard, and found a boy,

about twelve years old, lying in the grass. He had

dark hair and eyes, and a sun-burned face, but w^as

very thin, and a rude crutch was lying beside him.

" Well, little boy," said Olive pleasantly, " what is

your name, and what are you doing here ?
"

The child looked frightened at first and hid his face

on his arm, but finally looked up, and said timidly,

" My name is Rap, and I was watching the birds.

Please, I didn't know anybody lived here, only cows,

and I've been coming in most times for two years."

Then they saw that he had a tattered piece of a book

in one hand, which he slipped inside his jacket as care-

fully as if it were a great treasure.

" Watching them to like them or to catch them ?
"

asked Nat suspiciously, then feeling ashamed the next

moment when Rap answered:

"To like them. I'd never kill a bird I I've some-

times found dead ones that have hit against the tele-

graph w^res ; and it makes you feel lumpy in your

throat to see how every little feather lies so soft and

lovely, though they never will fly any more."

By this time the three were seated in front of the

strange boy, looking at him with great interest.

" What is the book you were reading when we came

up ? " asked Olive. Rap pulled it out and laid it on

her lap, saying, " I don't know its name— the begin-
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ning part that tells is gone— but it's all about birds.

Here's a picture of a Bluebird, only it isn't quite

right, somehow. Oli, I do wish I had all of the

book."

Olive turned over the leaves that looked familiar to

her and saw that it began at page 443. '' Why, it is

part of the first volume of Nuttall's 'Manual of Birds.'

My father has the whole of this book," she said.

'' Where did you find this bit?
"

'' The rag pedler that comes by every fall lets me
look in his bags, 'cause sometimes there are paper books

in them, and he gave me this for nothing, 'cause it was

only a piece."

'' Wh}^ don't you ask your father to buy you a

whole book, instead of grubbing in rag-bags?" said

Nat thoughtlessly.

Rap looked from one to the other, as if in his inter-

est he had forgotten himself for a time, and then he

said quietly, "I haven't any father."

'' I haven't any mother," said Olive quickly, putting

her hand gently on the thin brown one. *' We must

be friends. Rap."

Her sympathy soothed him immediately, and his gen-

tle nature instantly tried to comfort her by saying,

'' But you said your father owned the whole of my
book. How glad you must be !

"

Then they all laughed, and Nat and Dodo began tell-

insT about their uncle's room and all the books and

birds in it, and about the book he had promised to

write for them, until Rap looked so bewildered that

Olive was obliged to explain things a little more clearly

to him.
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" Come home with us," cried Nat and Dodo, each

seizing him by a hand, " and perhaps uncle will tell you

all the names we must learn — head, throat, wings, and

what all the other parts are rightly called — and then

we can go around together and watch birds."

But as Rap turned over and scrambled up Avith the

aid of his crutch, they saw that he had only one leg,

for the trouser of the left leg was tied together just

below the knee.

Acting as if they did not notice this, they led the

way to the house, going close to the fence that divided

the orchard from the road, because there was a little

path Avorn there.

" What is the whole of your name ? " asked Dodo,

who could not keep from asking questions.

"Stephen Hawley," he answered. "My mother is

Ann Hawley, Avho lives by the mill, and does all the

beautiful fine white washing for everybody hereabouts.

Don't you know her? I suppose it's because you have

just come. I believe my mother could wash a cobweb

if she tried, and not tear it," and a glow of pride lit

up his face.

" But you said a little while ago that your name was

Rap."

"Everybody calls me Rap, because when I go along

the road my crutch hits the stones, and says ' rap—
rap— rap.'

"

" Here's a dead bird," said Nat, picking something

from under the fence.

" It's a White-throated Sparrow," said Rap, " and

it's flown against the telegraph wire in the dark and

been killed."
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" We will take it to uncle and ask him to tell us all

about it."

'' Yes, yes," said Dodo, " we will all go "— and Rap
hopped off after the other children so quickly that Olive

had hard work to keep up with him.

This time Nat and Dodo did not hesitate outside the

study door, but gave a pound or two and burst into

the room.
'' Uncle Roy, Uncle Roy, we have seen two birds

and written down about them, but we didn't quite

know what to call the front part where the neck ends

and the stomach begins, or the beginning of the tail,

and Olive says there are right names for all these parts.

And we found Rap in the orchard and he only has half

a book, and here's a White-throated Sparrow, and we
want to know how it's made and why birds can fly and

Avhy— "

Here the Doctor laughingly stopped them and turned

to Olive for a clearer account of what had taken place

in the orchard, while Rap stood gazing about the room

as if he thouglit that heaven had suddenly opened to

him.

" Now, children," said the Doctor, as soon as the

youngsters had stopped chattering, " I will first tell

you some stories about the birds; then if you like them

I will make them into a little book that other girls and

boys may read." And as the children began to dance

about, he continued : " But before I tell you the names

and habits of some of our home birds, you must learn a

few things that are true of all birds— what they are;

where they belong among animals; how they are made;

how they do good and why we should protect them;
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and the wonderful journeys some of them take. To-

morrow I will begin by answering Dodo's questions

whether a bird is an animal, and why it lias feathers."

" I think a bird is something like a boat," said Rap
eagerl}'. '' When it flies its wings are like sails in the

air, and when it swims its feet row under the water,

and the tail balances behind like a rudder and the head

sticks out in front like the bowsprit."

" You are right, my boy," said the Doctor, looking at

him attentively; "and would you also like to know
how this beautiful boat is made ? If a shij)-builder

could plan a vessel that would go through wind and

water as birds do, he would be the wisest man in the

world. But you see. Rap, a man did not plan any

bird.

" I will go down and ask 3^our mother to let you

come and hear the stories with the other children—
how would you like that, Rap ?

"

" Will you ? Will you really let me come ? Oh,

I am so glad I I know mother'll let me any day but

Monday and Thursday, because I have to watch clothes

on those days."

" Wash clothes ? " said Dodo in surprise.

"No, watch them," replied Rap, laughing. "Those

two days the miller lets mother spread her things to

whiten in his big meadow, and I have to watch and see

that they are not stolen or don't blow away."
" Isn't it very stupid to sit there so long?"

"Oh, no, it's lovel}^; for there are lots of birds and

things about."

" To-morrow^ will be Wednesday," said the Doctor.

"Come up to Orchard Farm by nine o'clock. Rap, and we
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will begin our lessons with this little White-throated

Sparrow Nat has found."

" And uncle !
" cried Dodo, " you must make inch

measures on our middle fingers with violet ink, the

way you did to Olive's when she was little."



CHAPTER IV

THE BUILDING OF A BIRD

It rained on Wednesday— a warm spring rain, swell-

ing the rivers and ponds, and watering the newly

planted garden ; but discouraging the birds in their

nest-building, and disappointing Nat and Dodo, who
wished to have their lesson in the orchard.

" Come in here, children," said the Doctor. '' The
wonder room, as Dodo calls it, is a good place for a

talk about feathers and bones, and the rest of the

things birds are built of. I have sent for Rap, too, so

that the trio may be complete."

" Feathers and bones for building birds ? " said Nat.

" What a queer idea for a bird story."

"Not a bird story exactly," answered the Doctor.

" But some things are true of all birds, and you must

know them if 3'ou wish to understand the reason ivhy

of any bird in particular."

In a few minutes the three children were seated on

the wide settle, Avith a cheery log fire, to make them

forget the outside dampness. Quick, the fidgety little

fox-terrier, sat by the hearth, watching a possible

mouse hole ; and Mr. Wolf, the tawny St. Bernard,

chose the rug as a comfortable place for finishing his

morning toilet.

Olive presently joined the group. The Doctor took
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the dead White-throated Sparrow from the table, and

began to walk about the room, stopping now in front

of the fire and then by the window.
" Here is a SparroAV, different from every other kind

of Sparrow, different indeed from any other sort of

bird in the world— else it would not be the particu-

lar sort of a Sparrow called the White-throated. But

there are a good many things that it has in common
with all other birds. Can you tell me some of them ?

"

" I know !
" said Dodo ; "it has a good many feathers

on it, and I guess all kinds of birds wear feathers, ex-

cept some when they are very little in the nest.''

" Quite right, little girl," said the Doctor. " Every

bird has feathers, and no other animal has feathers.

So we say, 'A bird is known by its feathers.' But

what do you suppose its feathers are for ?
"

"To make it look nice and pretty," said Dodo
promptly.

" To make it lighter, so's it can fly," added Nat.

" To keep it warm, too, I guess," was Rap's ansvv^er.

" Well, you are all three partly, but not quite, right.

Certainly the beauty of a bird depends most on its

feathers, being not even skin-deep, as you may well

believe, if you ever noticed a chicken Mammy Bun
had 2:)lucked. But, Nat, how can feathers make a bird

lighter, when every one of them weighs something,

and a bird has to carry them all ? They make a bird a

little heavier than it would be witliout them. Yet it

is quite true that no bird could fly if you clipped its

wings. So some of its feathers enable it to fly— the

large ones, that grow on the wings. Then, too, the

large ones that make the tail help the bird to fly, by
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acting like a rudder to steer with. Perhaps the small

ones too, all over the body, are of some help in flight,

because they make a bird smooth, so that it can cut

through the air more easily— you know they all lie

one wa}^ pointing backward from their roots to their

tips. Then when Rap said feathers keep a bird

warjn, he guessed right. Birds wear plumage as you

do clothes, and for the same purpose— to look nice

and keep warm."
'' But what is ' plumage,' Uncle Roy ? " asked Dodo

;

^'I thought you were talking about feathers."

'' So I was, missy. Feathers are the plumage, when
you take them all together. But see here," added the

Doctor, as he spread the Sparrow's wings out, and held

them where the children could look closely ;
" are the

wings all plumage, or is there something else ?
"

'' Of course there's something else to wings," said

Dodo ;
" meat and bones, because I've eaten chickens'

wings."

" Why didn't you say, Dodo, because there has to

be something for the feathers to stick into ? " said Nat

decidedly.

" You both have very good reasons," said the Doctor.

" The plumage of the Avings grows out from the skin,

just as feathers grow from any other part of the body,

only the large ones are fastened to the bones, so that

they stay tight in their proper places. If they were

loose, the}^ would fly up when the bird beats the air

with its wings, and get out of order. See how
smoothly they lie one over another ! When the bird

closes its wings, they come together snugly along its

sides. But when the wing is spread, they slide apart
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— yet not too far to form a broad, flat surface, quite

stiff, but light and elastic. By beating the air with

the wings birds fly along. It is something like row-

ing a boat. This surface pushes against the air as

the flat blade of an oar pushes against the water.

That is why these large stiff feathers are called the

rowers. When the Wise Men talk Latin among them-

selves, they say remiges^ for 'remiges' means rowers."

" But, Doctor," said Rap, who was looking sharply

at the Sparrow's wing, " all the feathers are not like

that. Here are a lot of little ones, in rows on top

of the wing in front, and more like them underneath,

covering over the roots of the rowing feathers. Have

they any name ?
"

" Oh, yes ! Everything you can see about a bird

has its own name. Those small feathers are called

coverts^ because they cover over the roots of the rowers.

Those on top are the upper coverts ; those underneath

are the under coverts, or lining of the wings. Now
notice those two pretty bands of color across the Spar-

row's wing. You see one band is formed by the tips

of the longest coverts, and the other band by the

tips of the next longest coverts. Those two rows of

feathers are the greater and middle coverts, and all the

smallest feathers, next to the front edge of the wing,

are called lesser coverts. Now look at the tail. Rap,

and tell me what you can find."

" Why, there is a bunch of long stiff feathers like

roAvers, that slide over each otlier wlien 3^ou spread

the tail, and a lot of short featliers that hide the

roots of the long ones. Are they rowers and coverts

too ?
"
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" A bird does not row with his tail— he steers with

it, as if it were a rudder ; and the long feathers are

therefore called rudder-feathers— or rectrices, which is

Latin for rudders. But the short ones are called cov-

erts, like those of the wings— upper tail-coverts, and

under tail-coverts."

^' How funny !
" said Dodo, " for a bird to have to

row himself and steer himself all at once. I know I

should get mixed up if I tried it with a boat. How do

feathers grow, Uncle Roy ?
"

" Just like your hair, little girl," said the Doctor,

patting her on the head, " or your nails. Didn't you

ever notice the dots all over the skin of a chicken ?

Each dot is a little hole in the skin where a feather

sprouts. It grows in a sheath that pushes out of the

hole, like a plant coming up out of the ground from its

root. For a while this sheath is full of blood to nour-

ish the growing feather ; that is why new feathers look

dark and feel soft— pin-feathers they are called. The

blood dries up when the feathe;^ has unfolded to its full

size, leaving it light and dry, with a horny part at the

root that sticks in the hole where it grew, and a spray-

like part that makes up most of the feather. Tlie

horny part becomes hollow or contains only a little dry

pith ; when it is large enough, as in the case of a row-

ing feather from a Goose's wing, it makes a quill pen to

write with. But the very tiniest feather on this Spar-

row is built up in the same way.

'^See! here is one," continued the Doctor, as he

twitched out a feather from the Sparrow's back. '' You

see the quill part runs in the middle from one end to

the other : this is called the shaft. On each side of it
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all along, except just at the root, the spray-like parts

grow. They are called the webs or vanes. Now look

through this magnifying glass at the web."

The children looked in turn, and each exclaimed in

wonder at the sight.

"Yes, it is very wonderful. The Aveb, that looks so

smooth to the naked eye, is made up of a great many

small shafts, called bat^hs, that grow out of the main

shaft in rows. Ever}^ one of these small side-shafts has

its own rows of still smaller shafts ; and these again

have little fringes along their edges, quite curly or like

tiny hooks, that catch hold of the next row and hold

fast. So the whole feather keeps its shape, though it

seems so frail and delicate."

" Are all feathers like this one ? " asked Rap.

" All are equally wonderful, and equally beautiful in

construction ; but there is a good deal of difference in

the way the webs hold together. Almost all feathers

that come to the surface are smooth and firm, and there

is not much difference except in size, or shape, or color.

For example, the largest wing-feather or tail-feather of

this Sparrow is quite like the one I pulled out of its

back in texture, only the back-feather is smaller and

not so stiff. But near the roots of these featliers you

notice a fluffy part, where the webs do not hold to-

gether firmly. Some feathers are as fluffy as tliat in

their whole length. Such are called down-feathers,

because they are so downy. Birds that run about as

soon as they are hatched are always clothed in down,

like little chickens, before their other feathers sprout

;

and some birds, like Ducks, wear a warm underclothing

of down their whole lives. 'J'hen again some feathers
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do not have any webs at all— only a slender shaft, as

fine as a hah\"
'' Do feathers keep on growing all tl»e time, like my

hair? " asked Dodo.
" No, my dear. i'hey stop growing as soon as they

are of the right size ; and yon will find yonr liair will

do the same, when it is long enough— though that

won't be for a good many years yet, little girl. When
the blood that has fed the growing feather is all dried

up, the feather ceases to grow. Then after a while

longer, when it has become ragged and worn, it gets

loose in the skin and drops out— as I am sorry to say

some of my hair is doing already. That is what Ave

call moulting.'^

" I know about that," interrupted Nat. " It's when
hens shed their feathers. But I didn't know that it

was moulting when people grow bald."

" It is very much the same thing," said the Doctor,

" only we don't call it moulting when people lose their

hair. But there is this difference. Birds wear out

their feathers much faster than we do our hair, and

need a new suit at least once a year, sometimes oftener.

All young birds get their first new clothes when the

down is worn out. Old birds generally moult as soon

as they have reared their broods, w^hicli in this country

is late in summer or early in the fall. ^lany also moult

again the following spring, when they put on their wed-

ding dress ; and one of the curious tilings about this

change of plumage is, that the new feathers often come

out quite unlike those that were cast off. So a bird

may differ mucli in appearance at different seasons and

ages— in fact, most birds do. The male also differs
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in many cases from the female, being more handsomely

dressed than his mate."
'' I don't think that's fair," said Dodo. " I shouldn't

like Nat to have nicer clothes than I wear."

"But it is best for Bird People," rej^lied the Doctor,

" that the mother bird, Avho has to keep house and tend

to the little ones, should not be too conspicuous. She

is best protected from enemies ^yhen her colors are

plain, and especially when they match the foliage in

which she sits on her nest. If her mate has only him-

self to look out for, it does not so much matter how
bright his plumage may be. The colors of some birds

are so exactly like their surroundings, that you might

look long before you could find the sober, quiet female,

whose mate is flashing his gay plumage and singing his

finest song, perhaps for the very purpose of attracting

your attention aAvay from his home. ' Protective colora-

tion,' is what the Wise ]\Ien call it."

" What makes all the different colors of birds. Doc-

tor?" asked Rap.

" That is a hard question to answer. It is natural

for birds to have particular colors, just as some people

have black eyes and hair, while others have blue eyes

and yellow hair. But I can tell you one thing about

that. Look at this Sparrow. All the colors it shows

are in the feathers, whose various markings are due to

certain substances called ' pigments,' Avhich filter into

the feathers, and tliere set in various patterns. The

feathers are painted inside by Nature, and the colors

show through. You see none of these colors are shiny

like polished metal. But I could show you some birds

whose plumage glitters with all the hues of the rain-
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bow. That glittering is called 'iridescence.' It does

not depend upon any pigment in tlie substance of the

feathers, but upon the way the light strikes them. It

is the same with the beautiful tints we see on a soap-

bubble. The film of water itself is colorless, but it

becomes iridescent. You might divide all the colors

of birds into two classes — those that depend upon pig-

ments in the feathers, and those that depend upon the

play of light on the feathers."

" That's pretty hard to remember," said Nat ; " but I

know how a soap-bubble looks, though I never saw any

birds look that way. Please show us one."

"I will show you two," answered the Doctor, who
then went to his glass case, and took out a Wild Pigeon

and a Hummingbird. " Look at the shining tints on

the neck of this Pigeon, and see how the throat of this

Hummingbird glitters when I turn it to the light."

" That's the j^rettiest color I ever saw," said Xat,

" and I can remember about it Jiow. But," he added,

thinking of the way he had seen hens mope when they

were moulting, " does it hurt birds to lose their feath-

ers, uncle ?
"

" It is probably not as comfortable as being nicely

dressed, and sometimes they seem quite miserable, espe-

cially if they shed old feathers faster than new ones

can grow to replace the lost ones. Some birds, like

Ducks, lose their wing-feathers all at once, and cannot

fly for quite a while. But Heart of Nature is kind to

his children, as a rule. ]Most birds shed their rowing-

feathers one at a time in each wing, so that they never

lose their power of flight. Now this will do for wings,

tails, and feathers. Come ! what is the next thing
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you notice about this Sparrow ? Is it entirely covered

with feathers ?
"

" Of course it isn't," said Dodo ;
" it hasn't any feath-

ers on its beak or on its feet, else how could it eat and

hop about ?
"

" That is right. These parts of a Sparrow are bare
;

they never have any feathers ; and the skin on them is

hard and horny, as different from soft thin skin as

finger-nails. Now look at the beak, and think how
many things a Sparrow has to do with it. He has no

hands or paws, and so he must pick up everything

he eats with his beak. He has no teeth, and so he

must bite his food witli liis beak. He feeds on seeds

like a Canary bird ; so his beak comes to a sharp point,

because seeds are small things to pick up ; and it is

very strong and horny, because seeds are hard to crack,

to get at the kernel. Notice, too, children, that his

beak is in two halves, an upper half and a lower half

;

when these halves are held apart his mouth is open, so

that you can see the tongue inside ; and when the two

halves are closed together the mouth is shut. These

halves are called the upper mandible and the loiver

mandible.''

" Why, it's just like people's mouths," said Nat, " only

people have lips and teeth."

" Certainly it is like our mouths. Birds are built

like ourselves in a great many things, and live as we
do in a great many ways. Bird People and House Peo-

ple are animals, and all animals nuist eat to live. A
bird's beak is its mouth, and the under mandible moves

up and down, like our chins when we eat or talk.

Birds can talk as well as sing with their beaks. This
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Sparrow can say ' Peabod}',' and some kinds of Parrots

can repeat whole sentences so as to be understood.

That is another thing in which birds' beaks are like

our mouths. Now look again— can you see anything

else about the Sparrow's beak? "

" I see a pair of little holes at the root of the upper

mandible," said Rap.

" Well, those are the nostrils I
" said the Doctor.

" Birds must breathe, like ourselves, and when the beak

is shut they breathe through the nostrils."

" So do I," said Dodo ; and then she pursed up her

pretty red lips tightly, breathing quite hard through

her nose. '' I do think," she said, when she had finished

this performance, " birds have faces, with all the things

in them that we have— there are the eyes, too, on each

side, like people's eyes, only they look sideways and

not in front. But I don't see their ears. Have birds

any ears, Uncle Roy?"
" I can show you this SparroAv's ears. See here,"

said the Doctor, who had run the point of his penknife

under a little package of feathers on one side of the

back of the Sparrow's head, and lifted them up; " what

does that look like?"
'^ It's a hole in the skin that runs into the head," said

Nat. '' Can birds hear through that?
"

" Of course they can. Ears of all animals are made

to hear with. This Sparrow can hear quite as well as

you can, Nat. Now think, children, how many things

we have found about this Sparrow's head that are quite

like our own,— ears, eyes, nose, mouth, and tongue,

—

only there are no li})s or teeth, because the horny beak,

with its hard edges and sharp point, answers both for
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lips and teeth. I want you to learn from this how
many things are really alike in Bird People and House

People, though they look so different at first sight.

When we come to the bird stories, you will find that

birds differ very much among themselves in all these

things. I will show you all sorts of beaks, of different

sizes and shapes. Here are pictures of several kinds of

beaks— see how much they differ in shape I But they

are all beaks, and all beaks are mouths. They all

answer the same purposes in birds' lives, and the pur-

poses are the same as those of our mouths. But now,

what do you notice about this Sparrow's feet?
"

" They are not a bit like my feet," said Dodo ;
" they

are so long and slim and hard, and the toes stick out

so all around. I think mine are nicer."

" But they would not be so useful as this Sparrow's if

you had to live in a bush and hop al)out on the twigs,"

said the Doctor. " The bird's feet are fixed as nicely

for that, as yours are for walking on the ground. I

can show you, too, little girl, that a Sparrow's feet

are a great deal more like yours than you think.

Come, Rap ! Tell me what you see about this bird's

feet."

" Why, they are the ends of its legs, and there is a

long slim part beyond the feathers, hard and horny

like the beak, and at the end of this are four toes,

three in front and one behind, and they've all sharp

claws on their ends."

'' Very well said, my boy ! Noav I will show you

that such feet as the Sparrow has are as much like

Dodo's as a Sparrow's beak is like her mouth. Begin

with the claws— "



Fig. 1. Iiise(!t-eiitiiiji bill of Kobiii :
'_'. Secd-cni.sliiii.u hill of a Sparrow;

3. Snai)pin.ii bill of Wliii)poor\vill ; 4. Needle bill of Hiiiiimiii,i;])inl ;
">. Chis-

elling bill of Woodpecker; (i. Cliinbiiii;- bill of Paroquet ; 7. Tearing bill of

Falcon; 8. Grooved drinking bill of Dove; 9. (Cleaning bill of Ruffed
Grouse; 10. Wedge bill of Plover: 11. Straight probing bill of Snipe.
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Fig. 12. C^urved probing bill of Curlew; 13. Speariug bill of Green

Heron; 14. Strainer bill of Duck; 15. Hooked bill of Gull; lb. Orna-

mental bill of male Puffin in breeding season.
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"I know!" exclaimed Dodo, "toe-nails! Onl}^ I

think they need cutting !

"

'' Of course they are toe-nails," said the Doctor.

" Don't nails grow on the ends of toes ? All kinds of

claws, on the ends of birds' and other animals' toes,

are the same as nails. Some are long, sharp, and

curved, like a cat's or a SparroAv's, and some are flat

and blunt, like ours. I could show you some birds

with claws that look just like our finger-nails. Toes,

too, are pretty much the same ; only this Sparrow, like

most other birds, has but four, with three of them in a

line in front, and the other one pointing backward.

That is what makes its foot as good as a hand to hold

on with when it perches on slender twigs. Almost all

birds have their toes fixed that way. Some, that do

not perch, have no hind toe; and birds that swim have

broad webs stretched between their front toes, like

Ducks. All the different kinds of feet birds have are

fitted for the ways they move about on the ground, or

water, or among the branches of trees and bushes, just

as all their shapes of beaks are fitted for the kind of

food they eat and the way they pick it up. Here are

two pictures that will show you several different kinds

of feet. NoAv you must answer the next question,

Nat ; what do toes grow on ?
"

"• Feet !
" said Nat promptly, then adding :

" But

this Sparrow hasn't any feet except its toes ; they

grow on its legs, because the rest of the horny part

stands up — I've noticed that in Canaries.''

"But all tliis horny part is the foot, not the leg,''

answered the Doctor, " though it does stand up, as you

say. How coukl toes grow from legs without any feet



Fig 1 Ordinary foot of perching birds : 2. Foot of Nighthawk, with a

comb on claw of middle toe : 3. Climbing foot of Woodpecker, with two

hind toes; 4. Grasping foot of Osprey, for holding prey.
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Fig. 5. Scratching foot of Ruffed (Jrouse; <>. Wading foot of Golden
Plover, with oidy three toes; 7. Wading foot of Snipe, with short hind toe;

8. Wading foot of (ireen Heron, with long hind toe: ^». Swimming foot of

Coot, with lobed toes; 10. Swimming foot of Canada Goose, with three

toes webbed ; 11. Swimming foot of Cormorant, with all fonr toes webbed,
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between ? They never do ! There has to be a foot in

every animal between the toes and the legs. Now
what do you call the end of your foot which is opposite

the end on which the toes grow ?
"

" It's the heel in people, but I should think the hind

toe of a bird was its heel," said Nat doubtfully, and

beginning to think he did not understand.

''You might think so," said the Doctor; "but you

would be wrong. All this horny part that a bird

stands up on is its foot. And tlie top of it, nearest to

the feathers, is the heel. Don't you see, when I bend

the foot S6>," continued the Doctor, as he bent the Spar-

row's foot forward, " that the top of the horny part

makes a joint that stands out backw^ard, in the same

position your heel always has ? All this slender horny

part of the foot, above the roots of the toes, corresponds

to the instep of your foot, and of course the heel comes

next. You must remember the name of it— the Wise

Men call it the tarsus.''

" Then hasn't a bird got any legs. Uncle Roy, only

just feet ? " asked Dodo.
" Oh ! yes ; legs too, with a knee-joint and a hip-

joint, like ours. But all these 2)arts are up closer to

the body, and hidden by the feathers, so that you can-

not see them."

As the Doctor said this there was a great com-

motion. Quick, w^ho had been watching the mouse

hole all the while, gave a sharp bark and pounced on

something. There was a feeble squeak, and it was all

over with a mouse which had ventured too far from its

hole.

" Poor little mousey !
" said the Doctor, as he took
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the limp body from the terrier's mouth. " It is quite

dead. I am sorry, but it might have nibbled some of

my birds. Besides, this is exactly what I wanted to

teach you something about. Who can tell me the

difference between a mouse and a Sparrow ?
"

" I can !
" said Dodo ;

" it's all difference ; a mouse

hasn't any feathers, or any wings, and it has four feet,

and a long tail and whiskers and teeth— "

'' That will do, little girl, for differences ; do you

see anything alike between a Sparrow and a mouse,

Rap?"
"I think the fur is something like feathers. Doctor,"

answered Rap ;
'' and you told us how a beak was like

a mouth without any teeth or lips; then a mouse has

four feet and legs ; but a bird has only two feet,

and two wings instead of four legs and feet like a

mouse."

"That is just what I want you all to think about,"

said the Doctor. " Now listen. If a Sparrow has

a pair of feet that correspond to a mouse's hind feet,

what do you think a Sparrow's wings correspond to in

a mouse ?
"

" I should think they would be something like a

mouse's fore feet," answered Rap, after thinking a

moment.
" That is exactly right. Birds and beasts are alike

in many respects. They have heads, necks, and bodies

;

they have tails ; and they have limbs. Beasts have two

pairs of limbs. We call them fore legs and hind legs.

People have two pairs also. We call them arms and

legs. So you see our arms correspond to the fore

legs of beasts, though we never use them for moving
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about, except when we go on our hands and knees, or

climb trees, or swim in the water. And as for birds—
why, their fore limbs are turned into wings, to fl}^

with, so that they walk or hop on their hind limbs

only, just as we do. Animals that go on all fours are

called quadrupeds. Animals that go on their two hind

limbs only, like Bird People and House People, are

called bipeds. A Sparrow's wings are just as much
like a mouse's fore legs, as a SparroAv's feathers are like

a mouse's fur."

" How funny !
" said Dodo. " But how are a bird's

wings like fore legs, when they haven't got any paws

or toes— or fingers— or claws— only just long feath-

ers ?
"

" They have fingers, and some birds' wings have

claws ; only you cannot see them, because they are all

wrapped up in the skin and covered over with the

feathers. Some day— not to-day, because you have

had a long lesson already— I will show you a bird's

wing with only its bones. Then you will see that it

has finger-bones at the end, then hand-bones next, then

bones that run from the wrist to the elbow, and then

one bone that runs from the elbow to the shoulder—
almost the same bones that people have in their fingers,

hands, wrists, and arms. So you see wings are the

same to a bird that fore legs are to a mouse or arms

are to us.

" I could go through all the inside parts of birds,

and show you something like the same parts in j^eople,

— stomach and bowels, to take care of the food they

eat and turn it into blood to nourish them ; lungs to

breathe Avith, and keep the blood pure ; heart to beat
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and thus pamp the warm bk)()(l into all parts of the

body ; brain and nerves, which are what birds tliink

and feel with, just as we do with ours ; and all their

bones, which together make what we call the skeleton,

or framework of the body, to keep the flesh in shape

and support the other organs."

"Dear me !
" sighed Dodo; "there must be ever so

many more things inside of birds that we can't see,

than there are outside."

"Of course there are !
" said the Doctor. "It won't

be very hard for you to remember the outside parts,

and learn the names of them all. I have told you most

of them that you need to remember, to understand the

stories I am going to tell you about birds. See here !

What do you think of this ?
"

Louderr/andl^^W \e^—^c ,

C/)ln -."{ \ /.P^^-^'C^^C--^'^'^ \lVm<fCorerts.

Throa€i-7'''\ /^'thPiyNC -J-^'t^S^-(^<reo.ter)

.^7

^S£^^-' Outer)
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So saying, the Doctor unrolled a large sheet of draw-

ing-paper that hung on the wall. " Here is a picture of

the White-throated Sparrow, drawn so big you can see

it almost across the room, with all the outside ]}'drts of

which you must learn the names. You see the names

are all on the picture, too; I am going to make it

smaller, and put it in the book I will write for you, so

you can look at it whenever you wish.

" It is almost dinner-time now, and you must be very

hungry. But now I must tell you one tiling more.

You know there are so many, many different kinds of

birds and other animals that nobody could remember

them unless they were classified. To classify is to put

things that are most alike closest together, then next

nearest them things that are next most alike, and to

keep furthest apart those things that are least alike.

Now it is true that all beasts, birds, snakes, lizards,

frogs, and fishes have some things alike, though each

has some other things different from all the rest. If

they were not all alike in some things, we could not call

them all animals. One of tlie things in which all the

animals I liave named are alike is, that they all have

skeletons. One of the things in which all their skele-

tons are alike is, that they have backbones. Back-

bones are the chains of bones tliat run along the back

from the liead to tlie tail. Backbones are called by

the Wise Men vertehrce ; animals that have backbones

are named Vertebrates; and animals that lack back-

bones are named Invertebrates.'"

''Tell us the names of some Invertebrates, please,

Doctor," said Rap.

"Well, all sorts of insects are Invertebrates, and so
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are lobsters and crabs, oysters and clams, worms, star-

fishes, jelly-fishes, corals, and even sponges. Then
there are some too small to see witliout a microscope.

But never mind about Invertebrates now. I only want

you to rememl)er that all beasts, birds, reptiles, and

fishes are Vertebrates, and that there are five principal

classes of them. If I should tell you as much about

them as I have about the Building of a Bird, you would

see that they are all built on what we call the Verte-

brate plan of structure. Here is a chart of the Classes

of Vertebrates— you can study it this afternoon, till

you learn it by heart."

VERTEBRATES

Animals icith Backbones

Class I. Mammals. — Warm-blooded animals which have fur or

hair, bring forth their young alive, and nurse them. House

People are Mammals.

Class II. Birds.— Warm-blooded animals which have feathers

and lay eggs.

Class III. Reptiles. — Cold-blooded animals which have scaly

skins, like lizards, snakes, and turtles.

Class IV. Batrachians.— Cold-blooded animals which have naked

skins, like frogs, toads, and newts.

All the foregoing classes, except a few of the Batrachians,

breathe air in lungs, and almost all, except snakes, have legs;

none now living can fly, except bats and birds ; but bats are

^ Ianimals.

Class V. Fishes. — Cold-blooded animals which have either scaly

or naked skins, but no fur or feathers ; which live in the

water, breathe it with their gills, and swim in it with fins.



chaptp:r V

CITIZEN BIRD

The apple trees were in full bloom the day that the

Doctor again found time to be with the children. It

was exactly the kind of a day that birds like. The

ground was soft enough to let the earthworms come

up to breathe, so that Robins could catch them easily,

and the air was full of all kinds of insects newly out

from their long winter sleep in their soft cocoon beds,

much to the delight of the Swallows and Flycatchers.

It was also a beautiful day for House People to

watch their bird neighbors ; for it Avas mild but not

too bright, and every one knows how it hurts the eyes

to look at flying birds with the sun shining in them.

Olive, Dodo, and Nat went out first and found Kap

waiting. The Doctor followed, carrying something in

his hand in a black leather case. When they arrived

at the old tree in the orchard, he told them to look up.

There was the perch arranged as it had been when he

was a boy. Not a perch for birds, but for House

People — narrow board seats fitted in between the

largest branches and a bar fastened across some of the

highest ones, so that it was quite safe to climb up and

look out of the top of the tree. The l)ranches had been

trimmed away here and there, so that a good view

could be had of what was happening elsewhere in the

orchard.

48
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A scream of surprise iiiid deliglit came from the

group, ill which Olive joined. Quickly as the children

scrambled into the tree, the Doctor was up tliere first,

laughing and saying that it was thirty years since he

had climbed that apple tree ; for after he went away to

college the old seats had decayed and fallen down.

"Give me your hand and I'll help you up," called Nat
to Rap, who had dropped his crutch and was looking

up at the others.

" No, you needn't," said Rap. " I can climb all right.

Sometimes it isn't so handy for me, but other times it's

easier, for in tight places one leg doesn't take up as

much room as two ;
" and he swung and pushed until

he was up as high as the rest.

" Here's a nest with eggs in it," whispered Dodo,

Avho liad crept out on a limb, where a rather large

round nest, made of grass and little sticks plastered

together with mud, was saddled on the branch— in

fact, a Robin's nest.

" Four lovely smooth eggs, not quite blue and not

quite green! Please, can I have them? I saw them
first."

'' Think a minute, Dodo," said the Doctor. " A bird

will come from each of those eggs. Suppose you take

the eggs away from the poor Robins, you will be kill-

ing four young birds, besides hurting tlie feelings of

their parents and making them leave the orchard, very

likely. You must not take any eggs in the nesting

season— not even one. I will tell you what happened
once in a field where there Avere some birds' nests in

the bushes.

" The man who owned the lield was fund of birds
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and wished to protect them, but he was so good-natured

that when his little boy came to him and said, ' 1 wish

so much to have some birds' eggs— all the boys collect

them— please let me take a few, father— only on our

own land,' he did not wish to say ' No.' Sometimes, to

be good-natured is as bad as to be cruel. This man
said, ' You may take one Qgg from each nest, but only

one^ remember.' So the boy went out and took a few

eggs, but then he carried them to school, showed them

to the other boys, and told them where they came from.

Then each boy said to himself, ' It will be all right if

I take only one Qgg from each nest.' But Avhen four

or five boys had each taken one, all the nests Avere

quite empty. So the poor birds left that man's field,

where the bugs and worms grew and throve, till they

ate up his hay and all the rest of his crops.

^' When the nesting season is over eggs that have

not hatclied are often left in the various nests, tliat

you can take without doing any harm. Of course I

know it is not easy to keep your hands off such pretty

things as birds' eggs ; but if by doing so you can be

patriotic and useful, it is an act of self-denial that you

will be glad to do for the good of the country."

" What is in that black case, uncle ? " asked Dodo.
" Is it a pistol to shoot birds? I think it looks too fat

for that."

"Not tlie kind of a pistol that you mean. Dodo, but

the only kind that you youngsters need to bring down
birds so that you can see them. It is a double-barrelled

gun, but you must use your eyes for bullets, instead of

leaden balls. See !
"— and he took a fine pair of field-

glasses from the case, moved the screw a little, and
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held them before Dodo's eyes— '' what do you see down
there in the grass ?

"

" Why, it's a Robin, but how big it looks ! Every

feather shows by itself, and it has white rings round

its eyes like spectacles. 1 never saw them before, I'm

sure."

Then, as the Doctor handed the glasses to Nat, Dodo
looked in her lap, expecting to find the bird there in-

stead of a hundred feet away.

" This is jolly I
" cried Nat, taking a peep and pass-

ing the glasses to Rap, who put them to his eyes, gave

a little '' ah," and looked through them until the Doc-

tor said, " That will do now. Olive shall keep the

glasses, and whenever you children want them she will

give them to you ; but you must be careful never to

scratch them or rub your fingers over the lenses at

either end. With this magnifying instrument you will

be able to see the shape of beaks and wings, and many
color markings you would never notice otherwise. But

what did I promise to tell you of to-day, children ?
"

" Citizen Bird, you said," replied Nat, " though I

don't think I quite know what you mean.'^

" What does citizen mean ? " asked the Doctor, smiling.

" I think it is a person who lives in a city, but birds

aren't people and they don't live much in the city.^'

" You are right in one sense, my boy, but the word

citizen has also a far wider meaning. Do you know
what it is, Olive ? " But Olive was not sure, and the

Doctor asked her to go to his study and look for the

word in the big dictionary.

In a few minutes she returned with a slip of pa})er

from which her father read: '* Citizen — a mend)er (jf a
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nation, especially of a republic ; one who owes allegiance

to a government and is entitled to protection from it."

''Now, if you listen carefully I think I can prove to

you that every bird you can find is such a citizen of

this country, and show you why we should protect him.

" I told you the other day how the body of a bird

was planned and built to fill a place no other animal

could take. Thus by his habits and character every

bird fills a place as a citizen of our Republic, keeping

the laws and doing work for the land that House Peo-

ple, with all their wisdom, cannot do. Every such

fellow-animal of ours, besides having e3^es to see with,

and a l)rain which, if it does not tell him as many things

as our brains tell us, yet teaches him all that he need

know to follow the laws that Heart of Nature has set

for him, has the same feelings and affections as our-

selves. Parent birds love each other and their little

ones, and often lose their lives in trying to protect

them. They build their homes with as much care and

skill as House People use in making theirs. Then

they work hard, very hard indeed, to collect food to

teed their children, for bird children are, oh, so hungry!

They grow very quickly, and must eat constantly from

morning until night.

" With them it is breakfast, luncheon, dinner, five-

o'clock tea, and su])per, with a great many other meals

between times that would not be wholesome for House

Children. So you can see for yourselves that we may
well call the bird a fellow-being."

"Yes," said Rap, his eyes beaming as if he had

something to tell, " some birds work as hard as motlier

does. I watched a pair of Robins all one day last
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spring, when I was sick. They had a nest in a bush

by our kitchen window, where I coukl see it well,

and all day long either the mother or the father came

about every two minutes with something for the little

ones to eat. 1 timed them by the clock until I was

nearly dizzy, and they seemed to do the same thing

every day until the young ones flew away. Then they

went over to the grape vines, made a new nest, and

raised four more the same way "— and then Rap
stopped suddenly, as if lie feared that he had been

talking too much.

''That is all true," said the Doctor, looking very

happy at finding that one of his listeners not only saw

for himself but remembered and thought about what

he had seen. " If you have used your ej^es so well, my
lad, when we come to the bird stories I shall expect

you to tell some of them yourself." And the Doctor

held out his hand to the child with a look that sent

him to bed to dream happy dreams for many a night.

The children gazed at Rap in surprise. It Avas a

new idea that a poor little fellow like him should know
more than they, Avho had both parents and nice clothes,

and had been to school in a big city. That he should

be able to tell stories about birds seemed wonderful.

But they were not selfish, and instead of being jealous

felt a great respect for Rap.

" Now," said the Doctor, " we will see what a good

neighl)or to House Peo[)le a bird is, and liow in work-

ing for himself he lielps tliem alsf)."

"How can birds p()ssil)ly work t(^ help people?"

asked Dodo and Nat together ; l)ut Rap smiled to him-

self as if he knew somethino^ about the matter, and
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said, " They eat the bugs and worms and things that

kill the gardens and fields."

" You are right again," said the Doctor heartily.

" What is one thing that man and every other animal

must have to keep him alive ?
"

''Food!'' shouted Nat, and then grew very red, as

the others laughed, because since he had been at

Orchard Farm his appetite had grown so that though

he ate twice as much as Olive and Dodo he seemed

always hungry.

"Yes, food. Bread, meat, vegetables, and fruits,

but bread first of all. What is bread made of?"
" Wheat, I think," said Nat.

"Rye, too— mother's rye-bread is drea'fly good,"

said Rap.

"Don't forget Mammy Bun's corn-bread," added

Olive.

" All your answers are right, for many different

kinds of bread are used in various parts of the country
;

but whether it is made from wheat-flour, or rye-flour,

or corn-meal, it all grows from the ground, does it not ?

" Now the next sort of food— meat, the flesh of

animals— oxen, sheep, pigs, and poultry— what do

they feed on ?
"

" Oxen eat grass and hay and meal," said Dodo, in

great haste lest some one else should speak first.

" Sheep eat grass and hay too. I've seen them over

in the pasture on the hill," said Nat.

" Pigs will eat any old sort of thing," said Rap.
" Sour milk and snakes and swill and rats."

" Ugh !
" shivered Dodo. " Are all those nasty things

in sausages ?
"
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" No, Dodo," laughed the Doctor ;
" when pigs are

shut up they eat a great many dirty things, but

naturally they prefer clean food like other cattle —
corn, acorns, apples, and so forth. Besides, those

'nasty things,' as you call them, turn into pork before

they are put in sausages, for pigs know Iioay to make
pork. So you see that all the food of the animals

whose flesh we eat comes out of the ground ; and that is

what the Bible means where it says, 'All flesh is grass.'

But what other things are there that grow up out

of the earth, tall and strong, each one holding a beauti-

ful green screen to keep the sun from drawing all tlie

moisture from the ground and making it too dry

;

shading the rivers that their waters may not waste

away ; some making cool bowers for House People to

sit under, others bearing delicious fruits for them to

eat, and all in good time yielding their bodies to make
fires and give out heat to warm us ?

"

" Trees I Yes, trees of course," cried the children

eagerly; " all kinds of trees, for trees grow apples and

pears and plums and cherries and chestnuts and fire-

wood too."

"Now what is there that preys upon all this vege-

table life— upon every plant, from the grass to the

tree, destroying them all equally ?
"

"Bugs and worms and all kinds of crawlers and

flyers and hoppers," said Kap.

" Yes, every plant has an insect enemy which feeds

upon its life juices. So a set of animals has been de-

veloped by Heart of Nature to hold the plant destroyers

in check, and these animals are the birds.

" Man may do all he can to protect his gardens, his
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orchards, his fields and forests, but if the birds did not

help him the insects that work by night and day— tap-

ping at the root, boring inside the bark, piercing the

very heart of the plant, chewing off the under side of

leaves, nipping off the buds — would make the earth

bare and broAvn instead of green and blooming. Yet

House People, both young and old, forget this. They

shoot and frighten away the birds, either because some

few of their feathered friends take grapes or other fruits

and berries by Avay of pay, or merely from thoughtless-

ness, to see how many they can hit."

'' Do all birds eat bugs and such things ? " asked Nat.

" Olive said she used to put out grain and crumbs in

winter for some kinds."

" Some birds eat animal food and some seed food,

while others eat both ; but almost all birds feed their

babies upon insects. The nesting season is chiefly in

spring, when all plants begin or renew their growth.

Spring is also the season when the eggs of many insects

hatch out and when others come from the cocoons in

which they have slept all winter.

" Then the farmer begins his annual war upon them,

and day after day he fights the Battle of the Bugs.

But if he stops to think, and remembers that Heart of

Nature has a use for everything, he will Avin tliis battle

against the creeping, crawling, squirming regiments

more easily. For above him in the trees of his forest,

in the hedgerows and bushes of his pasture and garden,

on the rafters of his barn, even in the chimney of his

house, live the birds, willing and eager to help lum.

And all the wages they ask is permission to Avork

for a living and protection from those of his fellow-
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men who covet the Oriole and Cardinal for their gay
feathers and the Robin and Meadowlark for pot-pie."

" Singing-bird pie is wicked. I would like to pound
them all," said Dodo, striking her fists together, as

Nat did sometimes, not making it clear whether it was
pie or people she wanted to pound. "But, uncle, it

is right to eat some birds— Ducks and Chickens and

Geese and Turkeys."
'' Yes, Dodo, they belong to another class of birds—

a lower order that seem made for food— not singing

nor helping the farmers ; but even these should not be

shot needlessly or in their nesting season. But the

higher order— the perching Song Birds— should never

be shot, except the common Sparrow of Europe that

we call the English Sparrow. His habits are wholly

bad; he meddles with the nests of useful birds and is a

nuisance to his human as well as bird neiofhbors.

" To prevent confusion Heart of Nature has divided

the habits and appetites of Birdland, so that instead of

a great many families all building in one kind of tree,

or eating the same sort of insects or seeds, each has its

own manners and customs. Thus they divide among
themselves the realms of the air, the water, the trees,

and the ground. Some birds, as the Swallows and Fly-

catchers, skim through the air to catch Avinged insects.

Others, like the Woodpeckers and Warblers, take the

scaly insects from the bark of trees. Others that walk

on the ground, like tlie Robin, the Thrush, Meadow-
lark, Crow, and Red-winged l^>laekbird, eat ground

things, such as the fat eutwcn-ms which mow with sharp

jaws the young plants of corn, cabbage, and onions."

' " Please, Doctor Hunter," asked Rap, " I thought
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Crows and Blackbirds were Avicked birds that ate up

grain and corn, for the miller always puts up scarecroAvs

to keep them away."

But before the Doctor could answer the children

caught sight of Mammy Bun coming down from the

house carrying a tray. Upon this Avas a pitcher, some

glasses, and a plate full of cakes, which, Avhen she came

under the tree, they saw were delicious-looking buns,

as light and brown as good yeast and careful baking

could make them.

" Ah, mammy, mammy," cried Oliv^e, Dodo, and Nat

together, *' how did you know that we should be hungry

now, and we are simply famishing ?
"

" Well, honeys, I jess guessed it, I reck'n. I knoAv'd

massa was a-learnin' you'uns suffin', and it allers 'peared

to me that learnin' was mighty empty work. I know'd

Massa Doctor Avas ncA'Cr a one to keep his patients hol-

ler, and least his OAvn folks !
" Mammy gave a big

comfortable laugh as the Doctor took the tray from

her hands and the children thanked her heartily, Avhile

little Rap smiled hopefully on seeing that there A\^ere

six buns on the plate— that meant one for each and

tAvo for the Doctor, he thought.

" No one can make such buns as mammy," said OliA^e,

old as she Avas breaking hers in half, to find the lump

of sugar soaked Avith lemon juice that she knew Avas

inside. " She used to make them for me when I Avas a

little girl ; that is AAdi}" I named her Mammy Bun, and

Ave've called her that CA^er since."

" I thought it Avas a funny name," said Rap.
" One for each of us, and one for the dish," said

Olive, passing the plate around.
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" One for the dish ? What do you mean ? " said

Dodo.
" Mammy says it is always nice to have more food

on a dish than people are likely to eat, so that they

shall see there is enough and the dish shan't feel

lonely. You see, that last bun belongs to the dish."

*'• This time the dish will have to feel lonely," said

the Doctor, who had noticed that Rap was looking at

his bun, and not eating it ; "for I think that Rap would

like to take that one home to his mother by and by."

From that day Rap always believed that the Doctor

could look into his head and see what he was think-

ing of.

"As vv^e have been talking about the insect-killing

that Citizen Bird does in order to pay his rent and

taxes, as a good citizen should, I will tell you of the

six guilds in Birdland, into which these citizens are

divided in order to do their work thoroughly.

"

" What is a guild? " asked Rap.

" A guild is a band of people who follow the same

trade or occupation, and birds are banded together

according to the ways in wdiich they work, though

some may belong to several guilds We will name
each of the six guilds

:

1. Ground Gleaners. Tlie birds wlio feed largely upon

the insects which live in, on, or

near the ground.

2. Tree Trappers. The birds who feed on insects

which lurk about the trunks

and branches of trees and

shrubs.
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3. Sky Sweepers.

4. Wise Watchers.

5. Seed Sowers.

6. Weed Warriors.

The birds who, while on the wing,

catch flying insects.

The large, silent birds, who sit in

wait for their prey of field-mice

and other little gnawing mam-
mals, as well as insects.

The birds who eat wild fruits and

berries, and after digesting the

pulp and juice, sow the seeds

with their bodily wastage.

The birds who crack seeds in their

stout beaks, eat the kernels, and

so destroy millions of harmful

weed-seeds.

*' You must write the names and definitions of these

six guilds down in your books, because when you hear

about each bird I will tell you to which guild he be-

longs, and if you knoAV where and upon what a bird

feeds it will be easier for you to find him. All the

Land Birds belong to one or more of these guilds ; but

perhaps we shall find before we are through that some

of the Water Birds have a guild of Sea Sweepers."

For a few minutes the children scribbled away in

silence.

" My book will be very mussy," said Dodo, " for I

can't w^rite well when I sit all humped up on a branch."

" Of course }' ou cannot," said the Doctor ;
" but by

and by you can copy it out neatly in a clean book, and

it will give you something to do on rainy days, for

there are some things that we always remember better

if we have once Avritten them down."
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Presently Rap said, '' It must be because you never

have let any birds be killed here that there are more

kinds than I ever see anywhere else— some of every

guild, I think. I've often wondered how it was."
'' There are four Robins' nests in this one tree," said

Olive, ' and the old birds have been flying to and fro

while we talked, and never dreamed of being afraid."

" Yes, children. Orchard Farm always has protected

its Bix'd Citizens, and it always will, in my time."

" And in mine, too," said Olive. " You see if each

person would care for the birds on his own land, the

Battle of the Bugs would soon become less terrible."

Then the children laughed to think how funny a real

battle would be, with an army of little bugs drawn up

on one side of a field and big House People with guns

and cannons on the other.

'' But even against cannon," said Olive, " the bugs

would have the best of it, because they can fly or hop,

and the worms can crawl into the ground."

Then the Doctor finished this lesson by saying, quite

seriously :
" Every time you children deny yourselves

the pleasure of taking an Qg^ from a nest, or think to

spread a little food for hungry birds, when cold and

snow almost force them to starve, you are adding to

the food-supply of your country. To be sure, it may
be only a few grains of wheat here and an ear of corn

there, but it all means bread-food of some sort, and the

bread of a nation is its life. So Ave must learn to love

and protect this feathered neighbor of ours, who works

for his own living as well as ours, pays his rent and

taxes, and gives, besides, free concerts to the public,

daily. He certainly deserves the name of Citizen Bird.
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His patriotism, Avhicli is simply his love of the country

Avhere he was born, leads him to return to it whenever

he thinks of settling down in life and making a nest-

home, no matter how far he may have wandered away

at any other time; and this j^atriotism makes him one

of the greatest travellers on the face of the earth."



CHAPTER VI

THE BIRD AS A TRAVELLER

Rap went up to Orchard Farm one morning very

early to take Nat for a walk through the fields, down
to the river, to see some birds that had arrived in the

night.

It was only five o'clock, but Dr. Hunter was walking

to and fro in the garden, listening to the burst of bird-

music as eagerly as if it were for the first time in his

life. That is one of the best parts of our friendship

with Bird People ; they never w^eary us by talking too

much, and every spring after winter's silence their

music is as new as ever.

" Please, Uncle Roy, can I go with Rap ? " pleaded

Nat. "I will wear my rubber boots."

" You may go if you eat something first. I wonder
if Rap would invite me also ? " said the Doctor, leading

the way to the big kitchen pantry.

" I know he would !
" cried Nat joyfully. " He

wished and wished you would go with us, but we didn't

think you'd care to, because you have been to the river

woods so many times before. But why must I eat

something, uncle? I'm in sucli a hurry to go."

" Because, my boy, the life in us is like a fire that

jaust be supplied with fuel to keep it burning, only

instead of wood or coal we need food. Very early in

63
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the morning this life flame of ours, that is called

vitality, is very low, like a fire that has burned down,

and if we go out in the damp air and breathe the mists

that rise from the ground our vitality has not strength

to resist them. But if we put fresh fuel on our inward

fire by eating something before we go out, then that

bad little mischief-maker, which we call malaria, has

harder work to creep into us."

" How funny ! May I call Rap to tell him ? Rap !

Rap ! come in and have milk and something to eat, to

make your inside fire burn up chills and fever !

"

Rap thought at first that Nat must be crazy, but

very soon understood what the Doctor meant, and was

overjoyed at the prospect of having him join the expe-

dition.

" Dodo Avill cry when she wakes up and knows where

we have gone," said Nat, who had been much more

kind and thoughtful of his sister since coming to the

Farm. But kindness is very catching, and at the Farm
everybody was kind, from the House People to the

big gray horses in the barn, which let the chickens

pick up oats from between their powerful hoofs, with-

out ever frightening them by moving.

" It is too long a walk for little sister, but you must

remember everything that you see and hear, and tell

her about it. Don't forget the field-glass," said the

Doctor, following the boys along the road where tele-

graph wires made bird-perches between the liigli poles.

" You said a lot of birds came last niglit," said Nat

to Rap ;
'' but how do you know that they came last

night and where did they come from ?
"

" I know they came last night because they were not
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here yesterday," answered Rap ;
" but I don't know

where they came from, except that it must be from

where it is warmer than it is here, because they went

away just before it grew cokl hist fall. See, Doctor,

there are some of them now on those fence rails and

more up on the telegraph wires. The miller calls them
' Bee ]Martins,' and says that they eat up all the honey-

bees. Have they any other name— because I have

never seen them catch bees ?
"

Nat looked at them first with the field-glass, then

without it as they drew quite near the fence, and saw

a fine bird, twice as long as his middle finger. Its

back and wings looked dark gray; it was white under-

neath, with a touch of gray on the breast, and had a

black tail, with white at the end of it. As Nat looked

the bird raised a little tuft of feathers on top of its

head, as if angry, flew into the air, giving a shrill cry,

seized an insect, and returned to its perch.

"That is the Kingbird," said the Doctor; "one of

the most useful of the insect-catchers. Instead of

living on honey-bees, as many people think, he eats

very few of these, but kills instead thousands of the

bad robber-fly, which is the honey-bee's worst enemy.

This bird is really king of the air and of all fly-catching

birds. See how graceful his flight is, and how easily

he moves !

"

" Why did he go away last fall ? " asked Nat. " Does

he feel the cold weather very much ?
"

"He does not stay in the United States until the

weather is cold enough to chill him ; but he has to

move away for another reason. The same reason that

forces so many birds to leave us — he must follow his
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food. This food consists of insects— different kinds

of flies, ants, and grasshoppers, which disappear or die

as the air grows cold.

*' Rap, have you ever noticed the difference between

the sounds in a spring night and a night in autumn ?

In spring the air is humming with the calls of all sorts

of insects, but in autumn it is silent, and even the

crickets have stopped chirping.

'' So about the last of September our Kingbirds, who
live everywhere in the United States, gather in flocks,

start to find a place where insects are still stirring

about, and fly southward, following the sea-coast and

the great rivers for paths. Those from the eastern

part of the country stop in Central America or fly on

to South America, and those from the western part

often stop in Mexico."

"But how can they fly so far ? " said Nat ; "it's hun-

dreds of miles ; and how do they find the way ?
"

" The flight of a bird is a wonderful thing, my boy.

He spreads those frail wings of his, and launches into

the air, up, up, above trees and steeples, then on and on,

being able to fly several hundred miles without resting.

Some birds, Avhen the wind aids them, cover more than

a hundred miles in a single hour.

" As to the way, the eye of the bird is like a tele-

scope. It magnifies and sees from very far off. Fly-

ing through the upper air the bird watches the line of

coast and river, and the instinct that is placed in him

says, 'Follow these.' So he follows them, remember-

ing that by doing so he has found a place of safety in

other seasons. All through the spring and all through

the autumn birds take these mysterious flights— for so
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they always seem to House People, as flock after flock

gathers and disappears. You can watch them some-

times passing by day. so high in the sky that they seem

like dust-motes — then perhaps you will only hear a

faint call-note and see nothing. At night the sound

of many voices falls from the clouds. Sometimes it

will be the tinkling bell of Bobolinks, sometimes the

feeble peep of Snipes, and sometimes the hoarse honk

of Wild Geese."

"Why, Uncle Roy! Can you tell a bird's name

without seeing it, only by one little cry?"
" Yes, my lad. When you have lived with birds as

long as I have, you will know their different voices as

you do those of your own family. When some one

calls you in the garden, can't you tell whether it is

Dodo or Olive ?
"

" Yes, but their voices are so vert/ different."

" So are the voices of birds, when you know them

well."

" But the young birds who have been hatched up

here— how do they know about going the first time?
"

asked Rap.

" The young ones are led in their journeys with

signals and cries by their parents ; they in turn lead

their own young, and so the knowledge is kept up end-

lessly."

" I can see why they go south," said Rap, after think-

ing a few moments, '^ but why do they come back

again? Why don't they stay and build their nests

down there ?
"

*' That is a difficult question to answer," said the

Doctor, "and one that we House People try to ex-
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plain in different ways. I think that the love of the

place where they were born is strong enough in birds

to bring them back every season to build their nests.

So you see that Citizen Bird is a patriot ; for, though

he may be in the midst of plenty in a tropical forest,

when the time comes he travels hundreds of miles to

his native land to make the young, that will fly from

his nest, citizens like himself."

" But the birds that can eat seeds and other things

do not travel so far, do they ? " asked Rap.

" No, the birds who rove about the United States

throughout the year are either Weed Warriors, or Seed

Sowers, or those Tree Trappers who creep about tree-

trunks picking the eggs and grubs of insects from the

bark. Or else those great Cannibal Birds, the Wise

Watchers, who eat the flesh of their smaller brothers,

as well as of rats, mice, and all such vermin— the

Hawks and Owls ; or else they are Gulls, Terns, Fish-

ing Ducks, and a great many other kinds of sea birds

who feed on fisli and pick up the scraps floating on the

surface of sea, lake, and river."

" Do the Barn Swallows that are making nests

in the hayloft go as far south as Kingbirds ? " asked

Nat.

" Yes, indeed ! The Swallows' swift flight carries

them far and wide, for not only do they make homes

all through North America, but they are so sure of

wing and confident of outstripping any cannibal birds

wlio might try to chase them, that when they leave us

they fly by day and often stop for a little visit in the

West Indies on their Avay to South America."

" Suppose, Uncle Roy, when they are travelling, a
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storm comes up and it grows so foggy they can't see

how to follow the rivers — don't they sometimes lose

themselves ?
"

" Yes, very often they become confused and fly this

way and that, but ahvays toward the nearest place

where they see a light, as if it meant escape for them.

But this instinct is frequently their death, for they fly

against the towers of great lighthouses, or the win-

dows of tall buildings, or even electric wires, and thus

break their necks or wings."

"That is why I have so often found dead birds

along the turnpike under the telegraph wires," said

Rap.

" Yes, Rap, the inventions of man are very wonder-

ful, but some of them have been sad things for Bird

People, and this is another reason why we should pro-

tect them whenever we can. These journej^s that the

birds make when they leave their nesting haunts for

the winter season, and return again in spring, are called

migrations. The word ' migrate ' means to move from

one country to another with the intention of remain-

ing there for some time. The birds who only make
little trips about the country, never staying long in

one place, we call visitors.

" Birds may be divided according to their journeys

into three groups, which will help you to place them:

1. Citizens . . . Those Bird People whose families

stay in or near tlie same place the

year round, roving about some-

what according to the food-sup-

ply and weather.
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2. Summer Citizens. The families that, though they are

with us but six or eight months

of the year, make their homes

here, and pay their rent and

taxes by working for the com-

mon good. As they are ahnost

all insect-ea,ters, they are even

more useful than the stay-at-

home Citizens, who are chiefly

seed-eaters or cannibals.

3. Winter Visitors. The birds who come down from

the North in severe weather, but

do not stay in one place for

any particular time, arriving one

day and disappearing the next.

They glean for their scanty

board and return to the cold

countries, of which they are

Citizens, before nesting-time."

" Please tell me the names of some of the birds that

live here all the time," said Nat. " Have I seen any

yet?"
" I think the Bluebird, the Robin, and the Song Spar-

row are Citizens," said Rap, '' because last winter I used

to see one or two almost every day, unless the snow and

ice were very thick."

" Yes," said the Doctor, " the Bluebird is a Citizen in

the Middle and Southern States, and the Robin also.

But in the more northerly parts they are Summer Citi-

zens, returning early and staying late. But the Song

Sparrow is a Citizen almost everywhere, and is known
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about every bushy garden from the east coast to the

west, and from the cotton plantation to the land of

snow."
" Please tell me the names of some winter visitors,"

said Rap. " Isn't the Great White Owl one of these ?
"

" Yes, the Snowy Owl is one of them ; so is the Snow-

fiake, who comes to us on the wings of the storm ; the

tiny Winter Wren, the Great Northern Shrike, and many
others, who arrive when snow-tide is upon us in the

temperate part of the country, after our song birds

have flown to the warmer south. You shall hear of

all these, and learn where each one lives, in the bird

stories I am going to write for you. But now let us

go down by the river and see what some of these newly

arrived birds are doing after their long journey.

" Hark ! I hear the notes of a Thrasher in those

bushes, and the Red-winged Blackbirds are calling all

through the marsh meadow. When I was a boy the

alder bushes were always full of nests."

"They have nests there now," said Rap eagerly;

" a great many nests, and they are very pretty. Ah !

There is the big brown bird that you call a Thrasher,

with his striped breast and long tail that spreads like

a fan. I see him — he is building in that barberry

bush !

"

" Then the nest comes pretty soon after the up-jour-

ney," said Nat.

" Yes," answered the Doctor, as he watched the antics

of the Thrasher ;
" right after the journey the mate,

and next the nest. Do not forget the mate, Nat, for

it is Mrs. Bird who usually makes the nest and always

lays the eggs, besides working in the guilds with her
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husband, whose greatest distinction is in being the

family musician."

" When do the Summer Citizens begin to come back

to their nesting places?" asked Nat. "And when do

they go away again ?
"

" The great bird procession begins the first of March

with Bluebirds, Robins, Redwings, and Meadowlarks,

but it is the first of June before the latest comers, the

little Marsh Wrens, are settled. Then in autumn, from

September until the first snows of December fall, the

procession flutters back south again, one by one or in

great flocks, dropping away like falling leaves in the

forest, and the birds that we see later are likely to be

Citizens.

" The early Robin may have a second brood and the

Hummingbird eggs in her nest, before the Marsh Wrens
have even been seen.

'' In the Southern States the birds arrive and build

sooner than in the Northern. A cold spring may delay

the on-coming migration, or a warm autumn retard the

return movement. But as you study birds you will

soon see that each one has his own place in the proces-

sion, and usually keeps it. Year by year this vast pro-

cession goes on in the air, back and forth, night and

day, like the ceaseless ebb and flow of the tides at sea.

Bird-waves flow on forever, in their appointed times,

and none of Nature's aspects are more regular or more

unfailing. It almost seems, boys, as if birds made the

seasons— as if winter in the Middle and Northern States

might be called the ' songless season.'

"



CHAPTER VII

THE BIRD'S NEST

" I WONDER why some birds build their nests so very

early, when it is cold, and there are no leaves on the

trees, while others wait until it is almost summer,"

said Rap, as they walked down a narrow lane toward

the river. There were bushes lining the path on each

side, and from the singing you would think that every

bush had a bird on each twig. In fact, there were so

many birds in sight that Nat did not know Avhich to

ask about first, and so kept looking instead of talking.

" The birds who are Citizens are usually the first to

build," answered the Doctor. ''They merely roved

about during the winter months, and had no long

journey to make before they reached the home trees

again, and then the hardy seed-eating birds can return

from the South much earlier than their frailer kin."

" Last year," said Rap, '' when the men were chop-

ping trees in the great Avood beyond the lake, the

miller went up one day to hunt coons and took me
with him. It was the beginning of March and terribly

cold ; there were long icicles lianging on the trees,

and we Avere glad enough to go in by the fire in

the lumbermen's camp. But what do you think?— if

there wasn't an Owl's nest, up in a pine tree, with two

eggs in it ! It was in a very lonely place, and the

73
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miller said the Owl had borrowed an old Crow's nest

and fixed it up a little."

" I should think the eggs would have frozen hard

and been spoiled," said Nat.

*' No, the old Owl sat on them ever so tight and

would hardly budge to let the miller see them. We
didn't stay long, for the Owl was a savage big thing,

nearly two feet high, with yellow eyes and long

feathers sticking up on its head like horns."

" A Great Horned Owl," said the Doctor. " I only

wonder that it let the miller go near it at all ; they

are generally very Avild and fierce."

" This one was sort of friends with the lumbermen,"

continued Rap, " for they used to hang lumps of raw

meat on the bushes for it, and they said it kept the

rats and mice away from the camp and was good com-

pany for them. It frightened me when I heard it

first ; it gave an awful scream, like a hurt person.

After a while another one began to bark like a dog

with a cold, just like this— ' who-o-o-o— hoo— hoo —
hoo.' And, Doctor, one of the lumbermen told me
that with Owls and Hawks the female is mostly bigger

than the male. Do you think that is so ? Because

with singing birds the male is the largest."

"Among cannibal birds the female is usually the

largest," answered the Doctor, who was pleased to see

that Rap so often had a " because " for his questions.

" These birds do a great deal of fighting, both in catch-

ing their living prey and holding their own against ene-

mies ; and as the female stays most at home, being the

chief protector of the nest, she needs more strength."

" Some singing birds are real plucky too," said Rap.
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" That same year I found a Robin's nest in April, when
the water-pail by the well froze every night, and a

Woodcock's nest in the brusliwood. It's hard to see a

Woodcock on the nest, they look so like dead leaves.

It snowed a little that afternoon, and the poor bird's

back was all white, but there she sat. It made me
feel so sorry, and I was so afraid she might freeze, that

I made a little roof over her of hemlock branches. And
she liked that and didn't move at all ; so then I wiped

the show off her back, and she seemed real comfortable.

I used to go back every day after that to see her ; we
grew to be quite friends before the four eggs hatched,

and I've seen them do queer little tricks ; but I never

told anybody where she lived, though, because lots of

people don't seem to understand anything about birds

but shooting or teasing them."
" Some day you shall tell us about what the Wood-

cock did, my lad. You must tell us a great many
stories, for you know what you have seen yourself.

That is the best knowledge of all, and it will encourage

Nat to hear you," and Dr. Hunter put his arm affec-

tionately around the shoulders of each boy.

'' Hush ! Wait a moment and listen to that Thrasher,"

said the Doctor, stopping behind some thick bushes
;

"he is wooing his mate!
"

" What is wooing ? " whispered Nat.

" Asking her to marry him and come and build a

cosy home in one of these nice bushes. Listen ! See !

There he is, up on the very top of that young birch,

with his head thrown back, singing as if his throat

would split." As the children looked up they saw a

fine bird with a curved beak, rusty-brown back, and
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light breast streaked with black, who was clinging to a

slender spray, jerking his long tail while he sang.

'^ It seems as if I could almost hear the words he

says," said Rap.
" Birds sing in many different tones," said the Doc-

tor. " The Thrasher's song is like some one talking

cheerfully; the Meadowlark's is flute-like ; the Oriole's

is more like clarion notes ; the Bobolink bubbles over

like a babbling brook ; while the dear " little brown

striped Song Sparrow, who is wdth us in hedge and

garden all the year, sings pleasant home-like ballads."

" There are some birds that Olive told me can't sing

a bit," said Nat, '' but only call and squeak. How do

they ask tlieir mates to marry them ?
"

"All birds have alarm cries, and a call-note that

serves the same purpose as a song, although it may not

seem at all musical to us. We are naturally more in-

terested in that order of birds whose voices are the

most perfectly developed. These not only sing when

they are courting, but all the time their mates are sit-

ting upon the eggs, and until the young are ready to

fly-"

" Why do birds always build nests in spring ? " asked

Nat.

" I think because there is more for them to feed the

little ones with, than when it gets to be hot and dry,"

said Rap, '' and it gives them time to grow big and

strong before winter comes, when they must go away."

" Quite right. Rap, and it also gives the parents a

chance to shed the old feathers that have been worn by

rubbing on the nest, grow a new, thick, warm coat for

winter, and rest themselves before they set out on their
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autumn journey. Do you remember wliat I told you

that rainy clay in my study about this moulting or

changing of feathers ?
"

" Yes, I do,'' said Rap and Nat together. " ]Most

birds have two coats a year, and the male's is the

brighter," continued Nat eagerly, proud to show that

he remembered. " Tlie one that comes out in the

spring is the gayest, so that his mate shall admire

him and when this coat comes he sings his very best

and— "

" Stop and take breath, ni}^ boy," laughed the Doctor;

" there is plenty of time. Why do we think that the

male has the gayest feathers— do you remember that

also?"

" No, I've forgotten," said Nat.

" I remember," cried Rap ;
" it is to please the female

and because she sits so much on the nest that if her

feathers were as bright as the male's her enemies would

see her quicker, and when the little birds hatch out

they are mostly in plain colors too, like their mother."

" Oh, I remember that now," said Nat. " And after

the young are hatched and the old birds need new coats,

they keep rather still while they shed their feathers,

because they feel weak and can't fly well."

" Then when the new feathers come they are some-

times quite different from the old ones, and seldom

quite so bright — why is this, Nat ? " asked the Doc-

tor. But Nat could not think, and Rap answered:

" Because in the autumn when they make the long

journeys the leaves are falling from the trees, and if

they were very bright the cannibal birds would see

them too quickly."
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'* Have I told you about the Bluebird, and how,

though he only sheds his feathers once a year, yet his

winter coat is rusty and not bright clear blue as it is in

spring ?
"

" I think not," answered Nat.

*' Well, the outside edges of its feathers are blue, but

a little deeper in the feather is brownish. So when

they have worn the same feathers many months, and

rubbed in and out of their little houses and bathed a

great deal and cleaned their feathers off every day in

the dust, as birds always do, the blue ends wear off and

the rusty parts show. It is quite worth while to tell

little people things when they have the patience to

listen and the interest to remember."

" Yes, uncle, but it's the way you tell us about birds

that makes us remember. You talk as if they were

real people."

" Oh, oh, Nat !
" laughed the Doctor, '^ if you flatter

me so I shall have to hide my head in a bush like an

Ostrich. Birds are people, though of another race

from ours, and I am happy if I can make you think so.

Ah ! we must be near a Redwing's nest— what a com-

motion the colony is making! "

" Colony ? I thought a colony was a lot of people

who went off into a strange wild land and made a new

home," said Nat.

" That is one meaning of the word, but another one

is when a number of people of the same race or trade

live close to each other. A bird colony is a collection

of the homes of many birds of the same family. After

the nesting season almost all birds live in flocks of

different sizes, each particular kind flocking by itself

;
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but during the migrations great flocks are often made
up of smaller flocks of various kinds of birds. During

the nesting season it is quite different ; the majority

of birds prefer a quiet home life, each pair being inde-

pendent of any others. Certain flocks, however, keep

together, and all build their nests in a particular swamp
or wood, and sometimes, it is said, male birds build nests

to sleep in while the females are sitting. The Red-

wings nest in colonies ; so do the Herons, who eat frogs

and nest near water, and the little brown-cloaked Bank
Swallows, who live in holes that they dig for themselves

in high banks."

There were some twenty pairs of birds in this Red-

wing colony, who seemed to be much frightened by the

approach of visitors.

''Here is a nest in this alder bush," said the Doctor;

" step carefully on the grass hummocks, and look at it

for a moment, Nat. See how neatly it is made of the

dried leaves of flags and grasses, woven in and out

between three upright stalks."

" Isn't it pretty ? " said Nat ;
" so even and deep like

a cup, and not at all ragged and mussy like a Robin's

nest. There are a great many different kinds of nests,

aren't there, uncle ?
"

" Yes, the nests of birds are almost as different as

their songs and other habits, and the higher the order

the brood belongs to the better built is the nest. The
lower orders often only make a hollow in the ground

or grass, but do not collect material and hidld in the

true sense. None such can be called architects."

"What is an architect?" asked Nat, who thought it

was a pretty big name for any sort of a bird.
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'' An architect, my boy," said the Doctor, " is anybody

who knows how to build anything as it ought to be

built, to look the best and be the most useful, whether

it is a house or a nest."

" I wonder why nests are so different," said Rap, look-

ing down the lane toward the river where the sun was

streaming in and so many little birds were flying to

and fro that they seemed like last year's leaves being

blown about.

" Because, as the habits of the birds cause them to

live in different places, and feed in various ways, so

their homes must be suitable to their surroundings,

and 1)6 built in the best way to protect the young birds

from harm— to keep them safe from House People,

cannibal birds, and bad weather.

'' The trim Thrushes and Sparrows, who are all

brownish birds, and find their insect or seed food on

or near the ground, build open nests low down in trees

and bushes, or on the earth itself ; but the gorgeous

Baltimore Oriole, with liis llaming feathers, makes a

long pocket-shaped nest of string and strong plant

fibres, wliich he swings high up in an elm tree, where

it cannot be reached from below, and the leaves hide

this cradle while the winds rock it. He knows that it

would never do to trust his brilliant feathers down by

the ground.

"The frail Hummingbird has no real strength to

fight enemies bigger than its tiny self, but it has been

given for protection the power of flying as quick as

a whizzing bullet, and courage enougli to attack even a

Kiugbird in defence of its nest, which is a tiny circle

of down, covered with lichens, and is so fastened across
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a branch that it looks like a knot of the limb itself.

The Woodcock you saw that snowy day, Rap, knows
the protection of color and draws together for a nest

a few leaves of the hue of her own feathers. This

nest and the bird upon it are so blended together that

few eyes could separate them."
'' Some birds do not make any nests, but live in holes

like squirrels and coons," said Rap. " Woodpeckers and

all those."

" There again the home is suited to the occupation

of the bird," said the Doctor; "for Woodpeckers are

Tree Trappers, who find their food by creeping about

trees and picking insects and grubs from the bark.

What more natural than that the}" should have a house

close at hand in some tree whose wood is soft enough

to be hollowed out ? You see they have a bill like a

chisel for gouging out insects, and with this same tool

they make their homes."
" Bluebirds and Wrens and Martins like to live in

holes and boxes, though they can't make holes for

themselves," said Rap.

" Yes, the habits of many birds have changed since

the country has become civilized and House People are

to be found in all parts of it. Many birds, who have

always been favorites with man, and have been pro-

tected by him, have gradually grown less wild, or almost

tame, and now prefer living near houses and barns to

building in wilder places. The Bluebird, Martin, and

Wren are three very popular birds. They appreciate

cosy homes and are grateful for the boxes built for

them, though we know that before they had such

things they must have nested in tree holes."
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" I wonder where the Chimney Swifts lived before

there were any chimneys," said Rap, looking across the

fields to where an old stone chimney stood— the only

thing left standing of an old farmhouse. Above this

chimney, Swifts w^ere circling in shifting curves, now
diving inside it, now disappearing afar in the air.

" We think they must have lived in hollow trees as

the Tree Swallows do now," said the Doctor ;
'' but

when House People began to clear the land they natu-

rally cut down the dead trees first, and so the birds

moved to the chimneys."
'' I used to call those birds Chimney ' Swallows,' but

Olive says they are made more like Hummingbirds and

Nighthawks than real Swallows," continued Rap.
'* Nighthawks ? " said Nat. '' I thouglit Olive said

Hawks were cannibal birds. How are they relations

of Swallows ?
"

" Tliat is a mistake a great many people make," said

the Doctor ;
" for the Nighthawk is not a real Hawk,

but a shy bird, who has a rapid hawk-like flight,

though it eats nothing but beetles, moths, and other

insects. Hark ! Do you hear that cry high in the

air ?
"

" As if something was saying ' shirk-shirk ' ? " said

Nat.

" Yes; that is a Nighthawk on its way home. Look I

he is over us now, and you can see two large white

spots like lioles in his Avings. By these you can tell it

from any of the real Hawks."

"Does he build high up in a tree ? " asked Rap. " I

have never found his nest."

" There is a good reason for that," said the Doctor.
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" There is no nest. Two eggs are laid on the bare

ground, that is about the same coh)r as tlie bird itself
;

and the eggs look too much like streaky pel)bles to be

easily seen. When the young are hatched they keep

still until they are able to fly, and are colored so exactly

like the place upon which they rest that it is almost

impossible to see them, even if you know where they

are."

'' How much there is to learn! " sighed Nat. "I'm
afraid you will have to make us a big book instead of

a little one. Uncle Roy, to teach us all these things.

Olive and Rap have such a start of us. Dodo and I

don't know much of anything, and even what I thought

I knew about birds isn't very true."

" Don't be discouraged, my boy ; you do not need a

big book— a little one will do for the present. What
you need is patience, a pair of keen eyes, and a good

memory. With these aud , a little help from Olive,

Rap, and your old uncle, you can learn to know a

hundred kinds of every-day birds— those that can be

found easily, and have either the sweetest songs, the

gayest plumage, or the most interesting habits. Some
we shall find here in the lane and swamp meadow, or

by the river. Others have made their home in my
orchard for years. And I am going to put in the book

more than a hundred beautiful pictures for you and

Dodo, drawn so naturally that you can tell every one of

tlie birds by them, and that will make it easier for you

to understand what you read.

" For some of the water birds we must go up to the

lake or in the summer make a trip over to the seashore.

How do you like that ? Yes, you too. Rap.
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" By and by, when you know these hundred birds by

name and by sight, you will be so far along on the road

into Birdland that you can choose your own way, and

branch off right and left on whatever path seems most

attractive to you ; but then you will need big books,

and have to learn long hard Latin names."

" What birds will you begin with, please. Doctor

Roy," said Rap, ''the singers or the cannibals?"

" The singers, because they will interest Dodo and

Nat the most easily, as they do you. Then we will

talk about the birds that only croak and call ; then the

cannibal birds ; next those that coo, and those that

scratch for a living. Then we must leave dry land

and go close to the water to find the birds that wade ;

and finally, we must go to the lake or sea itself for the

birds that swim and dive."

"Why, here's Quick !
" cried Nat, as the little fox-

terrier came leaping down the lane, tracking them, nose

to the ground. ''How did you get out of the barn,

sir ?
"

" I suspect that Dodo has discovered that we are

missing and is looking for us," said the Doctor.

" There is the breakfast bell. Do you realize, my lads,

that we have been out two hours ?
"

" I often come out early in the morning," said Rap,

"so it doesn't seem strange to me."
" I'm starving. Uncle Roy," said Nat, " though I am

only beginning to feel it."

" Think how much worse you would have felt if you

had not eaten some bread and milk before you started."

" Yes, indeed," said Nat. " Do many sicknesses

come from not eating enough ?
"
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'' Not so many as come from eating too much I

"

laughed the Doctor. " Won't you come up to break-

fast with us, Kap ? There is always room at my table,

you know, for children who love their Bird Brothers."

" I can't," said Rap regretfully ;
" you see it's Thurs-

day and I have to mind clothes I

"

There was a merry breakfast party that morning at

Orchard Farm ; Nat had so much to tell, and the

Doctor said he felt twenty years younger after his walk

with the boys. A letter had also arrived which made
Nat and Dodo very happy ; it was from their mother,

who said :
'' We are delighted to hear that the Doctor

is going to tell you bird stories this summer. Be sure

to ask Olive to tell you all she knows about the flowers

too. When we come home this autumn, perhajDS your

uncle will ask us to the Farm for a visit, and then we
shall see your friend Rap."

" Uncle, uncle !
" cried both the children, " will you

ask mother and father to come here for a little ? It

will be lovely, and— and then we shan't have to go

away so soon either."

" I have already asked them for a long visit, you little

rogues," said the Doctor. " You seem to forget that

your mother is my sister, whom I wish very much to see."

"And does Olive know all the flowers," chimed in

Dodo, " and Avill you tell us about everything ?
"

" That would V)e a rash promise," said the Doctor,

laugliing ;
" but if you will stay long enough I will

promise to teach you something about all the little wild

beasts and bugs that live here, the flowers that bloom

about us, the earth, moon, and perhaps even a star or

two ! Who knows ? Is it a bargain ?
"
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" Oh, uncle ! " was all they said. But Dodo gave

him a kiss on the end of his nose and Nat hugged Olive,

who sat next to him. Just then Mammy Bun brought

in a plate of steaming hot flannel cakes, and the Doctor

said :
'' Now let us eat to the health of Birdland and a

happy season at Orchard Farm ! Olive, my love, please

pass the maple syrup !

"



CHAPTER VIII

BEGINNING OF THE BIRD STORIES

When the day came for beginning the bird stories,

warm spring showers w^ere drenching the orchard, so

that apple blossoms and raindrops fell to the ground to-

gether when the children gathered in the Avonder room

once more. This time there was no fire on the hearth

;

through the open window floated bits of bird-song and

the fragrance of the lilacs— for there were lilac bushes

all about Orchard Farm, close to the house, by the

gate posts, and in a long hedge that ran down one side

of the garden to the orchard itself. These tall bushes

of purple and white lilacs were veritable music boxes,

for almost every one held a Catbird's nest.

'' What bird do you think Uncle Roy will tell us

about first ? " said Nat to Rap, as they walked about the

room, looking at the birds in the cases, while the Doctor

was reading letters which Olive had brought in.

'' I wish he would begin with that lovely fat bird,

with all the red and green and blue feathers," said

Dodo, pointing to a Wood Duck. " I wonder if it

sings."

" No, that's a Duck and they don't sing," said Rap ;

" they gabble and squawk and swim in tlie water, but

they can fly as quick as Swallows, for all they look so

heavy."

87
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" I wish he would begin with this little mite of a

thing, that isn't much bigger than a bee," said Nat,

showing Rap a Hummingbird.
" I don't care what bird he starts with," said Rap,

"only I hope he will begin at the very beginning."

" That is a good idea, my boy," said the Doctor, who

had finished his letters and was leaving his desk ; "only

what and where is the beginning ?
"

The children looked at each other in silence, and

Olive said :
" That is a very hard question for them to

answer. No wonder they looked so puzzled, father."

Then the Doctor laughed and said :
" The people

who have studied the birds, bone by bone and feather

b}^ feather, have grouped these Citizens into orders

and families to prevent confusion, so that we may easil}'

tell the relationship between them. These lists some-

times begin with the lowest order, nearest to the crawl-

ing, reptile brethren,— the least interesting, far-away

birds that have no song and cannot fly well, but swim

and dive in the water,— and end with the beautiful

singing birds that live in our gardens."

*' Couldn't you begin with the dear singing birds

and end with the far-away clumsy diving ones ?

"

asked Rap earnestl}^ ;
" it's so much easier learning

about things near home."
" You are right, my boy. In learning anytliing,^

whether of bird, insect, or flower, begin at home, and

let this be the centre from which you work your way

onward and outward. Then you will be sure of what

you learn ; and ever afterward, though you may follow

strange birds all over the known world, you will come

home again, to find that there are none more charming
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and lovable than those few whose acquaintance you
will make this summer.

" I do not wish you to be confused by long words, so

I shall give you their plain English names and divide

these birds of our stories into six classes. By and by,

when you have heard a few facts about them, we will

group them into families ; and I will tell you so much
that, if you use your eyes well, you will be able to

name any one of these birds when you see it out in

the open air. You must always remember, children,

when you see birds flying about, that you will not no-

tice many little markings and bits of color that would
be quite plain to you if you held the bird in your

hand, or looked at it in a case, as you look at these

stuffed ones now. A bird whose breast is spotted may
look striped when seen at a distance.

" When you are in doubt about the name of a bird

that you have seen, you can come here and look for

it ; but very few children can do so. At best they can

only look at pictures, and I do not wish you to depend

upon the specimens in this room."
'' No," said Rap, '' because if our bird stories are

printed, and other children read them, they may not

have an uncle with a ^ wonder room '
; and so they

must learn the names without."

" That is another reason why we must have a great

many pictures in our book, for these children," said the

Doctor. " Now write the names of the six classes into

which all our birds are to be gathered.

I. The Birds that Sing.

II. The Birds that Croak and Call.

III. The Birds that are Cannibals.
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IV. The Birds that Coo and Scratch.

V. The Birds that Wade and Paddle.

VI. The Birds that Swim and Dive."

Squeak, squeak, went three pencils, two going fast

and one toiling along as if it was lame and needed

sharpening.

"Please, uncle, what birds are cannibals?" asked

Dodo, as she finished writing this last word slowly,

taking great pains. " I thought cannibals were people

that ate each other."

" Well, my dear, so they are ; and cannibal birds are

those who sometimes eat each other."

"If you please. Doctor, whicli of the birds that sing

will you begin with?" asked Rap. "I wonder if we

can guess it."

" You may all try," said the Doctor. " It is a bird

tliat every one loves— the home bird who is so fond

of House People that whenever we see one, Ave know

that there is a house not far away."
" Then it must be the Bluebird !

" cried Rap.

" You are right," said the Doctor; "and if you will

come here by the window you can watch a pair who are

flying in and out of the bird house, on top of the wood-

shed. Do you hear? Bluebirds have a call-note and

a sweet warbling song. As I have told you before, all

birds have some note or sound that they use to attract

attention or call their mates ; but it is only those whose

voices are so highly developed that they can make really

continuous musical sounds, that are called song birds.

"The male is the only real singer in Birdland.

Many females have pretty musical notes that they

give when about the nest, and some scraps of song

;
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one or two are quite good musicians, but the great

chorus comes from the males.

'' These have their seasons for singing, and are not

in equal voice during the entire year. They sing most

persistently from the time they put on their spring

coat, until after the nesting season, when they take it

off. In early autumn some species sing for a time,

and in warm climates there is more or less music all

winter ; but the great morning and evening chorus

belongs to spring and the nesting season. It is as

rare to hear the perfect song of a bird in autumn,

as it is to see its perfect plumage. The young birds

of the season are then swelling their little throats in

trying to warble a few notes : and as their feathers

are a mixture of those worn by their father and

mother, such birds and their songs will both, most

likely, confuse you.

" When you find a strange bird, try to see quickly

a few of the things most necessary to naming him. I

will make a measure of your middle finger for you

such as Olive used to wear. Then you must try to

answer the following questions :

" How many inches long was he ?

" What was his general color ?

" Was his breast plain or speckled ?

" Wh^ was he doing— feeding on the ground or in

a tree ?

" Did he walk with one foot after the other, or hop

with both feet together ?

" Did he sing or only call ?

" At first you may only remember two or three of

these questions, and they will probably be his size,
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color, and song, if he happens to be singing at the

time.

''You may not think that a bird, who is hopping

about in the grass or flitting among the branches of a

tree, is doing anything in particuhir. But really he

may be either collecting material for his nest, or search-

ing for food of some particular kind, in a way which

will tell you to what guild of tlie Bird Brotherhood he

belongs.

" Everything in the daily life of a bird is interesting.

You will find that every bird has its regular times

for bathing, pluming, eating, sleeping, working, and

playing, all in its own ways, just as you yourselves

have. And everything he does is done cheerfully

and promptly.

" I know that you think this a very long sermon, and

that you would rather see a bird than be told how to

see it. Only one Avord more. I am going to give you,

as we go along, a few facts about tlie color and size of

each bird, that you may write in your books ; so that

if you forget Avhether this bird or that one was striped

or spotted you can look at your 'bird table' (not multi-

plication table) and see which it was. Now we will

begin with our dear Bluebird."



CHAPTER IX

A SILVER-TONGUED FAMILY

THE BLUEBIRD

" It will be difficult for you to mis

take tliis little blue-coat for any

other bird. He is ' true blue,'

which is as rare a color among
birds as it is among flowers.

He is the banner-bearer

of Birdland also, and

loyally floats the

tricolor from

our trees and

telegraph
wires; for, be-

sides being blue,

is he not also

red and white ?

" To be sure, his

breast is perhaps more

brown than red, but

when the spring sun

shines on his new
feathers, as he flits to and fro, it is quite bright enough

to be called red. All sorts and conditions of people
9.3

Bluebird.
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love and respect the Bluebird ; all welcome him to their

gardens and orchards. The crossest old farmer, with

his back bent double by rheumatism, contrives to bore

some auger holes in an old box and fasten it on the

side of the barn, or set it up on the pole of his hayrick

;

while the thrifty villager provides a beautiful home for

his blue-backed pets— a real summer hotel, mounted

on a tall post above a flower-bed, with gables and little

windows under the eaves.

" Why does this bird receive so much attention ?

There are many others witli gayer plumage and more

brilliant songs. It is because the Bluebird is gentle,

useful, brave, and faithful under adversity, while he

and the Robin are the first two birds that children

know by name. AVe must live in a very cold, wind-

swept part of the country not to have some of these

birds with us from ]\Iarch until Thanksgiving day, and

then, wlien a week has passed and we have not seen a

single one, we say winter has come in earnest. When
weeks go by and our eyes grow tired of the glare of

the snow, or our hearts discouraged at the sight of bare

lifeless trees and stretches of brown meadow— sud-

denly, some morning, we liear a few liquid notes from

an old tree in a sunny spot. All eagerness, we go out to

see if our ears have deceived us. No, it is a Bluebird !

He is peeping into an old Woodpecker's hole and act-

ing as if he had serious thoughts of going to house-

keeping there, and did not intend waiting to move in

until May-day either. Wlien you see him you may
know that, though there is still ice on the water-trough

and on the little streams, spring is only around the

corner, waiting for her friend, the sun, to give her a
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little warmer invitation to join him in their old, old

play of turning the sluggish sleeping brown earth into

a wonderful green garden again.

'' As a Citizen the Bluebird is in every way a model.

He works with the Ground Gleaners in searching the

grass and low bushes for grasshoppers and crickets
;

he searches the trees for caterpillars in company with

the Tree Trappers ; and in eating blueberries, cranber-

ries, wild grapes, and other fruits he works with the

Seed Sowers also.

" So who would not welcome this bird, who pays his

rent and taxes in so cheerful a manner, and thanks you

with a song into the bargain ? A very few straws are

all that he asks for his housekeeping, and every time

he promises a meal for his household, scores of creep-

ing, crawling, hopping garden enemies are gobbled up.

Then he, modest little fellow that he is, comes to the

roof of the shed and murmurs his thanks for your hos-

pitality, as if you and not he had done the favor ; he

continues to whisper and warble about it all the way
down the meadow until, having caught another grass-

hopper, his mouth is too full for singing."

As the Doctor was speaking the shower cloud passed

over, and the sun burst out full upon the Bluebirds

that were building by the woodshed.
" Oh, they are red, white, and blue !

" cried Dodo in

great glee, " though the red is a little dirty, — not so

fresh and bright as the color in our new Hag."

" It is more the red of the ragged old flag they keep

down in the Town Hall— the one that has seen ser-

vice," said Rap thoughtfully.
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Some things to remember about the Bluebird

Length (from tip of beak over head to end of tail) seven inches.

Upper parts clear bright blue.

Throat and breast reddish earth color.

Belly white.

A Summer Citizen of the United States, and a Citizen of the

milder parts of our country.

A member of the guilds of Ground Gleaners, Tree Trappers,

and Seed Sowers.

THE AINIERICAN ROBIN

Another home bird, first cousin to the

Bluebird, coming with it in the spring,

and often lingering through the

winter in places that the Blue-

bird is oldiged to leave— "

'' The Robin a cousin

of the Bluebird !

"

i n t e r r u pt e d

Nat; "why,
they don't look one

bit alike—how can

it be, Uncle Roy?"
" I expected you

to ask that ques-

tion," said the Doctor. "The relationship of bird fami-

lies, like that of other animals, is based upon a likeness

in the formation of their bodies, and not upon mere size

or color. Tliat sort of likeness proves that their ances-

tors of long ago were the same, so that they are de-

scended from one pair of very great-great-grandparents ;

and that always makes cousins, you know. It runs in

^%hy.
American Robix.
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the blood ; thus, a cat and a tiger are blood relations
;

the little coon and the great black bear are nearly akin.

A tall broad-shouldered man, with black hair and a

full beard, may have a cousin who is short and thin,

with yellow hair and no beard. You see nothing

strange in this, because it is something to which you

are accustomed. But with bird families it takes the

trained eye of the student to see the likeness there

really is between all birds who have had the same an-

cestors, though it may be hidden under many differ-

ences in their size, shape, color, voice, and habits.

'^ The Robin, like the Bluebird, is found in almost all

parts of North America. In the far Southern States,

like Florida, wdiere they take refuge from winter storms,

Robins begin to sing in chorus wdiile the weather in the

Middle and Northern States is still so cold that it Avould

freeze the music before any one could hear it, even if

the birds had courage to sing. But delightful as the

climate is there, where it also provides a plentiful table

of berries, these Robins break away from the land of

plenty and begin their northern journey before the

first shad dares venture up the rivers.

" On and on they go, this great army of Robins, fly-

ing in flocks of ten and hundreds. Here and there

they meet with smaller flocks, which have been able to

spend the winter in roving about not far from their

nesting places, and then there is a great deal of talk-

ing ; for the Robin has a great many ways of making

remarks. Some of his numerous notes sound as if he

were asking a long list of questions ; others express

discontent ; then again he fumes and sputters with
" anger.
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*' It is easy to tell the plump, well-fed birds, just

home from the South, from those who have been obliged

to live on half rations during tlie northern winter.

" Before this flying army quite leaves the Southern

States some of them halt for nest-building, and then

the Robin sings the best of all his songs,— his happy,

cheery melody,— all about the earth, the sky, the sun,

the tree he and his mate have chosen to build in,— a

song of the little brook where he means to get the

water to wet the clay to plaster his nest,— a ballad

of the blue eggs it will hold, and the greedy little

Robins, all eyes and mouth, that will come out of

them. But as he sings something frightens him ; then

he cries, 'quick! quick! quick! ' and hurries away in

a rather clumsy fashion. If any one could understand

the meaning of all that the Robin says and put it into

our words, we should be able to make a very good dic-

tionary of the language of Birdland."

" I've noticed how different his songs are," said Rap

eagerly, " and how some of his ways are like the Blue-

bird's, too. We had a Robin's nest last season in the

grape vine over the back door, and I used to watch

them all the time— " and then Rap hesitated in great

confusion, for fear that he had been impolite in stopping

the Doctor.

" Tell us about your Robins, my boy ; we shall like

to hear the story. Don't look so troubled, but say

exactly what you saw them do."

Rap wriggled about a little, then settled himself com-

fortably with his chin resting on the top of his crutch,

and began :
" It was the year that my leg was hurt.

The miller was chopping a tree and it fell the wrong
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way on me and squeezed my leg so that it couldn't

be mended ; so I was around home all the time. It

was a terribly cold day when the Robins came back,

along in the first part of March. If it hadn't been

for the Robins, anybody would have thought it was

January. But in January we don't have big Robin

flocks about here, only just twos and threes that pick

round the alder bushes and old honeysuckles for ber-

ries. It was such a cold day that the clothes froze to

the line so that mother couldn't take them off, and

we didn't know what to do. Well, we were looking at

them, mother and I, when a big Robin flew out of the

pine trees and hopped along the clothes-line as if he

wanted to speak to us. 'Maybe he's hungry,' said

mother. ' I guess he is,' said I ; ' the ground is too

hard for worms to come out, so he can't get any of

them. Can't I give him some of the dried huckleber-

ries?' We always dry a lot every summer, so as to

have pies in winter. Mother said I might, so I scat-

tered some on the snow under the pine trees, and we
went in the house and peeped out of the kitchen win-

dow. At first the Robins chattered and talked for

a while, looking squint-eyed at the berries, but then

the bird that came on the clothes-line started down
and began to eat."

" How did you know that Robin from all the others?
"

asked Dodo.
'' He had lost the two longest quills out of his right

wing, and so he flew sort of lop-sided," said Rap readily.

" As soon as he began the others came down and just

gobbled ; in two minutes all the berries were gone, but

the birds stayed round all the same, hinting for more.
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We hadn't many berries left, so mother said, ' Try if

they will eat meal.' I mixed some meal in a pan with

hot water and spread it in little puddles on the snow.

The Robins acted real mad at first, because it wasn't

berries, but after a while one pecked at it and told

the others it was all right, and then thirty Robins

all sat in a row and ate that meal up, the same as if

they were chickens." Here Rap paused and laughed

at the thought of the strange sight.

" Pretty soon after that the snow melted, and by

April Robins were building around in our yard, in

the maples by the road, and all through this orchard.

One day I noticed some little twigs and a splash of

mud on our back steps, and when 1 looked up I saw

that something was building a nest in the crotch of the

old grape vine. ' That's a queer place for a nest,' I

said to myself, ' not a leaf on the vine and my window
right on top. I wonder what silly bird is doing it.'

" Flap, and my Robin with the broken feathers came

along with his mouth full of sticks ; but when he saw

me he dropped them and went over on the clothes-pole,

and called and scolded like everything. Then I went

up to my window and looked through the blind slats.

Next day the nest was done. It wasn't a pretty nest

— Robins' never are. They are heavy and lumpy, and

often fall off the branches when a long rain wets them.

This one seemed quite comfortable inside, and was

lined with soft grass.

" Mrs. Robin looked like her husband, but I could

tell the difference ; for she didn't sit in the pines and

sing, and her breast wasn't so red. When the nest

was done, she laid a beautiful ^gg every day until there
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were four, and then one or the other of the birds sat on

the eggs all the time. Robins' eggs are a queer color

— not just blue or (j^uite green, but something between,

all of their own."
''• Yes," said Olive, " it is their own color, and we

give it a name ; for it is called ' robin's-egg blue ' in

our books."
'' The old birds had been sitting for ten days, and it

was almost time for the little ones to come out, when
one night there was a great wind and the grape vine,

that was only fastened up with bits of leather and tacks,

fell down in a hea^J. In the morning there was the

nest all in a tangle of vine down on the ground. The
vine must have swung down, for it hadn't tipped

the nest over, and the mother bird was sitting on it

still.

''
' That will never do,' said my mother ;

' the first

cat that strays by will take the poor thing.' While I

was looking at it mother went in the house and came

back with a little tin pail. She picked some branches

and tied them round it so that the tin didn't shoAV.

' Now,' she said to the Robin, the same as if it under-

stood our language, ' get up and let me see if I can't

better you a bit.' Then the bird left the nest, making

a great fuss, and crying ' quick ! quick !
' as if all the

woods were afire.

"
' Oh, mother !

' I cried, ' the eggs will get cold.

What are you taking the nest away for ? It was better

to chance the cats.'

'^
' Don't you fret, sonny,' said she ;

' your mammy
has some common sense if she don't trampoose all over

creation watching birds.' And before 1 understood
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what she was doing she had put the nest in the top of

the tin pail and hung it on a hook under the shed roof.

' Now,' she said, ' Mrs. Robin, try how you like that !

'

" I watched and after a few minutes first one Robin

flew under the shed and then the other, and the next

thing one was sitting on the pail-nest as nice as you

please !

"

" Did the birds hatch ? " asked Olive, Nat, and Dodo,

almost in the same breath.

" Yes, they hatched all right ; and then I noticed

something funny. The backs and breasts of the little

birds were almost naked when they were hatched, and

their eyes closed tight ; but when the feathers came

they were spotted on their backs and breasts and not

plain like their parents. Do you know," added Rap

after a little pause, " that when Bluebirds are little,

their backs and breasts are speckled too, though after-

ward they moult out plain ? So there is something alike

about Bluebirds and Robins that even a boy can see."

" You are quite right," said the Doctor ;
" the ' some-

thing alike, that even a boy can see,' is one of the

things that shows these birds to be cousins, as I told

you. Every one of the Silver-tongued Family is

spotted when it gets its first feathers. It is strange,"

he added in an undertone, as if talking to himself,

"how long it took some of us to find out what any

bright boy can see."

The American Robin— Remember This

Length ten inches.

Upper parts slate color with a tinge of brown.

Head black on top and sides, with white spots around the eyes.
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Tail black with white spots on the tips of some feathers.

Under parts brick-red, except the black and white streaked

throat and under the tail.

A Citizen of the United States and Canada.

A Ground Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Seed Sower.

THE WOOD THRUSH

One pleasant evening after tea, but before sunset,

the Doctor sent Nat to ask Rap to come up to the

Farm, as they were all going for a walk through the

orchard and the river woods.
'' What birds will you tell us about to-night ? " asked

Dodo, as they stood in the porch waiting for the

boys.

" Cousins of the Bluebird— more cousins—but really

the heads of the Silver-tongued Family. They wear

much plainer clothes than the Bluebirds and Robins,

on their olive or russet-brown backs and light-tinted,

dark-spotted breasts, but have the most beautiful voices

in all Birdland. The names of these wonderful singers,

who make a musical quartette, are Wood Thrush,

Hermit Thrush, Wilson's Thrush, and Olive-backed

Thrush ; but you will have to keep both your eyes and

ears open to learn to tell them apart and name them

rightly."

"There has been the beautifullest bird singing in

the big elm on the lawn for more than an hour, but 1

don't know his name and I want to ever so much. Do
you think he might be one of these Thrushes ? He is

singing now. Uncle Roy." And Dodo began tugging

at the Doctor's hand, to lead him down the steps.

They saw Nat and Rap coming along the road, and
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the Doctor motioned to them to walk quietly, so that

Dodo's bird might continue his song.

" What is it ? What are you waiting for ? " whis-

pered Nat. " A bird ? Where ?
"

The bird answered Nat's question itself, telling him

by its song in what part of the tree it was perching.

" Hea-r-me, Hea-r-me," it called ; and then followed a

short song as if two musical instruments were plapng

together. The bird seemed well pleased with his per-

formance, and perfectly unconscious of the group of

House People who were listening to him ; for he re-

peated the strain over and over again.

" It's almost as big as a Robin," said Dodo.

" But its breast is speckled in big spots," said Nat.
'•'-

1 wish I could see the top of it. There, it has flown

to a lower branch, and its back is kind of rusty-brown.

What is its name. Uncle Ro}^?
"

" Rap knows, I'm sure," said the Doctor.

" It's a Wood Thrush,'* said Rap. '^ People call them

Wood Robins, too, sometimes. I think that one, or his

brother, has a nest in tlie spruce back of your house."

" Uoli-uoli, a-e-o-lee-lee !
" sang the Tlirush ; and as

the cliildren became accustomed to tlie song they noticed

that six or eight other Silver-tongues Avere singing the

same tune in different parts of the orchard and garden.

It sounded as if the evening breeze were stirring ^olian

liarps.

'^ Why is he called the Wood Tlirush?" asked Rap.
'' I've hardly ever seen him in the real woods— he loves

to be in gardens and orchards. The trees round the

miller's house are full of them."
" It is not easy to say why he was named so," said the
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Doctor, " unless it is because he builds his nest higher

up in trees than most of his Thrush kin. I am very

glad you have had a chance to hear and see him at the

same time ; for he is one of the home birds you must

make a place for in your very inside heart, with the

Bluebird and Robin, though he

does not return from his

winter outing until

after these two have

begun nesting.

" When he comes

we are sure not

only that it is

Spring, but that

Spring is in a pie

ant, good-natured

mood— that she

is through

with the

tempers

and

crying

fits she suffers from in

March and April, and

is kissing the buds of

the early blossoms of

May, coaxing them to open their eyes. When you see

the first Wood Thrush hopping among last year's leaves,

you may look for jack-in-the-pulpit's pointed nose and

green and purple hood.

" As soon as this Thrush makes up his mind to settle

in a certain place, he calls a mate to him with his thrill-

WooD Thrush.
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ing song and begins house-building. From this time

until he moults, late in July, every one in his vicinity

may enjoy a free concert morning and evening, and at

intervals during the day. Sometimes in cloudy weather

he even sings at noon— a time when birds are most

likely to be silent.

" In gratitude for what we owe him for his music

and his work in the guilds, we must be patient with

him when he secures the first ripe cherries from the

top of the tree, before we House People know that they

are even red. For every cherry and strawberry he

bites, he pays ten times over by swallowing a hundred

wicked hungry worms and bugs that eat everything

and do no work in return. But House People are very

blind about some things, and often act as if they had

only one eye apiece, like the Cyclopes. We see one

of these darling birds take a little fruit ; we see more

fruit with holes in it, and think that birds have done

the damage, though a wasp or hornet may be the guilty

party ; and then we often say, ' What a nuisance those

birds are I

'

" But all the rest of the growing year, when these

same birds toil from sunrise until sunset, to clear away
insect pests and give us a better crop of fruit next

year, we do not notice it. You children, however, Avill

have no such excuse for keeping one eye shut when
you know Citizen Bird as he really is."

"How late at night does the Wood Thrush sing?"

asked Nat. " Does he never sleep ?
"

" Oh, yes, he goes to sleep when it is really dark, but

at this nesting season the night in Birdland is very

short ; some of the feathered people are stirring at
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three o'clock, and by four all thrifty birds have dressed

themselves to go out marketing for breakfast."

'^ The Veeries are singing down by the river," said

Olive to her father ;
" perhaps we had better go there

before it grows dark."
'' Veeries ? Is that what you call those birds ? " asked

Rap. " I never knew their name, so I called them

'sunset birds,' to myself."

" Veeries, yes, but called Wilson's Thrush, too," said

the Doctor ;
" because this kind of Thrush was named

after Alexander Wilson, who wrote a description of it,

and published a colored plate of it, seventy-five years

ago. But your name of ' sunset bird ' is very good, my
lad, for they sing best about twilight. We will go

down to the river path and hear them, though you

cannot see them very clearly now."

The "Wood Thrush

The largest of our Thrushes except the Robiu— length about

eight inches.

Upper parts warm brown, like ground cinnamon ; brightest on

the head, but a little greenish on the tail.

Under parts plain white in the middle, but boldly spotted with

black all over the breast and along the sides.

Eye-ring whitish.

A Summer Citizen of the eastern United States, and a Ground
Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Seed Sower.

Wilson's thrush

Commonly called Veery from the sound of one of its notes

" How still it is here I " said Dodo, as they walked

along tlie footpath tliat wound in and out among the

trees toward the edge of the river. Swallows were
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skimming close to the water, which sang a little song

to itself as it ran along.

" What do you think those birds are doing, Rap,"

said Nat ;
'^ looking at themselves in the water or play-

ing tag ?
"

" They are Barn Swallows, who catch flies and little

gnats and things close down over the water. Hear
them talking and laugh-

ing !
" But the Swal-

lows really seemed to be

playing some
''-*^-

' sort of game
as they cir-

cled about, every

now and then

turning sharply

'^^__ and giving lit-

tle rippling
cries.

The Doctor halted

under a beech tree

that spread its branches

over a great mossy circle,

seating himself on an old

log that had been washed

down the river and lay on the ground. For a minute

the Veeries were silent; then from the tree over his

head one sang a short tune— two sentences in a high

key, then two a little lower and softer, like an echo.

" It is different from any other bird-song," said Olive,

" and ever}' spring when it comes it seems as lovely as

the first time I heard it."

Vekry.
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" Is that Veery only visiting here, or will he build a

nest?" asked Nat.

" He will build ; and though he is so shy that we do

not see him as often as the Wood Thrush, his song makes

him one of the best-known of the family. He makes his

home from the Middle States, east and west, all over

the country, up to the far North ; but as insects are his

chief food he does not come as early or stay as late in

his summer home as the Hermit Thrush, and always

tries to reach the warmer countries before the trees are

wholly bare and there is danger of snow."

"Do they live up in the trees Avhere they sing?"

asked Dodo, after they had listened to the Veeries,

who were then singing on both sides of the river.

"No, on the contrary, he is one of the Ground

Thrushes, who builds his nest close to the ground in

such places as that bit of brushwood opposite ; and as

he spends most of his time about home we seldom see

him, even in places like this where many pairs live.

But we do not need to see a Veery to know of his

presence if Ave once learn his song by heart, because we
shall remember it as long as our hearts beat."

The children sat silent for a long time, looking up

through the trees at the coming of the night. Then

Dodo nestled close to Olive and whispered, "I think

that Veery is singing his prayers."

Wilson's Thrush— Veery

Length seven and a half inches.

Upper parts warm brown all over, not so briglit as the Wood
Thrush is on the head, and not the least bit greenish on the tail.

Breast and throat deep cream color, finely specked with brown

on the upper part.
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Belly white. No white ring around eye.

A Summer Citizen of the United States east of the plains.

A Ground Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Seed Sower.

THE HERMIT THRUSH

" When we return to the house," said the Doctor, " I

will show you the Veery and Hermit Thrush also ; for

whether or not you Avill hear the Hermit sing will de-

pend very much upon what part of North America you

live or travel in, and this bird's song is its chief claim

to fame. Through all the southern and middle parts

of the States he only pays visits during the fall, winter,

and early spring. At these seasons he rarely sings,

and spends his time in hopping about the underbrush,

searching for insects. In spring and autumn you will

see him about the magnolia trees in your yard or gar-

den, or in the hedges along roads and the edges of light

woods, where wild berries are plentiful. The name of

Hermit would naturally make you expect to find a very

shy bird, but he is not— only he likes his own company

in secret places. When on his travels, unlike most

birds, and like all good children in story books, he is

oftener seen than heard. At this time you must look

for him on or near the ground, for he is a famous

Ground Gleaner.

" At first you may mistake him for a Wood Thrush.

But look again— he is smaller ; the spots on the breast

are more joined together like stripes; the rump and

tail are a very reddish-hrov/n, like ripe chestnuts, differ-

ent from the greenish-hrown on the back and head.

You will be sure to notice this, for the Hermit jerks
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his tail about when he feeds on the ground, giving a

little warning call that sounds like ' chek I chek I

'

'' If you should liappen to spend the summer among
the mountains of New York, New England, or northern

Michigan, and see the Hermit in his nesting home, you

would find him quite another character, true to his name.

There he is shy— or perhaps cautious

would be a better word to

way in which he keeps the

his precious nest. He love

tie moist valleys between

the pine-clad mountains,

where a bit of light

woods is mad(

an island by

the soft bog-

moss that

surrounds

it. There,

feeling quite

secure, he makes his

nest upon the ground,

of moss, leaves, pine-

needles, and other such litter ; and the eggs that it

holds are very nearly the color of the Robin's, without
any spots.

" He goes a little way from home, a bit up tlie moun-
tain side, so that House People and squirreLs, both of

whom are sometimes cruel enougli to steal eggs, may
not know exactly where lie lives ; and then he begins

to sing. His brother Tlirushes have louder voices and
know more brilliant songs ; but when the Hermit

Hermit Thri sh.
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reaches his high notes, that sound as clear as the music

of a mountain brook, a strange feeling will suddenly

come over you. You will forget that you belong to

House People and that he is a bird ;
you will think he

is telling you something in words that you understand

— a message that makes you think about pure and

holy things. The songs of some birds please the ear

alone, but this little brown Hermit sings to your con-

science. Some call him the Spirit of the Pines. If,

however, you never hear his song you can remember

that the Hermit is the brown bird with the rusty tail

and speckled breast that hops among your bushes in

spring and fall. You must be very kind to him, and

tell your pet cat about him, warning her never to touch

him."

The Hermit Thrush

Length about seven inches.

Upper parts an even olive-brown, except the tail, which is rich

reddish-brown, different from the rest.

Throat and breast light buff, with black spots that run together

in chains.

Belly white. A yellowish ring around the eye.

A Summer Citizen of the northern parts of eastern North

America, spending the winter south of its summer home.

A Ground Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Seed Sow^er.

THE OLIVE-BACKED THRUSH

" Children who live where the Hermit Thrush sings

will also have a good chance to hear the Olive-back

give his rapid bubbling music ; for, like the Hermit, he

prefers a cool summer climate, and thinks that the

mountains agree Avith his health much better than the
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seashore. For this reason he makes his home all

through the Northern States, from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, following the mountains southward, and mak-
ing long summer excursions to Labrador, Hudson Bay,

and even Alaska.

" What stories of wild beasts he might tell us if he

would I For he looks

out of his nest of

grass, moss, bark,

and rootlets, to

see moose browsing

among the young

trees, and hears

black bears

growling. His

bird companions

are Snow-birds,

Horned Larks,

Crossbills, and

Pine Grosbeaks;

and he trembles

lest the Great

Gray Owl shall

find his nest-

lings.

" But much as he loves cool weather for nest-building,

he tires of it when the first frost touches the valleys,

and snow caps the tops of his favorite mountains ; for

then his insect food grows scarce. So he changes his

summer habits ; leaving the guild of Ground Gleaners,

and becoming a Seed Sower, he follows the sun tow^ard

the tropics, Avhere, likely enough,

Olive-backed Thrush.

he tells the alligators
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long tales of northern lands and assures the water-

moccasin that, big snake as he is, the mountain rattle-

snake is quicker at biting.

" This Olive-backed Thrush you may hear more
often than see— he is a will-o'-the-wisp for shyness,

whether on his journeys or about home. But remem-
ber three things about him : his back is evenly olive

(if you do not know what this dark-greenish color is,

look at the olives you have on the table, or that stand

in the tall glass jars in the grocer's window, for if you

wish to study birds you must learn to distinguish this

color from brown or the bright green) ; he has a cream-

yellow ring round liis eye ; and, lastly, his black-

speckled throat and breast are dull yellowish."

" Won't you let us go up to the wonder room now
and see all these Thrush cousins in a row? " asked Nat,

when the Doctor had finished describing them.

" We will go up to the house and you may take a

look at them, but I want you to be also able to name
them from what I tell you ; for when you see a bird

out of doors you will seldom be able to have a stuffed

one with which to compare it.

" Now we will make a procession of these cousins,"

said the Doctor, as they reached his study. He then

opened a glass case, took out six birds, and stood them

on the window-sill. " See, this is the way they go

arm in arm when tliey walk in the great procession of

Bird families :

" The Bluebird and the Robin ;

" The Wood Thrush and the Veery

;

" The Hermit and the Olive-back.
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" Rap, my boy, look at each one and see if you can

remember some of the differences between them. Now
shut your eyes and think.

" What has the Bluebird ?
"

" A blue back and a red and Avhite breast ; it is the

flag bird."

^'The Robin?"

"A brick-red breast and dark back."

" The Wood Thrush ?
"

" A rusty-brown back, the brightest on the head, and

a little greenish on the tail."

" The Yeery ?
"

" An even light-brown back, the same from head to

tail."

"The Hermit?"
"A greenish-brown back, much redder on the rump

and tail, like a chestnut."

" The Olive-back ?
"

"An even greenish-brown back, the color of olives

all over."

" And the under parts of the last four— what gen-

eral color are they ?
"

" From white to buff, with different sized and shaped

dark markings. The spots on the Wood Thrush are

the roundest and blackest ; those on the Veery are the

smallest, lightest, and most on the throat ; on the

Hermit they are longer and run together more like

stripes; and those on the Olive-back are most like the

Hermit's."

The Olive-backed Thrush

Length about seven inches— the same as the Hermit.

Upper parts an even olive color all over.
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Under parts cream-yellowish, whiter on the belly, the throat

and breast spotted with black.

A yellowish eye-ring, like the creamy color of the breast.

A Summer Citizen of the mountains of the northern United

States.

A Tree Trapper and Ground Gleaner.



CHAPTER X

PEEPERS AND CREEPERS

THE GOLDEN-CROWNED KINGLET

" We have been looking at some of the larger song

birds ; now try the sharpness of your eyes by finding a

tiny little fellow— a veritable midget, who belongs to

the guild of Tree Trappers. He is usually intent upon

his work, continually hopping and peeping among little

branches and twigs, and thinks it would be time wasted

if he stayed still long enough to give you a chance to

look at him. He is so small that there are very few

North American birds to compare with him in little-

ness. The Hummingbird is smaller still, and the Win-

ter Wren measures no more, only he is chunkier. But

what of that ? This Kinglet is as hardy and vigorous

as the biggest Hawk or Owl. His body is padded

with a thick feather overcoat that enables him to stay

all winter, if he chooses, in all but the most northern

States.

" Small as he is, however, every one knows him, for

he disports himself at some time of the year in the

North, South, East, and West. If you see a tiny bird,

darting quick as a mouse in and out among the budded

twigs of fruit trees in early spring, now and then show-

ing a black stripe and a little gleam of red or yellow

117
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I''^#?

GOLDEX-CROWNED KlXGLET.

on its head, it is this Kinglet.

If you see such a pygmy
again in autumn, exploring

the bare twigs, it is this King-

let. When light snow is first

powdering the spruces and

bending the delicate hemlock

branches, dusky shapes flit

out of the green cover.

Are they dry leaves

blown about by the gust?

No, leaves do not climb about

in the face of the wind, or pry

and peep into every cone

crevice, crying ' twe-zee, twe-

zee, twe-zee !
' They are not

leaves, but a flock of Kinglets forcing the bark crevices

to yield them a breakfast of the insects which had put

themselves comfortably to bed for the winter. Think

of the work that these birds do, who not only fight the

insect army in summer, but in sleet and snow are as

busy as ever destroying the eggs that would turn in

another season to worms and eat the orchards!

"Though the Golden -crowned Kinglets rove about

in flocks a great part of tlie year, they are extremely

private in the nesting season. They go to northern

and high places to liide their homes, putting them as

far out of reach as does the Baltimore Oriole. This nest

is made of moss and seems very large when compared

with tlie size of the builder. It is partly hung from the

concealing bough of an evergreen, sometimes quite near

the ground, sometimes swinging far up out of sight."
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*' Does this Kinglet lay two little white eggs, like the

Hummingbird ? " asked Nat.

" No," said the Doctor, " this sturdy bird lays eight

or ten white eggs with brown spots."

'' Ten eggs !
" cried Dodo. " Hoav can it sit on

them all at once and keep them warm enough to

hatch?"

''Perhaps the birds stir the eggs up every day to

give them all an even chance," said Rap.

" It is possible that they may," said the Doctor ; "but

that is one of many things about home life in Birdland

that we do not know.
" There is one thing more that I must tell you here, lest

you make a mistake about the Golden-crowned King-

let. He has a twin brother, so much like himself that

their own parents can hardly tell them apart without

looking at the tops of their heads. The other twin's

name is Ruby-crown, for he has a beautiful little crest

of that color, half hidden in dark greenish ; but not

any of the black and yellow marks on the head that

will always enable you to recognize the Golden-crown,

if you can get a chance to see them while the little

fellow is fidgeting about. It is a snug famil}^ that

contains these two birdlets, for there is only one other

member of it in all this part of the world, and you will

not be likely to see him about Orchard Farm."

The Golden-crovvrned Kinglet

Length four inches.

Upper parts olive-green, browner on the wings and tail, wliich

have some yellowish edgings.

A bright-red stripe on the crown, bordered by a yellow and then
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by a black line; but young birds and females have only the yellow

and black stripes, without any red.

Under parts soiled white, without any marks.

A Citizen of the United States, and a Tree Trapper.

THE WHITE-BREASTED NUTHATCH

Yank! yank!' says the White-

breasted Nuthatch, as he

runs up tree-trunks and

comes down again head

foremost, quite as a matter

of course.

" At first, or from a dis-

tance, you may mistake

liim for his cousin the Chick-

adee, who wears clothes of

much tlie same color

and is seen in the same

places ; or perhaps for

the little Downy Wood-
pecker, who also hammers

his insect food out of the

tree bark.

" But at a second glance

you will find the Nuthatch is very different. He keeps

his body very close to the tree and uses his feet to

creep about like a mouse or cliipmunk ; he also goes

upside down, in a way that AVoodpeckers never do,

clings to the under side of a branch as easily as a fly

to the ceiling, and often roosts or takes a nap head

downward on the side of a tree-trunk — a position that

AVhite-brkastkd Nuthatch.
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would seem likely to give him a severe headache, if

birds ever have such things."

"This is the bird I saw the first day I went to

the orchard with Olive ; but why is he called a Nut-
hatch ? " asked Nat.

"Because, besides liking to eat insects and their

grubs or their eggs, he is also very fond of some kinds

of nuts, like beech and chestnuts," said the Doctor,
" and he may be obliged to live entirely upon them in

winter, when insects fail him. Having no teeth to

gnaw and crack them open as squirrels do, he takes a

nut in his claws and either holding it thus, or jamming
it tight into a crack in the bark, then uses his bill for a

hatchet to split or hack the nut open. I have seen the

bird crack hard nuts in this way, that it would take

very strong teeth to break. People used to call him
' Nuthack ' or ' Nuthacker ' ; these words mean exactly

the same thing, but we always say ' Nuthatch ' now."

"Then there are Nuthatches up in the hickory

woods," said Rap, " but I never knew their real name
until now ; for the miller calls them ^ white-bellied

creepers.' Last summer I found one of their nests,

when I wasn't looking for it either."

" Do they build here ? " asked Olive. " I thought they

only visited us in winter. I don't remember ever hear-

ing one sing, or seeing one in late spring or summer."
" They live and nest everywhere in the eastern part

of the country," said the Doctor ;
" but they are very

silent and shy except in the autumn and winter. In fact,

this Nuthatch keeps his nest a secret from everybody

but his wife and the Dryad of the tree in which he

places it ; he will not even trust the little branches
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with his precious home, but makes it in the wood of

the tree itself. You say, Rap, that you found one of

these nests— won't you tell us about it ?
"

" It was this way," said Rap. " I was up in a hick-

ory tree trying to look over into a Woodpecker's hole

that was in another tree, when I stepped on a stumpy

branch that was rotten and partly broke off ; and there,

inside, was a soft nest made of feathers, with four very

little birds in it. I was afraid they would fall out,

but there was enough of the branch left to hold them

in. While I was wondering what sort of birds they

were, the father and mother came running along a

branch above, and gave me a terrible scolding, so

pretty soon I slid down and left them. How they did

squeak I
" and Rap laughed at the remembrance of it.

" They have not very musical voices at best," said

the Doctor; ''even their spring song is a rather husky

performance."

"Isn't that a Nuthatch now?" asked Nat. "There
— hanging to the end tassel of the big spruce ; and

a lot more above— do come and look, Olive."

" No, Nattie, they are the Chickadees that father said,

a moment ago, you might mistake for Nuthatches."

" Chickadee-dee-dee !
" said a bird, looking at the

children with one eye.

The White-breasted Nuthatch

Length about six inches.

Upper parts grayish-blue.

Top of head and back of neck black.

Some black and white marks on wings and tail.

Sides of face and whole breast white, turning rusty on belly.

Bill strong, straight, sharp-pointed, two-thirds of an inch long.

A Citizen of the eastern United States and Canada.

A Tree Trapper.
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THE CHICKADEE

" I see them, I see them, lots of

them !
" almost screamed Dodo,

growing so excited that Nat and

Olive each grabbed one of her

hands to keep her from clapping

them, and so driving the Chicka-

dees away.
" I never saw a strange new

bird so near by," explained Dodo,
" and if my eye Avas only a photo-

graph machine I could take his

picture."

^' You can make a word-picture

instead, by telling us how the

bird appears to you," said the

Doctor in a low voice, " but you

need not whisper, for whispering

is an unnatural use of the voice

other people suspicious, and is more likely to attract

attention than a quiet low tone."

"That is what mother said when she was sick last

winter and the neighbors came in to sit with her. If

they talked softly she stayed asleep and didn't mind,

but if they whispered she said she dreamed that the

room was full of geese hissing and always waked up

frightened," said Nat.

The Chickadees did not mind tlie conversation in the

least, l)ut kept on flitting in and out of the spruces,

swinging from tlie little pink buds tliat Avould grow

into cones by and by, doing a dozen pretty tricks, and

Chickadee.

it makes birds and
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all the time calling '^ chickadee-dee-dee " as if they

were repeating a joke among themselves.

" They mean we shall know their name, anyway,"

said Nat. "Have they any other song?"
'' Oh, yes, some nice little whistle-tunes like this —

' whee-ewee, whee-ewee,' " said Rap, "and if you whistle

back they'll answer. I've done it lots of times."

"Try now— do, Rap, and see if they will answer,"

begged Dodo.
" It's too open out here, but I will go back of the

trees and perhaps they will answer. I heard one whis-

tling in there a minute ago."

The children listened, and presently "whee-ewee,

wh^e-ewee," came two high notes from among the trees.

They were answered by two others, very musical, but a

little bit sad. So the duet went on, boy and bird, until

Dodo and Nat lost count and could not tell which was

which. Then the music stopped and Rap returned

laughing, saying that when the Chickadee found out

it was not another bird that he was calling to, he was

vexed and flew away.

" Some Chickadees lived around our house all last

winter," continued Rap, "and used to eat out of the

chickens' dish. I watched them every day but one

that was terribly windy, and then they stayed under

the miller's cow-shed. Even strong winter birds don't

like the wind much— do they. Doctor? "

" No, my lad, wind is one of the greatest enemies

that a bird has. A hardy bird who has plenty to eat

can endure bitter cold, but wdien the food-supply is

scanty, as it often is in winter, and the trees are cov-

ered with snow and ice, life is a battle with the Bird
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People. Then if a high wind is added to all this dis-

comfort their strength gives way, and they often die

in great numbers.

" If people who own gardens and farms, where there

are no evergreen trees or hayricks for birds to hide

in, would put up each fall little shelters of brush and

branches, they would save a great many bird-lives, and

their orchards would be freer from insects in the spring.

But, Dodo, you are not painting the word-picture of the

Chickadee. Haven't you watched them long enough

to think it out?
"

" Y-e-s, I believe I have," said Dodo slowly. " I see

a dear little bird about as big as a Chippy Sparrow,

onl}^ fatter, and he is nice soft gray on top, about the

color of my chinchilla muff. He has a black cap on his

head, that comes down behind where his ears ought to

be, fastened with a wide black strap across his throat,

and his face is a very clean white, and his breast, too.

That is, it is white in the middle, but the sides and

below are a warmer color— sort of rusty white. And
that's all, except that he's as fidgety as ever he can

be," ended Dodo, quite out of breath with her haste to

tell all she could before the bird flew away.
" Do you think you will remember the Chickadee,

while he is in the deep woods nesting this summer, so

that you will know him again in the autumn?"
Dodo and Nat said they were quite sure they would,

but Rap said :
'' I've known him ever so long, only the

miller called him a 'black-capped titmouse.' Isn't he

a relation of the Nuthatch, Doctor?"
" Yes, a second cousin, and lUack-capped Titmouse is

one of his right names. They used to belong to the
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very same family, but tliey had a little falling out, and

are not now so intimate as they were before each went

his own way, and acquired some different habits."

" I thought they were alike in a good many things,"

said Rap, "and their nests are something alike, too."

The Chickadee

Length about five inches.

Upper parts ashy gray.

Head, back of neck, and throat, shining black.

Cheeks pure white.

Middle of breast white; sides and belly buffy.

A Citizen of the eastern United States.

A Tree Trapper.

Brown Creeper.

THE BROWN CREEPER

'' Another bird that, like the

Nuthatch, spends his days peep-

ing into the cracks of tree bark

in search of food. He is not a

relation of the Nuthatch, but a

lonely bird and the only one of

his family in this part of the

world.

''lie does not advertise his

whereabouts as freely as do the

AVoodpeckers and other tree-

trunk birds, so you will have to

keep a sharp lookout to find him.

In the first place he is nearly

the same color as the brown

and gray bark upon which he

creeps, the white under parts
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being quite hidden, and his call, which is the only note

that is commonly lieard, is only a little sharp squeaky

'screek, screek,' given as he winds his way up and

around a tree-trunk, in the same way as a person would

go up a circular staircase.

" You may catch sight of a brown object moving as

swiftly as a mouse, and before you have made up your

mind what it is he will have gone round the other side

of the tree. But the Creeper has one habit that will

some day give you a good chance to look at him.

When he wishes to remain still a moment, he spreads

his tail with its stiff pointed feathers and props himself

by it against the tree. This is your opportunity."

" Does the Creeper stay here all summer ? " asked

Nat. " And doesn't he sing a song like the other birds

when he makes his nest ?
"

" He is not a Citizen hereabouts ; he likes a cooler

climate and makes his home near and across the north-

ern border of the United States. We shall see him in

the autumn, when he has become a wanderer through

the country. If the trees are not coated with ice, a

little flock may stay here all winter, while others drift

further south."

" Then we shan't hear him sing or see his nest—
have you ever seen it. Uncle Roy?"

"Yes, my boy, and it was the beauty of his little

song that made me stop one day, in going through an

old pine wood, and search for the singer. The song

was very strange and wild, unlike any otlier 1 had ever

heard. As my eyes grew accustomed to the dim light,

I saw that my old friend, the Brown Creeper, was the

musician. At the same time he flew to one of the pine
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trees and seemed to disappear inside of it. I watched

awhile until the bird flew out, and, climbing to the spot,

saw that the nest was squeezed in a sort of pocket

between the loose bark and the tree itself. You see,

like the Chickadee and Nuthatch, he loves trees so well

that he tries to creep as close to their hearts as he

possibly can."

" Would you call this Creeper mostly a winter bird ?
"

asked Dodo. " I'm going to remember the winter birds

by themselves and write them in my book, because

there will be fewer of them."
'' Yes," said the Doctor, '' at least a winter bird in

places where we mostly see him ; but you know that

every bird must be a summer bird somewhere."

The Brown Creeper

Length five and a half inches.

Upper parts mixed brown, white, and buff.

A plain brown tail, and a light-buff band on the wings.

Under parts white, without any marks.

Bill very sharp and slender, curved like a surgeon's needle.

A Summer Citizen of northern North America.

A Tree Trapper.



CHAPTER XI

MOCKERS AND SCOLDERS

THE SAGE THRASHER

" I THOUGHT that more tree-trunk birds, such as

Woodpeckers, would come next," said Rap.
'' We are still taking the Birds that Sing," said the

Doctor. '' Woodpeckers have no real song ; they be-

long to the Birds that Croak and Call ; but the Nut-

hatch, Chickadee, and Brown Creeper each has a little

tune of its own, as you have heard."

'' Of course— I don't see why I said that, for I know
Woodpeckers only hammer and croak," said Rap.

"The family of Mockers, Thrashers, and Wrens is

one of the most interesting that we shall meet in our

Birdland excursions, for all its members are bright

intelligent birds and great talkers. They have some-

thing to say for themselves and say it so cleverly that

we do not care if tlieir feathers are of sober grays and

browns. This family should be very proud of itself,

but it does not show any false pride or exclusiveness

;

its different members are as sociable and friendly as

possible, building their nests in bushes not far from

the ground, and taking every occasion to chat confiden-

tially with House People. Some of these friendly birds

are the Sage Thrasher, the Mockingbird, the Catbird,

K 129
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the Brown Thrasher, the Rock AVren, the House Wren,

and the Long-billed Marsh Wren, the last being the

only really shy bird among the seven I am going to

tell you about."

" Do Wrens and Mockingbirds belong

to the same family? " asked Nat. " One
so little and one so big ! Mother had

a Mockingbird in a cage once, but it

got out and flew away to live in the

park, she thought."

" They are cousins and belong

to the same large family, though

to different households, like

House People.

'' The Sage Thrasher be-

longs only to the West, just

as its relative the Brown
Thrasher belongs to the

eastern part of the coun-

try. When your Cousin

Olive and I lived one summer
here and there, from Colo-

rado Avestward, it was this

bird that made us feel at

home by its sweet sociable

music.

'' Everywhere in that

mountainous region the sagebrush, with its blue flower

spikes, spreads over the ground, making a silvery green-

ness where other plants could not grow. In and out

of the sage, nests and scratches and hops this Thrasher,

taking its name from the plant. He also ventures up

Sage Thrasher.
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on the mountain sides, giving his inquisitive, question-

ing, mocking notes, and so earns a second name in

those places, where he is called the Mountain Mocking-

bird.

" Though he is a good deal smaller than the true

Mockingbird of the South, they have many points in

common. They can both imitate almost any sound that

strikes their fancy, such as the songs of other birds,

whistle various tunes of their own, and almost mock
the peculiarities of human speech. Not that they all

do it— oh, no, many have only their own beautiful

natural song ; every jMockingbird has not the power

of imitation, but certain members of the tribe acquire

a knack of mockery of which they seem quite con-

scious.

" The Sage Thrasher, though gentle and sociable in

its wild state, does not thrive in cages as well as the

true Mocker. It seems to miss the broad expanse of

plain and mountain to which it has been used, and

seldom lives long in confinement.

" Read what you have written about the size and

color of this Thrasher," said the Doctor to Rap.

The Sage Thrasher

Length eight inches.

Upper parts gray, tinged with brown.

Under parts white shaded to buff, and spotted thickly on the

breast with very dark brown, ahnost black.

Two white bands on each wing, and white spots on the end of

the tail.

A Summer Citizen of the western United States.

A Ground Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Seed Sower.
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THE MOCKINGBIRD

" Mammy Bun knows about Mockingbirds," said

Dodo. " She says the bushes were full of them down
in Louisiana where she was born, and that sometimes

they used to sit on the top of the cabins and sing so

loud at night, when the moon shone, that the children

couldn't go to sleep, and they had to throw sticks and

things at them."
'' Did the children throw sticks at the birds, or the

birds pelt the children?" laughed the Doctor— for

poor Dodo was famous for mixing up her sentences.

" No, no, Uncle Roy, neither ; the children's mothers

threw the sticks at the Mockers."
'' What else did Mammy Bun tell you? "

'' Lots and lots of things, and a song, too, that her

people used to sing about the Mockers, only I can't

tell it as she does because you know she has a sort

of language all her own."
" Suppose we ask mammy to come and tell us about

the Mockingbirds herself," said Olive. '•' May we,

father?"

" Certainly, if you can coax her."

The children followed Olive to the house and soon

returned leading mammy, who was chuckling and out

of breath, but evidently very much pleased to be asked.

She could not be persuaded to try the apple-tree perch,

so they made her a sort of throne at the foot of the tree

and sat respectfully in a row in front of her. Mammy
wore a dark-blue print dress Avith white figures on it,

but as she was one of the good old sort, she had a plaid

handkerchief tied turban fashion round her head. As
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she talked she rolled her eyes and waved her hands a

good deal, and her words had a soft comfortable sound

like molasses pouring out of a big stone jug.

"Does I know de mockin'bird, I reck'n so— 'bout de

fust t'ing I did know, 'cept how ter suck sugar-cane.

Sugar-cane am good eat in' long in de 'arly fall, but

de Mocker ain't doin' much singin' dese yer times, least

not 'less he's in a cage in a good sunshiny place. He
am a kind ob a peart gray bird, darker in some places,

lighter in oders, and clean as a parson. But come 'long

spring and time for droppin' de cottin seed, de Mocker

he know mighty well what's a-doin'. 'Long in March
he comes inter de bushes and orange scrub round de

field a-makin' a fuss and tellin' folks to git along to

work, or dere won't be no cottin, and he keep it straight

up all de day long till cottin's out o' bloom. All de day

long kind o' chatterin' and hurryin' de niggers up when
dere a-droppin' de seed in de line, and scoldin' and

hurryin' all de day long, when dere a-hoein' down de

weeds. Den when it come night, de she-bird keep

close outer de nest, and de he-bird go in de scrub or de

redwoods or de gin'gos, nigh de clarin', maybe right on

de cabin roof, and he say to hisself— 'Now dem nig-

gers done dere work, I'll gib 'em a tune ter courage 'em

like.' Den he jes' let hisself outer his singin'. Some-

time he sing brave and bold, like he say big words like

missis and de folks dat lib in de big house. Den he

whisper soft an' low widout any words, jes' like a

mammy was a-singin' to her baby. Den agin he sing

kin' o' long and soft and wheedlesome, like Sambo when
he come a-courtin' o' me. Sho, now ! come to t'ink o'

Sambo, he didn't nebber like Mockers, a'ter one time
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he 'spicioned a Mocker tole tales on him. Massa Brans-

come— he Avere a mighty fine man and your gran' dad,

Miss Olive— he say he wouldn't have no puss'n to rob

de nests o' Mockers, not anywheres on his 'states. Dey
did eat a pile o' fruit, but dat was nuffin'. Fus' place

he jes' loved ter hear 'em sing, an' den he 'lowed dat

dey was powerful fond o' cottin worms, what was mighty

bad some years.

" Now lots o' coon darkies dey uster steal de youn'

Mockers jes' afore dey lef de nest and sell 'em to white

trash dat ud tote 'em down the ribber an' sell 'em agin

in N'Orleans, to be fotched off in ships. And I'se hear

tell dat dere ain't any sech birds in oder countries, and

dat de kings and queens jes' gib dere gold crowns offen

dere heads t' have a cage o' Mockers.

" Dem coons nebber got no gold crowns, howsumever.

What dey got was mos'ly a quarter fob free he-birds.

Now Sambo he was a-courtin' an' wanted a banjo power-

ful bad, an' he didn't want no common truck, so he

'lowed to get one up from N'Orleans. So he 'greed to

pay for it in Mockers, an' he to'ht he know'd where he'd

get 'em foh sure. Mockers don' nes' in de woods and

wild places, dey alius keeps roun' de plantations near

where folks libs.

'-'- He know'd he war doin' wrong and he felt mighty

uncomfoh'ble ; but he done took de youn' Mockers on

our plantation right under massa's nose. He war

crafty like and on'y took one outen each nes' and at

night de ole birds never miss 'em. When he got de

banjo 'bout paid foh, dat time he took a whole nes'ful

to onc't an' de birds what it b'longed to saw what he

war a-doin' an' gib him a piece o' dere mind, an' foiled
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him 'round all day an' sat on de roof ob his quarters

an' talked all night, 'an tole him to bring back dem
Mockers or dey'd tell ; an' Sambo war skeered an'

wanted to put de birds back an' den he didn't like to.

Nex' day, he 'lowed de he-Mocker wen' to de big house,

an' tole massa 'bout it, an' he an' Miss Jessamine— dat

was your ma— dey come down to de quarters

an' tole Sambo he done took Mockers an'

ask him what had he done wid all on "em.

An' he mos' turn' white an' he say, ' I

sol' 'em down de ribber
' ; an' i* massa

say, ' I'se a great mind to sell yon fi down
de ribber, too '— but he nebber

nuffin'— gib us all our free-

Now, no nigger want' to be sol'

down de ribber, an' Sambo say,

' Oh, Miss Jessamine, dere's

free I didn' sell, an' I'll gib

'em back to dat he-bird,

an' ax his pardin.' Massa

he laff and say, ' If dat

he-bird Avill 'sense you,

I will.' So Sambo put 'em back

an' de he-bird act' s'if he know'd an'

talk' a lot o' good advice to Sambo,

but I'se shore 't war anoder nigger w'at tole on Sam.
" Dey uster have a song 'bout de Mockers roun' de

cal)ins, an' a dance went wid it, 'cause it was a berry

long song ; but aftah dat Sambo done change it some

when he uster sing it."

Mammy then chanted a verse, keeping time by beat-

ing her hands on her knees.

Mockingbird.
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" De sugar-cane hits pushin' in de bottoms,

De rice hits a-sproutin' now fo' shore !

De cotton hits a-greenin' in de furrer,

An' honey Fse a-waitin' at de door

!

" Did I tole you dat I know'd whar dere's a possum?

Did I tole you dat I know'd whar dere's a coon?

Oh, mah lady, come out soon

!

Oh, mah honey, come out soon !

While de Mocker, while de Mocker

Am a-singin' to de moon !

"

Suddenly mammy jumped up, and waving the chil-

dren off, started for the house as fast as she could trot,

muttering to herself.

" What is the matter ? " called Olive ;
" has a bee

stung you? "

" No, nope chile, but t'inkin' 'bout dem times I done

forgit I lef a big pan o' Ijuns a-risin' foh yoh lunch.

Like's not dey's rised till dey's bust an' popped over !

"

And mammy disappeared amid a chorus of laughter.

" What mammy has said about the Mockingbird in

his summer home is true. As a visitor who sometimes

stays and builds, he strays east and north as far as

Massachusetts, and westward to Colorado and Cali-

fornia. If he were not a hardy bird who sometimes

raises three broods a year, Fm afraid the race would

come to an end, because so many nestlings are taken

each year and sold for cage birds."

The Mockingbird

Length about ten inches.

Upper parts gray, but dusky-brownish on the wings, W'hich have

a large white spot. Three white feathers on each side of the tail,
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which is blackish. The males, who sing, have more white on the

wings and tail than the females, who are songless.

Under parts whitish.

Sings his own true song, a rapid, sweet melody, heard best after

twilight ; but has many comic songs of whatever nonsense comes
into his head.

A Citizen of the southern United States, often straying no^'th-

ward to Xew England.

A Ground Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Seed Sow^er.

THE CATBIRD

When the Doctor said " Catbird " the children began

to imitate the various calls this famous garden bird

utters, for by this time they were familiar with all

his tricks and manners. Some of the imitations were

very good indeed, if not musical. '' Miou ! Zeay I

Zeay !

"

"That is all very well in its way," said the Doctor,

" but which one of you can imitate his song? "

" I've often tried," said Rap, " but somehow he always

gets ahead of me, and I lose the place."

" Listen ! There is one singing now in the grape

arbor, and he has a nest somewhere in the syringa

bushes," said Olive.

The Catbird was not alarmed when he saw that

five pairs of e3"es were turned upon him. He seemed

to know that the secret of his nest was in safe keep-

ing, flew out to the pointed top of a clothes-pole, and

continued his song, jerking his tail up and down
and showing the rusty feathers beneath, as if this

motion had something to do with the force of his

music.
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" I can hear the words as plain as anything," said

Nat ; " if I only understood his language !

"

"That is the difficulty," said the Doctor; "if some

kind bird would write a dictionary for us we should

soon learn a great many strange things."

" Roger, the gardener, says that Catbirds are bad

things and if he had his way he would shoot them.

He says they bite the strawberries and grapes and

things, even when he is looking at them," said Dodo.
" There is some truth in what Roger says," replied

the Doctor, " but on the other hand, the Catbird, be-

sides being a merry garden neighbor and musician,

which in itself is enough to pay his rent, belongs as

a citizen to the Tree Trappers and Ground Gleaners,

and is also a great sower of wild fruits. Though he

does provoke us at times by taking a bite from the

largest berries in tlie bed, yet he reall}^ prefers wild

fruits if he can find them. So it is better for us to

protect our grape arbors and strawberry beds with nets

and bits of bright tin strung on twine to frigliten him

away from them, than to lose him as a friend and insect

destroyer.

" Surely his song is worth a few handfuls of cher-

ries. Then he is such a quick-witted, sympathetic bird,

always willing to help his neighbors when they have

trouble with Crows or squirrels. And when half a dozen

pairs of Catbirds choose the garden for their home,

you may be sure that they will furnish fun as well as

music."

"Why does he jerk his tail so? " asked Dodo.
" It is a trick that all the family have," said the

Doctor, " from which some of them are supposed to
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have taken the name of Thrasher, but that

is doubtfuL The Mockingbird thrashes

about in his cage ; the Brown Thrasher

on the ground under the bushes ; the

House Wren does the same, and the

tiny Winter Wren gives his tail

a jerk instead, for it is not

long enough ^ really thrash."

'' There is a bright-brown

bird beating with his tail,

down under the quince bushes

now," said Dodo. " Is that

some kind of a cousin ?
"

" It's a Song Thrush," said

Rap.
'' Or rather what the Wise

Men call a Brown Thrasher,"

said the Doctor ;
" the very

bird of which I was speaking."

"Who are the Wise Men?"
asked Rap.

" A society of House People

who study American birds and decide by wliat name it

is best to call each species, so that each may be known
everywhere by the same name. This Brown Thrasher

is sometimes called Song Thrush, Brown Thrush, Brown
Mockingbird, and Mavis— though the first and the last

of these four names belong only to a kind of European

Thrush that is never found in tliis country. You see

how confusing this is, and how mucli better it is for the

Wise Men, who know him intimatel}', to give him one

name you can be sure is right."
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The Catbird

Length between eight and nine inches.

Upper parts slate color.

Crown, bill, feet, and tail black.

Under parts lighter grayish-slate color, except a chestnut-red

patch under the tail.

A Summer Citizen of the United States.

A Ground Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Seed Sower.

THE BROWN THRASHER

" As I told you ca moment ago, this handsome clean-

built bird with keen eyes, curved bill, and long graceful

tail that opens and shuts like a fan, has several names

besides that of Brown Thrasher, which seems the most

suitable for him."

" He looks redder than brown, for we called the Wood
Thrush ' brown,' " said Nat.

" Yes, his back is a much Ijrighter brown than that

of any Thrush, and this will show you the need in

studying birds of being able to distinguish between

several shades of the same color. There are words to

represent these different grades of color, such as 'rufous'

for reddish-brown and ' fuscous ' for dusky-brown
;

these you must learn later on, for some of them are

pretty hard ones. Now it is better for you to use

words whose meaning is perfectly familiar to you.

"The brown of this Thrasher, you see, is brighter

than that of the AYood Thrush ; it is a ruddy brown,

with a faint brassy glint, something like a polished door-

knob, particularly wdien the sun strikes his back."

" How he scratches round upon the ground," said
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Dodo ;
" just like a lien. Why doesn't he belong to

the Birds that Scratch ?
"

" Because, for one reason, his feet have the three toes

in front and the one behind, all on the same level ; this

makes him a perching bird."

*' Don't all birds sit on a perch when they go to

sleep ? " asked Dodo.
" By no means. The perching birds grasp a twig

firmly with their very limber toes and sharp claws, and

put their head under their wing ; but many others,

like tame Geese and Ducks, sleep standing on the

ground on one foot or sometimes floating on the water.

''The Thrasher is a Ground Gleaner, who spends

most of his time in the underbrush, having a great

appetite for the wicked May beetle ; but he does not

live near the ground only, mounting high in a tree

when he wishes to sing, as if he needed the pure high

air in order to breathe well , and he never sings from

the heart of a thick bush, as the Catbird does so fre-

quently.
»,

" But I am wrong in saying that he onlt/ goes up

into trees to sing, for there is no denying that he visits

cherry trees to pick cherries, in spite of the fact that

he is neither invited nor welcome. Yet we must re-

member that if he does like fruit for dessert he has

also first eaten caterpillar-soup and beetle-stew, and so

has certainly earned some cherries."

"Hush!" whispered Olive; "our Thrasher is sing-

ing now in the birch tree, where you can both see and

hear him."

" That's a sure sign his nest is not very near," said

Rap; "for they never sing close by their nests."
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This Thrasher was clinging to the end of a slender

branch, one claw above the other, so that his head, which

was thrown back, looked straight up to the sky. He
seemed to be half talking and half singing, as if giving

directions to some unseen performer, then folloAving

these by two or three clear notes.

" What is he saying ? " said Dodo.

" He is telling you who he is, and what he sees from

the tree-top," said the Doctor. "Olive, dear, I am

going to repeat to the children the jingle you made

about the Thrasher." Though Olive then blushed

and said it was only nonsense, the children were de-

lighted wdth it.

" ]\ry creamy breast is speckled

(Perhaps you'd call it freckled)

Black and brown.

" My pliant russet tail

Beats like a frantic flail,

Up and down.

" In the top branch of a tree

You may chance to glance at me,

When I sing.

" But I'm very, very shy,

When I silently float by,

On the wing.

" Wheio there ! Hi there ! Such a clatter

!

What's the matter— what's the matter?

Really, really ?

"Digging, delving, raking, sowing,

Corn is sprouting, corn is growing !

Plant it, plant it I
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Gather it, gather it

!

Thresh it, thresh it

!

Hide it, hide it, do !

(I see it — and you.)

Oh ! — rm that famous scratcher,

H-a-r-p-o-r-]i-ij-n-c-h-u-s r-u-f-u-s— Thraslier —
Cloaked in brown."

The Brown Thrasher

Length eleven inches.

Above bright reddish-V)rown, with two light bands on each wing.

Beneath yellowish-white, spotted with very dark brown on the

breast and the sides.

Very long tail — about five inches — fan-shaped.

A Summer Citizen of the United States east of the llocky Moun-

tains.

A famous Ground Gleaner and Seed Sower,
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THE ROCK WREN

When the children had finished applauding Olive's

poetry— or was it really the Thrasher's own perform-

ance ? — the Doctor went on :

" We have seen that the West has one sort of a

Thrasher in the sage-brush, and the East another, in

our own gardens. I also told you that these birds were

a kind of overgrown Wren ; and before we call upon

Mrs. Jenny Wren, I Avant to tell you about a bigger

relative of hers that Olive and I knew when we were in

the Rocky Mountains. He is called the Rock Wren— "

"- Oh ! I know— because he lives in the Rocky

Mountains," said Dodo, clapping her hands at this

discovery.

" Yes, that is partly the reason," resumed the Doc-

tor, after this interruption, "but those mountains are

very many, and varied in appearance, like most others :

covered in most places with pine trees, but including in

their recesses grassy meadows and silvery lakes. Some
parts of those mountains are the home of the Rock

Wren, but the little fellow is quite as well satisfied any-

where else in the western parts of the United States,

if he can find heaps of stones to play hide-and-seek in

with his mate, or great smooth boulders to skip up to

the top of and sing. So you see the mountains and

the Wrens are both named for the rocks.

" Do these Wrens look like our kind and act that

way?" asked Nat. "Ours always make me think of

mice."

" All kinds of Wrens are much alike," answered the

Doctor. '' They are small brownish birds with cocked-
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up tails, not at all shy about showing themselves off,

when they choose, but they must have some hiding-

place to duck into the moment anything frightens

them, and some odd, out-of-the-way nook or cranny

for their big rubbishy nests. Some prefer to hide in

marshes among the thickest reeds, some live in dry

brush heaps, and some, like the Rock AVren, choose

piles of stones. Their wings are not very strong, and

they seldom venture far from their favorite retreats,

except when they are migrating.

^' When your cousin Olive and I w^ere in Colorado we
climbed a mountain one day above the timber-line"—
"Do all the trees out there grow in straight lines?*'

asked Dodo anxiously.

"No, my dear little girl, trees don't grow in straight

lines anywhere," said the Doctor, laughing— " except

when they are

planted so. The
' timber-line ' of a

mountain is the

edge of the woods,

above which no

trees grow, and we

see nothing but

bare rocks, and the

few low plants tliat

cling to the cracks

among them. Well,

we had hardly

rested long enough

to get our breath

after such a climb,

L

Rock Wren.
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when we heard a rich ringing song, something like a

House Wren's, but louder and stronger, and very quick,

as if the bird were in a great hurry to get through.

But he wasn't, for he kept saying the same thing over

and over again. Presently we spied him, on the tip-

top of a pile of stones, standing quite still, with his

head thrown back and his bill pointing straight up.

He looked gray, dusted over with pepper-and-salt dots

on the back, and his bill was very straight and sharp

— almost an inch long, it looked. This was a Rock

Wren."
" He must have liad a nest somewhere in those rocks,"

said Rap. "' Wrens most always have nests near where

they sing."

"No doubt he had, as it was the nesting season—
June," answered the Doctor ;

'^ but it was growing late

in tlie day, we had a long scramble down the mountain

before us, and could not wait to hunt for it. Most

likely, too, if we had found the very place where it was,

we should not liave been able to see it, for probably it

was tucked away too far in a crooked passage under a

shelving rock.

" When we were half-way down the mountain we
passed a miner's cabin. He was at home, and we sat

down on a bench by the door to rest. Thinking he

might know about the nest of the Rock Wren,— for an

old miner knows a great many things he never thinks

of making a book about,— I asked him if there were

any Wrens around there.

''
' Wall, I should smile, stranger ! Lots on 'em—

more'n one kind, too— but mostly not the reg'lar kind

they have where you tenderfoots live— bigger, and
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pickeder in front, and make more fuss. When they

fust come, 'long about May, or nigh outer June, they

act kinder shy like, but they get uster to yer, soon's

they find nobody ain't goin' to bother with 'em, and

stay around altogether, mostly in the rocks. Last y'ar

there was two on 'em come nigh chinking up this she-

bang with trash they hauled in for a nest, afore they

got it fixed to suit 'em, and had it chuck full o' speckled

eggs. Then one of these yere blamed pack-rats tore it

all up, and they had to start in to hauling more trash.'

" So you see, children, this miner knew a Rock Wren
— do .you know a Jenny Wren?"

The Rock Wren

Length nearly six inches.

Back gray, with fine black-and-white dots.

Under parts no particular color.

Some of the tail-feathers with black bars and cinnamon-brown

tips.

A Citizen of the United States from the Rocky Mountains to

the Pacific Ocean.

A Ground Gleaner.

THE HOUSE WREN

" We all know Jenny Wren !
" cried the children.

" The Farm is full of Jennies and Johnnies !

"

" They build in bird-boxes," said Dodo.
" And in old tin cans, and water pots, and anything

they find," said Rap.

" And Jenny does most of the work ; if the can is

very large she fills it full of sticks until there is only a

cosy little corner left for the nest, for she is a very neat

bird," said the Doctor, when he could be heard. '' She
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keeps her house nice and clean, and is very industrious

too, making a fresh nest for every new brood, Avhich

means a great deal of work, for Wrens often raise three

families a season." .

''But Johnny Wren w^orks too, doesn't he?" asked

Nat ;
" he is always taking home bugs and things, and

he sings as if he would split."

" Wrens live in woodpiles in winter," said Rap.

The Doctor laughed heartily at the hurry with which

the children told their knowledge.
" Everybody has a bowing acquaintance with the

House Wren," he said, " for they are seen everywhere

through the United States, those that are citizens of

the West being a trifle paler in color and more sharply

barred than their easterly brotliers, but all having the

same habits ; even the Rock Wren is as jolly and

sociable as his house-loving cousins.

" But the Wren that Rap says lives in the woodpile

in the winter is not our House Wren, but another mem-
ber of the same family — the smallest of all, called the

Winter Wren.
" He is a citizen of the far North, whence he follows

the mountains down to Carolina, and he is chiefly seen

when he visits the Eastern States in the winter— hence

his name. But few who see him then have heard his

ripple-song — one of the sweetest bits of our bird

music."

" Hear Jolnmy Wren singing on the trellis, and his

wife scolding at him all the time, too. I wonder why
she does it ? " said Nat.

" She is only making believe scold," said the Doctor,

" because she has a quick temper and wants to say
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something, and cannot exactly sing. Johnny and Jenny

make a great fuss, but they are really very fond of each

other and make the very

best of citizens, eating

no fruits and being offi-

cers in the guilds of

Ground Gleaners and

Tree Trappers."

"Look !
" said Dodo,

"Jenny is scolding and

dancing about, and

Johnny is singing away

again. What is the mat-

ter with them. Uncle

Roy?"
" Did you never hear

the ' Wrens' duet ' ?

That is what they are

singing now. Listen,

and I will tell you what

they say in House Peo-

ple's language : House Wren.

Johnny (keeping time with his wings) :

I'm jolly Johnny Wren,

The busiest of men
;

For I sing and I clean house, too.

Though wife is such a bustler,

'Tis I that am the hustler,

For T icork when there's twtliing to do !

And / don't care to talk,

And / daren't take a walk.

For Jenny's such a jealous, j-e-a-1-o-u-s She !
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Jenny (keeping time with her head) :

I'm thrifty Jenny Wren.

The foolish, lazy men
Think they work if they sing all day.

If husband is a martyr,

I'm a great deal, great deal smarter,

For / talk when I've nothing to say !

And though I mind my work,

I also prink and perk,

For Johnny's such ?i f-a-s-cin-a-ting He!

Both (beating time with all four wings) :

{She) Though you don't care to talk —
{He) We might both take a walk—
{Both) For we are such a captivating WE !

\_Exeunt, dancing on tiptoe along the trellis."

The House Wren

Length five inches.

Upper parts dark brown finely barred with black.

Under parts gray, washed with brown and very faintly banded.

Tail rather long (for a Wren's), full of light and dark bars,

mostly held cocked up.

A fidgety little bird with a very merry song.

A Summer Citizen east of Indiana, and a Citizen south from the

middle districts.

A Ground Gleaner and Tree Trapper.

THE L0NG-KILLP:I) MARSH WREN

" You must always wear your rubber boots Avhen you

go to b)ok for the Marsh Wren," said the Doctor ; "and

you must be careful where you step, for this Wren
knows Avhere to put his nest safely out of the way of

both House People and cats.
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"He chooses a bunch of

reeds, or a bush that is sur-

rounded either by water or

the treacherous green grass

of bogs, and there weaves an

oblong or globular nest from

coarse grass and leaves, with

a little hole on one side for a

door. This done, he goes to

a short distance and appoints

himself day watchman to his

home. If a footstep touches

the grass ever so lightly, he

tells his mate of it and they

flit off ; and if any one thinks

that by folloAving the birds

they will find the nest, they

will be very much disap-

pointed. Mr. and ]\Irs. Long-

bill will lead them a will-o'-

the-wisp dance ; and when the House People are tired,

bewildered, and very wet in the shoes, the clever birds

will return home by a secret way, chuckling to them-

selves. You will know this little bird by his nervous

Wren-like ways and jerking tail, even if you are not

near enough to see his markings and long curving

bill."

" But there are no marsh}^ places near the Farm, so

I'm afraid we shall never see him, except in the wonder

room," said Nat.

" By and by wlien we go to the beach, where our

river meets the sea, I will show you some nests. I

Long-billed Marsh Wren.
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speak of this INIarsh Wren now so that you may re-

member it with the rest of this family of Mockers and

Scolders."

The Long-billed Marsh VT'ren

Length about five inches.

Upper parts clear brown, with a long light line over the eye,

and a patch of black-and-white streaks on the back; light and

dark brown bars on tail and wings.

Under parts white, tinged with brown on the sides.

A long slender bill, with more of a curve than a House Wren's.

Song something like a House Wren's, but more bubbling and

gurgling.

A Citizen of the eastern United States.

A Ground Gleaner.



CHAPTER XII

WOODLAND WARBLERS

" Now you may be introduced to a family of Ameri-

can birds, many of them brightly colored and none of

them large, who have no cousins or relations in any

other country. You must not expect them to come

and peep in the window like the Catbird, or feed on

the lawn like the Thrush and Robin ; for they are birds

of woodland and brushland. Yet the}^ often come for

a time in their journeys to gardens and orchards, for

they are among the greatest travellers."

'' Why do they travel so much, if they are only

American birds ? " asked Nat. " I shouldn't think

they would have to go far if they always live in

America."
*' America is a very large country, my boy, and you

must not forget it includes South as well as North

America— the Western Hemisphere of the whole globe.

Warblers are insect-eating Citizens and cannot live long

on anything else. Now, as many of them nest far

North, when the early frosts lock the country they

must often make long journeys at short notice, until

they find their insect food again."

" Why don't we see swarms and swarms of them

flying by ? " asked Dodo.
'' You mean flocks," said Olive ;

'' we only saj

^swarms' when we mean bees or other insects."

153
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" They make their journeys mostly by night," con-

tinued the Doctor, " for darkness protects their bright

colors from the cannibal birds and various other ene-

mies. One day there will not be a single Warbler in

the river woods, and the next the trees will be bright

with them.
'^ Another reason that we do not commonly see these

Warblers is, that the greatest number do not come

from the South until the trees are in leaf, and they

pass back again through the middle portions of the

States before the trees are bare in autumn, so that they

easily hide from us."

" Are there no bright-colored birds that live all

winter where the trees are bare ? " asked Rap.

" Yes, three— the Cardinal, the Crossbill, and the

Pine Grosbeak. They are seed-eating birds, and all

belong to the Sparrow family. Most of the very

sliowy birds belong to tropical countries, where the

trees are always in leaf and there are quantities of

orchids and other conspicuous flowers to attract the

eye from the birds themselves.

"This habit of travelling l)y night has caused a great

many of these beautiful Warblers to lose their lives,

for they often fly against telegraph wires, high steeples,

and lighthouse towers, and are killed. Another dan-

ger also besets them — they may come from the South

with a bit of early mihl weather, and nearing the Great

Lakes meet a storm from the North, and the food-sup-

ply being very scanty, the icy winds overcome their

strength.

" A friend of mine who lives in Wisconsin," con-

tinued the Doctor, " has a garden that slopes down to
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Geneva Lake. Late one April there came a wind-

storm from the northwest, and the next morning the

lawn was strewn with the bodies of hundreds of little

Warblers who had become confused in the darkness and

unable to reach shelter.

" You see how many troubles and risks Citizen Bird

has to endure at best, so that we House People should

do everything we can to protect him and make his life

among us happy.
'' You will have more use for your eyes than your

ears, in naming the Warblers. Their plumage is al-

most always striking, but their voices are rather lisping

than musical, though they sing pretty little snatches

in the woods ; but many of their call-notes sound more

like the squeaks and buzzings of insects and tree-toads

than like the voices of birds, and it will take time and

practice before you can distinguish them apart. I have

chosen only half a dozen species to tell you of, from

the half-hundred that rove about the United States.

The first, and one that you are the most likely to see,

is the Black-and-white Warbler."

THE BLACK-AND-WHITE WARBLER

" There are exceptions to everything," said the Doc-

tor, as he pointed to an old willow tree on the edge of

the river woods, where he had taken the children to

look for Warblers. " And the exception among the

shy Warblers of these woods is that sociable little black-

and-white fellow over there, who is creeping and SAving-

ing about the branches as if he was own brother to the

Brown Creeper himself. This Black-and-white War-
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bier hides his nest in an overturned stump, or on the

ground, and you may try for days in vain to find one.

But at the same time he spends his time running mer-

rily through the orchard trees, even whispering his

husky ' Aveachy-weachy-twee-twee, tweet ' to the old

queen apple by the study window."

"Is that bird a Warbler?" asked Nat. "I thought

he was some kind

of a Nuthatch or

a Woodpecker—
he was with a whole

lot of them up by

the house last week."
" I used to think so

too," said Rap ; '' but

now I see a difference.

The body and bill of the

Nuthatch is stouter, and not such

a pretty sliape, and his bill almost turns

up. This Warbler is thinner, with a

slender bill that curves a little down,

like the Brown Creeper's. Then too,

lie has smaller and finer stripes than

any Woodpecker."
" What guild does he belong to ? " asked Dodo.

" To the Tree Trappers ; most of the Warblers be-

long to this, while some have joined the Sky Sweepers,

and a few tlie Ground Gleaners and Seed Sowers."

" Look !
" said Nat. " He has spent a long time on

one twig and he doesn't seem to have cleaned off all

the insects yet ; he must have pretty good eyes."

" Yes, and more than that," said the Doctor, " his

Black-and-white
Warbler.
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eyes magnify much more than ours do, so that all ob-

jects appear far larger to a bird than they do to us,

and they can see insects that we never notice."

" I wonder if that little Warbler thinks spiders are

crabs and flies chickens," said Dodo, so soberly that all

the others laughed heartily.

The Black-and-white Warbler

Length five inches.

Upper parts striped everywhere with black and white.

Under parts white in the middle, with many black stripes on

the sides.

Has a weak and w^heezy voice.

From its habit of scrambling about tree-trunks and branches, it

may be mistaken for a real Creeper, or a Nuthatch, or even a little

Woodpecker.

A Summer Citizen of the United States, east of the plains; in

winter from Florida southward.

A Tree Trapper.

THE YELLOW WARBLER

(Or Summer Yellowbird)

" I know this Warbler by sight already," said Dodo

;

" there is one in the low case in the wonder room — the

pretty bird sitting on a fuzzy nest; it looks like a

Canary."

" You may think that he looks like a Canary at a

little distance, but not when you are near by," said the

Doctor. '' The Canary has a short, thick, cone-shaped

bill suited to cracking seeds, while the Yellow Warbler

has the slender bill necessary for prying into small

cracks and crannies for insects.
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" This Warbler also has light rusty streaks on his

yellow breast. Do you remember having ever seen a

Canary with such markings ?
"

Nat and Dodo thought for a moment, and then said

they never had.

" It really may not be like a Canary," said Rap,

" and it hasn't much of a song, but it has so many cute

little ways that it seems like one.

I know a boy who always says

it's a wild Canary, but it

can't be that, 1 see. A
pair of these Warblers

have a nest in one of

the elder bushes by

our fence, and they

wouldn't mind a bit

if we went to look at

them. Would it be

too far for you to

come, sir?" he inquired

timidly of the Doctor, evi-

dently proud of having some-

thing to show.

" We shall be glad to see the

nest, my boy. How is it that you have so many birds

about your house ?
"

" I think it's partly for the same reason that you

have birds here— for we don't keep cats either— and

it's partly because we have four big old mulberry trees."

" What have mulberry trees to do Avith birds ? " asked

Nat, without stopping to think.

" Everything," said the Doctor. " The mulberry is

Yellow Warblkk.
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one of the most attractive fruits to our familiar birds,

and at least twenty-five species feed upon it greedily.

'^ Whoever plants a mulberry tree in his garden sends

a public invitation through Birdland for its people to

come and live with him. The invitation is always

accepted, and the birds appreciate the kindness so

much that when they find mulberries they leave the

cherries and strawberries in that garden in peace.

This should teach us to plant wild fruits and berries

for the birds, who prefer them to garden fruits."

As the chiklren turned from the road into Rap's

garden they saw that it held a great many birds. The

bushes and trees were all untrimmed, and the old

house with its shingled sides and coast-backed roof

was covered with a trumpet-creeper and some grape

vines.

" What a lovely place for Hummingbirds !
" cried

Olive.

" And Martins," added the Doctor, pointing to a bird-

box with ten or twelve divisions in it, that was fastened

under the eaves.

" The Warbler's nest is here," said Rap, leading the

way to a back fence and feeling very proud at the

admiration his home was receiving.

The children tiptoed up and each took a peep into

the cup-shaped nest. The little gold and olive mother,

trusting Rap from past experience, gave a quick flip of

her wings, and perched on a wild blackberry bush near

by. The outside of the nest looked as if it were made

of silvery-gray linen floss. There were some horse-

hairs woven in the lining, and here and there some-

thing that looked like sponge peeped out between the
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strands which held the nest firmly in the crotch of the

elder stem.

"What is that soft stuff?" whispered Dodo.
" It is wool scraped from the stalks of young ferns,"

said the Doctor ;
" the soft brown wool that is wrapped

round the leaves to keep them warm in their winter

sleep until they stretch out of the ground and feel the

warmth of the sun. The little Warblers gather it in

their beaks and mat it into a sort of felt."

" There is something else in the nest-lining that looks

like feathers," said Nat.

"That is dandelion down."
" Don't you think, Doctor, that this nest is very thick

underneath? " asked Rap. " It is twice as high as the

one they built here last summer."

The Doctor felt of the bottom of the nest very gently

with one finger and said, " I thought so ! You have

sharp eyes, Rap ; it is very thick, and for a good rea-

son— it is a two-storied nest !

"

" A two-storied nest ! Are there such things ?
"

clamored the children together.

" The mother-bird is worrying ; come over under the

mulberry tree and I will tell you about this wonderful

nest.

"There are some very ill-mannered shiftless Citizens

in Birdland, called Cowbirds," began the Doctor; "you
will learn about them when we come to the family to

which they belong. They build no nests, but have the

habit of laying their eggs in the nests of other birds,

just as the equally bad-behaved Cuckoos do in Europe.

Some birds do not seem to know the difference between

these strange eggs and their own, and so let them re-
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main until they are hatched. Others are wise enough

to know their own eggs, and chief among such sharp-

eyed ones is this little Yellow Warbler.
" Coming home some morning after taking exercise

for the good of her health, Mrs. Warbler finds a great

white egg spotted with brown, crowded in among
her own small pale blue eggs, that have their brown

spots mostly arranged like a wreath around the larger

end.

" Being disgusted and very angry to find her house

invaded, she and her mate have a talk about the mat-

ter. Why they do not simply push the strange egg

out, we do not know, but instead of that they often

fly off for milkweed fibres and silk to make a new
nest right on top of the first one, shutting the hateful

egg out of sight underneath. Then they begin house-

keeping anew, in a two-storied nest like this one, liv-

ing in the upper story, and keeping the Cowbird's

egg locked up in the basement, where no warmth from

their bodies can reach it ; and so it never hatches. If

a second Cowbird's egg is laid, in the new upper story

of the nest, the Warblers generally abandon their home

in despair, and choose a new nesting place ; but some-

times they build a third story over the other two, and

thus defeat the evil designs of both their enemies with-

out giving up their home.
" This nest of Rap's is a two-storied one, and when I

touched the bottom I could feel that there was an egg

in the lower story. By and by, when the birds have

flown, we will take the nest apart and you can see for

yourselves how ingeniously it is made."

"To think of all the ways birds have," said Rap;
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" going to such a heap of trouble for something the}^

coukl fix with one good push."

" What happens when the Cowbird's egg stays in the

nest and hatches out ? Aren't the other little birds

squeezed and uncomfortable ? " asked Dodo.
" Yes, they are very uncomfortable indeed, and often

starve to death ; but you must wait to hear about that

until we come to the Cowbird himself."

" What famil}' does he train with ? " asked Nat.

" With the Blackbirds and Orioles," said the Doctor.

Then the male Yellow Warbler flew out along a

branch above their heads, gave his lisping song, that

sounded like " sweet, sweet, sweet, sweeter," seized an

insect, and went across the garden toward his nest.

'' I'm going to watch that nest," said Rap, " and if a

Cowbird lays in it any more Til take the wicked old

egg away."
" Sweet, sweet, sweet," called the Warbler from the

bushes.

"Maybe he understood you," said Dodo. "I'd be-

lieve most anything about birds."

The Yellow Warbler

(Or Summer Yellowiukd)

Length about five inches.

Upper parts rich olive-yellow, brightest on the rump and crown,

but dark brown on wings and tail, with the inside half of each tail-

feather yellow, and some yellow edgings on the wing-feathers.

Under parts bright yellow, in the male streaked with rich

brownish-red.

A Summer Citizen of the greater part of North America, nest-

ing in orchards and bushes, and going to the tropics in winter.

Belongs to the guilds of Tree Trappers and Sky Sweepers.
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THE YELLOW-RUMPED WARBLER

(Or Myrtlebird)

" This Warbler does not sing much of a song, even

in nesting-time; but you will know him on the wing by

the bright yellow spot on the rump, and if he perches

near, by perhaps you will also see

the crown of gold on the head and

a spot of yellow on each side of

the breast. They say there

was once a great king

named Midas, whose touch

turned everything to gold,

he was such an avaricious old

miser. If that be true he must

have put his finger on tlie

Myrtlebird in four different

places. Unlike most of

his family the Yellow-

rump is fond of seeds

and berries ; and so

he is able to live further

north in winter than any of his

brothers. Unless you are spend-

ing the summer near the Canadian border you will not

see him in his own home. But when they are on their

journeys in spring and autunni you will meet them

almost everywhere, travelling in sociable flocks."

" It must be that dark-backed bird with a 3'ellow

spot on his tail, that gobbles all the bayberries— and

eats the poison-ivy berries too," said Rap.

Yellow-rumped AVarbler.
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"Yes, I see that you know him; 'that dark-backed

bird with a yellow spot on his tail' is not a bad descrip-

tion of the Myrtle Warbler," said the Doctor ; "at least,

as you generally see it, in autumn or winter, when
that particular spot is the only one of the four which

shows off well."

" But why is he called Myrtle Warbler ? " asked Nat.

" Does he build his nest in myrtle ? I thought myrtle

was that shiny-leaved plant down on the ground, that

doesn't have berries."

" No, my boy, the bird is not named from that sort

of creeping flowering myrtle ; his name comes from a

Latin word for 'bayberry,' because the bird feeds upon

its fruit, as Rap told you."

" And bayberry is that low sweet-smelling shrub that

we gather in the rocky pasture, to fill the great jar in

the fireplace," said Olive. "Some call it candle-berry,

and others wax-myrtle."

"Yes," said Rap, "and these Warblers stay round

that pasture in winter as long as there is a berry left."

The Yellow-nimped "Warbler

(Or Myrtlebird)

Length about five and a half inches.

Upper parts dark gray, streaked with black ; two white bars on

each wing; large white spots on some of the tail-feathers. A yel-

low patch on the rump and crown.

Under parts white, streaked with black on the breast and sides.

A yellow patch on each side of the breast.

A Summer Citizen of the northern United States and northward.

Much less common in the West than the East. Travels south,

and spends the winter everywhere from southern New England to

Panama
A great Seed Sower and a Tree Trapper.
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THE OVENBIRD

*' I will show you a ' skin ' of the Ovenbird, because

it may be some time before you will see this Ground
Warbler at home in the deep woods."

''
' Skin! ' What is that? " asked Rap, as the Doctor

took from his pocket what looked merely like a dead

bird.

" A '- bird-skin,' so called, is the bird preserved and

prepared for stuffing, with all its feathers on, but with-

out glass eyes and not mounted in a natural position.

You see that it takes up much less room than the birds

that are set up in my cases, and is more easily carried

about."

" He looks like a little Thrush," said Olive, " except

that he is too green on the back, and the stripe on his

head is of a dingy gold color. That is why he is often

called the * Golden-crowned Thrush,' though he is not a

Thrush at all, but one of the American AVarblers, and

the crown is more the color of copper, than like the

gold on the Golden-crowned Kinglet's head. Perhaps
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the Kinglet is called after new, clean gold, and this

'Thrush' after old dusty gold."

All this time Rap had been looking intently at the

Warbler without saying a word ; then he said suddenly :

'' Why, it's the bird that builds the little house-nest

on the ground in the river woods ! The nest that is

roofed all over and has a round hole in one side for a

door ! I'm so glad I know his name, for it isn't in my
part of the Nuttall book and the miller doesn't know
what he is called. Is he named Ovenbird because he

has a door in one side of his nest like an oven? "

'' Yes, Rap, the nest is shaped like the kind of oven

that Indians used. Tell us about the one you found."

" I was sitting on the bank where it goes down a

little to the river, and the ground there was humpy

with bunches of grass. A little bird like this Warbler

ran from between two of the grass humps and picked

about on the ground for a minute and then ran back.

I thought he had gone into a hole, but pretty soon he

came out again and flew up through the bushes to a

tall tree a little Avay off. He went out to the end of a

long branch and began to call— soft at first and then

very loud, as if his throat would split before he ended.

It was a very big noise for such a little bird."

"Didheseemtosay'T6^rt67<er,TEACHER, TEACHER'?"
asked the Doctor, who knew John Pjurroughs very well.

" Yes, he kept calling exactly that way. Then when

he stopped, I looked for the hole in the' ground where

he came hoiu. I felt round a little, and then I lay

down on the bank and looked up hill at the place to

try if I could find it that way. Then I saw a place

where the grass and leaves were made into a sort of
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roof between the grass humps, and in the middle of

this was a smooth round hole. I put my finger in and

another bird, just like the first, flew out, and I saw

that there were eggs there ; so I drove a stick in the

ground to mark the place, and went away.
'' The miller said it must be a field-mouse's nest that

some birds had stolen. But in the fall I took the nest

home and I saw it was a real bird's nest, all woven

round of strong grass with finer kinds for a lining :

and there were dead leaves on the outside, so that the

top looked like all the rest of the ground. I had often

heard that loud singing before, but this was the first

time I had a good look at the bird and his nest, and the

miller won't believe now that it's a bird's nest either."

" What trade does the Ovenbird belong to ? " asked

Dodo. '' He ought to be a baker if he lives in an oven."
'' He is a Ground Gleaner and a Tree Trapper," said

the Doctor, while the children laughed merrily at

Dodo's idea of a baker bird.

The Ovenbird

Length about six inches.

Upper parts frog green, with a rusty-yellow streak between two

black lines on the crown.

Lower parts white, with black streaks on the breast aud sides.

A Summer Citizen as far west as Kansas and north to Alaska,

wintering far south.

THB MARYLAND YELLOW-THROAT

" Now we come to three very jolly Warblers with

bright feathers and perfectly distinct ways of their

own. They are the Maryland Yellow-throat, the Yel-

low-breasted Chat, and the American Redstart.
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'' The Maryland Yellow-throat is the merry little

bird who puts his head on one side to peep at you

through his black mask, and then flits further along to

a thicket or clump of bushes,

calling persuasively— ' Follow

me-e, follow me-e, follow !

'

He is trying to coax you into

a game of hide-and-seek ; but

if you play with him you will

soon find that you must do all

J*,^^ -, .£^^^^. the seeking, for he intends to

0^gjl^' do the hiding himself.

^^^ J §
'' Does he wish to show you

^ \^:j I-
his deep narrow nest, made

of grape-vine bark, old leaves,

and grass ? Not he ; being

crammed full of good spirits

he simply wants you to

share them and have

a race. Some-

times he will stop

a moment quite near and call—
I-spy-it, I -spy-it,' and then fly off

and challenge you to a new chase.

Or sometimes, if two or three call at

once, you will stray away from your

path without knowing it.

" They are very gentle, lovable

little birds too, and sing all through the summer when

many of the better singers have grown silent."

''The Yellow-throat must be what I've called the

Black-faced Yellowbird," said Rap. ^^ Please, Doctor,

1. Male. 2. Female.

Maryland Yellow
THROAT.
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does lie sometimes fly right up in the air to sing a little

bit and then go back into the bushes as if he had

changed his mind ?
"

" Yes, Rap, that is one of the Yellow-throat's habits

in late summer, but one that very few people notice."

The Maryland Yellow-throat

Length about five and a half inches.

Upper parts olive-green, in the male with a black mask reaching

along each side of the head, and behind this an ashy-white border;

but the female wears no mask.

Under parts bright yellow, growing white on belly.

A Summer Citizen of the United States from Georgia to Canada.

When he lives west of the Mississippi River he is called the

Western Yellow-throat.

A Tree Trapper and occasionally a Sky Sweeper; a beautiful

and familiar bird of the brush and tangles.

THE YELLOW-BREASTED CHAT

"The Chat, besides being a very handsome bird, is

a ventriloquist and a great joker."

" Please, Uncle Roy, what is a ventroquist ? " asked

Dodo.
" I should have remembered not to use such a long

word," laughed the Doctor. " A ven-tril-o-quist is

a person who can not only imitate sounds, but makes
it seem as if they came from his stomach, or even in

a different direction from where he is himself. The
Mockingbird can imitate many sounds, but all these

come directly from the bird ; while the Chat can perch

on a twig above your head and give a whistle that

eeems to come from a bush across the road.
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" This is what enables him to play tricks on birds,

House People, and various other animals. He will

whistle until he has set a dog tearing through the

bushes to find his supposed master. Another time he

will give such a soft strange series of notes that

a bird-lover will immediatelv begin to search through a

tangle of briers, after what

strange bird. Then ]

he imagines to be a

indulges in a fit of

merriment at his

own jokes— ' chatter-

chatter - chat - chat - chat-

chat - chat ' he says,

calling his own name

as he slips away

to the security of

a catbrier or bar-

l)erry bush. Large

and vigorous and

strong of beak as

he is, this practi-

cal joker is wise,

and does not often

show his con-

spicuous yellow breast in open places.

'^ Some day in the nesting season you may see the

Chat fly up in the air and hear him sing his courting

song, which is very sweet, different from all his jests

and jeers. You will say, if you are near enough to

take a long look— 'Why, that Chat has forgotten to

fold up liis legs, they are hanging straight down.' He
has not forgotten, however ; it is merely one of his odd

habits at this season to cut all sorts of capers in the

Yellow-breasted Chat.
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air, with his legs and wings and tail let loose, while

his mate is quietly house-keeping in some thick bush

near by. The nest is something like a Catbird's, not

very tidy outside, but snug inside, and easy to find if

you look in the right place. If you find it at the right

time you will see that it holds four or five well-rounded

eggs of a crystal-white color, with plenty of bright

reddish-brown spots all over them."

The Yellow-breasted Chat

Length seven and a half inches— much more than any other

Warbler measures.

Upper parts bright olive-green, even all over.

Lower parts very bright yellow on the throat, breast, and wing-

linings, but the belly pure white.

A strong dark-colored beak, with some dark and light marks

between it and the eyes.

A Summer Citizen of the United States east of the plains and

south of Ontario and ]Minnesota ; travels far south in winter.

When he is found west of the plains his tail is somewhat longer,

and he is called the Long-tailed Chat.

Chiefly a Tree Trapper, but also a Seed Sower.

THE AMERICAN REDSTART

" The Redstart is the dancing Warbler, just as the

Chat is the joker. He never flies along in a sober,

earnest fashion, as if his business was of real impor-

tance. When on the ground he skips and hops, then

takes a few short steps and a little dance backward.

In the trees, where he also feeds and where in some

crotch he lashes his pretty nest of leaf-stalks, moss,

and horse-hair, he moves about as suddenly as can be

imagined, and he has a way of flying up and back-
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ward at the same time that makes him a very confus-

ing bird to watch. In flitting among the branches,

or darting into the air for gnats, his colors make him

look like a tiny Oriole."

" Oh, uncle ! Uncle

Roy !
" cried Dodo,

who had been

looking along the

path, " there are

two of the dearest

little birds down
there, and one

of them is red

and black as you

say the Redstart is,

and the other is shaped

like it but has brown and

yellow feathers, and they move

along as if the wind was blow-

ing them !

"

Before Dodo stopped speaking

the wliole party were looking

where she pointed, Olive using

the field-glass.

" Those are a pair of Redstarts," she said, " and they

are picking up ants. I saw a number of little anthills

there yesterday."

" A pair ? " queried Nat. " They aren't the same

color— one has yellow spots where the other is red."

" I guess the one with the brown and yellow feathers

must be the female," said Rap ;
" you know the Doctor

told us, way back, that when the male bird wore very

1. Male. 2. Female

American Redstart.
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bright feathers, the female was oftenest plain, so that

House People and cannibal birds shouldn't see her so

easily when she sat on the nest."

" You are right, my boy," said the Doctor, who ahvays

let the children answer each other's questions, if they

could. '' Madam Redstart, you see, wears an olive-

brown cloak trimmed with yellow, and even her boys

wear clothes like their mother's for a couple of sea-

sons ; for Heart of Nature does not allow them to come
out in their red and black uniforms until they are three

years old, and know the ways of the world."

" Learning to name birds is harder than I thought

it would be," said Nat. '' Some wear different feathers

in spring and fall, a lot more pairs are different to begin

with, and the young ones are mixed up at first. It's

worse than arithmetic "— and poor Nat looked quite

discouraged.

" You certainly have to remember the laws of Bird-

land, as well as their exceptions," answered the Doc-

tor ;
'' but when you have once recognized and named

a bird you will carry its picture always in your mind,

for the Redstarts that you will see when you are very

old men and women, will be like the one that is dancing

along the walk now."

^'Why do they call this Warbler a 'Redstart'?"

asked Dodo.

"Because it has a lot of red on it, and it's always

starting up in a hurry," ventured Rap.
" That is not the real reason," said the Doctor.

" The name comes from a German word that means

'red tail,' and rightly belongs to a bird of Europe that

is never found in this country. Our bird has some red
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on the tail, but I really think that Rap's answer is the

better one."

The American Redstart

Length about five and a half inches.

Upper parts shining black, marked on the wings and tail with

rich salmon-red.

Under parts shining black on the neck and breast, bright salmon-

red on the sides, and pinkish-white on the belly.

In the female all the parts which are black in her mate are light

greenish-gray, and she is clear yellow where he is red.

A useful Summer Citizen of eastern North America, from Kan=

sas to Labrador. Winters in the tropics.

A Ground Gleaner, Tree Trapper, and Sky Sweeper.



CHAPTER XIII

AROUND THE OLD BARN

This day the bird lovers from Orchard Farm were

having a picnic in the hickory and oak woods back of

the fields. It was a charming place for such a day's

outing, for on the edge of the Avoods stood an old tAvo-

storied hay barn, Avhich Avas empty in early June and a

capital place in Avhich to play " I spy " and '' feet

above Avater." On the other side of the Avood AA^as an

old SAvampy meadow full of saplings and tangled bushes,

such as birds love for nesting places.

The Doctor had set Rap, Nat, and Dodo roaming

about to look for birds, and promised to tell them some-

thing of their habits Avhen each child had Avritten doAA^i

the description of tAvo birds.

The children divided their hunting ground, so that

they might not interfere Avith each other. Dodo chose

the AVOods, because she Avanted to stay near OUa^c, aa^io

was making a sketch of some ferns ; Rap took the old

barn and a bit of bushy pasture near it, and Nat Avent

doAvn to the SAvampy meadow Avith its border of cedar

trees. While they tramped about the Doctor sat Avith

his back against the side of the barn, looking over the

beautiful scene and thinking.

The children did not return until after Mammy liun

had spread out a delicious luncheon in the barn, and

175
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then they were divided between hunger and the wish

to tell about their birds.

" I have two nice birds all written down," said Dodo,

between mouthfuls. " One was rather little and sort

of green on top and white underneath, and he kept

going up and down all the branches of an oak tree as if

he couldn't keep still a moment, and he talked all the

while as if he was asking me why I watched him and

then scolding me for doing it."

" That is the Red-eyed Vireo," said the Doctor.

'' Maybe he did have red eyes," said Dodo, " but he

moved so quick I couldn't see them. But my other

bird was splendid ! Very bright red all over, except

his wings and tail — they were black, and I'm sure he

has a nest high up on an oak branch."

'' That is the Scarlet Tanager. What did you see,

Nat ?
"

" I crept in among the cedar trees, and there was a

whole lot of rather big gray birds sitting in a row on

a branch ; they had black around their beaks and their

head feathers stuck up in front. They didn't seem to

be building nests, but were only whispering to each

other."

"Those were Cedar Waxwings."
" Then," continued Nat, " when I was coming back I

saw a flock of the prettiest, jolliest little birds flying

round the old grass, and hanging on to some stalks of

weeds. Tliey were mostly yellow with some black, and

they sang something like Canaries, and when they flew

they sort of jerked along."

"Those were American Goldfinches. And now for

yours, Rap."
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" I was looking at the Barn Swallows most of the

time," he answered, ''and thinking there must be a

good many different cousins in their family ; then I

went down to the pasture and saw a bird I never

noticed before, who flew over from the potato field and

went into a thorn bush. He was bigger than a Robin

and had a thick head and beak. He was black and

white on top, but when he went by I saw he had a

beautiful spot on the breast like a shield— sort of pink

red, the color of raspberries, you know."
" That was the Rose-breasted Grosbeak," said the

Doctor. " Now, we have pockets full of material for

bird stories,— enough to last a week. By the time

you have heard about these six birds and some of their

near relations, such as the Butcher Bird, you will have

been introduced to the chief of the Birds that Sing and

be on the way to those that only Croak. and Call. We
will begin with Dodo's ' Talking Bird.'

"

THE EED-EYED VIKEO

(The Talker)

" This bird is the most popular member of his family

— and he has twenty brothers, all living in North

America."

"Isn't he a Warbler?" asked Rap. "I always

thought he was one, for he fusses round the trees the

same as they do, though of course he has much more of

a song."

" He belongs to a family of his own, but yours was an

easy mistake to make, for the difference is not readily

seen except in the beak, and you have to look at that
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very closely to see it. The Warblers mostly have

smooth slender beaks, but the Vireos have stouter

ones, with a little hooked point that enables them to

pick out and secure a great variety of insects. The

Chat is our only Warbler with a very stout beak, even

stouter than a Vireo's, but it has no hook at the end.

The Redstart's has a hooked point, but the rest of the

beak is very broad

and flat, with a

row of stiff bristles

at each corner of

the mouth, to keep

insects from kick-

ing free when they

are caught."

" You say his

eyes are red. l^ut

why is his name
' Vireo'— does that

mean anything ?
"

"
' Vireo ' comes

from the Latin

w o r d m e a n i n g
'green,' and because all of this family have greenish

backs one of their common names is 'Greenlet.' Be-

sides being very pretty to look at, this little red-eyed

bird is a great worker and does whatever he undertakes

in a most complete manner. When he starts his tree

trapping in the morning he does not flit carelessly from

one tree to another, but after selecting his feeding

ground, goes all over one brancli, never leaving it for

another until he has searched every crack and leaf.

Kp:d-kyed Vireo.
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" Meanwhile he carries on a rapid sing-song conver-

sation, sometimes for his own benefit and sometimes to

cheer his mate on the nest, for this Vireo is one of the

few birds Avho talk too freely about their homes.

" These homes of theirs are another proof of indus-

try ; they are beautifully woven of a dozen kinds of

stuff— grass, bark-strips, seed-vessels, fine shavings, and

sometimes bits of colored paper and worsted, and half

hang from the crotch of a small branch with a nice

little umbrella of leaves to cover Madam's head. There

she sits peeping out, not a bit shy if she feels that your

intentions toward her are kindly. I have often found

these nests in the orchard, on branches only a few feet

from the ground, and I have also found them high up

in the maples by the attic window.
'' The Vireo does not stop work at noon when the

field hands lie under the apple trees, with their dinner

pails beside them. No, he only works and talks faster,

keeping one eye on the home branch, and this is what

he says, stopping between every sentence :
' I know it—

I made it— Would you think it ?— Mustn't touch it—
Shouldn't like it— If you do it— I'll know it— You'll

rue it
!

'

"

" He was talking exactly like that this morning,"

said Dodo. '^ Will the nests last after they are empty,

Uncle Koy, so we can find some ?
"

" Yes, surely ; these nests are very strong and firm,

often lasting a whole year."

''I know it— I made it!— Would you think it?"

called a musical voice from the wood.
^' Why, he is at it yet," said Rap ;

'' I think ' The

Talker' would be a fine name for him."
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"So it would— and more polite than 'The Preacher,'

as some call him who think he is a trifle too prosy in

his remarks. One of his brothers, whose eyes are

white instead of red, and who lives in the bushes in-

stead of high woods, is called ' The Politician ' from his

fondness for newsj^apers— not that he can read them,

of course, but he likes to paper his nest with clippings

from them, which is his way of making a scrap-book."

The Red-eyed Vireo

Length about six inches.

Upper parts olive-green, with a wliite line over the eye, and gray

cap with a black border.

Under parts white, shaded with greenish on the sides.

A Summer Citizen of North America east of the Pacific States,

and a hard-working member of the guild of Tree Trappers.

THE GREAT NORTHERN SHRIKE

(Or Butcher Bird)

" I thought you would tell about my beautiful red

bird next," interrupted Dodo. '^ Why do we want to

hear about this bird if he lives so far north ?
"

" Your bird will come later on, little girl. Nat and

Rap must each have their turn before it comes to you

again ; besides, this Shrike is a sort of cousin to the

Vireos by right of his hooked beak, and you know I am
trying to place our birds somewhat in their regular

family order."

Poor Dodo felt ashamed to have seemed selfish and

interrupted unnecessarily.

" Some winter or early spring day, when the woods

are bare and birds are very scarce, you will look into a
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small tree and wonder what that gray and black bird,

who is sitting there so motionless, can be. He is too

small for a Hawk, though there is something hawk-like

about his head. He is altogetlier too large for a Chick-

adee ; not the rigiit shape for a Woodpecker ; and after

thus thinking over the most familiar winter birds, you

will find that you only know what he is not.

North KRN Shrikk.

"Suddenly he s])reads his wings and swoops down,

seizing something on or near the ground— a mouse per-

haps, or a small biid — let us hope one of the detestable

English Sparrows. ( )r else you may see this same bird,

ill the gray and black uniform, peep cautiously out of a

bush and then skim along close above the ground, to

secure the field-mouse he has been watching ; for the
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guild of Wise Watchers catch their prey in both of

these ways, and most of them are cannibal birds."

" What is a cannibal bird ? " asked Dodo. " I for-

get. I know that real cannibals are peoj^le that eat

other people. Do these birds eat people ?
"

" They eat birds and other small animals," said Rap.
" Don't you remember ?

"

" Why, of course I do," said Dodo. " But if Shrikes

eat birds, aren't they very bad Citizens ?
"

"I do not wonder that you think so, my lassie ; and

so they would be if they ate birds only ; but the Shrike

earns his right to be thought a good Citizen by devour-

ing mice and many kinds of insects, like beetles, which

injure orchards and gardens. The comparatively few

birds that he destroys are mostly seed-eaters— not the

most valuable kinds to the farmer.

" In fact, the Shrike is especially useful in. helping

us to drive out the greedy, quarrelsome English Spar-

row. This disreputable tramp not only does no work

for his taxes— he hates honest work, like all vagrants

— but destroys the buds of trees and plants, devours

our grain crops, and drives away the industrious native

birds who are good Citizens ; so the Wise Men, who
have tried the Sparrow's case, say that he is a very bad

bird, who ought to suffer the extreme penalty of the

law.

" For this reason we must forgive the Shrike if he

takes a few other birds when he is Iningry and in a

hurry. He has a strange habit which has earned for

him the name of lUitclier Bird. If at any time he

secures more food than he needs for his immediate use,

he puts it by to keep in ' cold storage ' by hanging it
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on the frozen twigs of a tree or thorn bush. Heart of

Nature has doubtless taught him this habit through

hard experience. Where the Shrike spends his win-

ters, the food-supply is variable ; it may snow for days

and days, w^hen he can find nothing to eat ; so he has

learned to store up provisions when the hunting is

good, and of course such a thrifty bird may sometimes

save up more than he really needs.

" You may know this Shrike on sight without hear-

ing him sing— and perhaps you do not expect a canni-

bal bird to be a singer. But in late March and early

April, when he is about to take his homeward journey

to the North, he often warbles beautifully, and even

brings in some mocking notes, until you would think

that a Catbird, Thrasher, or Mockingbird must have

wandered from the South too soon ; and if you ever

happen to see a Shrike and a Mocker close together,

you may mistake one for the other, they look so much
alike at a little distance."

" I never knew that there were nice birds around in

winter," said Nat. "I thought all the country was

good for then, was for coasting and skating ! I wish I

could stay here a whole year. Uncle Roy."
'' Stranger things have happened," said the Doctor,

looking at Olive with a twinkle in his eye that the

children did not see.

The Great Northern Shrike

Length about ten inches.

Upper parts bluish-gray, with a broad black stripe along the side

of the head to behind the eye. Black wings with a large white spot

on each. Black tail with white tips to the outside feathers.

Lower parts grayish-white, faintly barred with darker.
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A great strong beak, hooked like a Hawk's.

Only a Winter Visitor in the United States— a Summer Citizen

of the far North.

Belongs both to the Ground Gleaners and the Wise Watchers.

THE CEDAR WAXWING

(The Polite Bird)

" This is the bird, Nat, that you saw in the cedar

tree, where you said it was ' sitting about doing noth-

ing,' " continued the Doctor.

" The reason of this seeming idleness is, that he be-

longs to the small group of birds who do not nest until

June, and hereabouts rarely begin their homes before

the middle of that month. Waxwings are very gentle,

affectionate birds ; before the nesting season, and after

their families are able to take care of themselves, they

wander about in flocks of sometimes thirty or forty,

keeping close together, botli when they fly and when
they take their seats. They spend most of the time in

the trees where they feed, whispering to one another

in their quiet way, and you will very seldom see them
on the ground.

*' Your best chance to watch them is either before

the leaves are out or after they have fallen, when a

flock will sometimes sit for half an hour in a bare tree,

exchanging civilities, stroking each other's feathers,

and passing food around. This trait has given them

the reputation of being the most polite birds in all

Birdland. One will find a dainty morsel and offer it

to liis next neighbor, who passes it on — hunt-the-

slipper fashion— until some one makes up his mind
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to eat it, or returns it to its original owner. All the

while such a pleasant lunch is going on, the amiable

birds make complimentary remarks to one another

about their dress— how very handsome is one's long

pointed topknot, Avhat a becoming yellow border an-

other's tail has, and how particularly fine are the coral-

red bangles on the wings of a third— which

is much better than if they should pick

each other to pieces and talk about

' frumps ' under their breath.

" Some people have complained that

the Cedar Waxwing eats cherries,

and have given him the name

of 'Cherry Bird'; but

the AVise ]\Ien say

that he really

eats very few

cherries or

other garden .

fruits, more

than half of his food

being wild berries,

such as those of

the evergreen

juniper we com-

monly call ' cedar.'

" He may be called one of the best of neighbors ; for,

besides feeding his young on many different kinds of

destructive insects, he eats cutworms and the wicked

beetles which destroy so many grand old elm trees.

And you know it is always nice to have polite neigh-

bors,"

:^^

Cedar AVaxwing.
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The Cedar Waxwing

Length about seven inches.

Upper parts quiet Quaker brown, very smooth and satiny, with

a fine long, pointed crest on the head.

Rich velvety black about the beak and in a line through the eye.

A yellow' band across end of tail, and some little points like red

sealing-wax on the inner wing-feathers, from which it takes the

name " Waxwing."

A Citizen of North America from the Fur Countries southward,

visiting all but the most southern of the United States.

Belonging both to the Tree Trappers and Fruit Sow^ers.



CHAPTER XIV

THE SWALLOWS

"
' Rap has been watching the Barn Swallows," con-

tinued the Doctor, after the children had been over to

the cedar belt to see if the flock of polite birds were

there still. '' He thinks there are a great many cousins

in the Swallow family, but can't tell them apart.

" There are ten species of North American Swallows,

four of which are very familiar birds in all parts of the

United States. These are the Purple Martin ; Barn

Swallow ; Tree Swallow ; and Bank Swallow.

"As a family it is easy to name the Swallows from

their way of flying. All are officers who rank high

in the guild of Sky Sweepers, being constantly in the

air seizing their insect food on the wing ; thus they kill

all sorts of flies, flying ants, small winged beetles,

midges, and mosquitoes. They have lithe and shapely

bodies, strong, slender wings, wide mouths, and flat,

broad bills coming to a sharp point, which makes it

easy for them to secure whatever they meet in the air.

So swift and sure is their flight that they can feed

their newly flown nestlings in mid air ; but their feet

are small and weak, so that in perching they usually

choose something small and easy to grasp, like a tele-

graph wire.

" Though they nest in all parts of the country, some
137
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species going to the Fur Countries, as far north as any

trees grow, yet they all seek a very Avarm climate for

their winter home, because it is only in such places that

the insects of the air are found. The distance, there-

fore, between the summer and winter homes of the

Swallow family is very great, and these brave little birds

are wonderful travellers.

" They are so swift on the wing that they do not fear

to fly in the day-time, and so escape a great many of

the accidents that overtake birds who travel by night.

They come to the middle parts of the United States

during the month of April, and start on their south-

ward journey during late September and early Octo-

ber.

'' After mating they either choose separate nesting

places, or keep together in colonies. In early autumn

they gather in great flocks along the borders of rivers,

ponds, and lakes, often also on sea beaches, where they

fly to and fro, as if strengthening their wings for the

long flight they intend to take. It has been recently

discovered by the Wise ]\Ien that these birds, who had

been supposed to eat nothing but insects, feed at this

time upon tlie same bayberries of which the Yellow-

rumped Warbler is so fond ; and that is one reason

why they stay by the sandy wastes where these bushes

grow. But no doubt Rap could have told us that, if

we had asked him about it. Another reason for lin-

gering near water is, that winged insects fly about wet

places later in the season than tliey do in dry ones."

" But you have left out the Chimney Swallow," said

Nat ; " and there are plenty of them all about every-

where."
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" I have not left him out. Have you forgotten that

he does not belong to the Swallow family? Though
he looks like a Swallow and flies like one, the Wise
Men know that he is not a song bird, and have put

him where he belongs — with the Birds that Croak and

Call, next to the Hummingbird and Nighthawk. They
call him the Chimney Swift, because he flies so fast, and

you must always give him his right name.
'^ K you write very carefully in your little books

the description of our four common Swallows, you

will not find it diflicult to name them when you see

them. We will begin with the largest— the Purple

Martin."

"Why is it called Olartin'?" asked Rap. "Did
somebody named Martin find it, as Mr. Wilson found

the Thrush they named after him?"
" No, my boy, the name comes from a Latin word,

meaning ' warlike ' or ' martial,' because in the Old

World certain Swallows there called ^lartins were con-

sidered good fighters, and very brave in driving away
Hawks and other cannibal birds. Don't you remem-

ber that Mars was the God of War in classic mythology,

and haven't you heard soldiers complimented on their

fine martial appearance?
"

The Purple Martin

Length seven and a half inches.

Upper parts shining blue-black, not quite so glossy on the wings

and forked tail.

Under parts the same as the upper in the male, but grayish-white

in the female and young ones.

Song rich and musical, of two or three flute-like notes.
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Nest made of a few leaves or straws, in a bird-box when it is

provided— otherwise in a hollow tree. Eggs white, without any

spots.

A good Summer Citizen and a favorite everywhere ; but for

1. Male. 2. Female.

PuKPLK Martin.

many reasons it is growing scarcer every year. The Engli.sh Spar-

row is one of its greatest enemies, and not only drives it from its

nesting-boxes, but attacks the young birds.

A member of the guild of Sky Sweepers.
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The Barn Swallow

Length six to seven inches.

Upper parts shining steel-bhie, bnt the face buff.

Under parts rich buff, brick-red on the throat, where there is

also a steel-bkie coUar.

Tail very long and deeply forked, with the side-feathers narrow,

and some wiiite spots on them.

Song a musical laugh, heard when the birds fly low over

meadows and ponds.

Nest.a sort of bracket, made of little mud balls and straw stuck

on a beam in a hayloft. Eggs w^iite, wdth plenty of reddish-brow^n

spots.

A Summer Citizen in most of the United States.

A Sky Sweeper of the very first rank.

Barn Swallow.

" Barney is a charming neighbor, who should be wel-

come in every home— sociable, musical, and very use-

ful in destroying the flies and gnats that worry horses

and cattle. Though it builds its first nest in May, it

often brings out its last brood in August ; thus dur-

ing its long nesting season consuming a very large

share of insects, and proving itself a kind friend to

the cows at a time when flies are most persistent."
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The Tree Swallow

(Or White-bellied Swallow)

Length six inches.

Upper parts sparkling green, with darker wings and tail, the

latter but little forked.

Under parts snow-white.

A sweet, twittering song.

Nests in the hollows of dead trees, nsually in old Woodpeckers'

holes, but occasionally in bird-boxes. Eggs pure white.

Trek Swallow,

A good Citizen of the United States, but more shy than the Mar-

tin and Barn Swallow ; these two often return, year after year, to

some favorite nesting place, but the Tree Swallow is not so reliable.

A Sky Sweeper.

The Bank Swallow

(Or Sand Martin)

The smallest Swallow, only five inches long.

Upper parts dusty brown, darker on the wings, and tail forked

a little, like the Tree Sw^allow's.
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Under parts white, with a brown band across the breast.

Song a sort of giggle— like some little girl's we know.

Nests many together in holes in a clay or loamy bank, lined

with feathers and straw. Eggs pure white.

A Citizen of most parts of the world—
northerly in summer, southerly in winter.

A Sky Sweeper.

" Bankey is a sociable, useful little

bird, living usually in great colonies.

I have seen a hundred of their holes

in a single bank, all dug by these

industrious little Swallows with no

other tools than their feeble beaks

and claws. When the young from

these nests are learning to fly the old

birds are darting to and fro all day

long to teach them how to use their

winefs, and the bank seems like a° Bank Swallow.
bustling village ; every bird has some-

thing to do and say, and they always try to do both

at once. If any one asks you why House People should

love and protect Swallows, even if you have forgotten

the names of many of the insects they destroy, remem-

ber to answer— ' Swarllows eat mosquitoes !
'
"

o



CHAPTER XV

A BRILLIANT PAIR

THE SCARLET TANAGER

" That is my beautiful red

l)ird! " cried Dodo, clapping

her hands. '' I never shall

forget the looks of his bright

red coat with black

sleeves and tails.

I saw a

sort of

green
bird in the same

tree, but it was so

different I never

thought it could

be his wife, till I

came to think— for the

green one stayed near the

nest when I came nearer

and looked up, Init the red bird flew away and hid

behind some leaves."

" You are quite luck}^ to have seen a Scarlet Tanager

in his home woods," said the Doctor, " for he is a shy

bird who does not often venture to show his tropical
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colors in open places. He knows enough not to make
himself a target for cannibal birds or House People

either. Except in his journeys to and from his winter

home he lives in the shelter of the tallest forest trees,

where it is very difficult to see him, showy as he is in

his flashing colors, and even if you know by his song

that he is there. He may say, as some people think

he does, ' Pshaw ! wait— wait— wait for me, wait I

'

but he does not wait a moment if he thinks he is seen.

" He is very fond of water, both for bathing and

drinking, and seldom nests far from it. Whether he

uses the quiet ponds and smooth streams also for a

looking-glass to comb his hair and arrange his gay coat

by, we cannot be sure, but he always looks as trig as if

he had some such aid.

" The Tanager children are curious things. Some-

times they w^ear coats of many colors, like Joseph's."

" Why is that ? " asked Nat.

" The reason is this. You remember I told you tliat

young l)irds usually wear plain feathers like their

mothers ?
"

" Oh, yes," said Rap ;
" so that it is hard to see them

until they have sense enough to take care of them-

selves."

" Precisely ! Now, Mother Tanager is greenish and

yellow, and Father Tanager is scarlet and black. The
young ones come from the nest looking like their

mother, but as they shed their baby clothes and gain

new feathers, bits of red and black appear here and

there on the little boys, until they look as if they had

on a crazy-quilt of red, yellow, green, and black. You
need not wonder that little Tommy Tanager does not
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care to be seen in such patched clothes, but prefers to

stay in the deep woods or travel away until his fine

red spring jacket is complete. Father Tanager also

changes his scarlet coat after the nesting. About the

time he counts his children and starts on his southward

trip, he puts on a greenish coat like his wife's gown
;

but he keeps his black tail and wings, so that the chil-

dren need not mistake him for their mother. It is

lucky for her that he and the boys have sense enough

to put on their own clothes, or such a very dressy

family would keep her busy looking after their toilets."

"These Tanagers aren't very plenty about here—
are they. Doctor ? " asked Rap.

"Not now, my boy; their scarlet feathers are very

handsome, and thouglitless, greedy people have shot so

many in the nesting season, to sell for bonnet trim-

mings, that the family is growing small. But I hope

that, by making laws to protect birds and teaching

children everywhere what good neighbors and Citizens

they are, these beautifully plumed families may increase

once more.

" The Scarlet Tanager is the brightest red bird that

you Avill find in the eastern half of the United States,

but even he is not as showy as his western cousin, the

Louisiana Tanager."

The Scarlet Tanager

Length about seven inches.

Male : bright scarlet with black wings and tail.

Female : light olive-green above, dull yellow below, with dusky

wings and tail.

A good Summer Citizen of North America east of the plains and

north of Virginia.

Belonging to the guilds of Tree Trappers and Seed Sowers.
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THP: LOUISIANA TANAGER

" Isn't this the one I saw in your ghiss

case, Doctor?" asked Rap with great

eagerness ;
" I mean that one

like a Scarlet Tanager,

but not so red, more

of a rose-pink all

over, wings and tail

too.'.'

" No," said the

Doctor pleasantly.

" That is a Summer
Tanager — the

only one I

ever saw in

this neigh-

borhood. It
Louisiana TANAGER.

is so rare

here that I shot it to make sure there was no mistake,

and you probably never saw one alive, for the Summer
Tanager is a tender bird, who seldom strays so far

north as this. But see— what do you think of this—
isn't it a beauty ?

"

So saying, the Doctor took out of his pocket a bird-

skin he had provided for the occasion, and the children

could not restrain their glee at the sight.

'' Oh ! oh !
" exclaimed Dodo, clapping her hands as

she always did when excited; ''it's all gold and ruby

and jet. Where did you get it. Uncle Roy? "

" A friend of mine sent it to me from Oregon,"

answered the Doctor ;
" he thought I would like to have
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it for my collection, because it came from the very

region where this kind of Tanager was discovered

almost a hundred years ago."

" I thought you said it was a Louisiana Tanager,"

said Rap and Nat, almost in the same breath.

" So it is, boys ; but it does not live in the State of

Louisiana you are thinking about, down by the mouth

of the Mississippi River. I shall have to explain how
it got its name by giving you a little lesson in the his-

tory and geography of our country. A great many
years ago there Avas a King of France called Louis the

Fourteenth, and during his reign all the western parts

of America that the French had discovered or acquired

any claim to were named Louisiana in his honor by one

of the missionaries who came over to convert the Ind-

ians to Christianity. After a good many years more,

about the beginning of this century, President Jeffer-

son bought all this immense country from Napoleon

Bonaparte, and that made it a part of the United

States— every part of them that is now ours from the

Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, except some

that we afterward took from Mexico. President Jef-

ferson was a very wise man, and as soon as he had

bought all this land he wanted to know about it. So

he sent an expedition to explore it, under two brave

captains named Lewis and Clark. They were gone

almost three years ; and one day,— I remember now, it

was the sixth of June, 1806,—when they were camping

in what is now Idaho, near the border of Oregon, they

found this lovely bird, and wrote a description of it

in their note-books— just as you did with your Scarlet

Tanager, Dodo, only theirs was the first one anybody
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ever wrote. They also saved the specimen and after-

ward gave it to Alexander Wilson, wlio painted the

first picture of it, and named it the Louisiana Tanager

in his book."

"Did you ever see one alive, Uncle Roy?" asked

Nat ;
" what does it look like flying ?

"

'^ I can answer that question," said Olive ;
" don't

you remember, father, when we were in Colorado, the

same year we found the Sage Thrasher and Rock

Wren, that I thought the first one we saw was a Scarlet

Tanager in one of its patch-work plumages, till you

told me about it— though it did seem to be too bright

yellow, and the middle of the back was black. But it

looked the same size, and flcAV just the same. How
beautiful it looked, as it flashed its golden feathers

through the dark-green pine trees
!

" added Olive, her

face lighting up at the recollection.

" Yes, I remember," answered the Doctor. " All the

Tanagers of our country have pretty much the same

habits. Even if we had found the nest we might have

mistaken it for a Scarlet Tanager's. Those I have seen

in the Museum are quite similar, built of twigs and

pliant stems, and lined with fine rootlets. The posi-

tion of the nest, saddled as it is on the horizontal limb

cf a tree, is very similar, and you could hardly tell the

eggs apart.

'^ But come, children, you must be tired by this time,

and hungry too. Let us go to supper, and see what

Mammy Bun has cooked for us this evening. You stay

too. Rap."
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The Louisiana Tanager

Length about seven inches.

Adult male : rich yellow, with black wings, tail, and middle of

the back ; the wings with two white or yellow bars on each ; the

whole head crimson

.

Female: not very different from the female Scarlet Tanager.

A handsome and useful Summer Citizen of nearly all that great

part of the United States which w^as once called Louisiana.

A member of the same guilds as the Scarlet Tanager.



CHAPTER XVI

A TRIBE OF WEED WARRIORS
(Containing both Soldiers and Quakers)

"A NEW family? Soldiers and Quakers? What
does that mean?" asked Nat. "I thought my jolly

yellow bird with the black cap came next."

'' His family does come next— the Finch family.

You must hear a little about that first, and let your

American Goldfinch take his turn with his brothers

and cousins, for Rap's Rose-breasted Grosbeak belongs

also in this family."

''You say my bird is called American Goldfinch.

He is such a bright yellow that gold is a good name for

him, but what does ' Finch ' mean ?
"

" Finch, as I said, is the name of the great family to

which he belongs. It is the very largest family in

Birdland, and members of it live in almost all parts

of the world. All kinds of Finches and Sparrows

belong to it, and so do Grosbeaks and Buntings, as well

as the Canaries that we keep for pets. There are about

five hundred and fifty different kinds of them.

" The birds that you have been studying thus far,

from the Bluebird, Robin, and Wood Thrush to the

Tanagers, belong to several different families and are

chiefly insect-eaters, taking various fruits and berries

in season, it is true, but making insects their regular

201
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diet. Insects are not hard for any bird to eat, and so

the bills of these birds do not have to be very stout or

thick— some, indeed, are very thin and weak, like the

Brown Creeper's.

" But the habits of the Finch family are quite differ-

ent, and their beaks also. They are true seed-eating

birds, and their beaks are short, stout, and thick—
cone-shaped it is called, like that of the White-throated

Sparrow you learned about one day. This enables

them to crack the various seeds upon Avhich they live

at all times except in the nesting season, when few

seeds are ripe. During this time they eat a variety of

insects and feed them to the young birds ; for young

birds must grow so rapidly, in order to be strong enough

for the autumn journey, that they require more nour-

ishing food than seeds.

" The Finch family being able to live so well upon

seed food do not have to make such long autumn jour-

neys ; for even in very cold places there are plenty of

seeds to be had all through the Avinter."

'' Do you mean berries, please, uncle ? " said Dodo
;

" because if it was very cold wouldn't berries freeze as

hard as pebbles ?
"

" They eat berries, but only as AVeed Warriors, — for

the seeds that are in the berries, — not for the juicy,

fruity part, as the Seed Sowers do.

" The Robin, Thrush, and Catbird eat fruits and ber-

ries for the juicy, pulpy part. They swallow this, and

the seeds or pits pass out with the wastage of their

bodies ; this is what makes them Seed Sowers. But

when one of the Finch family eats berries, it is for

the seed or pit inside the pulp. His strong beak cracks
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the seed and his stomach digests its kernel. So these

birds do not sotv the seeds they eat, but destroy them.

This is why I call them Weed Warriors. A warrior is

any one who goes to war, and lights against enemies
;

we have enemies among plants, and these birds fight

for us against them. There are hundreds of different

kinds of plants, whose flowers have no beauty, and for

which we have not as yet found any use ; so we call

them weeds. All such seeds would be blown about,

take root, and sprout everywhere, thus filling the place

of useful plants, if they were not held in check by these

seed-eating birds."

" Isn't it wise the ways things are fixed ? " said Rap.
" Some birds to eat the insects and sow wild fruits

and berries ; some birds to eat Aveed seeds and prevent

them from being sown. I think some people would do

better if they didn't think themselves so smart and mix
things all up I

"

" You are right, my boy ! We should not interfere

with Heart of Nature by foolishly trying to aid him
unless we are perfectly sure that he wishes and needs

our help.

" There is one member of this Finch family, the

European Sparrow, that we know by the name of

English SparroAV. In his native country he eats both

insects and seeds, and also does some good by eating

certain tree-worms. A number of years ago the trees

in our cities were being eaten by canker-worms, and

some one said— 'Let us bring over some of these

Sparrows to live in the cities and eat the canker-

worms.' This person meant well, but he did not know
enough about what he was doing.
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" The birds were brought, and for a while they ate

the worms and stayed near cities. But soon the change

in climate also changed their liking for insects, and

they became almost wholly seed and vegetable eaters,

devouring the young buds on vines and trees, grass-

seed, oats, rye, wheat, and other grains.

" Worse than this, they increased very fast and

spread everywhere, quarrelling with and driving out

the good citizens, who belong to the regular Birdland

guilds, taking their homes and making themselves

nuisances. The Wise Men protested against bringing

these Sparrows, but no one heeded their warning until

it was too late. Now it is decided that these Sparrows

are bad Citizens and criminals ; so they are; condemned

by every one. All this trouble came because one man,

as Rap says, 'thought he was so smart and mixed

things up.'
"

" It Avas those Sparrows in the city that made me
think all wild birds must be ugly ; but that was be-

cause /was too smart and didn't know anything about

other birds," said Nat frankly.

'' I think we are getting way off from Nat's yellow

bird," said Dodo ;
" and now I see lots more of Rap's

Rose-breasted Grosbeaks, over on the fence. I want to

know what they are doing in the potato field. I hope

they don't dig up the little potatoes."

"No, you need not worry about that," said the Doc-

tor, " and you must wait a bit yet, for the Rose-breast

does not come until nearly the end of his family."

" There must be a great many different-looking birds

in this Finch family," said Rap, " if plain Sparrows and

yellow Goldfinches both belong to it."
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" Indeed there are ! Did I not say that there were

both Quakers and soldiers in it ? " said the Doctor.

" For in addition to the Goldfinch there is a bright-blue

cousin and a red one."

" What are their names, and shall we see them

here ? " cried Dodo.
" You will learn their names very soon. The blue

one now has a nest across the meadow, and the red one

makes us a visit every autumn ; but you must stop

asking questions if you want to hear about them

to-day.

" The first of the Finch family is a bird you will

only see in the winter, and not even then if you are

living further south than the middle range of States.

It is called the Pine Grosbeak."

THE PINE GROSBEAK

" This bird has a great heavy beak, that makes him

look rather stupid ; in fact, this beak gives him the name

of Gros-beak, which means the same as Great-beak.

He loves the pine woods of Canada and builds his nest

among them, only a little way above the snow that still

covers the ground at the early season when this bird

begins housekeeping.

" When the northern winter is very severe. Pine

Grosbeaks gather in flocks and scatter through the

States. But you must not expect to see a whole flock

of beautiful strawberry-red birds, for only the old males

are red ; the females are dull gray and yellowish, while

the young males look like their mothers, and do not

wear their gay coats until they are two years old.
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You will not be likely to hear these birds sing, though

they sometimes do so on their winter trips. Their usual

call-note is a whistle which they give when flying.

'' Some day this winter when you are taking a walk

you may see them on the ground under chestnut and

beech trees, and in old pastures where the red sumach

berries are the only bright things left above the snow.

„ . .
You will think it

a very cheerful

sight — red birds

and red berries

together. You will

also have time to

take a good look

at them, for they

move slowly ; and

be glad to know
the names of your

friends who are

hardy enough to

Pine Grosbeak. brave the cold.

"Though tills Grosbeak seems rather dull and stupid

out of doors, lie is a charming cage pet, growing tame

and singing a delightful warbling song. I picked up

one with a l)roken Aving when I was a boy, and kept him

for many years ; the hurt wing was soon healed, and

the bird was always tame and happy after that, though

he soon lost his bright feathers. But I would never

advise any one to make a cage pet of a bird who has

been born wild and once known liberty. No matter

if he lives and thrives : he will sometimes remember

the days when he was free, and be very sad."
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" My Canary is never sad," said Nat ;
" he is always

singing."

" For very many years Canaries have been bred in

cages, to be pets, and as these have never been wild

they are used to cage life. They are the best birds for

pets, because they are seed-eaters, and it is easy to

supply the food they like.

" Some winter day, or even late in autumn, you may
see on your walks, another red bird — a near relation

of the Pine Grosbeak ; in fact, the two often flock

together. This bird is called the American Crossbill."

The Pine Grosbeak

Length about nine inches.

General color of adult male strawberry-red, the wings and tail

dark, with some light-brown and white edgings; the tail forked a

little.

The female and young male gray, tinged here and there with

saffron-yellow.

A Summer Citizen as far north from the States as trees grow,

roving in winter about the northerly and middle States.

A fine, large Weed Warrior, with a very stout beak, almost like

a Parrot's.

THE AMERICAN CROSSBILL

(The Cone Wrencher)

" When it is winter in the northern parts of North

America, and the Great Snow Owls have scattered on

their southward journey — when heavy snows have

beaten down and covered the seed-stalks of weeds and

well-nigh walled the little fur-bearing beasts into their

holes— then in regions where March brings only storms

of sleet to coat the tree-trunks and lock up insect food,

a pair of strange birds are already building their nest.
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" These two birds, though alike in shape, are as dif-

ferent in color as Mr. and Mrs. Scarlet Tanager. But

there is one point about them b}^ Avhich you may tell

them from any otliers. Their curving bills are crossed

at the tip, which strange

arrangement gives them

their name of Crossbill.

At a little distance you

might mistake them

for Paroquets, but

only the upper half

of a Paroquet's

beak is curved, and

it closes over the under

half ; while both parts

of the Crossbill's beak

•e curved, and they cross

ich other at the tip like

pair of scissors that do

)t close properly.

Av and Avhere do you

these birds build their

such a cold season ?
"

" Make a burrow in the snow,

perhaps," said Dodo.
" Go into a haystack or under

a shed," said Nat.

" Or a hole in a tree," added Rap.
" No, the Crossbill does not place his nest in any of

these ways. Tie chooses a thick evergreen tree, and upon
the fork of one of the branches makes a little platform

of rubbish to support the nest. With great care the

American Crossbill.
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couple gather shreds of bark, twigs, and small sticks,

till they think they have enough ; then they begin the

nest itself, weaving it of softer materials and lining it

with grasses, fur, and feathers, until they make a very

comfortable bed for the pale-green, purple-spotted eggs

to lie in."

" How cold the poor birds' toes must be while they

are working," said Dodo with a shiver ;
'^ and I should

think the eggs would freeze instead of hatching."

" But what do they find to eat when everything is

frozen stiff ? " asked Rap. " Are they cannibal birds

that can eat other birds and mice ?
"

*' These two questions can be answered together,"

said the Doctor. "The nests are usually built in

evergreens, which are cone-bearing or coniferous trees.

You all know what a cone is like, I think ?

"

" Yes, I do I
" cried Rap. " It is a long seed pod

that grows on evergreens. In summer it is green and

sticky, but by and by it grows dry and brown, and

divides into little rows of scales like shingles on a

house, and there is a seed hidden under each scale.

Each kind of an evergreen has a different-shaped cone ;

some are long and smooth like sausages, and some are

thick and pointed like a top. The squirrels often pick

the cones off the spruces over at the miller's and shell

out the scales, just as you shell corn off the cob, to get

the seeds."

" Very good, my boy," said the Doctor. '' I see you

know something about trees as well as birds. The

Crossbills build in evergreens, and all around their

nests hang the cones with spicy seeds stored away

under the scales, ready for the birds to eat. So they
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do not have to go far from home for their market

ing."

" But their beaks are so crooked that I don't see how
they can pick out the cone seeds," said Nat.

" These curiously twisted bills, like pincers, are made
expressly for the purpose of wrenching the scales from

the cones, so that the seeds are laid bare."

" It's very funny," said Nat ;
" whenever we think a

bird is queer or awkward and would be better in some

other way, it is sure to be made the very best way,

only we don't know it."

" By and by, when the eggs are laid and the young

are hatched," continued the Doctor, '' Crossbills make
the most devoted parents ; they would let themselves

be lifted from the nest rather than leave their family.

'' And when it is midsummer the old and young

Crossbills form into flocks. Then the parents begin

to think that the young people need a change of air

for their health, and a few months of travel to finish

their education. So they wander southward through

the States without any method or plan, sometimes go-

ing as far as New Orleans before winter really begins

;

and it is on these journeys that we see them.
'' Some frosty morning in October, if you hear a

sound coming from the sky, like the tinkling of little

bells— ' Tlink-link-link-link '— you may be sure there

is a flock of Crossbills near, and soon you will see

them climbing about an evergreen, or quietly picking

seeds on a birch or beech. The moment before they

move to another tree they begin to call ; this is the

only note you will be likely to hear from them, and

one which they often keep up during flight.
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" They are capricious birds when on their travels,

sometimes letting you come very near them without

showing a sign of fear, then suddenly taking flight

and dashing about in a distracted way. They are also

tardy in getting back to their piney homes sometimes,

and choose their mates on the journey, unlike most

birds. Very often a thoughtless couple are obliged

to camp out and build a home wherever they happen

to be, so that their nests have been found in several

of the New England States."

" Is there only one kind of Crossbill in North

America ? " asked Rap.

" No, this Red Crossbill has two cousins ; one with

two white bars on each wing, called the White-winged

Crossbill, who sometimes travels with him, but is rarer
;

and another who lives in Mexico."

The American Crossbill

Length about six inches.

Beak crossed at the tips, but looking like a Parrot's if you do not

notice how the points cross.

Male : general color Indian red, with dark wings and tail.

Female : general color dull olive-green, with wings and tail like

the male's.

A Citizen of the North, making winter excursions all through

the United States.

THE AMERICAN GOLDFINCH**

(The Jolly Bird, or Thistle Bird)

" This must be my other bird," said Nat, '' the yellow

one from the wild grass meadow, who had what looked

like a little black velvet cap tipped down over his eyes.

They are such jolly little chaps that it made me laugh

** For Purple Finch, conspicuous for its rosy colours against the

snow, as well as its spring song, see page 434.
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AMi-RicAN Goldfinch,

when I watched them swinging

on the ends of the tall grass.

Once in a while one would

play he was angry and

try to look cross; but he

couldn't keep it up long,

because he really felt so

good natured."

'' I believe every one

knows Goldfinches," said

Olive. " I remember them

longer than any birds but

the Robin and Bluebird."

" Yes, for even I know
them a little bit," said

Dodo, " l)nt not by their right name, for when I saAV

some in the Park last sunnner somebody said they were

wild Canaries that had flown out of cages."

" What do they eat, cones or little seeds ? " asked

Nat.
''• They eat grass-seeds, and the seeds of weeds— the

most fly-away weeds too, that blow everywhere and

spread ever so fast," said Rap. '' Look, quick ! There's

a flock coming by now, and they are calling ' Come
{alk to me ! Come talk to me !

' See— they have set-

tled on the long grass by the fence and are gobbling

seeds like everything," continued Rap in a whisper.

As he spoke a flock of twenty or more birds flew

over; some were the bright-yellow males and others

the more })laiidy colored females. They did not fly

straight, but in a jerky way, constantly dropping down
and then lifting up again, and calling out " wait for
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me " on every down-grade curve, until by common con-

sent they alighted among some wild grasses, where the

early yellow thistles were already going to seed.

" Watch and listen," said the Doctor, as he handed

the field-glass to the children in turn.

There was a perfect babel of bird-talk, the jaunty

blond males all making pretty speeches to the gentle

brown-haired females, who laughed merry little bird-

laughs in return.

''- It is like the noise in the store where they sell Ca-

naries," whispered Nat, after taking a long look; '' first

they all sing together and then a fcAv sing so much
louder that the others stop. I wonder what they are

saying?
"

*' They are talking about housekeeping," said the

Doctor. " Some of the ladies say they prefer high

apartments in a tree-top, while others like one -story

bushes the best ; but all agree that the ground floor is

too damp for the health of their families. In a few

days, or a week at most, this merry flock will have

parted company, and two by two the birds will begin

housekeeping."

" Why, they are pulling off the thistle-doAvn, and

gobbling it up. I should think it would choke them,"

said Dodo.
" Those are some of the fly-away seeds that Rap

spoke of a moment ago. The fluff is not the seed, but a

sort of sail to which the seed is fastened, that the wind
may blow it away to another place to grow. If you
look carefully you will see that the birds do not eat

thistle-down, but only the seed; they will soon use the

down to line their pretty round cup-shaped nests."
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"Oh, yes," said Dodo, "there are lots of fluffy seeds,

and they mostly belong to very bad weeds. Olive has

been telling us about them. Uncle Roy, and so of course

the Goldies do heaps of good by eating them. If they

eat these weed-seeds and do not need insects they can

live here all winter— can't they, uncle ?"

"Certainly; they gather in flocks after their nesting-

time, which you see is very late. Then the males shed

their bright-yellow feathers, and look exactly like their

wives and children. Still, they make a merry party

flying about in the garden and field edges, where the

composite flowers have left tliem food, whispering and

giggling all day long— even singing merrily now and

then. They often have hard times in winter, and when

I am here at the Farm I always scatter canary seed on

the snow for them."
" What is a com-pos-ite flower ? " asked Dodo.

" A kind of flower which has a great many little

blossoms crowded together in a bunch, so that they

look like one big flower— such as a dandelion, thistle,

or sunflower. Olive will tell you more about them to-

morrow. She is the Flower Lady, you know— I am
only your Bird Uncle, and if I mix up flowers with

birds 1 shall be apt to confuse you."

" They eat sunflower seeds," said Rap. " We grow

these seeds for our hens and the Goldies always get

their share."

" I wonder if that is why they are such a beautiful

yellow," said Dodo. "'Flying Sunflower' would be a

nice name for them. No, you needn't laugh at me,

Nat ; the man in the bird store said he gave Canaries

red pepper to make them red, so I don't see why the
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seed of yellow sunflowers shouldn't make birds yel-

low !
" But in spite of her argument Nat and Rap

continued to laugh.

" It must be hard to tell them when they lose their

yellow feathers," said Nat finally.

'' No ; Goldfinches keep up a habit by which you

can always tell them, old or young, male or female, in

summer or winter. Can you guess what it is ?
"

" I know ! Oh, I know !
" cried Rap. " They always

fly with a dip and a jerk."

The American Goldfinch

Length about five inches.

Male in summer : bright clear yellow, with a black cap, and the

wings and tail black with some white on both.

Female at all times, and male in winter : light flaxen brown,

the wings and tail as before, but less distinctly marked with white,

and no black ^ap.

A Citizen of temperate North America, and a good neighbor.

Belongs to the guild of Weed Warriors, and is very useful.

THE SNOWFLAKE

(The Autumn Leaf)

^' It is a very warm day to talk about snowstorms

and winter birds, but several of these birds belong to

the Finch family," said the Doctor, a few mornings

later, as the children went through the old pasture

down to the river woods in search of a cool quiet place

to spend the morning. The sun was hot, and most of

the birds were hiding in the shade trees. '' But as the

Snowflake will walk next to the Goldfinch in the pro-

cession of Bird Families I am going to show you after

a while, we must have him now."
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" I tliink a cool bird will be very nice for a warm
day," said Dodo. *' Something like soda water and ice

cream. That makes me think— Mammy Bun was

cracking ice this morning, and I Avonder what for
!

"

" I wonder !
" said Olive, laughing.

"I know," said Nat, who was a tease; "it must be

to bake a cake with !

"

Snow FLAKE.

" Here is a nice place for us," said the Doctor, who
liad walked on ahead, " where we can see over the fields

and into the woods by only turning our heads, and the

moss is so dry that we may sit anywhere we please.

" The trees are in fall leaf now," he continued, look-

ing up as he leaned comfortably against the trunk of

an oak that spread its high root ridges on each side

of him like the arms of a chair. '' The spring flowers
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are gone, strawberries are ripe, and there is plenty of

food and shelter for birds here. Bnt if we were to travel

northward, beyond the United States and up through

Canada, we should find that the trees were different

;

that there were more pines and spruces. Then if we
went still further north, even these would begin to

grow more scanty and stunted, until the low pines

in which the Grosbeak nests would be the only trees

seen. Then beyond this parallel of latitude comes the

' tree limit '— "

" Oh, I know what a ' parallel of latitude ' is, because

I learned it in my geography," said Dodo, who had

been pouting since Nat teased her about the cracked

ice ;
" it's a make-believe line that runs all round the

world like the equator. But what is a ' tree limit ' ?
"

" Don't you remember, little girl," answered the Doc-

tor, " what I told you about the timber-line on a moun-
tain— the height beyond which no trees grow, because

it gets too cold for them up there ? It is just the same

if you go northward on flat ground like Orchard Farm
;

for when you have gone far enough there are no more

trees to be seen. In that northern country the winter

is so long and cold, and summer is so short, that only

scrubby bushes can grow there. Next beyond these

we should find merely the rough, curling grass of the

Barren Grounds, which would tell us we were approach-

ing the arctic circle, and already near the place where

wise men think it is best to turn homeward ; for it is

close to the Land of the Polar Bear and the Northern

Lights— the region of perpetual snow. But dreary as

this would seem to us, nest building is going on there

this June day, as well as here.
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" Running lightly over uneven hummocks of grass

are plump, roly-poly, black-and-white birds, with soft

musical voices and the gentlest possible manners. They

may have already brought out one brood in thick, deep

grassy nests, well lined with rabbit fur or Snow Owl
feathers, that they know so well how to tuck under

a protecting ledge of rock or bunch of grass. Now
and then a male Snowflake will take a little flight and

sing as merrily as his cousin the Goldfinch, but he never

stays long away from the ground where seeds are to be

found.

" The white feathers of these birds are as soft as

their friend the snow, of which they seem a part. They

have more white about them than any other color, and

this snowy plumage marks them distinctly from all

their Sparrow cousins. After the moult, when a warm
brown hue veils the Avhite featliers, and the short

northern summer has ended, the birds flock together

for their travels. When they will visit us no one can

say ; they come and go, as if driven by the wind.

"A soft clinging December snowstorm begins, and

suddenly you will wonder at a cloud of brown, snow-

edged leaves that settle on a bare spot in the road, then

whirl up and, clearing the high fence, drop into the

shelter of the barnyard.
"

' How very strange,' you will say ;
' these leaves

act as if they were bewitched.' You look again, and

rub your eyes ; for these same whirling winter leaves

are now walking about the yard, picking up grass-seed

and grain under the very nose of the cross old rooster

himself ! llien you discover that they are not leaves

at all, but plump little birds who, if they could speak,
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would say how very much obliged they are for the

food.

" When the snow melts they fly away. By the time

they have got home again, weather and travel have

worn the brown edges of their feathers away, so that

the black parts show ; and thus, without a second

moulting, they are black-and-white birds again.

" When you search for them look in the air, or on

the shed-top, or about the haystack, or on the ground
;

for they seldom perch in trees."

"Why is that?" asked Rap. "I should think it

would be Avarmer for them in the thick evergreens."

" They nest on the ground, and as they also gather

their food there, are unused to large trees."

" Why don't they nest in trees up North ? " asked

Nat.

" For the same reason," laughed Olive, " that Simple

Simon didn't catch a whale in the Avater pail ! There

are no trees where the Snowflake nests !

"

The Snowflake

Length seven inches.

In summer snow-white, with black on the back, wings, and

tail.

In winter wears a warm brown cloak, with black stripes, fastened

with a brown collar, and a brown and white vest.

A Citizen of the Xorth, travelling southward in snowstorms as

far sometimes as Georgia.

A member of the guild of Weed Warriors, eating seeds at all

seasons.
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THE VESPER SPARROW

(The Grass Finch)

'' Please, uncle, before l,,,-
--' you tell us about

Avill you look at a

striped, clull-brown bird

that has been fidgeting

over there under the

bushes ever since Ave haA^e

been here ?
"

'' I luiA^e been

Avatching Jiim

too," said Hap
;

^'a minute ago,

Avhen lie flcAV

over the stone

fence, I saAv he

had Avhite feath-

ers outside on

- now lie is back

" HoAV A^ery kind that bird is

to come Avhen he is Avanted,

and save my time— it is the

Vesper SparroAV himself. I sus-

pect that Ave are nearer to his

nest than he cares to liaA-e us, he is so uneasy."

Vesper Sparrow.

" Where AVOldd the nest most likeb be asked

Nat ; " in a tree or a bush ?

" ]\Iost Sparrow nests are near the ground," said Rap.

" A little lower yet, Rap ; the Vesper Sparrow sinks

his deep nest either in thick grass or in the ground
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itself ; but though it is thus supported on all sides it

is as nicely woven as if it were a tree nest."

"It isn't a very pretty bird," said Dodo. " Does it

sing well ? Why is it called the Vesper Sparrow —
what does Vesper mean, Uncle Roy ?

"

'' Vesper means evening. This plainly clothed little

bird has a beautiful voice, and sings in the morning

chorus with his brothers ; but he is fond of continuing

his song late into the twilight, after most others have

gone to bed. Then in the stillness his voice sounds

sweet and clear, and the words of the song are :

'Chewee, chewee, chewee lira, lira, lira lee.' That is

the way he says his evening prayers : you know that

in some of the churches there is a beautiful service

called Vespers. Ah, if we only knew bird language I

"

" Do you remember," said Olive, '' last night when

you were going to bed you asked me if it wasn t a very

rare bird that was singing so late down in the garden,

and I told you that it was a Sparrow ? It was the

Vesper Bird, perhaps the very one who is over there in

the bushes, wondering if the giant House People will

find his nest. You can easily tell him when he flits in

front of you by the roadside, because he always shows

two white feathers, one on each side of his tail."

The Vesper Sparrow-

Length six inches.

Upper parts brown, streaked with dusky ; some bright bay on

the wings, but no yellow anywhere, and two white tail-feathers.

Under parts dull white, striped on breast and sides with brown.

A Citizen of North America from Canada southward, nesting

from the Middle States northward.

A regular member of the guild of Weed Warriors, and in sum-

mer belonging also to the Seed Sowers and Ground (rleaners.
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WHITE-THROATED SPARROW

(The Peabody Bird)

" The White-throat is another bird that you will

not see in his summer home, unless you look for him in

the Northern States. You may find him nesting about

the White Mountains, on or near the ground, with the

Olive-backed Thrush and Winter Wren. In other

places he may be seen as a visitor any time in spring

and autumn, or may even linger about the whole winter.

You remember the dead one Nat found, that we used

when I Avas teaching you something about birds in

general that rainy day, before I began to tell you the

particular bird stories.

" If you think of Sparrows only as a sober, dusty-

colored family, you may be surprised to learn that this

large, handsome bird, with the white throat, the head

striped with black and white, a yellow spot over the

eye, and richly variegated brown feathers, is a member

of that group."

" It bothered me dreadfully at first," said Rap, "until

one fall some sportsmen, who came through the upper

fields looking for Quail, whistled his song and told me
about him. There were lots of them here early this

spring by tlie mill, but the miller didn't like them

because they pitched into his new-sown pasture and

gobbled the grass-seed."

" Yes, of course they eat grass-seed in spring, when

the old weed seeds of autumn are well scattered ; but

surely we must give a Citizen Bird some good valuable

food, not treating him like a pauper whom we expect

to live always on refuse.
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" Some morning in early spring, when the Chickadees

who have wintered about the Farm are growing restless,

and about ready to go to a more secluded spot to nest,

you will hear a sweet persuasive whistling song coming

from a clump of bushes. What is it? Kot a Bluel)ird,

or a Robin. The notes are too short and simple for a

Song Sparrow or a Thrush, too plaintive for a Wren,
and too clear for a lisping Wood Warbler.

" Presently several White-throats fly

down to a bit of ncAvly

seeded lawn or patch of

wild grass, where they feed

industriously for a few min-

utes, giving only a few little

call-notes — ' t'sip, t'sip '—
by way of conversation.

Then one flies up into a

bush and sings in a high

key. What does he say—
for the song of tAvo short

bars surely has words ? One
person understands it one

way, and thinks the bird

White-
throated

Sparrow.

says ' all-day wdiittling, whittling, whittling !
' Some

one else hears 'pe-a— peabody— peabody— peabody !

'

While to me the White-throat always says 'Zwork—
cleverly, cleverly, cleverly— poor me— cleverly, clev-

erly, cleverly !
'
"

As the Doctor paused a moment. Rap Avliistled an

imitation of the song, throwing the sound far from him

after a fashion that the Chat has, so that it seemed to

come from the trees, completely deceiving Dodo.
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''Uncle, uncle I
" slie whispered, creeping softly up to

him, " one of the White-throats must have stayed until

now, for that bird says ' cleverly ! cleverly I cleverly !
'
"

Rap was delighted at the success of his imitation,

and Nat and Dodo tried to whistle with him. Dodo
being the most successful.

" Oh ! oh ! what happens to whistling girls ? " said

Nat, who was a little provoked at her success.

" Nothing at all," said Olive, " when they only

whistle bird-songs. I've whistled to birds ever since

I could pucker up my lips, and father taught me how
— didn't you, father dear? Only you used to say,

'Never whistle in public places.'"

" I believe I did ; and Rap shall teach you. Dodo, so

you can call a bird close to you by imitating its song."

The "White-throated Sparrow

Length about six and a half inches.

Striped on the back with bay, black, and gray ; two white cross-

bars on each wing, the edge of which is yellow; two white stripes

on the black crown, and a yellow spot before the eye.

Gray below, more slate-colored on the breast, with a pure white

throat, which is bounded by little black streaks.

A Summer Citizen of the Xorthern States and be^^ond. Spends

the winter in the Middle and Southern States.

Belongs to the guild of Weed Warriors, and is a bright, cheerful,

useful bird.

THE CHIPPING SPARROW

(The Chippy. The Sociable Bird)

*' I know a Chippy now, when I see it, before you tell

us anything about it !
" said Dodo gleefully. " There

were three or four dear little ones yesterday on the
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grass, near the dining-room window. They had vel-

vety brown caps on, and said 'chip, chip, chip' as

they hopped along, and as they didn't seem afraid of

me I threw out some bread-crumbs and they picked

them up. Then I knew, to begin with, that they must

be seed-eating birds."

''How did you know that?" asked Nat. "Bread-

crumbs aren't seeds !

"

" No, but bread is made of ground-up wheat-seed !

Don't you remember Olive said so last week

when she told us about all the grains?
"

" Yes," said Nat reluctantly.

" Birds that won't eat seeds jff'

won't eat bread-crumbs

either," contin-

ued Dodo ear-

nestly ;
" 'cause I tried

Wood Thrushes with

bread-crumbs last week

and they simply turned up their

noses at them."

Rap and Nat laughed at the

idea of birds turning up their

noses, but the Doctor said:

" Very good indeed. Miss Dodo, you are learning to

use your eyes and your reason at the same time. Tell

us some more about your Chippies."

" At first I didn't know what they were, and then

they seemed like some kind of Sparrows ; so I went to

the wonder room and looked at some of the books that

you left out on the low shelf for us. 1 couldn't find

any picture that matched, but then I began to read

Q

Chipping Sparrow.
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about Sparrows, and when I came to Chippy Sparrow

I was sure it matched ; for the book said it Avas a clever

little fellow with a jaunty red cap that came with his

mate to the very door and that children make the

Chippy's acquaintance and hunt in the vines on the

piazza or in a bush for its nest and that the nest is very

neat and made of horsehair— " Here Dodo stopped

to get her breath.

" Bravo ! bravo I
" called the Doctor. " I see that

I shall soon have to resign my place as Bird Man if

this young lady takes to bird hunting and reading also.

Is there more to come, little one ?
"

"Yes, Uncle Koy, just a little bit more. Because

the book said children looked for Chippies' nests I went

right away to see if I could find one. First I hunted

in all the bushes, and the Catbirds scolded me and the

Brown Thrasher in the barberry bush was very mad
and a Robin in the low crotch of the bell-pear tree

nearly tip[)ed his nest over, he flew away in such a

hurry. 1 thought I had better stop, but by this time

I was way down in the garden and all at once I saw

a Chippy fly straight into tlie big rose bush at the

beginning of our arbor. I looked in and there about

as high up as my chin was the loveliest little nest like

a nice grass cup, with pretty rosebuds all around it for

a trimming, and on it sat a Chippy— and do you know
it never flew away when I stroked its back with my
finger ! It was so cute and friendly I thought I would

give it a little mite of a kiss on top of its head. But

1 guess it misunderstood and thought I meant to bite,

for it flew off a little way and I saw three speckled

blue eggs and— then I thought I'd better come away.''
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" Did you hear it sing? " asked Nat.

" No — it only said ' chip— chippy— chip.'
"

" Chippies have two songs," said the Doctor, " One

is a kind of chirp or trill like an insect's note—
'trr-r-r-r-r.' They give this usually when they first

wake up in the morning. The other is a pretty little

melody, but is less frequently heard."

"If they eat seed, why don't they stay here all

winter ? " asked Rap ;
" yet I'm sure they don't."

"They are not as hardy as some of their brothers,

and do not like our winter weather; but even in

autumn you may mistake them for some other Spar-

row, for then Mr. Chippy takes off his brown velvet

cap, and his dainty little head is striped.

The Chipping Sparrow

Length about five inches.

A dark chestnut cap, a light stripe over the eye, and a dark

stripe behind the eye ; forehead and bill black ; back streaked with

black, brown, and buff ; rump slate-gray ; wings and tail dusky.

Under parts plain light gray, almost white on throat and belly,

darker on breast.

A Citizen of Xorth America, nesting from the Gulf of Mexico

to Canada, wintering in the Southern States and beyond.

A AA^eed Warrior and a member of the Tree Trappers and

Ground Gleaners in nesting-time.

THE SLATE-COLORED JUKCO

(The Snowbird)

" Here we have a northern winter bird— or, at least,

one that we associate with winter and call the Snow-

bird ; for everybody sees him on his autumn and win-

ter travels, and knows his Sparrow-like call-note, while
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his summer home is so far north or so high on moun-
tains that few visit him in the tangled woodlands

where he sings a pretty trilling song to his mate.

"When I was a boy here at the Farm, these white-

vested Juncos were my winter pets. A flock was al-

ways sure to come
in October and stay

until the last of

April, or even into

^^^^^^^ ^I'dv if the season

i \ \^V\ " /^^^^^BB/7/;: was cold. One win-

-^vVV"--0 '' "^^KKS^t/Zj^ ^^^' when the snow

came at Thanks-

giving and did not

leave the ground

until March, the

birds had a hard

time of it, I can

tell you. The Rob-

ins and Hluebirds

soon grew discour-

aged, and left one

by one. The Chick-

adees retreated to

the shelter of some

hemlock woods, and I thought the Winter Wrens were

frozen into tlie woodpile, for I did not see any for weeks.

The only cannibal birds that seemed to be about were

a pair of Cat Owls that spent most of the time in our

hay-barn, where they paid for their lodgings by catch-

ing rats and mice.

" But my flock of Juncos were determined to brave

Slatk-colored JL'NCO.
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all weathers. First tliey ate the seeds of all the weeds

and tall grasses that reached above the snow, then

they cleaned the honeysuckles of their watery black

berries. When these were nearly gone, I began to feed

them every day with crumbs, and they soon grew very

tame. At Christmas an ice storm came, and after that

the cold was bitter indeed. For two days I did not

see my birds ; but on the third day in the afternoon,

when I was feeding the hens in the barnyard, a party

of feeble, half-starved Juncos, hardly able to fly, set-

tled down around me and began to pick at the chicken

food.

" I knew at a glance that after a few hours' more

exposure all the poor little birds would be dead. So I

shut up the hens and opened the door of the straw-barn

very wide, scattered a quantity of meal and cracked

corn in a line on the floor, and crept behind the door

to watch. First one bird hopped in and tasted the

food ; he found it very good and evidently called his

brothers, for in a minute they all went in and I closed

the door upon them. And I slept better that night

because I knew that my birds were comfortable.
"

' They may go in once, but you will never catch

them so again,' said my father, when he heard about it.

I had an idea, however, that the birds trusted me ; for

though they flew out very gladly the next morning,

they did not seem afraid.

'' Sure enough, in the afternoon they came back

again I I kept them at night in tliis way for several

weeks, and one afternoon several Snowflakes came in

with them. Later on this same winter five thin starv-

ing Quails came to the barnyard and fed with the hens.
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I tried several times to lure or drive them into the barn

with the Juncos, but they would not go. Finally, one

evening when I shut the chickens up, what did these

Quails do but run into the hen-house with the others

and remain as the guests of our good-natured Cochins

until spring !

" I Avell remember how happy I was when grand-

mother gave me half a dollar and told me to go over

to the mill and buy a bag of grain sweepings for my
'boarders'; how angry I was with the miller Avhen he

said, ' Those Quails'll be good eatin' when they're fat
'

;

and how he lauglied when I shouted, ' It's only canni-

bals that eat up their visitors !
'

"

The Slate-colored Junco

Length about six inches.

Dark slate color; throat and breast slate-gray; belly and side

tail-feathers white; beak pinkish-white.

A Citizen of North America, nesting in the northern tier of

States and northward, and also on high mountains as far south as

Georgia.

A Tree Trapper, Seed Sower, and "Weed Warrior, according to

season.

THE SONG SPAKROW

(Every One's Darling)

" This Sparrow, who guides you to his name by the

dark spot on the breast as clearly as the Peabody-bird

does by his white cravat, is every one's bird and every

one's darling," said the Doctor, as if he were speaking

of a dear friend.

^' When you have learned his many songs, his pretty

sociable ways, and have seen his cheerfulness and pa-
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tieiice in hard times, you will, I knoAV, agree with me
that all possible good bird qualities are packed into this

little streaked Sparrow.

" Constancy is his first good point. If we live in

southern New England or westward to Illinois, we shall

Song Sparrow.

probably have him witli us all the 3'ear, wearing the

same colored feathers after the moult as before, not

shedding his sweet temper and song with his spring

coat. Now there are a great many birds, as you will

see, that wear full-dress suits antl sing wonderful songs

in spring and early summer, while the weather is warm,

food plentiful, and everything full of promise ; but
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whose music and color vanish from the garden and

roadside when frost comes. Yet the Song Sparrow

sings throughout the year, except in the storms of

February and March — not always the varied spring

song, but still a sweet little tune.

''The Song Sparrow is humble and retiring about

the location of his nest, usually putting it on or near

the ground ; though of course some pairs may have

ideas of their own about nest-building, and choose a

bird-box or even a hole in a tree. One thing you

must remember about birds and their ways : Nature

has fixed a few important laws that must not be

changed, but has given birds and other animals liberty

to follow their own tastes in all other matters.

"Wherever the thick nest is placed, it is cleverly

hidden. If in a low shrub, it is in the crotch where

tlie branches spread above the root. If on tlie ground,

it is against an old stump with a tuft of grass on each

side, or in a little hollow between bushes. Our Spar-

row likes to live in the garden hedges and about the

orchard, and to cultivate the acquaintance of House

People in a shy sort of way.
'' He never flies directly to and from his home like

the Chippy, Wren, and Robin, but slips off the nest

and runs along the ground as nimbly as a Thrush, till

he reaches a bush, well away from his house, when he

hops into it and flies away.
"

' Chek ! chek ! chek !
' is the call-note of the Song

Sparrows, who also have a short, sweet song, which

every bird varies and lengthens to please himself or

his mate. 'Maids, maids, maids, liang on your tea-

kettle-ettle-ettle,' some people fancy the bird says, and
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the short song fits these words very well. But Avhen

this Sparrow sings his best music, all trembling with

love and joy, he forgets about such a simple thing as

the tea-kettle I Now it is a grand banquet he tells

you of, with flowers and music ; then he stops sud-

denly, remembering that he is only a little brown bird,

and sings to his favorite alder bush by the brook a soft

apology for having forgotten himself. This Sparrow

even dreams music in the spring, when you will often

hear his notes in the darkest hours of the night.

"The eggs are as varied as the songs, being light blue

or whitish, witli every imaginable sort of brown marking
— no two sets are exactly alike. Birds' eggs often vary

in color, like their plumage, and the different hues seem

fitted to hide the eggs ; for those of birds that nest in

holes and need no concealing are usually plain white.

'' If you ever make a bird calendar at Orchard Farm,

you may be able to write this Sparrow's name in every

month of the year. Another good thing about this

happy faithful bird is, that his tribe increases in Bird-

land, in spite of all dangers."

" My mother loves Song Sparrows," said Rap. '' She

says they are a great deal of company for her when she

is doing her washing out under the trees. She thinks

they tell her that people can be happy, even if they

wear plain clothes and have to be snowed up in the

country half the winter. She is right, too ; the Song

Sparrows only tell her what happens to themselves."

The Song Sparrow

Length about six inches.

Head and back all streaked with gray and brown, and a brown

stripe on each side of throat.
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Under parts whitish, all striped with dark brown, the heaviest

stripes making a large blackish spot on the breast.

A Citizen of the United States east of the plains, nesting from
Virginia northward to the Fur Countries.

A Ground Gleaner as well as a Weed Warrior, and a constant

joyful songster.

THE TOWHEE

(JoREE. Chewink. Ground Robin.)

" Here we have one of tlie larger birds of the Finch

family, Avho is both nervous and shy, and so quick to

slip out of sight that he always surprises one.

" To see the Towhee as he hops aAvay from the briers

that hide his nest, you would never dream that he is a

cousin to the meek brown Sparrows. A very smart

bird is STore-e l>lur-re,' as he keeps telling you his

name is, trig in his glossy black long-tailed coat, his

vest with reddish side facings, white trousers, and
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light-brown shoes and stockings. A knoAving glance

has he in the ruby-red eyes that sparkle in his coal-

black head, while inside that little head are very wise

thoughts."

"How are his eyes red, Uncle Roy?" asked Dodo.
" Are they all plain red or only red in a ring around

the seeing part where mine are blue?"
" They are ' red in a ring,' as you say ; we call this

ring the zm, and the ' seeing part ' the pupil.''

"Please, what does iris mean? Iris is the name of

one of the lily flowers that grow in the garden."

"Iris is a word that means rainbow, which as you

know is a belt of beautiful colors, made by the sun

shining through rain. The iris of the eye is a film of

color covering the watery inside part of the eyeball,

and the pupil is a round hole in the iris that lets the

light into the back of the eye. This opening expands

and contracts according to whether the eye needs much
or little light. I tell you this now, but you will need

to remember it when we come to the Owls, who have

curious ways of keeping too much light from their eyes.

" The iris in birds, as in House People, may be of

many different colors— red, as in the Vireo I told you

about, and as you now know it is with the Towhee.

Each has a brother with white eyes. You remem-

ber the White-eyed Vireo, and in Florida there is a

Towhee who has white eyes ; but this is so unusual that

it makes the bird look to you as if it were blind, until

you understand that it is the natural color. Most

birds' eyes are brown of some shade, or perfectly black
;

a few have blue or green eyes. But where did I leave

Mr. Jore-e Blur-re?"
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" You were saying that he is wise," answered Rap.
" Well, he is wise enough never to fly either straight

to or from his nest, which is a rather poor affair, down
on the ground, within reach of every weasel or snake

that cares to rob it.

" He does not sing on the ground, but moves silently

among the leaves and litter of old ferns, such as are

found near ponds and streams. A stick will crackle

perhaps, and thus draw your attention to him. When
he knows that he is seen, he will flip his wings and flirt

his tail, like suddenly opening and shutting a fan, as

he flits on before you with his head on one side, giving

the pert call ' Towhee ! towhee !
' that is one of his

names. Some people think he says ' Chewink ! che-

wink !
' and call him by that name ; while some who

have noticed where he lives, and seen that the color of

his sides is like the reddish breast of the Robin, call

him the Ground Robin, though he is no relation of the

Thrush famil}'.

'' Meanwhile his wife stays quietly on the nest, where

her brown back matches the dead leaves of which it is

made outside, keeping her quite safe from sight.

"In the afternoon, when the work of the day is

almost over, and her mate is tired of scratching about

for food, he takes a little rest and goes up high in a tree

to boldly declare his whereabouts.
''

' Jore-e Blur-re, Jore-e Blur-re, Avilly-nilly, willy-

nilly !
' he calls defiantly, as if he did not like having

to keep quiet all day, and meant to tell his name at

last.

" In early autumn the Joree family grow sociable

enough to come into the garden, but they seldom
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linger late ; vigorous as they are, they hurry south-

ward before any hard frosts come."

The Towhee

Length about eight and a half inches.

Male : black with chestnut sides, white belly, tan-colored under

the tail, the side feathers of which are white-tipped.

Female : reddish-brown where the male is black.

A Summer Citizen of the United States east of the plains, and

along the southern border of Canada. Nests northward from

Georgia. Winters south of the Middle States.

A Ground Gleaner, Seed Sower, and Weed Warrior.

THE CARDINAL

(The Cardinal Grosbeak)

"There is a legend about this Cardinal— the soldier

with a red uniform," said the Doctor ;
'' one of Mammy

Bun's strange stories that came from the Indians to

the negroes, always growing larger and stranger.

"There were two Indian warriors of the southwest

that hated each other. One had an only daughter and

the other a son. While their fathers were at war, this

boy and girl met in the green forest. The old women
of their tribes told them that they must never speak to

each other, or their fathers would surely kill them.

But the children said, ' There is no war or hate in our

forest; the birds meet— why may not we?' One
summer evening they stayed too long, watching the

fish swim in the river and floating little sticks for

canoes. The two warriors returned suddenly to their

villages, missed their children, and then some one told

them tales.
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" The wind whispered to the trees, 'Trouble, trouble !

These warriors hate each other more than they love

their children. Hide them, O trees !
' Then the trees

whispered to the birds, ' Help the poor children—
help, help I

' And the birds said, ' Tliey shall be turned

into birds and

escape, if you

will make a

little fire, O
'ind, to delay the

warriors and give us

time.

o the trees told the fire-

o light the dead leaves

covered the ground
;

the wind breathed on the

fire, and soon the Avood

was all aflame !

"
' AVhat birds do

you choose to be,

that you may al-

ways live in

the forest to-

gether?' asked

tlie JUrd Broth-

ers of the chil-

dren. 'Answer ([uickly, for the time is short.'

" ' I will be a large brown Sparrow,' said the girl

;

then none Avill trap me for my feathers.'

'' ' And I too,' said the boy.

" Suddenly tliey were no longer children. But there

was confusion, as the fire burned nearer and nearer.

Cardinal.
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"'Fly! fly !' cried the Bird Brothers. 'You have

wings — do not look at the earth, lest you grieve to

leave it.'

" Gonda, being obedient, made an effort to fly above

the flame, which only tinged some of her feathers red.

But Towai, loath to leave the earth, lingered so long

that his feathers became all red from the flames, and

the soot blackened his face.

" Though these two birds and their children still be-

long to the dull-brown Sparrow family, they have little

peace in the forest where they live. Towai wears a

splendid red robe and is called the Cardinal, but there

is a price upon his head because of his beauty.

" This is one of the legends that explains why this

bird is classed with Sparrows. The Tanager is more

fiery red, and the Oriole carries flame on his back
;

but there is something strange about the Cardinal—
he seems out of place and lonely with us. He should

belong to a tropical country and have orchids and

palms for companions— but instead, where do we find

him ?
"

" Please, Doctor," said Rap, who thought he could

answer that question, " the miller's wife has a pair in

a cage, but they aren't very pretty, 'cause tliey've

scraped most of the feathers off their heads and rum-

pled their tails, trying to get out. The miller caught

three of them down there last winter, only one died

and the other two aren't a bit happy ; the male doesn't

sing and the female has a cough. The miller's wife

doesn't care much for them ; they're a bother to feed,

she says— have to have meal-worms, and rice with the

hulls on, and all that."
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" Why doesn't she let them out ? " asked Olive.

" 'Cause she thinks that maybe some of the people

that come fishing will buy them."

" How much does she ask for them ? " said the

Doctor.

" She said if they ever moulted out and got any

decent feathers she could ask three dollars for them,

but the way they were looking a dollar was all she

could expect."

" Children, shall we have a Liberty Festival this

morning ? How would you like for me to buy these

birds and bring them here, so that you can see them,

then — then what ?
"

" Open the cage and let them out and see what they

will do I
" screamed Dodo, jumping up and down.

" May I go down to buy them ? " begged Nat.

'' You will have to take me, too," said Olive.

"Can I open the door?" asked Dodo.

"Here is the dollar— now go, all together," said the

Doctor, putting his hands over his ears ;
" but if you

make so much noise the birds in the river woods will

mistake your kind intentions and think you are a

family of wildcats."

In less than half an hour the party returned, Nat

carrying the cage, which was only a box with a bit of

wire netting over the front.

" No wonder poor Mrs. Cardinal has a cough, living

in this dirty box," said Olive. " See, father, only one

perch— and I don't believe the poor things have ever

had a bath given them."
" That is the saddest part of caging wild birds," said

the Doctor. " Not one person in fifty is willing to
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give them the care they need. Put the cage under

those bushes, Nat.

" I began by asking, Where do we find this bird ?

Living in Florida in sunshine, among the shady red-

woods of Kentucky, and in all the bitterness of our

northern winters. He varies his habits to suit his sur-

roundings, and roves about after the nesting season ; in

mild climates he sings for six months of the year—
from March until August. But one of the strangest

things about him is that he wanders most when the

trees are bare and he can be so easily seen that hun-

dreds of his kind are shot for their gay feathers, or

trapped to sell alive for cage birds. When snow is on

the ground he is very conspicuous."

'' Why doesn't he get into evergreens or cedar

bushes ? " asked Rap.
" He does when he can and often sings when so

hidden; but he is not a very quick-witted bird and

seems to move awkwardly, as if his topknot were as

heavy as a drum major's bearskin.

'' But no one can find fault with his song ; it first

rings out loud like a shout, then ends as clearly as the

bubbling of the stream near which he likes best to

live— ' Cheo-cheo-chehoo-cheo-qr-qr-qrr-r-r.'
"

"Isn't it time to let them out?" whispered Dodo.

"Mrs. Cardinal is coughing again dreadfully I

"

"In a moment. Turn the cage sideways, Nat, so

that we can watch them through the bushes— so, and

please keep quite still. Now, Dodo, open the little door

— carefully."

For two or three minutes there was perfect silence.

Four young people squeezed behind a tree, and a Wise
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Man down on his hands and knees behind a stump
— all watching two forlorn birds, who did not under-

stand that liberty was theirs for the taking.

Mrs. Cardinal put out her head, then took a step and

hopped along the ground into a cornel bush ; where,

after looking around a moment, she began to smooth

her poor feathers. Another minute and Mr. Cardinal

followed, giving a sharp chip like a loud Sparrow call.

They both hopped off as if they were not half sure

their freedom was real.

" I think they might have sung to us," whispered Dodo.

"Too soon," said the Doctor; "but I'm sure that we
have not seen or heard the last of our Cardinals."

"Hist !" said Nat, "they are taking a bath in the

brook this side of the stepping-stones." And so they

were.
The Cardinal

Length eight and a quarter inches.

Male : splendid cardinal-red, with a black throat and band about

the coral-red bill, and a fine long crest, like a Cedar Waxwing's.

Female : yellowish-brown with a little red in her crest, wings,

and tail, and her face not so black as her mate's.

A Citizen of the eastern United States to the plains and from

Florida to the Great Lakes, nesting wherever found.

A Tree Trapper, Ground Gleaner, Seed Sower, and Weed War-

rior, besides being a fine singer.

THE ROSE-BEEASTED GROSBEAK

(The Potato-Bug Bird)

" This must be the bird I saw the other day in the

brusli lot by the old barn," said Rap ;
" and there were

two more this morning in our own potato patch. Why
do they go there. Doctor?"
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" Because this bird, besides wearing a beautiful rosy

shield on his breast, and singing at morning and even-

ing more beautifidly even than the very best Robin, is

a very industrious and useful bird. He earns his living

by helping farmers clear their fields of potato-bugs. If

you go quietly over to the large potato lot on the north

Rose-breasted Grosbeak.

side of the Farm, you will find these birds at work any

morning. I saw them myself to-day, and am going to

trust my crop entirely to their keeping this season.

Tliey are nesting in the young growth near these very

river woods, and I will show you one of their homes

presently. You see that protecting birds, and leaving

suitable bits of woodland and brush for them to build

in, is practical as well as sentimental.
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" This Grosbeak dares not trust its brilliant colors in

large trees or open places, and so nests where it may
hide in a maze of bushes. When it finds the right

spot, it is not very particular about nest-building. A
jumble of weeds, twigs, roots, and sometimes rags or

bits of paper, serves to hold its light-blue eggs with

brown markings.

"If it be ever right to cage a wild bird, you may
make a prisoner of this Grosbeak ; but remember, you

must take a young male before it has known the joys

of freedom, and give at least a half-hour every day to

taking care of him. Then he will grow to love you

and be a charming pet, living happily and singing

gladly ; but under any other circumstances it is less

cruel to shoot one than to make it a prisoner."

The Rose-breasted Grosbeak

Length about eight inches.

Male : black on the head, back, wings, and tail; the belly, rump,

several spots on the wings, and three outer tail-feathers, white

;

rose-colored breast and wing-linings; bill white and very heavy.

Female : streaked brownish above and below, without any rosy

color, but orange-yellow under the wings ; she looks like an over-

grown Sparrow with a swelled face.

A Summer Citizen of the eastern United States from Kansas

and the Carolina mountains to Canada, travelling south of the

United States in winter.

A Tree Trapper, (tround (i leaner, Weed Warrior, and Seed

Sower. Rather naughty once in a while about picking tree-buds,

but on the whole a good neighbor.
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THE INDIGO BIRD

(The Blub Canary)

"Blue birds and blue flowers are both rare
; you can

count our really blue birds on the fingers of one hand,

and a Blue Canary is even stranger than a green rose

or a black tulip.

" The Indigo Bird has many of the Canary's gentle

ways, and though his music is not so fine or varied as

that of the Goldfinch or Song Sparrow, he sings a sweet

little tune to his brown mate on her nest in the bushy

pasture.

" She is fortunate in having a dull dress ; for, if she

were as splendidly blue as her husband, nesting would

be a very anxious occupation for her. Indeed, her poor

mate has anything but an easy time ; his color is so

bright that everybody can see him at a glance, and

when he picks up grass-seed in the streaming sunlight,

his feathers glisten like sapphires."

" We saw an Indigo Bird yesterday !
" cried Nat and

Dodo together. '' It was in the geraniums by the din-

ing-room window, eating the seed I tipped out of my
Canary's cage when I cleaned it," continued Dodo.
" Mammy Bun said it was a Blue Canary, but Nat said

it couldn't be, and I forgot to ask about it."

" Are you going to tell us about many more birds in

the Finch family, Uncle Roy?"
'' Not now. You liave heard about those that will

be most likely to attract your attention, and when you

can name them, they will introduce you to all the rest

of their relations."
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IXDIGt) I'll: I)

"It is a great fam-

il}'," said Rap, who
was sitting thinking.

" Big birds

and little, plain

gray and brown, or

red, blue, and yellow

— some like warm
weather and some

Avant it cold."

'' Sj^eaking of cold, I won-

der what became of the ice

that Dodo saw Mammy Bun
cracking this morning ? " asked

the Doctor, looking at Olive. " The very word has

a pleasant sound, for it seems to me to be growing

warmer and warmer."
" Toot ! toot I t-o-o-t ! " squeaked a tin horn across

the field from the direction of the farmhouse.

" What's that ? " said Nat, jumping up ;
" it's the

dinner horn, and it can't be dinner-time."

" Not more than eleven o'clock," said Rap, looking

at the sun after the fashion of those who s^^end much
time out of doors.

" I know what the horn means," said Olive. " It

means that the cake, that Nat said jNIammy Bun was

going to bake with the ice, is done !

"

" But that was only nonsense, you know," said Nat.

" Ice won't bake anything I

"

" Perhaps not, but ice can freeze something, if you

mix salt with it, even on this warm day, and the horn

means that mammy has a tin pail full of ice cream,
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waiting for some one to eat it ! Ice cream, made with

fresh strawberries ! Don't break your neck, Nat !

"

For Nat had dashed off so quickly that it was no use

for Dodo and Rap to try to keep up with him.

" Wliy do you mostly have something nice for us

to eat on bird-days ? " asked Dodo, cuddling into the

bend of her uncle's arm.

" For two reasons, girlie. When I was a boy, being

out of doors made me so hungry that it always seemed

a long time between breakfast and dinner. I know
that little brains remember best when the stomachs

that nourish them are not empty. Neither Bird Chil-

dren nor House Children should go too long hungry
;

it is as bad as nibbling all day."

" Fve noticed since I came here I haven't needed

even to peep in the cooky box between times. Aren't

you one of the seven Wise Men of— of— I-forget-

where ? " asked Dodo, hugging him.

"Greece," answered the Doctor; ''no, fortunately,

I am not, for they are all dead."

" What's that ? " whispered Rap, pointing toward

the river, whence a strong, rapid, musical song came,

ending before you could catch the syllables, and then

being repeated two or three times.

"It is the Cardinal," said the Doctor, in some sur-

prise— for the bird was singing almost at noon. "I
can see his red liberty cap near the top of the tallest

hemlock !

"

" Che-o— hoo— lioo," called the Cardinal, and then

the ice-cream pail arrived, escorted by Nat.

" This is a festival for us as well as for the Cardinal,"

said Rap.
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The Indigo Bird

Length five and a half inches-

Male ; bright blue, of a greener tint than the Bluebird ; wings

and tail dusky.

Female : plain brown above and w^hitey brown below, with a

few streaks, including a sharp black one under her beak.

A pleasant neighbor and good Citizen, belonging to the southern

branch of the Finch family.

A Tree Trapper and a Weed Warrior.

A Summer Citizen of the eastern United States, west to Kansas

and north to Canada. From Kansas to the Pacific Ocean he is

replaced by his brother, the Lazuli Bunting.



CHAPTER XVII

A MIDSUMMER EXCURSION

It was that wonderful week after the middle of

June. The week that holds the best of everything
;

the longest days of the whole fly-away year ; the big-

gest strawberries and the sweetest roses. Everything

at its height ; birds in full song ; bees in the flowers
;

children in hammocks under the trees, and a Wise ]Man

humming happily to himself as he breathed it all in.

'' I don't think that anything nicer than this can

happen," said Xat, swinging so hard in his hammock
that he rolled out into the long grass.

"It doesn't seem as if it coidd^'' answered Dodo
;

" only here at Orchard Farm there is so much niceness

you never can tell what is the very nicest."

The Wise Man laughed to himself, and then whistled

an imitation of the White-throated Sparrow's call—
at which sound Dodo promptly rolled out of her ham-

mock and bumped into Nat, who was still lying in the

grass ; then both the children sat up and listened.

" All day— whittling— whittling— whittling," whis-

tled the notes.

'' You ought to be further north building your nest,"

said Nat. "Don't you know that, INIr. Peabody ?
"

" It's Uncle Roy !
" cried Dodo, spying him back of

the apple-tree perch.

249
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" How would you like to go down to the seashore

to-morrow, little folks ?
"

" There 1
" exclaimed Dodo ;

" you see there is more

niceness yet !

"

'^ I suppose by that you mean ' yes,' " laughed the

Doctor. " Olive and I have planned to take the six-

seated surrey, with a hamper of good things to eat,

and drive down to the sandy shore where the river

broadens into salt water. There is a house on the

bay where we can have our dinner, and the meadows

and marshes are full of birds— don't quite smother

me. Dodo I Then in the cool of the afternoon we can

return and have a picnic supper at some pretty place

on the way, for to-morrow night the moon is full !

"

'' Can Rap go with us—for he hardly ever gets down

to the shore ?
^'

" Certainly !

"

" How far is it ? " asked Nat.

" About fifteen miles by the road, though not more

than ten in a straight line."

" Are the birds different down there ?
"

" Some of them are ; there is a great colony of Black-

birds I want you to see, for our next family is a very

interesting one. It contains a harlequin, a tramp, a

soldier, a tent-maker, a hammock-maker, and a basket-

maker ; and we shall probably see them all, sooner or

later, but certainly one or two of them to-morrow.

" No, I won't tell you a word about them now. But

go down and invite Rap, and tell him we will call for

him by half-past six o'clock in the morning, because we
must have time to drive slowly, stop where we please,

and use our eyes."
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Early next morning the party set out. Five happy
children— the youngest eight and the oldest fifty-eight

— started from Orchard Farm behind a pair of com-

fortable white horses that never wore blinkers or check-

reins. These big members of the party were human
enough to look around as the children scrambled into

the surrey, and then prick up their ears as if they knew
the difference between a picnic and a plough, and were

happy accordingly.

They trotted down the turnpike a mile, and then

turned into a cross-road bordered by hay-fields almost

ready for cutting. Olive was driving, for she loved

the old white horses. Rap, Nat, and Dodo sat in the

middle seat, and the Doctor behind.

" Please, Doctor, what is the name of the Bird family

we are going to visit? " asked Rap.
" The family of the Blackbirds and Orioles ; but it

has a Latin name, leteridce, when it walks in the pro-

cession."

" Listen ! listen !
" cried Dodo. " Oh, Olive, do stop ;

there's some kind of a bird on top of those bars that is

singing as if he had started and couldn't stop, and I'm

sure his voice will fly away from him in a minute !

"

Olive said " whoa " immediately.

" It's only a Bobolink !
" said Rap, as the bird spread

his wings and soared into the air still singing, leaving

a little stream of music behind liim, as a dancing canoe

leaves a train of ripples in the water.

" It is a Bobolink, surely," said the Doctor, " and not

' only a Bobolink,' but the very bird we should be most

glad to see— the first of the Blackbird and Oriole

family— the harlequin in his summer livery."
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THE BOBOLINK

(The Reed Bird. The Rice Bird)

Bobolink.

" Why do you call the Bobolink a ' harlequin,' Uncle

Roy? What is a harlequin ? " asked Dodo.
" Don't you remember that Harlequin was the name

of tlie man in the pantomime we saw last wdnter, who
wore clothes of all sorts of colors, changed from one

thing to another, and was always dancing about as if

he could not possibly keep still ?
"
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" Y-e-s, I remember," said Dodo, " but I don't think

he was a bit like this Bobolink ; for that harlequin

didn't say a word, only made signs, and the Bobolink

sings faster than any bird I ever heard before."

'' Yes, he sings now, but it is only for a short time.

Next month he will be dumb, and before you know it

his beautiful shining black coat, with the white and

buff trimmings, will have dropped off. Then he will

be changed to dull brown like his wife, and keep as

quiet as poor Cinderella sitting in the ashes.

'^ Do you see any birds in that meadow of long grass?
"

asked the Doctor.

'' I don't see any in the grass," said Rap ;
" but there

are some Bobolinks all about in the trees along the

edges, and more of them up in the air. Where are

their nests, Doctor? I've never found a Bobolink's

nest !

"

'•' Their nests are hidden in that long grass, and their

mates also. Whoever would find them must have the

patience of an Indian, the eyes of a bird, and the cun-

ning of a fox.

" Mrs. Bobolink finds a little hollow in the ground

where the roots grow, and rounds up a nest from the

grass stalks with finer grass tops inside. Then she

so arranges the weeds and stems above her home that

there is no trace of a break in the meadow ; and when
she leaves tlie nest she never goes boldly out by the

front door or bangs it behind her, but steals off through

a by-path in the grass. When she flies out of shelter

at last, she has already run a good way off, so that,

instead of telling the watcher where her home is, she

tells him exactly where it is not.
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" Bob earns his living these days by singing and

going to market for the family, but he does both in

a tearing hurry ; for his housekeeping, like his honey-

moon, is short. He must lead his children out of the

grass before the mowers overtake him, or the summer

days grow short ; for then he will have to spend some

time at his tailor's before he can follow the warm
weather down South again.

" Twice a year Bob has to make the most complete

change of plumage that falls to the lot of any bird.

His summer toilet is so tiresome and discouraging that

he retires into the thickest reeds to make it. Out he

comes in August, leaving his lovely voice behind with

his cast-off clothes, dressed like his wife, with hardly

a word to say for himself, as he joins the flock into

which various families have united. He even loses his

name, and is called Reedbird, after his hiding-place.

He grows reckless and says to his brothers, ' What do

we care? If we can't sing any more, we can eat— let

us eat and be merry still !
' So they eat all they can,

and wax exceedingly fat ; the gunners know this, and

come after them.

" Meanwhile, in southern lowlands the rice-fields, that

have been hoed and flooded witli water all the season

to make the grain grow, are covered with tall stalks of

rice, whose grains are not quite ripe, but soft and milky

like green corn.

" Some morning there is a great commotion on the

plantation. ' The Ricebirds have come !
' is the cry—

this being only another name for the Bobolink.

"Out fly the field-hands, men, women, and children,

waving sticks, blowing horns, and firing off guns, to
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frighten the invaders away. Fires are lighted by night

to scare them, for the birds travel both night and day.

The Bobolinks do not stop for all this noise, though of

course a great many are shot, ending their lives inside

a pot-pie, or being roasted in rows of six on a skewer.

But the rest fly on when they are ready, leaving the

United States behind them, and go through Florida to

Brazil and the West Indies.

"In spring, on the northward journey, the rice-fields

suffer again. The males are jolly minstrels once more,

all black, white, and buff, hurrying home to their nest-

ing grounds. They think that rice newly sown and

sprouting is good for the voice, and stop to gobble it

up in spite of all objections.

"Their song is not easy to express in w^ords. 'Bobo-

link,' from wdiich they take their name, is the sound

most frequently heard in it ; but every bird-lover has

tried to give it words, and some have written it down
in rhyming nonsense verses, like poetry. I think Mr.

Lowell's are the best.

"
' Ha ! ha ! ha ! I must have my fun. Miss Silver-

thimble, thimble, thimble, if 1 break every heart in the

meadow. See ! see ! see !
' is one translation."

" That does sound exactly like a Bobolink," laughed

Dodo ;
" and here is one now, right over in that tree,

so crazy to sing that he doesn't mind us a bit."

" Kick your slipper ! Kick your slipper ! Temper-

ance ! Temperance !
" said Bob, as the white horses

turned into the road again. " Temperance I take a

drink ! go to grass, all of yoti !

"
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The Bobolink

Length about seven inches.

Male in spring and summer : jet black with ashy-white rump

and shoulders ; some light edgings on the back, wings, and tail-

feathers, and a buff patch on the back of the neck, like a cream-

puif baked just right.

Female : brownish and streaky like a big Sparrow, with sharp-

pointed tail-feathers; two dark-brown stripes on the crown.

Brown above, with some black and yellowish streaks. Plain yel-

lowish below.

In autumn and winter both sexes alike.

A Summer Citizen of the northern United States and southern

Canada. Visits all the Southern States in its journeys, but winters

south of them.

A member of the guilds of Ground Gleaners and Tree Trappers,

and a good Citizen in its nesting haunts. But on its travels through

the South a mischievous bird, who eats sprouting rice in spring

and ripening rice grains in fall.

THE ORCHARD ORIOLE

(The Basket-maker)

The sun was now well above the trees. The chil-

dren laughed and talked happily, now seeing a bird

they kneAV, then some of the flowers that their dear

flower lady, Olive, had shown them about the Farm.
" When we know some flowers and birds, shan't we

learn about the bugs and things the birds eat, and the

bees and butterflies that carry the flower messages,

Uncle Roy?"
" Yes, to be sure ; and by that time there will be

something else for you to Avonder about."

" Why !
" cried Dodo gleefully, '' if we stay here till

we know all we want it will be so long that Rap will
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have a beard like you, uncle, and I shall have my hair

stuck up with hairpins, and wear the long skirts that

tangle people up"— and at this they all laughed.

1. Male. 2. Female.

Orchard Oriole.

"What was that?" asked Nat, rs a \nvd (hirted by,

flashing with orange and l)lack.

" That's an Oriole," said Rap.

" Yes, an Oriole ; but do you know what kind ? " said

the Doctor.
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*'I didn't know there was but one kind," answered

Rap. " Anyway, this one makes a long nest hanging

from the end of a branch ; he is a good fighter if any

one touches it, and can keep away squirrels and chip-

munks like a little man."
" There are seven different species of North American

Orioles," said the Doctor ; "but you are only likely to

see two of them— the hammock-maker and the bas-

ket-maker. This one, the hammock-maker, who has

just flown by, is called the Baltimore Oriole, because

George Calvert, Lord Baltimore, on landing in this

country in 1628, is said to have admired the colors of

the bird and adopted them for his coat of arms. Some
called him Fire-bird, because he is so flaming orange

on some parts, and others Hang-nest, from the way he

slings his hammock.
" The plainer black and chestnut bird, who now has

a nest in our own Orchard, is the Basket-maker. As
these two belong to the Blackbird and Oriole family,

we may as well have them now, though in the regular

family procession the ' tramp ' walks next to the Bobo-

link, who is such a vagrant himself.

" This Oriole takes his name because he was once

supposed to hang his nest chiefly in the branches of

orchard trees ; but he is as likely to be found in the

maples by the garden fence as anywhere else.

" He has a cheerful rolling song, as varied in its

different tunes as that of the Song Sparrow. It is not

like a Robin's, or a Thrush's, or even like Brother

Baltimore's ; it is perfectly original, and before these

birds leave the Orchard you must listen, to hear it for

yourselves.
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" Mrs. O. Oriole is a famous weaver ; her grass nest,

hung from a crotch, is one of the tidiest bits of basket-

making in Birdlancl, and woukl do credit to human
hands. Yet she has only a beak for a shuttle or darn-

ing-needle— whichever you please to call it. I think

it is most like the needle of a sewing-machine, with

the eye at the point, so that it pokes the thread through

as it goes into the cloth, instead of pulling it through

with the other end."

The Orchard Oriole

Length seven inches.

Male : black ; the rump, breast, belly, and lesser wing-coverts

chestnut. Round black tail with whitish tips, and some whitish

on the wings.

Female : grayish-green on the upper parts, greener on the

tail, with paler bars on the wings ; dull yellow on all the under

parts.

The young male is like the female the first year, but a little

browner on the back ; next year he has a black throat ; then he

patches up liis clothes till he looks like his father, all black and

chestnut.

A Summer Citizen of the United States, west to the plains, north

to some parts of the Northern States and Canada, travelling entirely

south of the United States to spend the Vv^inter.

A pleasant though shy neighbor, and very good Citizen, belong-

ing to the Ground Gleaners, Tree Trappers, and Seed Sowers. Eats

a little cultivated fruit for dessert, and should be welcome to it.

THE BALTIMORE ORIOLE

(The Hammock-maker)

" The Baltimore Oriole is not so shy as his brother,

and rather relies on keeping his nest out of sight than

himself out of mind. His home is a sort of hempen
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hammock, only deeper and more pocket-shaped, to keep

the babies from falling out, as Nat and Dodo both did

out of our hammock yesterday.

" This nest Mrs. B. Oriole twines herself, from

plant fibres, adding strings of cotton or worsted when
she has a chance to find any. She secures it to the

end of a strong supple twig, usually at a good height

from the ground, and she likes an elm tree

best of all, because it is not easy for

cats or House People to

climb far out on the slen-

der swaying branches.

Up there the eggs

and young are

safely rocked

by the wind

and shel-

tered by

leaves.

A cat

may lo(:>k

at a king,

and also at

an Oriole's

nest, but

the look-

ing will not do her much good in either case.

" Mamma Oriole sits on the nest, which is almost

closed over her head, and keeps all safe. Though she

does not sing to House Peo})le, how do we know but

what she whispers a little lullaby like this, on stormy

nights, to her nestlings ?

Baltimork Oriole.
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" Rains beat ! Winds blow !

Safe the nest in the ehn tree.

Days come ! Niglits go !

Birds at rest in the elm tree.

To-and-fro, to-a-n-d-fro,

Safe are we from every foe—
Orioles in the elm tree.

Cats come ! Cats go !

Lullaby in the elm tree !

" Meanwhile B. Oriole does a great deal of work,

for he is a tireless member of the guilds of Tree Trap-

pers and Ground Gleaners, eating hosts of caterpillars,

wireworms, and beetles. When he is very thirsty he

does, now and then, take a sip of the fruit he has helped

to save, and once in a while he may eat a few green peas.

But would any one refuse a mess of peas to a neighbor

in the next house ? Then why should you begrudge a

few to neighbor B. Oriole ? He doubtless paid you for

them before he took them, or will do so before long.

'' B. Oriole comes north before his mate to be, and

spends a few days in fretting until she arrives. Then

he sings a gladsome song, to tell her of his pleasure,

and she answers, I am sorry to say, in rather a com-

plaining tone ; but the match is soon made. Though

they are not the sweetest-tempered birds possible, they

are as quick to aid as to quarrel with their neighbors.

" Their bright colors seem rather out of place in the

family which contains also our sombre Blackbirds, but

before the leaves have fallen both kinds of Orioles and

their families start for Mexico and Central America,

where such tropical hues seem more in keeping, and

where many members of the family are quite as brill-

iant as those we see here."
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" There goes another Oriole !
" cried Nat. " What

a beauty, too! I suppose he has a nest high up in one

of these elms over the road."

" Very likely, for in autumn, when the trees are bare,

I have sometimes counted a dozen Orioles' nests in this

very row of elms."

" Look, Uncle Roy ! Look over in that pasture !

What are all those black and brown birds walking

round after the cows, just as chickens do ? " said Dodo.
" Those are members of the Blackbird family called

Cowbirds, because they follow the cows as they feed,

in order to pick up worms and bugs that are shaken

out of the grass. But I am sorry to say that these

birds are the vagabonds of Birdland— the tramps I

told you of."

The Baltimore Oriole

Length seven and a half inches.

INIale : orange flame-color, the head, neck, and upper half of back

black ; wings black, edged with white ; tail black and orange,

about half and half.

Female : not clear orange and black, but the former color much
duller, and the latter mixed up with gray, olive, and brown.

A Summer Citizen of the United States east of the Rocky Moun-

tains, north to Canada, travelling to Central America for the winter.

A worthy Citizen, fine musician, and a good neighbor. Belongs

to the guilds of Ground Gleaners, Tree Trappers, and Seed Sowers.

THE COWBIRD

(The Tramp)

" Cluck-see ! cluck-see I
" called a Cowbird, tiying

over the wall to join the others in the pasture.

" What a hoarse ugly cry !
" said Nat.

" Yes, but not more disagreeable tlian the bird's
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habits. I will tell you what happens every season to

some poor AVarbler, Sparrow, or Vireo, on account of

this strange bird.

" A Song Sparrow builds her nest in the grass ; an

egg is laid, the bird looks proudly at it, and may per-

COWBIRD.

haps fly off for a few minutes. Meanwhile, peeping

and spying, along comes a Cowbird. She wants to lay

an egg, too, but has no home, because she is too lazy

and shiftless to build one. She sees the Sparrow's nest

and thinks, ' Ah, hah ! that bird is smaller than I am,

and cannot push my egg out ; I will leave it there !

'

This she does very quickly, and slips away again.

" When the Sparrow comes h(mie she may wonder at
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the strange Qgg^ and perhaps be able to push it out

of the nest; but more likely she takes no notice of

it, as it is so much like her own, and lets it stay. If

she does this, that egg is only the beginning of trouble.

It is larger than her own, so it gets more warmth and

hatches more quickly. Then the 3^oung Cowbird grows

so fast that it squeezes the little Sparrows dreadfully,

sometimes quite out of the nest, and eats so much that

they are half or wholly starved. The poor Sparrow

and her mate must sometimes think what a big child it

is ; but they feed it kindly until it can fly— sometimes

even after it leaves the nest. Then it goes back to

join the flock its tramp parents belong to, without so

much as saying ^ thank you ' to its foster parents.

" A Cowbird lays only one Qgg in each nest, but

sometimes several visit the same nest in succession ;

and then the poor Sparrow has a hard time, indeed.

*' The Yellow AVarbler is one of the clever birds who
will not always be imposed upon— you remember the

two-storied nest we found ; and some of the larger birds

push out the strange ^gg. But Cowbirds are very

crafty, and usually select their victims from among the

small, feeble, and helpless."

" Does this hateful Cowbird ever sing? " asked Dodo.
" Sometimes in spring he tries to ; he squeaks a few

notes, and makes faces, struggling, choking, wheezing,

as if he had swallowed a beetle Avith hooks on its legs

and was in great pain. It is a most startling noise, but

it certainly is not musical, though perhaps it pleases

the Cowbird ladies ; for if they have sucli bad taste in

other ways, tliey doubtless like such harsh and inhar-

monious sounds.
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" I don't see what makes them act so," said Rap. " I

thought birds had to buikl nests, or have a hole or a bit

of ground or rock of their own— that it was a hiw."

" So it is, my boy ; but the Cowbird is one of the

exceptions I tokl you about ; and I am glad to say

there are very few."

The Cowbird

Length about seven and a half inches.

Male : very glossy black, excepting the head and neck, which

are shiny dark brown like burnt coffee.

Female : dusky brown, the lower parts lighter than the upper.

A Citizen of the entire United States.

A Ground Gleaner and a Weed Warrior, to some extent, but a

bad neighbor, a worse parent, a homeless vagabond, and an outlaw

in Birdland. •

ON AGAIN

The road crept down hill, passed through a village,

and then into the Avoods once more. The children saAV

a great many bird friends— Swallows, Goldfinches, a

beautiful Blue Jay, which was new to them, and some

Yellow Warblers. They stopped for half an hour in the

wooded lane, where a Chat whistled to them, a Scarlet

Tanager flew hastily overhead, and the Doctor showed

them a Towhee rambling among the leaves, while a little

brownish bird kept flitting into the air and back to his

perch, calling "pewee— pe-a-r !
" in a sad voice.

"What's that?" asked Rap ;
'' it's a bird I often see

near the mill, catching flies on tlie wing."
" It is called the Wood Pewee," said the Doctor ;

"when we come back tliis afternoon we will stop, and

I will try to find its nest to show you. We must go

on now."
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As soon as they drove out of the wood, the smell of

the salt marsh came to them, and they saw that the

road led between low meadows, with wooded knolls

here and there. By and by the trees grew thinner

and the grass coarser.

" Oh, I see the water !
" cried Dodo, " and the little

house where we are going ! Oh, look at the black

birds flying over those bushes ! Are those Cowbirds

too ? And there are more black birds, very big ones

too, going over to the water, and more yet coming out

of those stumpy little pines, and there are some yellow

pigeons down in the grass ! Do stop quick, Olive !

I think there is going to be a bird clambake or a picnic

down here !
" And Dodo nearly fell out of the surrey

in her excitement.

" Not exactly a picnic," said the Doctor, " but what

I have brought you purposely to see. The birds fly-

ing over the alders are Red-winged Blackbirds ; those

coming from the pines are Purple (irackles ; the big

black ones flying overhead are Crows ; and the yellow-

breasted fellows walking in the grass are ^leadowlarks.

We must first make the horses comfortable, and then

we can spend the day Avith the birds among these

marshes and meadoAvs."

When they reached the beach the wagon track led

through a hedge of barberry bushes to a shed covered

with pine boughs at the back of the fisherman's house.

The fisherman himself came out to help them with

the horses. He was a Finlander, Olaf Neilsen, who
kept boats in summer, fished, and tended two buoy

lights at the river entrance for a living. His hut stood

on a point, with the sandy beach of the bay in front of
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it, and the steeper bank where the river ran on the

left. All the time the water was rushing out, out, out

of the river and creeping down on the sand to make

low tide.

The children did not know it then, but they were to

spend many happy days on this beach, in company with

their uncle and Olaf, during the next two years.

The Doctor whispered something mysterious to Olaf

about clams, hoes, and ''dead low water"; then he

told the children to rest awhile under the pine shelter,

and hear about the Blackbirds before they went out to

see them in the meadows.

THE RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD

(The Hussar)

" This handsome Blackbird comes early and stays

late in places where he does not linger all the year.

He loves wet places, and his note is moist and juicy, to

match his nesting haunts. ' Oncher-la-ree !
' he calls,

either in flying or as he walks along the ground after

the fashion of his brethren— for Blackbirds never hop,

like most birds, with both feet together, but move one

after the other, just as we do.

"The Redwings are sociable birds, nesting in small

colonies, and when once settled they never seem to

stray far from home. The nest is a thick pocket hung

either between reeds over the water, or fixed to the

upright stems of a bush, quite near the ground, if the

place is very marshy.
" The Redwings place their nests where it Avould

seem very easy to reach them ; but really the bushes
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it

are either surrounded by a little creek, hidden deep in

the reeds, or the ground is so marshy that neither man
nor beast can come near. That is the one reason why
the males fly about so boldly, showing their glossy uni-

forms with the red and gold epaulets. When we try

to visit that grouj^ of

alders, where the col-

ony lives, you
will see for your-

selves how nicely

is protected.

''We welcome

this Blackbird

in the spring,

because his is one

of the earliest bird-

notes. In au-

tumn, when he

leaves the marsh

and brings his flock

to the grain-flelds,

we do not like him

quite so well ; but

the Wise Men say

that even then he is

a good fairy in disguise, eating cutworms, army-worms,

and other injurious kinds ; even when stealing a bit of

green corn, they tliink he clears away the worms that

bore under the husks."

Kki)-\vingei) Blackbird.

The Red-winged Blackbird

Length nine and a half inches.

IMale : glossy black, except the scarlet shoulders, edged with buff.
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Female : mixed rusty black and buff, with dull reddish-orange

shoulders— not conspicuous.

A Citizen of Xorth America in general.

A member of the guilds of Ground Gleaners and Tree Trappers.

THE PURPLE GRACKLE

(The Crow Blackbird. Rusty Hinge)

What a noise those Black- f birds are making

said Nat.

" That's nothing to the way
they do early in the spring,

or in autumn, after they are

through nesting," said Rap.

" You should hear

them. Tiiey come to

a big chestnut across

the road from our

house, more than a

hundred of them at

once, and they creak

and crackle and

squeak till all of a

sudden doAvn they go

on the ground, and

walk about awhile to

feed."

" Yes," said the

Doctor, " I call them

Rusty Hinges, for their voices sound like the creaking

of a door that needs oiling on the hinges. But in

spite of this they try to sing to their mates in spring,

Purple Grackle.
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and very funny is the sight and sound of their devotion.

To judge only by tlieir notes, they should belong to the

Croaking Birds, and not to the Singers at all ; but they

have a regular music-box in the throat, only it is out of

order, and won't play tunes. Like the Redwings, they

also nest in colonies, either in old orchards, cedar thick-

ets, or among pines ; the rest of the year, too, they

keep in flocks. Except in the most northerly States

Crow Blackbirds stay all winter, like Crows themselves.

They are not particularly likable birds, though you

will find they have very interesting habits, if you take

time to watch them."

" I Avonder if you fed them with cod-liver oil and

licorice lozenges if their voices v*^ould be better?"

asked Dodo, who had suffered from a hoarse cold the

winter before.

" I don't knoAV what that treatment might do for

them," laughed the Doctor ;
'' but if you will agree to

feed them I will give you tlie oil and licorice !
" And

then Dodo laughed at herself.

The Purple Grackle*

Length twelve to thirteen and a half inches.

Male : glossy black, with soap-bubble tints on the head, back, tail,

and wings, and yellow iris. A long tail that does not lie fiat and

smooth like that of most birds.

Female: dull blackish and smaller— not over twelve inches.

A Citizen of the Atlantic States from Florida to INIassachu-

setts.

A good Citizen, if there are not too many in one place to eat too

much grain.

A Ground Gleaner and Tree Trapper, clearing grubs and beetles

from ploughed land.

*For the Starling often confu'^ ] with our Blackbird, sec page 431.
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THE MEADOWLARK

Meadowlark.

" In early ]March the Meadowlark comes to the places

that he Avas obliged to leave in the winter, and cries,

' Spring o' the year ! Spring o' the y-e-a-r !
' to the

brown fields and icy brooks. They hear the call and

immediately begin to stir themselves.

"Then the Meadowlark l)egins to earn his living, and

pay his taxes at the same time, by searching the fields

and pastures first for weed seeds and then, as the

ground softens, for the various grubs and beetles that
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meant to do mischief as soon as they could get a chance.

By the middle of May, when the grass has grown high

enough to protect him, this gentle bird thinks he has

earned a right to a home in one of the meadows he has

freed from their insect enemies, and sets about to make

it. A little colony may settle in this same field, or a

single pair have a corner all to themselves.

'^ A loose grass nest is arranged in a suitable spot,

usually wliere the grass is long enough to be drawn

together over the nest like a sort of tent. Here the

mother tends the eggs and nestlings, the father ahvays

keeping near to help her, and continually singing at his

daily toil of providing for his family as charmingly as

if he were still a gay bachelor ; for ^Nleadowlarks are

very affectionate both toward each other and their

young. It is really distressing to hear the sadness of

the song of one who has lost his mate. He seems to be

crying, ' Where are you, dear ?
' and beseeching her to

come.
" Though we frequently hear their song in the marsh

meadows in autumn, they are shyer then, and keep in

flocks. At that season they grow fat, and gunners con-

tinually worry them ; but I do not think that sports-

men often shoot these song birds. They are chiefly the

victims of thoughtless boys or greedy pot-hunters. The

true sportsman is one of the first to preserve all song

birds, and give even game birds a fair chance for life ;

he is tluis very different from tlie cruel man who, simply

because lie owns a gun, shoots everything, from a Robin

to a Quail, and even in the nesting season."

" Please, what is a pot-hunter ? " asked Dodo.
" A pot-hunter is one who kills birds and other game
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at any time, regardless of the law, merely for the sake

of money-making."
" Is there a law about killing birds ? " asked Nat.

" Certainly. All really civilized States have their

game-laws, and I hope the time is near when all our

States Avill unite in this matter. Where there is a cfood

law no wild bird or beast, even those which are suitable

and intended for food, may be killed in its nesting or

breeding season, or for some time afterward. Also,

these creatures must only be killed by fair hunting, not

with snares or traps or by any foul means ; and even

fishes are thus protected against wanton or excessive

destruction."

"But if there is a law is some places and not in others,

why don't the birds that travel get shot when they go

about ? " asked Rap.

"They do, my boy, and that is the pity of it. Some
people seem to think there are so many birds in this

great country that they cannot be killed out ; and others

are brutal, or do not think at all, but kill for the sake

of killing. The worst of it is that little or no protec-

tion is given the poor birds in the warm countries Avhere

they spend the winter. Thrushes are shot for pot-pie,

all the gayly colored birds are killed for their feathers,

and flocks of doves are slain to see how many a man
can hit in a day !

" Olaf says the Meadowlarks are raising their second

brood now and he can find you some em[)ty nests, if

you go with him, so you can see how they are made;

he will show you the Redwings' nests, too. You boys

may take off your shoes and stockings ; and ^liss Dodo,

being a girl, shall ride on Olaf's shoulder."
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" Please, can't I have my shoes off too ? " begged

Dodo. " I love to wade like the boys !

"

" By and by, on the beacli ; but what if a frog or

an eel should touch your foot, or a sharp straw stick in

it— are you enough of a boy not to scream ?
"

Dodo was not sure, and thought she would begin

by riding.

The Meadowlark

Length ten to eleven inches.

Upper parts marked with brown, bay, gray, and black ; head

striped, with a yellow spot in front of the eye ; wing-feathers near-

est the body, and most of the tail-feathers, scalloped with black and

gray, but the outside tail-feathers white.

Under parts nearly all yellow, with a black crescent on the

breast, but further back flaxen-brown, with dark stripes.

Bill stout where it runs up on the forehead, but tapering to the

point.

A Citizen of the United States and Canada.

A good and useful neighbor. A famous member of the guild of

Ground Gleaners, its chief work being to kill bad insects which

eat the grass-roots in pastures and hay-fields.

A beautiful bird and charming songster.



CHAPTER XVIII

CROWS AND THEIR COUSINS

In half an hour the children were back again, all talk-

ing eagerly together.

" The Redwings scolded us like everything !
" said

Dodo, " and Rap stepped right into an empty Meadow-
lark's nest, without seeing it. A little way back there

are lots of Bobolinks, too, singing and singing, but we
couldn't find a single nest."

'' It was pretty warm out there," said Nat, fanning

himself with a wide haymaker's hat, such as both he

and Dodo had worn since they came to the Farm.
" Come under the shelter and rest until Olaf has

dinner ready. Where is Olive ?
"

" She is down by the water looking for seaweeds,

for her album."
" Have we used up all the Blackbird family ?" asked

Dodo, as they sat on the sand and began to dig holes

with their hands.

" Oh, no ; there is the biggest of all— the Crow,"

said Nat.

" Strange as it is," replied the Doctor, '' though the

Crow is the blackest of all our birds he does not belong

to the Blackbird family, but to a separate one of his

own — the family of Crows, Jays, and Magpies."
" How is that, Uncle Roy ? You said that beautiful
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blue and gray bird we saw in the woods was a Jay,"

said Nat.

" Yes, but that is no stranger, as far as looks go, than

to find a flaming Oriole in the Blackbird family, is it ?

You rememl)er that I told you the relationship of birds

depends upon their likeness in the bones and the rest

of their inw^ards, not upon the color of their feathers."

"See ! there are a great many Crows on that sand-

bar ! They are picking up mussels ! Some are bigger

than others !
" said Kap, who had been taking a look

through the tield-glass. *' Are the small ones the

females, or are there two kinds of Crows?"
'^ Tliere are several kinds of Crows in the United

States, besides Ravens and Magpies, who are cousins to

the Crow. About here we usually only see two of

them— the two that are now down on the bar— the

American Crow and the Fish Crow. The Fish Crow
is the smaller of the two, lives along the coast, and

does not often go further north than Connecticut. It

takes its name from its habit of catching fish in shallow

pools and bays.

" The larger Crow is the bird that every one knows

and most people dislike, because it has always been

called a corn thief, though the Wise Men say it is

rather a useful bird after all.

'' The Crow is certainly a black, gloomy-looking bird,

with a disagreeable voice. If several pairs make up

their minds to build in the cedars or tall pines ill one's

grounds, anywhere near the house, the noise they make

early in the morning is ver}^ tiresome. ' Ka— Ka—
Ka-a-a-ah !

' they call and quaver, at the first peep of

da}'. Then they begin to look about for breakfast. If
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there is a Robin's or Dove's nest at hand, they think it

is foolish to look further, and help themselves to fresh

eggs or squabs. This makes us very angry, and Ave

have the great Crow's nest— a peck or two of sticks,

lined with the bark of cedars and grape vines— pulled

from the tree-top where the crafty bird had hidden it.

" It is perfectly right to do so, from

our point of view. I, for one, do

not wish Crows in my garden

or about the Farm, where

I see only the bad

side of their

characters.

-'^^
. r:'isjk zJ-^

American Crow.

So we chase them away, and put scarecrow^s in the

corn-fields. Do the Crows care ? Not a bit ! They

laugh and talk about us behind our backs, and before

our faces too. They pretend to be afraid, and fly away

if a man appears a quarter of a mile off ; but merely

to settle down in another part of the held until their

watcher tells tliem to move away again.

" There is a watcher for every flock, who gives the

order to fly, and warns the troop at every approach of

danger.
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" Of course we must remember that for many months

of the year the Crow eats grasshoppers, grubs, and even

mice ; but it is easy to forget this when one discovers

that half a dozen Crows have eaten all the young

Robins in the orchard, in a single morning."

" Did they ever do that in our Orcliard ? " asked Dodo.

" Yes— not once, but many times ; and that is the

reason why I do not allow Crows to nest anywhere on

the Farm. In great open farming districts, where other

birds are few, they may do much more good than evil

;

but not in well-settled places or about gardens and

pleasure grounds."

The American Crow

Length from eighteen to twenty inches.

Glossy black from the tip of its beak to the end of its toes.

A Citizen of North America from the Fur Countries to Mexico.

A dismal and noisy neighbor for three months in the year,

making itself hateful by destroying grain, and the eggs and young

of song birds ; but for the other nine a good citizen, working in

the guilds of Ground Gleaners and Wise Watchers.

THE BLUE JAY

" This Jay is accused of tlie same bad tricks as the

Crow — pulling up sprouting corn, eating ripe corn,

and going birds'-nesting, to suck the eggs and eat the

helpless young. But we must not judge the whole

tribe by what we have seen a pair or two do in the

Orchard or home woods in the mating season.

'' The ]>lue Jay is the third of our really familiar

blue birds and is certainly very liaiidsome. Do you

remember who the other two are?"

" The Bluebird !
" said Dodo quickly.
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" And the Blue Sparrow !
" cried Nat.

" You mean the Indigo Bird," laughed Rap. " The

Blue Jay is a queer bird, who can twist himself into

Blue Jay.

all sorts of shapes. He sits one way when he sings,

another when he is watching out for danger, and ^\'hen

he calls he is too funny for anything— he hinnps liim-

self up and drops his tail as if he Avas falling apart, and

then squawks !

"
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" I see that you know this bird very well," said the

Doctor. " Have you seen his nest ?
"

"Once. It was in the miller's woods, half-way up

in a chestnut tree, and built just like a Crow's, only

much smaller. That season one of the Jays whistled

and carried on till I thought there were ever so many
birds together, and then laughed at me ! They come

round the mill for sweepings in winter, but they are

almost as shy as Crows."

When Olaf came with a basket and some short-

handled hoes, the Doctor told Dodo she might take

off her shoes and stockings and go down on the sand-

bar with Nat and Olaf, to dig clams for the chowder

for dinner.

"More niceness !
" screamed Dodo. "Olaf! Olaf!

do clams grow in hills like potatoes ? I thought they

swam like fish ! Aren't you coming, uncle, and Rap
too, to tell us about clams ?

"

" No
;
you must talk to Olaf. We are going to help

Olive with her seaweeds."

The Blue Jay

Length nearly twelve inches.

A line bhie and black crest on the head, very tall and pointed.

Upper parts bhie, brighter on the wings and tail, which have

i many black bars and some white tips.

Under parts grayish-white, with a black collar.

A Citizen of eastern North America from the Fur Countries to

Florida.

Belonging to the guild of Ground (xleaners, his special work

being to kill grasshopj^ers and caterpillars ; but often eats young

birds and sucks eggs, like a cannibal bird.



CHAPTER XIX

A FEATHERED FISHERMAN

THE OSPREY

Before the day was over the children were so in

love with Olaf— with the beach where crabs were liv-

ing, Avith the sea over which water birds were soaring

— and wished to know so many things, that the Doctor

told them the only way to satisfy them would be to

camp on the shore in August, when the water would be

Avarm enough for bathing ; for to answer all the ques-

tions they asked would take a month.

''And then you can tell us another bookful about

water and fish, and crabs and sky," said Dodo. " So

we shall have a bird book, and a butterfly book, and

Olive's flower book !

"

'' Yes, and a beast book, too I
" said Nat, " about

coons and bears, and squirrels and foxes, you know !

Rap has seen foxes right on our Farm !

"

" I wish I knew something about the stars— and tlie

rocks too," said Rap very earnestly. " Was tliis earth

ever young. Doctor ?
"

" Yes, my boy, everything that Heart of Nature

guides had a beginning and was once young."
" Wliat is that ? An Eagle ? " cried Dodo suddenly,

pointing up to a very large bird, with a white breast
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and broAvn-barred tail, avIio flew over the bay and

dived into the water.

" It's the Fisherman Bird," said Olaf .
" Some call

it the Fish Hawk and others the Osprey. They say

it lives all over North America, but it goes far south

in winter, and when it comes back in spring we know
the tish are running again

;

for it lives on the fish

^^ __ __^ ^^ catches, and

^. ^SS^^^^S^^^^^^^^^- won't come un-

til they are

plenty."

OSPRKY.

"How docs it calcli fisli ? " asked Dodo.
" It hovers overhead until it sees, with its sharp eye,

a fish ripple the Avater ; tlien it pounces doAvn like a

flash, and grabs the fisli Avitli its long chiAvs, that are

made like grappling-irons. H the fish is small the

Osprey carries it home easily; but if it is a big one

there maybe a fight. Sometimes, if the Osprey's claAvs
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get caught in a fish too large to fly away Avith, the

Fisherman Bird is dragged under water and drowned."
" Do they still nest on Round Island ? " asked the

Doctor. '' There were a dozen pairs of them there

when I was a boy."

" Yes, sir I But there is only one pair now. It's a

great rack of sticks, half as big as a haystack ; for they

mend it every season, and so it keeps growing until now
it is almost ready to fall out of the old tree that holds

it. And, do you know, sir, that Purple Grackles have

stuck their ow^n nests into the sides of it, until it is as

full of birds as a great summer hotel is of people."

'' Oh, we must see it !
" said Olive, who had finished

putting her seaweeds to press; "for as yet I have only

read about such a nest."

" What does the Osprey look like near to ? " asked Rap.

" Like a large Hawk," answered the Doctor. " You
would know him to be a Hawk by his hooked beak and

claws. He walks in the procession of bird families

along with the cannibal birds among whom he belongs,

and who come after the Birds that only Croak and

Call. But he is not a real cannibal, because he lives

on fish, and never eats birds. So I will give you a

description of him now."

The Osprey

Length about two feet.

Upper parts dark brown with some white on the head and neck.

Under parts white with some dark spots.

Feet very large and scaly, with long sharp claws, to hold the

slippery fishes he catches.

A Citizen of North America.

A very industrious fisherman who minds his own business and
does nobody any harm.



CHAPTER XX

SOME SKY SWEEPERS

About four o'clock, after a long rest, the party

started for home, because they wanted to have plenty

of time to stop in the wood lane on the way.

The first bird that Nat spied after they left the

meadows was perching on the topmost wire of a fence

by the roadside. Every once in a while he darted into

the air, snapped up an insect, and returned to the same

perch on the wire whence he had started. He was a

very smart-looking bird, with a flaming crest that he

raised and lowered to suit himself ; and every time he

flew into the air he cried '' Kyrie— kyrie !

"

" That is a Kingbird," said the Doctor ;
" it is very

kind of him to show himself, for he is the bird I most

wished to see. We have finished with the true song

birds now, and the next order is that of the Songless

Perching Birds— birds that have call -notes, some of

them quite musical, but no true song. So we will name

them the Birds that only Croak and Call.

'' The crowing of a Rooster, the screech of a Night

Owl, the Hawk's harsh scream, the laughing and ham-

mering of a Woodpecker, all answer the same good

purpose as a song.

" The first family of Songless Perching Birds is that

of the Tyrant Flycatchers, and the first of these birds
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with which we have to do is the one you have just

seen. He belongs to the guild of Sky Sweepers.

" But do not try to write anything down while we
are driving over this rough road ; the surrey jolts too

much. You need only listen now, and Olive will help

you with your note-books to-morrow."

THE KINGBIRD

" How the winged insects must hate a Kingbird, who
is a real tyrant over them, and must seem very cruel !

"

continued the Doctor. " He sits on a rail or wire, and

suddenly— flip, snap ! a fly is caught— flip, snap I a

wasp dies. All day long he is waging war, and help-

ing us in our never-ending battle Avith the bugs.

" If he happens to fancy a rose-bug or juicy ant, he

dashes to the leaf or grass-blade on which the insect

is crawling, hovers a moment in the air to take aim,

and then snatches the bug off. So clever is he that

when he eats bees, as he sometimes does, he seldom

takes the honey-makers, but mainly the drones ;
per-

haps he is afraid of being stung."
'•'• What is a drone. Uncle Roy? " asked Dodo.
" A bee which does not work for its living and cannot

sting."

" The Kingbird is proud of his nest, Avliich he often

confides to a maple on the edge of a garden, or to 3'our

pet pear tree. But let Hawks and Crows beware even

of tliinking about a Kingbird's nest ! For he loves his

home, and hates those who would injure it; and what

is more, he is not one l)it afraid of them. H tliey

come in sight he attacks tliem bravely, and drives them
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far away, even if tliey are so big

and fierce that he has to call

liis friends to help him ; so that

the robber Crow or cannibal bird

is Incky if he does not lose an eye

before he escapes.

'' Bnt the Kingbird is not

quarrelsome — simply

very lively ; he is

the very picture

of dash and dar-

ing in defending

tns home, and when he is teaching

his youngsters liow to fly.

" Like other insect-eaters, he leaves the northerly

States before cold weather and journeys beyond the

United States for the winter. AVe always miss him
when he has swooped along the fence rail for the last

time and joined his brethren in the tree-tops, where

the flocks form for their long flight."

KlXGBIRD

The Kingbird

Length eight inclies — a)>out tlie size of a Wood Thrush.

Upper parts slate-colored, with black head, wings, and tail ; a

white band at the end of the tail, and a flaming orange spot on

the crown.

Under parts pure white, a little grayish on the breast.

A Summer Citizen of the United States and Canada, travelling

to Central and South America for the winter.

One of the best neighbors, and a brave soldier. An officer of

the guild of Sky Sweepers, also a Ground Gleaner and Tree Trap-

per, killing robber-flies, ants, beetles, and rose-bugs. A good friend

to horses and cattle, because he kills the terrible gadflies. Eats

a little fruit, but chiefly wild varieties, and only now and then a bee.
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THE PH(EBE

(The AVater Pewee)

" Smaller, but not a whit less active than the King-

bird is the Phoebe or Water Pewee— the small Fly-

catcher who is almost as familiar about the farm and

roadside as the Robin him-

self. Look about the wood-

shed or cow-shed. Is there

a beam or little nook of

any sort that will hold a

nest? If so, in early May
you will see a pair of nervous

brown birds, heaping up a

mound of moss and mud. When
they have made it large enough

to suit them, they line it with

soft grass and horsehairs ; the

nest is then ready for the white

eggs, which once in a while are

varied with a few brow^n spots.

" Sometimes Phoebes build

under a bridge, or in a rocky

pocket above a stream ; for they love water and are

great bathers. Then they make the outside of the

nest to match the rock by covering it with lichens.

" The Phoebe, like all other Flycatchers, sits motion-

less upon a dead twig, fence rail, or often the clothes-

line, waiting for insects to come by. Then he darts out,

seizes one, and returns to the same perch, fli})[)ing the

tail, raising the little crest, and calling ' Phoebe—
p-h-o-e-b-e,' in a very anxious voice.
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" Phoebe is a hardy Flycatcher, who journeys north

in March to tell us spring is coming, and it takes a

hard frost to send him away again. Even then he does

not hurry off toward the tropics like the ardent King-

bird, but lingers all winter in the Southern States."

The Phoebe

Length seven inches. Wings hardly any longer than the tail.

Upper parts deep olive-brown, darkest on the head; bill and

feet black.

Under parts dull white, with a grayish or yellowish tinge.

A Citizen of North America east of the plains and north to Can-

ada, nesting from South Carolina northward, and wintering in the

Southern States.

A useful and pleasant neighbor, who likes our society, often

nesting in sheds and under porches.

A member of the guild of Sky Sweepers, who also works with

the Tree Trappers.

THE WOOD PEWEE

" Among all the other Flycatchers, big, little, and

least, I can only tell you of one more, and will choose

the Wood Pewee as being the one most likely to inter-

est you.

" This morning in the wood lane I saw a pair that

were surely nest-building, and I Avondered if they were

not the great-great-grandchildren of those who lived

there when I was a boy. The Pewee's nest is very

pretty — almost as dainty as the Hummingbird's. I

will try to find it for you as we go l)ack tliis after-

noon."

"Then the Wood Pewee builds late, like the Cedar

Waxwing and Goldfinch ? " said Rap.
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" Yes, rather late ; about the first or second week in

June. He is a hizy traveller ; and then, perhaps, he

thinks his nest is so frail that he needs to have the

trees in full leaf to protect it. The Wood Pewee takes

his name from his liking for the woods and his call-

note
; yet he is quite as fond of our Orchard and the

lower side of the garden.

" When you have once met him face to face and
heard his sad cry— 'pewee— pewee— pee-eer—weer !

'

— you will probably find half a dozen pairs about home.

Wood Pewee.

" It is usual to call the notes of this bird sad ; but

it only seems so from our point of view ; for he is a

liappy, fussy little bird, and I dare say that when he

calls he is only saying ' peek-a-boo !
' to his mate on the

other side of the tree."

'' Wouldn't it be nice if we kncAV all that the animals

and birds do, and could see Avhat they see, besides being

ourselves?" said Nat.

" I think we should be too wise and proud," said Rap.
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" No, my lads," said the Doctor, '' we should probably

be more humble than we are now, and realize how very

little House People really know about the wonderful

lives of those creatures w^e commonly call ' dumb
animals.'

"

" You haven't given us any table for the Wood
Pewee," said Dodo, who always took great pleasure in

writing in her little book. '' I like to hear it, though I

can't write it now."

The Wood Pewee

Length six and a half inches. Wings much longer than the

tail, and feet very small.

Upper parts dark brown with an olive shade, and light bars on

the wings ; top of the head not darker than the back, and under

side of the beak not black.

Under parts yellowish-white with a tinge of dark gray along the

sides and across the breast.

Looks very much like the Phoebe, but you can tell them apart

if you attend carefully to the tables.

A Citizen of North America from Florida to Canada and w^est to

the plains. Travels beyond the United States for the winter.

A good Citizen and shy neiglibor. A member of the guild of

Sky Sweepers.



CHAPTER XXI

HUMMERS AND CHIMNEY SWEEPS

THE RUBY-THROATED HUMMINGBIRD

" It won't be dark for a long time yet," said Dodo,

after they liad driven silently for a couple of miles,

watching the clouds against the tree-tops

and the Swallows that were out in full

force, sky-sweeping for

their evening meal.

'' Are you growing

sleepy ? " asked Olive.

"No, only terribly hun-

gry^'^ whispered Dodo,

as if rather ashamed of

the fact ;
" and do you

know, Olive, after din-

ner to-day I told Olaf I

never should be hungry

again, because I ate so

much chowder. After

we had driven awhile I

thought to myself, ' I

shan't want supper to-night anyway.' Then pretty

soon I thought, ' I shall want sui)per,' and now I want

it right away!''
291

Ruby-throated Hummingbird.
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The Doctor laughed and looked at the cows that

were pasturing in the roadside fields, for they were

passing a farming village.

" I don't see any Cowbirds this afternoon," said Nat,

thinking the Doctor was looking for them.

" This time I am looking at the cows themselves !

Those over there are beautiful creatures, and there is

a clear spring of water in the corner of the pasture.

When we come to the farmhouse Avhere they belong,

we will stop to buy some milk, and Miss Dodo shall

have supper ; for even Mammy's buns, when they have

been travelling about all day in a basket, would be

rather dry Avithout milk/'

"But wouldn't the milk be good if the cows were

not pretty, and there was no spring in the pasture ?
"

asked Nat, who must have a reason for everything.

" It is not a question of pretty cows ; it is whether

they are clean and healthy or not, that makes the milk

good or bad. And good pure water to drink, from a

spring that is not near any barnyard or outbuilding, is

one of the best things for keeping cows in good health."

Meanwhile they had driven up to a farmhouse, almost

as large as their own, and the mistress, who was

arranging her pans for tlie evening milking, said they

might have cold milk then, or fresh warm milk if they

would wait a little while until the cows came home.

Under the back porch was a cage with a little Owl

in it, and the woman said it belonged to her boy. Joe,

for that was his name, was about Rap's age, and soon

made friends with them. They told him where they

had been spending the day, and about their uncle's

wonder room, and the birds at Orchard Farm.
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" Have you got a Hummingbird's nest on your farm,

and a Swaller chimney ? " Joe asked anxiously.

" No, not exactly," said Nat, hesitating. " There

are some birds in Uncle Roy's chimne}^ but we haven't

found a Hummingbird's nest yet, though there are lots

of the birds about the garden."

" Well, tliere's a Hummingbird's nest in our crab-

apple tree, and we own the biggest S waller chimney

there is in the county ! Pa says so, and he knows,"

said Joe proudly. '' If you'll come with me and not

grab the nest, I'll show it to you. It's a Avidow Hum-
mingbird, too. I've never seen her mate since she

began to set, but before that he was always flyin' round

the honeysuckles and laylocks, so I'm sure he is dead."

" May I come too ? " asked the Doctor.

" Pleased to have you, sir," said Joe, making a stiff

little bow. '' I'd have asked you, only most men folks

don't set much store by birds 'nless they are the kind

they go gunnin' for. Only pa does. He likes any

kind o' bird, whether it sings or not, and he's powerful

fond of the S wallers in our chimney. He says they

eat the flies and things that tease the cows down in the

pasture, and sence those Swallers came to our chimney

we haven't had to put fly-sheets on the oxen when they

are in the pasture —^not once."

"- Now, children, you see what good the Sky Sweepers

do," said the Doctor.

" Sky Sweepers ! We don't call 'em that ! We call

'em Chimney Swallers I

"

Then the cliildren told Joe al)out the Bird Brother-

lioods.

'' Stand on this box," said Joe to Dodo, " and look hard
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at that small slantways branch, with the little bunch

on it !

"

" The little round bunch that looks like soft green

moss ?
"

" Yes. Well, that's the Hummer's nest !

"

" Oh ! oh ! " cried Dodo, forgetting to whisper, " I see

a mite of a tail and a sharp needle beak sticking over

the edge
!

"

This was too much for Mrs. Hummer, who flew off

Avith a whirr like an angry little spinning-wheel— if

such a proper Puritan thing is ever angry ; and there

in the nest were two tiny eggs, like white beans.

" Come back by the fence and watch," said Joe. ''She

doesn't like to leave the nest much when it is toward

night."

" It's a pity her mate is dead. How lonely she must

be I
" said Dodo, who had a tender little heart.

'' I do not think her mate is dead," said the Doctor

;

" he is merely staying away, after a custom of his fam-

ily. The bird whose nest we see there is called the

Ruby-throated Hummingbird, because he lias a patch of

glittering ruby-red feathers under his chin, at the top

of his buttoned-up vest that hardly shows any white

shirt-front. He wears a beautiful golden-green dress-

coat, with its dark purplish tails deeply forked. His

wife looks very much like him, only she has no ruby

jewels to Avear.

" Bold as this bird is in darting about and chasing

larger ones, he is less than four inches long— only

about the size of one of the liawk-moths that come out

to feed, just as tliis valiant pygmy lancer leaves the

flowers for the nicfht.
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" These Hummingbirds live on honey and very small

insects, and dread the cold so that they spend the win-

ter southward from Florida. But as soon as real spring

warmth comes, they spread over the United States, east

of the plains, and north even to the Fur Countries.

They are the only kind found in the eastern half of

North America, though there are more than a dozen

other species in the West, most of them near the Mexi-

can borders of the United States.

'' When the Hummers arrive here, early in May, we
see the brilliant males darting about— sometimes, I am
sorry to say, quarrelling with their rivals and giving

shrill cries like the squeaking of young mice. The
last of May the dainty nest is made of plant-down and

lichen scales. Then the male goes off by himself and

sulks. You may see him feeding, but he keeps away
from the nest— selfish bird that he is — until the little

ones are ready to fly.

" Meanwhile the mother takes all the care and trouble

herself, feeding her little Hummers in a peculiar way.

She swallows tiny insects, and when they have remained

a little while in her crop she puts her beak far down
into that of the young bird, who then sucks the softened

food, as a baby does milk from its bottle."

'' I was wondering this very morning," said Joe,

"how tlie old bird was going to feed her young ones

Avhen those two eggs hatched, Avithout any mate to

help her. I'm real glad you came along to explain it,

sir. Somehow the reasons lots of folk give for things

aren't reasonable at all."

"Now, children," said the Doctor, "write the Hum-
mingbird table before the twilight comes on."
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The Ruby-throated Hummingbird

Length less than four inches.

Male : shining golden-green above, with dark purplish wings and

tail, the latter forked; glittering ruby-red throat; other under

parts grayish, with some white on the breast and greenish on the

sides.

Female : lacks the ruby throat, and has the tail not forked, but

some of its feathers white-tipped.

A Summer Citizen of the eastern United States from Florida to

Canada.

Though songless, a jewel of a bird, belonging to the guild of

Tree Trappers. Nest a tiny round cup of moss and plant-down

stuccoed with lichens ; eggs only two, white.

THE CHIMNEY SWIFT

"Now, wouldn't you like to see the big chimney?"

asked Joe. " The birds go in and out a good deal this

time o' day. It's across the road there, wliere the old

house used to be. The house is all gone, Init the chim-

ney is as strong as ever—I can climlj up top and look

down at the nests inside. See ! there it is now !

"

Looking over the fence, they saw a tall stack of worn

gray stones, that looked more like a tower than a chim-

ney. Small blackish birds kept streaming from the

top, circling high in the air and darting down again,

all twittering as they dropped one after another out

of sight, inside the Aveather-beaten pile.

"Look, children!" said the Doctor. "These are Chim-

ney Swifts, usually called Chimney Swallows ; and tlieir

color is like soot, to matcli the places they live in."

" Aren't they any relations of Swallows ? " asked Rap.

" No, my boy ; they look like Swallows, but as 1 think
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Olive told you once, the Swifts are a family all by them-

selves. This one lives in the eastern half of the coun-

tr}^ in summer, and goes far south for the winter.

When he lives in a wild region, he chooses a hollow

tree for his nesting place, as his ancestors

always did before there were any houses

or chimneys.

Chimney Swift.

" The flight of the Swift is so rapid that

at times it is almost im^jossible for the

quickest eye to follow him ; his wings are

very strong, and almost as long as all the rest of his

body. Short and blunt as his tail looks when he flies,

^ach feather ends in a hard sharp point which stick§
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out beyond the soft part. They feed on insects which

they catch as they dash through the air, and can also

break off dry twigs for nest-building without stopping

— sometimes seizing the little sticks in their bills and

sometimes in their claws, which are much stronger

than those of Swallows."

" How do they make the sticks stay in the chimney ?

What do they set them on, and how do they perch

while they are building?" asked Nat, all in one breath.

" Do you remember how the little Brown Creeper

propped himself against the tree when he looked for

insects ?
"

''Yes," said Rap; "he stuck his sharp tail-feathers

into the bark and made a bracket of himself."

" The Swift does this also when he fastens twigs

together for a nest. They are glued together into a

little openwork Ijasket, and gummed to the wall of the

chimney, with a sticky fluid which comes from his own
mouth."

"I've got a lot of old nests that fell down the

chimney after a storm last winter that wet the glue

and made them come unstuck," said Joe; "and I'll

give you each one. If you look up the hole where

the kitchen fireplace was, you can see the new nests

c[uite plain ; for the birds don't build them very near

the top."

" Be careful of loose stones !
" called the Doctor ; but

in a flash four young heads had disappeared in the

ruins of the great fireplace, where three pairs of trousers

and a short brown linen skirt alone Avere visible.

In a little while they had some milk and straw-

berries ; and before they drove on Joe's father prom-
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ised to take him up to Orcliard Farm to see the birds

in the Doctor's wonder room, as soon as haying should

be over. To the chiklren's astonishment they found

it was half-past six o'clock ; they had been at the farm

an hour and a half, and could not stop again until they

reached the wood lane Avhere their uncle had promised

to look for the Pewee's nest.

'' Stay here, little people, and ask all the questions

you like of Olive," said the Doctor, when they had

reached the lane ;
'' for I shall be able to find the

nest more easily if you do not frighten the birds by

talking."

'' Pewee, pewee, pe-e-er !
" cried a little voice.

" There he is, crying ' peek-a-boo ' again," said Dodo.
" Please, Olive, won't you tell us the table for the Chim-

ney Swift now ?
"

" Certainly ; and there is plenty of light yet if you

wish to write it down."

The Chimney Swift

Length five and a half inches.

Sooty brown. Sharply pointed tail-feathers.

A Summer Citizen of eastern North America from Florida to

the Fur Countries.

An excellent neighbor— a friend of the farmer and his cattle.

An officer in the guild of Sky Sweepers, who shoots through the

air in the shape of a bow and arrow.

'^ Come softly," said the Doctor, returning to the

roadside ; " I have found the Pewee's nest ; it is quite

new, and has no eggs in it as yet. This way— up

iilong this ledge of rocks, and you can almost look into

it."
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They moved quietly over the rocks until they reached

a pepperidge tree, when the Doctor motioned them to

stop and pointed to one of its branches which stretched

over the rock. There was a flat nest with an evenly

rounded edge, all covered with lichen scales outside.

"It is just like a Hummingbird's nest," whispered

Nat.

" Only flatter, more like a saucer than a cup," said

Rap. " Is it made of plant-down too ?
"

" No— of fine grasses, rootlets, and bits of bark," said

the Doctor ;
" and in a few days it will hold three or

four creamy-white eggs, prettily wreathed around one

end with dark-brown spots."

" Pewee, pewee, pe-e-er !
" cried the nest owner very

sadly.

" We are going home, so you needn't worry, dear,'"

said Dodo. "Good-night."



CHAPTER XXII

TWO WIXGED MYSTERIES

THE NIGHTHAAVK

The sun was quite low when the party drove out of

the lane ; the birds were singing their very best, and

Olive stopped the horses on top of the next hill, that

they might all look at the beautiful twilight picture

around them.

" How quickly the sun slides when it once begins to

go !
" said Nat. " It looks as if it were going into a

cage with the striped clouds for bars."

"Shirk— shirk—-boom!" A large bird that had

been sailing about overhead dropped through the air

till it was almost over the surrey, then turned sud-

denly and darted upward again.

" What is that? " cried Nat and Dodo.

"That's a Nighthawk— don't you remember the l)ird

we heard early one morning in the river woods ? He's

looking for small birds to eat," answered Rap.

" He is called the Nighthawk, but never eats any-

thing except beetles, flies, and other insects," said the

Doctor, " for he is not a real Hawk. He takes his name
from the fact that he dashes about at twilight and in

cloudy weather like a Hawk ; but his broad, sliallow

mouth is only suitable for insect-eating, like his cousin's,

301
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the Chimnej^ Swift's, and the beak is equally small and

feeble, not at all like the strong hooked one of a canni-

bal bird. Look overhead !

"

" There are two light spots like holes through his

wings," said Rap. " Ah yes ! now I remember about

him— we can always tell him from a real Hawk."
" How does he make that queer noise ? " asked Nat.

'' It sounds like when I hit the telegraph wires with

stones, or blow in the bunghole of a barrel."

IS'IGHTHAWK.

" Watch him when he drops," said the Doctor ;
" do

you not see that he does so with open wings ? The air

rushes between the long wing-quills and makes the

vibrating noise. Now he is up and away again, but

you see he keeps circling in the sky."

''Does he build in chimneys?" asked Dodo.
" The Nighthawk does not build any nest ; the eggs

are laid on bare ground or rock in an open field—
occasionally on a house-top. Strange as this seems,
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the parent birds are so near the color of earth and

rock that it is very difficult to find them when they

are sitting, the young when hatched are equally invisi-

ble, and the eggs themselves look like two little stones

— for there are never more than two. I will show

you a NighthaAvk in my cabinet, and you will see for

yourselves how nicely the colors match ground and

rocks."

" He looks like a pretty big bird," said Dodo. "How
long is he ? Is there only one in his family? "

" He has a brother called the Whip-poor-will, that

we should meet very soon."

The Nighthawk

Length ten inches.

Mottled black and rusty above. Barred on the under parts with

black and white or buff. A white collar on the throat, a white

sjwt going entirely through the wing, and a white band across the

tail.

A Summer Citizen of eastern North America, from the Gulf of

Mexico to Canada, travelling far south for the winter.

A shy neighbor but a valuable Citizen, belonging to the Ground
Gleaners as well as Sky Sweepers.

THE WHIP-POOR-AVILL

"This mysterious bird is also a d^veller in lonely

places, feeding at night in the woods, having no nest,

and laying the eggs in a hollow in the ground or on a

stump or log. He is so nearly of the color of wood,

earth, and rock, tliat you may pass near liim a liuiidred

times and never see him. Then too, Avhen he perches in

the day-time, he does not sit across a branch like other
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birds, but lengthwise, so that House People and cat;^

cannot see him from below or cannibal birds from above.

He is an insect-eater and so goes southward before hard

frosts."

" Does this bird make an}^ noise, and Avhy is he called

the Whip-poor-will?" asked Nat; "that is such a

funny name."

Rap was about to answer when the Doctor signed

to him and he stopped.

'' Whip-poor-wills call their own name after dark,

and I tliink yuu Avill liear tliem wlicn we pass the mill-

er's woods in a few minutes; for some reason they

seldom come about the Farm."
" I believe I — am— growing— sleepy," murmured

Dodo, trying to be polite and swallow a little yawn,

but not wholly succeeding.

" I am very sure that / am," said Olive. " I don't

think any of us will sit u[) mucli later than the birds

to-night ]
"

"I hear a Veery," said Rap, ''and a Phoebe too."

" Wliip-poor-will ! Whip-poor-will ! Churk ! " cried

a loud voice close by, and something like a long-winged

Owl almost struck Olive with its wing as it flitted

past.

" Oh, my !
" cried Dodo, waking suddenly, " that must

be a Whip-poor-w411, for he called his own name as plain

as the Chickadee does ; and listen ! there are more of

them all up the hill."

Soon they passed Rap's house and left him at the

gate. When the good old white horses trotted in the

gate at Orchard Farm, Quick ran out, barking joyfully

to tell them all that had happened during the day, and
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how he had guarded everything safely ; but Dodo was

fast asleep with her head on her uncle's arm.
'' De deah lamb," said Mammy Bun,

who came out to help them unload

"don' you go to wake hei

up, Massa Nat — ole

mammy'll tote her

up to bed. Dese am
powerful healthy

days for you chil-

lens! And Mas-

sa Doctor and

Miss Olive—
if they ain'

more'n half

gone, too ! 'Scursions am terrible sleepy things— least

when dere all ober !

"

Whip-poor-will.

The Whip-poor-will

Length nearly ten inches.

A very large mouth, fringed with long bristles, useful as an

insect trap.

Plumage all mottled with gray, buff, and black, but the end

half of three outside tail-feathers white, and a white breast-band.

A Summer Citizen of the United States and Canada east of the

plains; in winter from Florida southward.

A member of the guilds of Sky Sweepers and Ground Gleaners.



CHAPTER XXIII

A LAUGHING FAMILY

When the cliildren had their uncle with them, and

could listen to his stories, it seemed very easy to name
the birds. But Avhen they were alone it was quite a

different matter. The birds had a way of moving on,

at exactly the wrong moment. Of course they made
some very funny mistakes, and at times grew quite

discouraged.

" I thought we could learn a hundred birds in no

time," said Nat to Olive, one morning ; "but I'm only

pop sure of ten when they fly in a liurry, and about

ten more when they sit still and let me take a good

look at them."

"I tliiiik that is doing very well, indeed, for Avatch-

ing live birds is not a bit like learning rules and fig-

ures by heart. Though your tables give you some

facts about birds' colors and habits, every bird has

some little ways and tricks of his very own that are

always a surprise ; and then, you see, a bird in the

hand looks very different from a bird in tlie bush !

"

" I suppose that is why uncle wants us to go out

to see for ourselves, instead of telling us stories every

day. This morning, when I was over in the miller's

woods, where we heard the Whip-poor-will, I saw the

queerest bird, running up a tree ; lie let me come close

to, without being frightened.

306
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" At first I thought he was a Black-and-white Creeper,

for he was all black and white. Then I saw he was

much bigger, and the beak was square at the end, as if

it was cut off instead of being sharp-pointed. He had

the strangest feet, two toes behind and two in front,

and when he came down near where I stood, I saw a

bright-red spot on the head. When
I went a step nearer, he didn't like

it, and then laughed out loud at me
— ' Quip ! Cher, cher, cher, cher !

Ha! ha! ha! ha!' I thought

he might be some kind of a

Woodpecker, but those in

uncle's room are a great deal

bigger."

" A very good description

of the Downy Woodpecker,*'

said the Doctor, coming up

under the porch where they were

sitting. " This bird belongs not

only to a different family from

any you have heard about, but

to a different order also.

" You have seen that Perching

Birds all have three toes in front,

and one behind on the same level, so

that they may easily grasp a perch

and keep their balance. But Wood-
peckers do not percli in the true sense— they rest either

against a tree-trunk or on a limb, and even sleep in

these positions. They almost all have four toes, two in

front and two behind, and the strong pair of liind toes

Downy
Woodpecker.
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prop them up when they climb the trunks of trees, or

when they stop to bore for their food. They also have

stiff, pointed tail-feathers that they press against the

upright trunks of trees to keep themselves in place, the

same as Swifts do inside chimneys, or Brown Creepers

scrambling about trees. So they make brackets of them-

selves, as Rap says. Their bills are strong and straight,

like chisels, so that they may cut and gouge hard wood

without breaking them. Besides all this, they have

curious long fleshy tongues, Avitli horny barbed tips,

which they can thrust far out of their mouths, to spear

their insect food from holes and crannies."

" Can any of them sing ? " asked Nat.

" They belong to an entirely songless group, but have

several ways of calling and signalling to each other.

One of these is to beat rapidly on a tree with the beak,

which makes a rolling noise, eacli different species doing

his drumming in his own way. Besides this, they all

have jolly laughing notes, in sj^ite of the fact that most

of them are rather shy birds. Hence they are often

called the Lauo-hins: Familv !

"

"Are there many kinds of AVoodpeckers in North

America ?
"

" More than twenty, but you are likely to notice only

a few of them. I am sure, however, that you will be

good friends with four kinds before snowfall —^the

Downy Woodpecker that you saw this morning ; the

beautiful golden-winged Flicker ; the gay Red-headed

Woodpecker, so glossy blue-black and white ; and the

mischievous spotted Sapsucker who visits us in autumn.

You will lind them very different in looks and habits,

in spite of their being cousins."
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" Uncle ! Uncle Roy !
" cried Dodo, running through

the Orchard in a great state of excitement. " There is

a very handsome, rare, wonderful kind of a Meadow-

lark walking on the lawn by the front steps. It's

brown speckled with black and has a black patch on the

breast and red on the head and when he flies you can

see a white spot over the tail. Do you think he has

come put of a cage ?
"

"No, missy, that is not a Meadowlark, is not rare

or wonderful, and has not been in a cage ; that is an

every-day sort of a Woodpecker, having many names.

Some think he is called the Flicker because he has a way

of flicking his wings, and the Yellow Hammer because

he hammers on trees with the beak and has fine golden

wing-linings. The nest of the one you saw is in a hole,

high up in the old sassafras by the side fence, and some

say that this is why another of his names is High-hole.

But it received all three of these names for other reasons

3^ou need not bother your head about just now.
"• There are young birds in the nest now, and if you

tap on the trunk with a stick you will hear them mak-

ing a noise. This seems to be Woodpecker day, for

Nat has seen the little Downy in the woods, you have

seen the Flicker on the lawn, and I was telling him

about two others ; so you are just in time not to be too

late. Now write the table for Nat's Downy, first, and

then we will have the rest of the Woodpeckers."

The Downy VToodpecker

The smallest North Aniericaii Woodpecker— hardly seven inches

long.

Upper parts black, with a long white patch on middle of back

;

wings spotted with black and white. Some black and white bars
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on the outside tail-feathers. Red band on back of head of the

male, but not of the female.

Under parts all white.

A Citizen of the eastern half of Xorth America, where he stays

all the year round.

A good and useful neighbor— one of the best. Does not bore

holes in trees to injure them or eat the sap, but to get at the hurt-

ful grubs which live under the bark, and the sharp, barbed tongue

is especially fitted to pick them out of the holes which are dug with

the stout chisel-like beak.

Eats a little fruit, chiefly wild berries, and is a hard-working

member of the guilds of Tree Trappers and Ground Gleaners, as

he eats not only grubs, but ants, beetles, bugs, caterpillars, and

spiders. He is also a Seed Sower, though in being so he and his

brothers, without intentional mischief, scatter the seeds from the

watery white berries of the poison ivy. He always digs for him-

self a nest in some partly decayed tree, and never takes long jour-

neys, but moves about only in search of food.

thp: ked-headp:d avoodpecker

" There, that Avill do for tlie Downy," continued the

Doctor, as the children finished the table ;
" only I ought

to tell you that I have a friend who calls him the Fly-

ing Checker-board, because he looks when he flies as if

he were checkered all over in squares of two colors—
black and white. The Red-head is a much gayer bird,

with three colors— ha! there goes one now! This is

Woodpecker day indeed, and we are in luck."

A very handsome bird, glittering in the sun, had

come looping swiftly past, and swung himself up to the

brokeu-off U)\) of a tall tree, Avhere he rattled a loud

rataplan, as much as to say, " Am I not a fine fellow?"

" Yes, I know him," said Rap eagerly ;
'' there's a pair

that have a nest in our orchard, the same I guess that
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were there last year, when they raised a brood, only

when the young ones came out they had gray heads

instead of red ones, and their wings were not clear

white like this one's, nor their

backs so shiny black — is that

right. Doctor ?
"

" Yes, my boy, and it shows you

know how to use your eyes, for

young Red-heads look very differ-

ent from their parents till they

get a new suit. You remember

that we called the Bluebird the

Flag Bird, on account of his three

colors. But this AYoodpecker has

the red of the head much l)righter

than a Bluebird's breast, and shows

purer white as he flies, in large spaces

on his back and wings ; though his blue

is not so briglit— it is what we call blue-

black, very dark and glossy, like polished

steel."

"Do they stay around all the year?"

asked Nat.

" Some of them do, but not many. They are very

common in summer, but not so hardy as the Downies,

and most of them go off south for the winter. They

are very merry, frolicsome birds, with all sorts of tricks

and manners— even Dodo's Flickers are no jollier mem-

bers of the Laugliing Family."

"Do they work when they are througli playing?"

asked Nat; "and do any good?"

"Yes, indeed," answered the Doctor; ^'all kinds of

Red-headed
woodpeckkk.
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Woodpeckers are industrious workers, and all of them

except the Sapsuckers are very useful to us in destroy-

ing hurtful insects."

" What kind of eggs do they lay ? " asked Dodo ;
'' it

must be hard to get a look at them in such deep holes

so high up."

"Very pretty ones indeed," replied the Doctor.

'' They are not very easy to reach, though you can

readily see the rounded hole that leads into the nest, for

it is almost always bored in a bare, dead part of the tree.

I can show you some Woodpecker's eggs in my cabinet.

They are all alike, except in size— more round than

most birds' eggs are, very smooth and glossy, like porce-

lain, and pure white. But now write your table while

that Red-head is still in sight. It is a very easy one
;

his colors are plain, and you can guess pretty nearly

how long he is."

The Red-headed Woodpecker

Length about nine inches.

Head and neck crimson-red all around ; back and most of Avings

and tail glossy blue-black ; all the rest snow-white, except a little

red tinge on the belly.

Young ones gray where the old ones are red, and not so pure

black and white in other places.

A Citizen of the eastern half of the United States and some

parts of Canada, but mostly going to the Southern States for the

winter.

A good neighbor and useful member of the guilds of Tree Trap-

pers and Ground Gleaners ; he takes some of our fruits now and

then, but is welcome to them for the good he does in destroying

insects which would injure and perhaps kill our fruit trees if he

did not eat liis full share of them ; and he has to work very hard to

dig them out of the places where they lurk under the bark.
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THE FLICKER

" The Flicker's beak is more slender and curving

than those of his brethren, and he has an extremely

long, barbed tongue, which he uses to probe ant-hills.

The sticky substance in the bird's mouth covers the

little barbs on its tongue, and thus he is able to catch a

great many ants at a time. He is one of our best ant-

eaters!"

" Are ants very bad things if they don't get into the

sugar?" asked Dodo.
" There are a great many kinds of ants ; though all

may not be harmful, some of them do great damage by
destroying timber or ripe fruit, and helping to spread

lice about the roots of all sorts of plants.

'' The Flicker has a jolly laughing call that sounds

like ' Wick-wick-wick-wick !
' repeated very quickly,

and he also hammers away on a tree in fine style when
he wishes to call his mate or let her know his where-

abouts. Like other Woodpeckers, he hollows out a soft

spot in a tree until he has ]nade quite a deep hole,

which, with a few chips in the bottom for bedding,

serves as his nest. Most little Woodpeckers climb up

to the hole-edge to be fed ; but young Flickers are fed

in the same way as little Hummingbirds, the parent

swallowing food and when it is softened bringing it

back from the crop by pressing on it with the beak."

''What is the crop?" asked Dodo.
'' It is an elastic pouch in the gullet of a bird, where

food that has been swallowed is kept for a while before

it goes further down into the stomach. You liave seen

this crop in the necks of Chickens and Pigeons."
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" Oh, yes, a round swellecl-up place ; but what is the

good of it ? " persisted Dodo.

"It is a resting-place for food, where it may swell,

soften, and be partly ground up. All birds are fond

of eating sand and gravel."

" Oh, yes ! My Canary picks up lots

"^ of little bits every time I put fresh

sand in his cage."

" This gravel mixes with the

food and helps to grind it up.

You can understand how
necessary this is when you

emember that some birds,

like Pigeons, swallow

hard grains of corn en-

tirely whole."

" Yes, and I saw

Clammy Bun clean a

Chicken yesterday,"

said Nat ;
" there was

a lot of sand and corn

in a lump in its throat

— and so that's called

a crop ?
"

"To return to the

Flickers : they live in flocks in

autumn, and when a number are

feeding on the ground at a little

distance tliey might be taken for Meadowlarks— so

you see that you did not make such a dreadful mistake

after all, little girl."

" Won't you come over to the miller's woods with

Flicker.
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US, uncle, and perhaps we can find the Downy's nest

hole," said Nat.

" Yes, I will come and tell you about the fourth

Woodpecker on the way— the one called the Yellow-

bellied Sapsucker. Though
very handsome, this is not a

bird that you would care to

have come in great numbers

to your garden or orchard

For this bird makes holes

in the tree bark and

eats the sap that leaks

out, from this habit

gaining the name

of Sapsucker. Of

course you see that

this is a very bad

thing for the trees;

for when a great

many holes have

been bored near

together the bark

loosens and peels

off, so that the tree

is likely to die. The Sap-

sucker also does harm by

eating the soft inner bark

which is between the roug-h

outside bark and the hard

heart-wood of the tree ; for tliis soft bark is where the

sap flows to nourish the tree.

" When the bird bores the holes and the sap oozes

Yellow-bellikd Sapsucker.
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out, a great many insects gather to feed on it— hornets,

wasps, spiders, beetles, flies, and other kinds. These

the Sapsucker also eats, sweeping them up in the sap

with his tongue, which is not barbed like that of other

Woodpeckers, but has a little brush on the end of it,

shaped something like those we use for cleaning lamp

chimneys. In this way he can easily lick vip great

quantities of both sap and insects. You will not prob-

ably see him before autumn, for he nests northward

from Massachusetts ; but you can write down his table

now, and then be on the watch for him."

The Yellow-bellied Sapsucker

Length about eight and a half inches.

Upper parts mixed black, white, and dull yellowish ;
wings

and tail black, with much white on both ; crown scarlet in the

male.

Under parts light yellow on the belly, scarlet on the throat,

black on the breast, and with black marks on the sides.

A Citizen of eastern Xorth America, roving further north than

most Woodpeckers and w^intering as far south as Central America.

A useful bird in wild places, but unwelcome in gardens and or-

chards, and not a good neighbor.

A member only of the guild of Tree Trappers.

" I wonder if I shall see the little Downy," said

Dodo, as she skipped down the road to the woods

between her uncle and Nat.

" Don't hop so," said Nat ;
" it doesn't do at all

when you are bird-hunting. Kap says you must go

quietly, and not swing your arms either, for it

frightens birds more than even a scarecrow."

" It is very hard to keep still when you are bursting

with hurry to get somewhere," answered Dodo very
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meekly, but not wholly able to resist an occasional

jump.
'^ 111 show you the way," said Nat. " The little

Downy's tree was beside the footpath on top of the

river bank. But the bird has gone!
"

The Flicker

Length twelve inches.

Upper parts brown barred with black ; the rump snow-white

;

the head gray with a scarlet band on the back of it.

Under parts crowded with round black spots ; a large black

patch on the breast ; throat lilac ; the male with a pair of black

moustaches, which, of course, the female does not have.

Under side of wings and tail almost all golden-yellow, even the

shafts of the feathers being of this rich color.

A Citizen of eastern Xorth America, west sometimes to the

Pacific Ocean. Spends the winter in the southern half of his

range.

This Woodpecker is not only a beautiful, but a useful, Citizen,

doing almost as much work in the guild of Ground Gleaners as

the Meadowlark, besides being a Tree Trapper and Seed Sower.



CHAPTER XXTV

TWO ODD FELLOWS

'' KuK— kiik—kuk I Crock— c-r-o-c-k— c-r-o-c-k!
"

cried a harsh voice from the wood edge.

'' Tr-r-r-at-tat-tat I
" rattled another bird from over

the river bank.

" Those must both be Woodpeckers," said the cliil-

dren ; "for both noises are like hammering."
" Yes," continued Nat, '' and I see the one who made

the rattle. It is a Woodjjecker with a very big head

and bob tail, and sort of gray with black straps in

front. See, uncle I He is on a branch of that dead

tree, right over the river— there, he has fallen off

into the water I

"

The Doctor smiled as he said: " Here is another case

of mistaken identity— very much like Dodo with her

rare MeadoAvlark ! This bird is a Kingfisher, who did

not fall into the water, but dived in after the fish for

which he sat watching."

" So some Avood birds eat fish, as well as the Osprey

that we saw at the beach ; but how do they chew them,

Uncle Roy?"
" They do not chew them. If the fish is not too

large, they swallow it whole, and very funny faces

they make sometimes in doing so. If it is too large,

they beat it against a branch and tear it before eating.

318
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As they live on fish, they make their home near water,

and only travel south when the rivers freeze."

" Do they build nests in trees?" asked Dodo.
" No; they burrow tunnels in the earth of river banks,

and put their nests at the end of them, just as the Bank
Swallow does ; only the King-

fisher's tunnel is much larger,

and his nest is not nicely

lined with feathers—
the young often have

^^ no softer bed than
^ '"^ a few fish-bones."

Belted Kingfisher.

The Belted Kingfisher

Length about thirteen inclies.

A long, bristling crest; bill longer (luin head, stout, straight,

and sharp.

Leaden-blue above, wilh many ^vhite bands and spots on the

short, square tail and long, pointed wings.
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Below white, with a blue belt across the breast, and the female

with a brown belt also.

A Citizen of North America.

Belonging to no useful guild, but a rather startling, amusing

neighbor, who always minds his own business and is an indus-

trious fislierman.

''What was the

other bird, ^vho

cried, ' kiik kiik !

'

on tlie outside of

the woods? There,

it is calling again !

]*m sure that it is

a Woodpecker !

"

" Wrong again

— it is a Cuckoo
;

the Yellow - billed

one, I think, for

the voice is louder

iiarsher than that of his

l)illcd l)rother."

^ What I a little blue and

White bird like the one that

bobs out of mother's carved

clock at home? Oh, do let

us try to find it ! But this bird didn't say

• cuckoo
'

; it only cackled something like a

Hen when she is tired of sitting."

" The clock Cuckoo is an imitation of the merry,

heedless English bird, who la3^s her eggs in the wrong

nests, as our Cowbird does. The Yellow-billed Cuckoo

is quite different, being long, slender, and graceful,
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and a very patient parent— even though the nest she

builds is rather a poor thing, made of a few twigs

piled so loosely in a bush that tlie pale-green eggs

sometimes drop out.

" Let us go over to the brush hedge where the bird

seemed to be. Hush ! there he sits upon the limb of

a maple. No— look a little higher up. He is per-

fectly still, and acts as if he Avas half asleep. See

what a . powerful bill he has ! With that he tears

away the ugly webs of tent-caterpillars from the fruit

trees, and sometimes eats more than forty caterpillars

without stopping— he is so fond of them. Look at

him through the glass, and see if the following de-

scription fits him."

The Yellow-billed Cuckoo

Length about twelve inches.

Upper parts olive-gray or Quaker color all over, smooth and

shiny ; wings tinged with bright cinnamon, and most of the tail-

feathers black, with large white spots at the ends.

Under parts pure white. Under half of bill yellow.

A Summer Citizen of temperate North America west to the

plains. Travels south for the winter to the West Indies and

South America.

A very valuable neighbor, and an officer of high rank in the

guild of Tree Trappers.

His brother— the Black-billed Cuckoo— is very much like

him, except that the tail is not black, its spots are smaller, and

he has no yellow on the bill, but a red ring round the eye.

" Kuk-kuk-kuk— conk— co-uk— co-uk !
" cried the

bird, as he spread his wings and sailed off, giving the

children a fine chance to see his long, rounded, black

tail with the white spots.
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" Are there any Owls in these woods, Uncle Roy ?

"

asked Nat. " Yon know we haven't seen an Owl yet,

thongh we hear one almost every night."

" Doubtless there are ; but the best place to find

Owls is in the old w^ood, far up by the lake, wdiere

the lumbermen have their camp. The Great Horned
Owl nests there, and many Hawks besides. I will

take you all there some day, and, if you do not find

the birds themselves, you can see the w41d places

where they like to nest."

" Couldn't we go very soon, uncle ? Next week,

perhaps?" urged Dodo.
" Fourth of July comes next week," said Nat, " and

uncle said we could go down to the shore again, and

take our fire-crackers I It will be such fun to stick

them in rows in the sand and make them sizzle—
more fun even than OavIs ! Don't you think so.

Dodo?" he asked anxiously.

" Oh, yes ; and then it wouldn't be polite either

not to have fire-crackers on the Fourth of July. I

think the American Easfle or the President or some-

body expects children to have fire-crackers. Mammy
Bun says the first American Eagle was hatched on

the Fourth of July, you know," said Dodo earnestly.

*' Do you think he was, uncle ?
"

" No ; it was the United States that were hatched

on the Fourth of July, seventeen— seventy— six,"

said Nat, hesitating a little over the date.

" You are both right in a way," laughed the Doctor

;

*' but you need not give up the Owls in order to cele-

brate the Eagle's birthday. We will have an Eagle's

birthday party at the beach on the Fourth ; and on
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the eighth— which is Dodo's birthday, if I am not

mistaken — we will have an Owl party up at the

lake!"

" Oh ! oh, how lovely
!

" cried Dodo, giving her

uncle such a sudden hug and kiss that his hat flew

off. " And the lake is a long way off, so first we go

in the cars, and then in a big hay Avagon with straw

in the bottom— at least, that is the w^ay Olive said

she went the last time !

"



CHAPTER XXV

CANNIBALS IN COURT

Dodo's birthday and a disappointment came together

on the eighth, and the disappointment took the shape

of a rainy day. Not an early morning shower, with

promise of warmth and clear weather ; for it was one

of the cold, northeasterly storms that are very trying

at any time of the year, but doubly so when they

come in July, and seem, for the time, to turn summer

into autumn.

Dodo, Nat, Rap, and Olive stood under the shelter

of the porch, the children vainly hoping that it might

clear up before nine o'clock— the hour the train left

— and Olive racking her l)rain for something that

would soothe their feelings. '^ We might ask mammy
to let us go into the kitchen and make candy," she

said. " The weather is too damp and sticky for mo-

lasses candy, but butter-scotch will harden if we put

it in the dairy." Even this did not seem to be very

tempting to little people who had expected to go to

the real Owl woods, and Quick barked and yelped as

if he, too, felt cheated out of an expected excursion.

Presently the Doctor came out and saw the forlorn

group, which, being quite heedless of the sharp slant

of the rain, was rather wet and limp.

" Poor little bird-hunters !
" he said — rather too

324
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cheerfully, they thought — " you look as unhappy as

the party of astronomers Avho went all the way to

Africa to photograph an eclipse of the sun, and when
the time came were so excited that they forgot to open

the camera, and so took no pictures. Come into the

hall and I will tell you about a plan I have. Catching

cold isn't a nice game for a birthday party.

" You expected to hear something about the canni-

bal birds to-day, and see the woods where a great

many of them live and make their nests, didn't you?"
'' Yes," said Dodo ;

'' Ave wanted to know Avhy they

are cannibals, and see where the wicked things live

that eat little Chickens and song birds."

" Very well. Now do you know that though all

Hawks and Owls sometimes eat other birds and help

themselves to poultry from the barnj^ards, yet at the

same time most of them are the farmer's best friends ?
"

" No," said Kap ; " I thought they were all bad,

evil birds, and that the Government often gave money

to people for killing them ; besides, I am sure that

a Hawk took eleven of our little Chickens this very

spring !

"

" The Wise ]\len have been looking up the records

of these cannibals — or IJirds of Prey, as they are

usually called— and find that very few of them —
only two or three kinds, perhaps— should be con-

demned to death. The others belong to the secret

guild of the Wise Watchers who, sitting silently in

the shadows of the woods, or perching in the trees

around the edges of fields, wait for rats, mice, moles,

ral)bits, gophers, beetles, cutworms, and many other

creatures which destroy vegetable life. The Wise
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Watchers kill these hurtful creatures, and so become

the guardians of the fields."

" Oh, do tell us AAdiich ones do this and which took

Rap's Chickens," said Dodo, forgetting her disappoint-

ment for the time.

" I am going to make a play for you. Some of the

Owls and Hawks shall speak for themselves, and tell

you about their own habits and customs. In fact, the

most familiar of these cannibals shall have a hearing

this morning in the wonder room. The American

Eagle is to be the judge, and I think that, as you

cannot go to the woods, you will like to come into

my room to hear what they have to say."

" Birds talking about themselves in the wonder

room !
" said Dodo in a puzzled way.

" What is a hearincr? " asked Nat.

" I know what a hearing is," said Rap. " It is

where people are accused of doing something wrong

and they go down to the courthouse, and the judge

hears what they have to say about it ; and, if he

thinks they have done the things, he binds them OA^er

for trial. They often have hearings down in the

town hall in the East Village."

" You are quity right, my boy ; and at this hearing

of ours, as the birds are stuffed and cannot speak, I

shall speak for them. Even if they could talk, we
could not understand them, unless we borrowed

Tommy-.Vnne's magic spectacles. Now, if you will

come into the study, you will find tliem all ready."

The children did not Avait to be asked tAvice ; Nat

and Dodo rushed along the hall, followed by Rap.

In the study two tables were put together, making
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a sort of platform at the end of the room. On this

platform a dozen stuffed birds sat in solemn silence.

The (Jwls were on one side, with a row of Hawks
facing them on the other. A big Golden Eagle was
at the foot, and a White-headed American Kao-le held

the place of honor at the head,

on a pile of books. I

bird was mounted on a

wooden perch ; and,

as they were all set

up in very natu- .^/^ /

ral positions, Z^":
-^'^

the effect was y y

quite start-

ling

child

'r^¥(^'"M

GoLDEx Eagle.

" Wliere did all tliese big birds come from ? " asked

Xat. "They were not in tlie glass cases."

'' Xo, tliey were in tlie attic. V<>u must excuse

tliem if tlicir fcatlicrs look a little slial»b\-. for it is a
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long time since they flew about in the woods, and

took a bath or plumed themselves."

" The judge ought to wear spectacles ! May I cut

him a pair out of paper ? " asked Dodo. " See how wise

he looks," she said, as she put the make-believe glasses

on the Eagle's nose.

" Order !
" called the Doctor, rapping on the table

with his knuckles. "The American Eagle makes the

first speech, which I will translate to you."

The Eagle looked very fierce as he sat there. His

head, neck, and tail were white, but the rest of his

body was dark browji. The upper part of his great

yellow beak was hooked ; his yellow feet were bare

and scaly; and his four sharp claws, or talons as they

are often called, were black. He was nearly three feet

tall, and if he had spread his powerful wings he would

have measured seven feet from tip to tip.

The Golden Eagle, who sat at the foot of the table,

was about the same size and an equally handsome bird.

He held his golden-brown head proudly erect, and his

black wings folded tightly. He too had some white

feathers in the tail, though none on the head; his hooked

beak was black, and he wore dark leggings almost

down to his poAverful claws.

These two Eagles, though not exactly friends, are not

enemies; for the Bald-headed one ranges over all of North

America, especially in open places near the water, while

his Golden brother keeps more to the western parts,

and loves the loneliness of cold northern mountains.

" We Birds of Prey," said the Eagle, " who bow to no

one and even sleep sitting erect— we, whose females

are larger than tlie males for the better protection of
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our nests, are accused of eating not only our smaller

brethren, but also four-footed animals which are of

service to man. I deny that we do this as a tribe,

except when we are pressed for food, and Heart of

Nature says to us all, ' Take what ye need to eat!
'

" Now, you are all in honor

bound to speak the truth at

this hearing, and you shall

be heard first. Brothers of the

Darkness— you, with strange

voices and feathered eye-cir-

cles you, who have three

eyelids and whose eggs are

whiter even than moonlight.

" Brother Screech Owl,

whose day is my night, tell

us about yourself— how
and Avhere you live."

There were two Screech

Owls perched side by side on

one stump. They were not

ten inches long, and had

feathery ear - tufts standing

up like horns an inch long.

One Owd was mottled gray

and black ; the other was

rusty-red; and the toes of l)otli peeped out of liolcs in

their thin stockings. Tlie gray one gave a little quaver-

ing wail and said:

"I am everywhere a well-known (^wl ; thougli I say

it myself, I am a good, hard-working Citizen, and in

this the Wise Men agree.

Screech Owl,
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" All day I stay by my nest hole in some old tree

;

but when others go to sleep I awake, and steal noise-

lessly on my rounds through barn, field, and garden.

What for ? For mice, moles, bats, and beetles. Some-

times I go a~fishing; sometimes I snatch a frog with

my sharp claws— the hunting Aveapons of my family.

Do I catch birds? Sometimes, but they are few com-

pared to the mice I kill. AVhen I think of mice, I

become a feathered cat! Do mice run fast? I fly

faster ! Winter or summer I always hear when a

mouse squeaks or a chipmunk chatters. When I swal-

low bones, fur, and feathers, they never give me any

23ain—^no, never! I understand the science of diges-

tion. Instead of making my poor little stomach grind

up all the things I swallow, I just roll what I do not

care to digest into little pellets, and spit them up. If

you look on the ground under my home tree, you will

find these little balls, and by them judge of what I eat.

" ]My family are also distinguished by two other odd

habits. Having two sets of eyelids, an inner and an

outer, we can close one or both at will. The inner one

is a thin skin that we blink with, and draw across our

eyes in the day-time when the light annoys us, just as

House People pull down a curtain to shut out the sun.

The outer lids Ave close only in sleep, when we put up

the shutters after a niglit's work, and at last in death —
for birds alone among all animals are able to close their

own eyes Avhen they die. The otlier habit is the trick

of turning our heads entirely round from front to back,

without wringing our necks or choking to death. This

we do to enable us to see in every direction, as Ave can-

not roll our eyes about as freely as most birds do.
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" Come to think of it, I am very foml of eating one

bird that, so the Wise Men say, is as bad as a monse for

mischief. I eat English Sparrows !

" One thing I wish the Wise ]Men wonld tell me. Why
am I, witliont season or reason, sometimes rnsty-red

and sometimes mottled gray ? It confuses my brain so

that I hardly know my own face in the pond."
•* Acquitted! " said Judge Eagle. " Long-eared ( )wl,

what' have you to say?"

The Long-eared Owl was about fifteen inches high.

He had, as his name implied, long ear-tufts that stood

up very straight over his yellow eyes, and thick tawny

stockino-s on his feet and le^-s. He Avas finelv mottled

above with brown, black, and dark orange, had long

brown streaks on his buff l)reast, and dark-brown bands

on his Avings and tail. He gave a hoot and spoke very

quickly.

" Fm a good Citizen, too. I do not eat many birds,

and those I do eat are not the useful ones who kill

insects ; moles, mice, rats, and beetles are my daily

food. But House People do not know this, and hunt

me until I am almost discouraged ; for thougli I am
a Night Owl I do not live in such wild places as some

of my brethren, and so I am more easily cauglit. I live

and nest anywhere I like, from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. I rear my young eqi'ially well in an old

Crow's nest in a high tree, or one I build for myself

in a bush. I mean well and am a Wise A\'atcher. I

know my voice frightens House People, but let them

pity me and point their guns at sometliing else."

" Short and to tlie point ! Acquitted !
" said the

Eagle. "Snowy Owl, it is your turn."
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This beautiful white Owl, marked here and there

with black bars and spots, had a smooth round head like

a snowball, great yel-

low eyes, and thick-

ly feathered feet

;

his bill and claws were

black, but you could

hardly see them for the

thickness of the feathers

which they were

muffled up. He
winked with each

eye, clicked his

bill once or

twice, and thus

began :

" I'm a very

good - looking

bird, as you

see — fatally

beautiful, in

fact

;

for

House People

shoot me, not

on account of

my sins, but be-

cause I can be

stuffed and sold

for an ornament. I do not stay long enough in the

parts of the country Avliere they live, to do much harm,

even Avere I a wicked Owl. ^ly home is in Arctic re-

gions, where my feather-lined nest rests on the ground,

Snowy Owl.
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and even in Avinter I come into the United States only

when driven by snowstorms from the North.

"At home I live chiefly on lemmings, which are a

sort of clumsy, short-tailed field-mice, not good for

anything but to be eaten. When I go visiting I may
take a little feathered game, but oftener I live on my
favorite mice, or go a-fishing in creeks that are not

frozen ; for I am a day Owl, and can see quite a\ ell in

the sunlight. You never see me except in winter, for

I am a thing of cold and snow, whose acquaintance you

can seldom cultivate ; but if you knew me well you

would find me gentle, kind, and willing to be friends

with you—-if you do not believe me, ask the Wise
Men."

'' Acquitted I You see we are proving our innocence,"

said the Eagle j)i'oudly. But he hesitated a moment
before calling upon the Great Horned Owl, as if he

himself doubted the honesty of this savage bird.

He was large, nearly two feet high, with very long

ear-tufts and great staring yellow eyes in the middle

of his large flat face. He was mottled on the back and

wings with buff and black, had on a white cravat, and

his vest was barred with black, white, and buff ; his

sharp black talons were almost hidden by feathers, but

not so much so as the Snowy Owl's.

" None of you like me because you are afraid of me,

and so you would rather condemn me than not," began

the Horned Owl fiercely. '' liut I am not afraid of

anything or anybody. I am a liberal parent and heap

my nest up with food, like all the Owl and Hawk
Brotherhood. If I wisli a Hen or a Goose or a Turkey

I taki; it, though I may only care to eat the head ; for
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Great Houned Owl.

I am very dainty, and any one is welcome to what I

leave. I also like wild game— liuffed Grouse particu-

larly ; but I eat rabbits and rats enough too, I warrant

you. I could give you a long list of the evil-minded

rodents I kill in every one of the States where I live ;

but I won't, for yon might think I wished to prove

myself no cannibal. I don't care what you think of
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me; for I am al)le to take care of myself, and quite

independent.

" I do not even liave to build my own nest. In

February, when I need a home, there is always an

old Crow's or Hawk's nest ready for me ; and as for

my young, they are hardy and need no pampering I

Whooo-ooo-hooo— ooo ! Hands off, ]^>ird and House
People ! The Great Horned Owl knows how to use

both beak and claws !

"

" Bound over for trial," said the Eagle, " and you

are lucky not to be committed for contempt of court."

" He is a very cross bird to talk so, even if he does

some good," whispered Dodo to Rap ; for the Doctor

had given the Owl's hoot so cleverly it all seemed real

to the children. Then Judge Eagle spoke again :

" Now for my brothers whose keen eyes can look at

the sun himself— you who strike with the claws and

rend with the beak in open daylight— it is your turn

to speak. Marsh Hawk, where and how do you live ?''

The Marsh Haw^k was nineteen inches in length, with

a long tail, pointed wings, and Owl-like face. At first

glance he seemed to be a bluish-gray bird, but on close

inspection one could see that his under parts were Avhite,

mottled with brown, and there was also a large white

patch on his rump. He spoke very clearly and said:

" I roam all over North America, wherever there is

open country and free flying, and make my nest on the

ground wherever I find tufted grass or reeds to hide it.

Marsh lands please me best, and so T am called the

jNIarsh Hawk. The voices of the Hawk Hrothcrhood

are like the voices of the winds, far-reaching, but not to

be put in words. Mine is one of the softest of the cries
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of the Wise Watchers. Some brothers take their pas-

time in the skies, but I keep near the ground, in search

of the things I harry— mice and other small gnawing

animals, insects, lizards, and frogs. Sometimes I take a

stray Chicken or some other

bird, but very few com-

pared to the countless

/y / rodents I destroy.
^ House People do

not realize that

these gnawers

are the greatest

enemies that the

Wise Watchers

keep in check.

Day and night

tliese vermin

gnaw at the

grain, the roots

of things, the fruits, the tree bark, even the eggs and

young of useful birds. I am their chief Harrier ; by

chance only, not choice, am 1 a cannibal."

" A very honest statement," said the Eagle. " Ac-

quitted ! Sharp-shinned Hawk, it is your turn."

This little Hawk, only a foot long, was bluish-gray

above and had a black tail barred with ashy ; his white

breast was banded with reddish-brown, and he had a

keen, fierce eye.

''I have very little to say for myself," he began.
'^ Everywhere in North America I am a cannibal. I

know I am snuill, l)ut I can kill a bird bigger than

myself, and I have a big brother who is a regular

Marsh Hawk.
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Chicken and Hen lliuvk. I hide my nest in the lengths

of thick evergreens, or on a rocky ledge, and all the

year round I take my own wherever I find it. I prefer

to prey on birds— Dove or Sparrow, Robin or Thrusli,

song bird or Croaker— all are alike to me. I consider

myself a true sportsman, and

I do not like such tame game
as mice or frogs. I pounce

or dart according to my
pleasure ; I can fly faster

than any one of you, and

few small birds escape my
clutches. Sometimes in win-

ter I make my home near a

colony of English Sparrows

and eat them all for a change,

just to see how it feels to be

of some use to House People;

but in spite of this I am a

bold, bad bird, and as every

one knows it I may as well

say that I take pride in my
reputation, and do not in-

tend to reform !

"

" Guilty !
" said tlie Eagle

solemnly. " Red-shouldered

Hawk next."

The Red-shouldered Hawk
held up his head j^roudly and returned the Eagle's gaze

without flinching. He was a fine muscular bird, stand-

ing a little under two feet high, with deep rusty-red

shoulders and reddish-])rown back, while liis head, neck,

Sharp-shinned Hawk.
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and under parts were spotted and cross-barred Avith

rusty and white. He had a bhick tail crossed by half

a dozen white bars.

" I am a Hawk of eastern North America, living from

the great plains to the Atlantic coast, going northward

^•.^>

Red-shouldered Hawk.

to the British lands and southward to the warm-watered

Gulf of JNIexico. I am often called Hen Hawk by those

who speak without thinking, but in truth I am not

much of a bird-thief, for a good reason. I am a thought-

ful bird, with the deliberate flight of a Night Owl, rather
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than the dash of iny dayliglit brethren. I clear the

fields of mice and other gnawers, besides spiders, grass-

hoppers, and snails ; wliile as a frog-lover, I am a veri-

table Frenchman.
" I am a faithfnl Ilawk besides, and when I am pro-

tected will nest for a lifetime in the same woodland, if

there is a marsh or spring near by to furnish my daily

frogs. I am faithful also to my mate through life. I

help her build the nest and rear our young. If House
People are kind to me, I can be a gentle friend to them,

even in the trials of captivity ; but if I suspect a stran-

ger, he must look at me only at long range, heavy though

my flight appears.

" So I say boldly that I am a useful bird and a good

Citizen. If you think a Hawk has stolen a pet Hen,

look well before you shoot ; and if he has rusty-red

shoulders count yourself mistaken— and let him go."

" A true account," said the Eagle ;
'' you stand ac-

quitted. Sparrow Hawk, your turn."

This charming little Hawk, about the size of a Shrike,

had all the beauty of shape and color of a song bird,

combined with Hawk-like dash. His winofs were nar-

row and pointed. His back was reddish-brown with a

few black bars, and there was a broad one on the end of

his tail ; his wings were partly bluish. Underneath he

was white, shading to cream color and spotted with

black. His head was bluish Avith l)lack markings on

the sides and a red spot on tlie to}). He was not at all

embarrassed at being in such grand company, for he

was used to the best society, having come of noble an-

cestry in the Hawk line.

'' Vou all know me," he said in a clear voice. ^' Since
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Sparrow-killing is ordered by the Wise Men, you sliould

think well of me— especially you House People, who

love song birds. I will tell you a secret— I am think-

ing of eating no birds but English Sparrows in future !

"

" So you have been

eating other birds?"

said Dodo.

"Y-e-s, I have, but

not many more

than the Shrike

takes, and most-

ly seed-eaters—
hardly ever an in-

sect-eating song

bird. Do you know
how many bad insects

I eat ? " The little

Hawk rattled off a

long list, beginning

with grasshoppers and

ending with beetles

;

but he spoke so fast

that the children

could not remember

half the names he
Sparrow Hawk. ^^^ mentioned.

" Where do I live ? All over North America, though

I leave the colder parts in winter, for I like to be com-

fortable. I make my nest in some snug hole that a

Woodpecker has kindly left. Sometimes, for a joke, I

kill Sparrows and take their nest ! Or make myself a

home in a dove-cote— only I never seem to stay there
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long, for the Doves tell tales about me. I can sing a

little, too ; I have a high soprano voice and I
''

'' That will do," interrupted the Eagle. " For a small

bird you are a great talker. I>ut you are acquitted !

Who comes next ? Brother Osprey ?
"

The children recognized the Fish Hawk they had

seen the first day they went to the sea-shore.

*•* The Osprey is a fisherman like myself, so Ave need

not question him about liis habits," continued the Eagle,

who had his own private reasons for not caring to hear

all the Osprey might say, remembering that he had

sometimes stolen fish the Osprey had caught ;
" but I

should like to tell the House Children that he is one of

the long-lived birds who mate for life after the manner

of true Eagles, many of whom have lived a hundred

years, and also very industrious. Golden Eagle, what

is your bill of fare ?
"

'' The food of a wild bird of the mountains, far from

the homes of men. I seize Wild Ducks and other

game birds, hares, rabbits, fawns — yes, and young

calves also, if House People make their dwellings near

me and bring cattle into my fortress ; but if they keep

away from me, I never molest them."

"Humph!" said the Bald Eagle; "you and I are

somewhat alike, for though I chiefly fish for a living I

also kill the young of large animals, and even eat car-

rion when game is scarce. But as it is unusual for a

judge to condemn liimself, I think I must go free; and

as there are not very many of eitlier of us, it really

doesn't matter much."

"How many did you coinhMun as really bad caruii-

bals?" asked Nat, speaking to the Eagle.
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"The Sharp-shinned Hawk, and the Great Horned

Owl are hekl over for further trial !
" answered Judge

Eagle. " These two are the only ones who have been

brought before this court, though accusations have been

made against that big brother of his whom the Sharp-

shin spoke of, and also against a still bigger relative he

did not mention. The names of these two offenders

are Cooper's Hawk and the Goshawk, who will both be

Bald Eagle.

Thisbrought to the bar of justice at our next session.

court is now adjourned !

"

After the children had spent some time in looking at

the Hawks and Owls, Nat asked, "What are the 'game

birds,' uncle, tliat these cannibals sometimes eat ?
'

" That is not an easy question to answer, my boy
;

but as Ave are coming to these birds next, you will learn

about them separately. Game birds as a whole are

those chiefly useful as food, and the hunting of them is
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the occupation of sportsmen. These birds may belong

to the working gnikls, and all have habits interesting

to bird-lovers ; but as regards their value to the world,

it is mostly in the shape of food for House People."
•' Then it isn't wrong for people to kill these birds for

food ?
"

'^ No, not if it is done fairly, in a true sportsmanlike

spirit, and not Avith traps or snares, or in the nesting

season, when no bird should be molested. The true

sportsman never shoots a bird out of season, or a song

bird at any time, and it is owing to his care that laws

are made to stop the j^ot-hunters."

" Are the game birds tree birds, or what ? " asked

Dodo.
'' There are many kinds," said tlie Doctor. '' Some of

them have cooing notes and buikl their nests in trees
;

these belong to the Pigeon family. Some scratch about

and feed on the ground, where they also nest, like our

barnyard poultry. Others run along the banks of riv-

ers or on the sea-beaches, where they wade in shallow

water to pick up their food, like Snipes and Plovers;

while others swim with their webbed feet and take

their food from deep water, like Geese and Ducks.

There are a few game birds in this glass case— some

Pigeons and Grouse ; suppose we finish the morning in

their company ?

" We will call Pigeons the Birds that Coo ; and

Grouse are some of the Birds that Scratch, so called

because tliey all have much the same habit as our do-

mestic fowls of scratching the ground for food and to

raise a dust in which they take a sort of bath. See,

this Cooer is called the Passenger Pigeon."
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A COOING PAIR

THE PASSENGER PIGEON AND THE MOURNING DOVE

" You all know the Pigeons that are kept about

stables and barnyards. You have often seen them

walking with dainty steps to pick up their food, and

have heard the soft crooning ^coo-oo' they give when
talking to each other. They all belong to the Birds

that Coo. Their food is taken into the crop, which

can be plainly seen when it is quite full. These birds

feed their young in the same way Hummingbirds and

Flickers do ; for tliey give the little ones softened food

from the crop, mixed with a sort of milky fluid that

also comes from the crop. One luihit that Pigeons and

Doves have, all their own, is that in drinking they do

not raise the head to swallow like other birds, but keep

the beak in the water until they are through.

'' Our domestic Pigeons have beautiful and varied

plumage, but to my mind many wild species surpass

them. The two best-known wild species are the Pas-

senger Pigeon of the Northwest, and the Mourning

Dove, which may be found nesting everywhere in tem-

perate North America.
'' Here are the two birds"— and the Doctor set them

upon the table. " At iirst glance you may think them
344
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much alike, and if you should see them on the wing

you would surely be confused.

" Rap, you may describe the Passenger Pigeon, and

Nat shall take the Dove ; let me see if you can do it

clearly enough for your written tables."

Rap looked at the Pigeon for some time.

"It isn't an easy bird to describe— all

the colors run together so. It has bluish-

gray upper parts, and underneath it

is a sort of pinky brown with

wdiite under the tail. The sides

of the neck are shiny with

soap-bubble colors. The out-

side tail-feathers are

bluish and fade off

white at the tij^s, but

the middle ones are all

dark ; the beak is black,

and the feet are red.

But see here," he added,

as he looked sharply at

the bird's tail again,

"there are some chest-

nut and black spots at

the roots of the side

feathers."

" Very good, my boy. How long do you think it is ?
"

Rap measured with his finger and said he thought

about fourteen inches.

"You are almost riglit, though these Pigeons vary

in length, because some have longer tails than others.

I think this one measured about sixteen inches when it

Passenger Pigeon.
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was stretched out straight; but it looks shorter now,

because it is set up in a natural position.

'' The life history of this beautiful Pigeon should

teach exery one the necessity of protecting birds by

law. Up to fifty years ago the Passenger Pigeon was

extremely plentiful everywhere east of the great plains

— there Avere many millions in a single flock some-

times. It was a most valuable bird, its flesh being par-

ticularly well-flavored and tender. It nested in large

colonies that often stretched unbroken for many miles

in the woods, and was both hardy and prolific. If it

had been protected in the breeding season and hunted

fairly as an article of food at other times, we should

still be enjoying Pigeon pie as freely as Ave did in my
boyhood. But as the population of the country in-

creased, these great flocks were cruelly slaughtered, for

the mere greed of killing them ; thousands were often

left to decay upon the ground, and now I do not be-

lieve that any one of you has ever seen a wild Pigeon

before to-day."

''We have Pigeon pie at home in the winter," said

Dodo.

"Yes, tame Pigeon pie,'' said the Doctor.

"It might have been tame pie and it was very good!

But, Uncle Roy, Avhy did people Avant to kill these

good, food birds Avhen they didn't care to eat them ?
"

" It is difficult to say exactly, little girl. People

livinsf in Avhat Ave call a state of nature, like African

savages, or as our American Indians once did, seem to

folloAV Heart of Nature's laAv: ' Kill 07ilt/ Avhat ye need

for food.' But many people that are called civilized

never think of natural laAv at all, and having a coarse
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Mourn Dove.

streak in their natures desire to kill wild

things merely for the sake

It is against such people t

laws must be made by those

who have more intelli-

gence.

" Now for your Dove,

Nat— called the ]\Iourn-

ing Dove from his

mournful 'coo-o-coo-o !

"

"At first/' said Nat,

" when I saw it in the

glass case it looked sort

of bluish-brown. But

near by it is greenish-brown and gray on top, and its

head and neck have bright colors, like what you see on

silver that has not been cleaned for some time or the

spoon with which you have been eating boiled eggs."

" We call those colors metallic tints," interrupted

the Doctor, to help Nat out.

" Thank you ; that is what I was trying to say. It is

just like what Rap called soap-bubble colors on the

Pigeon's neck, but this Dove has got black specks like

velvet on the neck too, and a black band on the tail

with white tips to the feathers ; underneath it is dull

purple and sort of buff, and its feet are red, and it's

about a foot long."

'^ That is a fairly good description of a bird whose
colors it is almost impossible to put into words. Do
you know anything about this Dove, Rap ?

"

" I only know it builds such a poor nest that you

would think the eggs would drop through the bottom.
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only they don't seem to. There was a nest in the

miller's woods last year, with two white eggs like tame

Pigeons', only smaller, and when they hatched I took

one of the squabs home for a pet. It became very

tame, but I had to let it fly because it grew too big and

dirty,— it was like keeping a Chicken in the house.

"The miller said they were mischievous birds, and

ate so many oats that he had to sow his field twice

over. Is that true. Doctor, or do they belong to some

good guild ?
"

" They do not eat insects, though they may do a

little work as Weed Warriors, and as they are fond of

grain they may have helped themselves to some of the

miller's oats ; but usually when they feed on the

ground they are Gleaners, and they never disturb

grain in the ear. They have many pretty ways, and

even though their love-song is sad they are cheerful

and happy. Their ' coo-oo ' sounds very gentle in the

morning chorus, and though the Dove often nests in

open woods and gardens, it seems most at home in a

quiet place near water ; for it is very fond of drink-

ing and bathing."



CHAPTER XXVII

THREE FAMOUS GAME BIRDS

''If any one should ask you which are the most fa-

mous American game birds, you may answer without

hesitation, ' Bob White, Ruffed Grouse, and Woodcock

'

— the whistler, the drummer, and the sky dancer—
all three good Citizens and handsome, interesting birds.

" Bob White is the most familiar, because in spring,

when he feels quite sure that the law will protect his

pretty head, he comes out of the thick bushes to the

rail fence by the roadside and calls his own name —
'Bob— white, bob— Avhite! '— so that the shy mate

he desires shall know where to find him. Then if she

is hard-hearted and a long time coming he will say—
' Bob-white, poor bob-white! ' as if craving for pity.

" The last of May the nesting begins, and from then

until autumn Bob White tells his name and whereabouts

to no one; for it is a very busy season with him. The

nest of leaves on the ground may yield during the sum-

mer twenty or thirty little Bobs, whom he must help

supply with food and teach to walk about and care for

themselves.

" In autumn each one of these Quail families— for

Mr. Bob White is a kind of Quail— is called a 'covey.'

They take to thick brush for winter food and shelter,

349
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Bob White.

being very clever at liiding from the sportsman, and

only flying from slielter when nosed out by his dog.

" The Huffed Grouse is also a bird of woods and

brushy places, but at all seasons is more fond of trees

than Bob White. It is much larger than Bob, and

if seen among the underbrush looks like a small, brown,

speckled Hen. Watch one in the spring-time, when he

is roaming the woods in search of a mate, and you will

see that he is every inch a game bird— a king of game

birds too. In early May this Grouse mounts a fallen
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tree, or the rail of an old fence, and swells his breast

proudly till the long feathers on each side of his neck

rise into a beautiful shining black ruftle or tippet, such

as you can see in some old-fashioned portraits of the

times when Elizal)eth Avas queen of England. He
droops his wings and spreads liis tail to a brown and

gray banded fan, which he holds straight up as a Tur-

key does his when he is strutting and gobbling. Next

he raises his wings and begins to beat the air— slowly

at first, and then faster and faster. ' Boom— boom—
boom '— the hollow sound comes rolling with a noise

like beating a bass drum.
" Thus does the Ruffed Grouse drum up his mate, as

the Woodpecker hammers or the Thrush sings. You
remember the booming sound made by the wings of

the Nighthawk, when the air whizzed through them ?

When Bob White and his Grouse brother fly, their

wings make a whirring noise that is equally startling."

" And does his mate understand that the drummingr

is meant to call her ?
"

^' Yes, surely ; and soon there is a nest of dry leaves

somewhere about the roots of a tree, or under a fallen

log. Father Grouse then becomes selfish and takes

himself off with some men friends, leaving mamma
alone to hatch the eggs and feed the babies. But this

is not so dreadful as it seems, because the young ones

are fully covered with down like Chickens when they

first leave the egg^ and able to follow their mother
;

besides, they are the most obedient little things im-

aginable.

" If she but gives one cluck of alarm, they vanish,

under the leaves or twigs, and do not stir again until
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they hear her say the danger is over. And that patient
watchful Mother Grouse has as many ways of leading
an enemy away from her nest as any House Mother
could devise if her children were in danger.

'' This Grouse is a Ground Gleaner, a Seed Sower,
and a Weed Warrior also in autumn. When snow
covers all other food, he nips buds from low plants.

f''^ '4f^

Ruffed Grouse.

Sometimes he burrows in deep snow for shelter from

the cold, and then is liable to be caught by a sleet

storm and frozen in his hiding-place. So you see his

life is not altogether an easy one.

" The young Grouse stay with their parents until

they are old enough to choose mates for themselves
;

but tlie flocks are never as large as the covey Bob

White musters about liim.

*' The American Woodcock, the last of the trio, and
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the most wary of all, belongs to a family of shore birds

who patter about the water's edge ; but he does not

often go in wading, and prefers seclusion in the woods

that border swamps. He is a worm and grub eater

who, by the aid of his long straight bill, which has a

sensitive tip like your finger, can feel his food when

it is out of sight, and is able to probe the soft mud
for thinofs to eat that other birds cannot find. The

strangest thing about his bill is, that the upper half of

it can be bent at the end, almost as much as you can

crook the last joint of your fingers. Such a bill is of

the greatest assistance to him, as his eyes are set so far

in the back of his head that he cannot see what he

eats."

"How queer!" said Nat; ''what is the reason for

that? I suppose there must be a reason !

"

" This is it. By being placed far back in his head

his eyes become like two watch-towers, from which he

can scan the country behind as well as in front, and be

on the alert for enemies. Woodcocks are very cautious

birds, keeping w^ell hidden by day and feeding only

during the twilight hours or at night.

" They do not pass the winter in the colder parts of

the country, and so escape the suffering that often

overtakes Bob White and the Ruffed Grouse. They

must be able to brave snowstorms, however, at the

latter end of the cold season ; for sometimes, Avhen

they begin to lay in early April, winter changes its

mind and comes back to give them a snow blanket."

" You said that they are dancing birds," said Dodo.
" When do they dance ?

"

" They dance in the sky in spring and summer !

"
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cried Rap, unable to keep still any longer. "I saw

a pair of them doing it this year, when I was out with

the miller, looking for his colt that had strayed into

the big woods beyond the pond. He said he knew
there must be a Woodcock about, because he saw the

little round holes in the mud, where they had been

boring for earthworms, and that is the way he knows

where to find them in the fall when he wants to go

hunting."

{ " Yes, but how did they

dance ? " persisted

Dodo.

-Oh! like

crazy things

American Woodcock.

with wings I

First one ran

around a little

and whistled ;

then one jumped

right off into the

air, making a

whirring with

his wings until he was way u[) out of sight, and then

after a little while lie came pitching down zig-zag, like

a kite that has lost its tail, whistling something

like the way a SAvallow twitters, and making a queer

twanging noise. Tlie other one stayed on the ground

and jigged about all the time. I would have liked

to watch longer, but we had to find the colt, you

know."
" Now Avrite your tables," said the Doctor, " for it is

nearly dinner-time."
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Bob White
Length ten inches.

Upper parts mixed reddish-brown, buff, gray, and black, with

a white line over the eye and a row of buff streaks on the inside

wing-feathers.

Under parts white, black, and chestnut, the breast quite black

and the throat pure white in the male, but buff in the female, and

other markings much mixed up.

A Citizen of the greater part of temperate North America, and

a very valuable one, the prince of the game birds of its family.

The bill is stout for crushing seeds, the head has a slight crest, and

the feet have no feathers on the scaly part that goes from the

drumstick down to the roots of the toes.

The Ruffed Grouse

Length about seventeen inches.

Upper parts mottled with reddish-brown, black, gray, buff, and

whitish, in different blended patterns ; on each side of the neck

a tuft of long glossy greenish-black feathers in the male, much
shorter and not so dark in the female ; the tail in both sexes gray

or brownish with black bars or mottling, especially one broad bar

near the end, and gray tip of the feathers.

Lower parts light buff or whitish with many dark-brown or

blackish bars, best marked on the sides.

A Citizen of eastern North America, and a valuable game bird.

It lives on the ground and looks like a small Hen, but has a longer

and handsomer tail that spreads round like a fan. The bill is

stout and the head crested, like the Bob White's ; but the feet have

little feathers part way down from the drumstick to the toes.

The Ruffed Grouse, like the Bob White, belongs to the Birds

that Scratch.

The American Woodcock

Length ten to twelve inches— female larger than male.

Upper parts variegated with brown, tawny, and black.

Under parts plain warm brown.

A Summer Citizen of eastern North America, wintering in south-

ern parts of its range, and a famous game bird. A ground bird

of marshy woods and near-by fields, though he belongs to the same
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family as the Snipe, and is therefore classed among the Birds that

Wade. He has a plump body, with short legs, neck, tail, and wings,

a big head with the eyes set in its back upper corners, a very long

bill which is soft, sensitive, and can be bent a little ; and the three

outside feathers in each wing are very much narrower than the rest.

The dinner bell rang as the children wrote the last

words.

" You see," said the Doctor, " that though it is still

raining and blowing, the morning has gone in a twin-

kling, and I now suspect the birthday cake is waiting to

be cut."

" Yes," said Dodo, " I've been smelling the floAvers

and candles that go with a birthday cake for ever so

long ! And after dinner we can accept Olive's invita-

tion and make candy— can't we. Uncle Roy? "

" I suppose so; and as nothing is too good for a rainy-

birthday, I will add something more to the feast. I

Avill tell you a birthday secret— or, rather, what has

been a secret until now.

"Next month we are all going to the sea-shore to

spend a few weeks in Olaf's little cabin, to bathe in the

salt water, and sail in his sharpie. Then you can ask

all the questions you please about the marsh and water

birds. You will learn how the tides ebb and flow, and

see the moon come up out of the water.

" There ! Don't all talk at once I Yes, Rap is com-

ing with us— and his mother also, to help take care of

you children, for Mammy Bun must stay here. She

does not like to camp out— says she is afraid of get-

ting break-bone fever.

'' Come, dinner first, and then talking, or the candles

will burn out all alone I

"
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ON THE SHORE

By the first of August, bird housekeeping was over

at Orchard Farm. The Barn Swallow had guided her

last brood through the hayloft window, without having

it closed upon her as she had feared. The friendly

Robins had left the Orchard and lawn, to moult in the

quiet of the woods. The Thrashers, and Catbirds too,

were quite silent and invisible ; of all the voices that

had made the last three months so musical, the Red-

eyed Vireo and the Song Sparrow alone persisted in

singing, aided by a few Wood Thrushes.

" Rap says that August is a poor month for birds

about here," said Nat to his uncle; "do you think

there will be more of them down at the shore?
"

" That we cannot tell until we go there, but Ave are

likely to meet some of the AYading and Swimming Birds

who have nested in the far North, and are on their

southward journey. If the weather is pleasant, they

often pass by far out at sea ; but if it is foggy or

stormy, they may stop awhile to rest and feed."

" Do many of these birds nest near our beach ?
"

" A few, but the greater number breed further north.

Olaf will show us Herons in the island woods, and

where the Rails nest in the reeds, near the Marsh

Wrens, a mile or two up the river. Some day when it

357
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is calm, we will sail over to Great Gull Island, where

many water birds lay their eggs on the bare sand.

There will be enough for you to see and do, I promise

you."

The next day they all went to the shore. Mr. Wolf

looked after them very sadly from the door of his

kennel, where he was chained, and barked a gruff good-

bye ; but Quick informed them that he intended going

also, took matters into his own hands, and started to

run down the road ahead of the wagon.

After much arranging, talking, and laughing, two

wagon-loads of people, rubber boots, fishing tackle, and

other things, started toward the shore, a farm hand

going with each team to drive the horses back.

" Miss Olive, honey I " called Mammy Bun as they

were starting, "don' you let de chillen eat too many
o' dem clams what has de long necks ; dey is powerful

full o' cramps." And Olive promised that she would

be very careful.

When they reached the shore, they found everything

ready for them. Olaf's little home, which contained

four tiny rooms, Avas as clean and compact as a ship's

cabin. There was a kitchen, one room for Olive and

Dodo, one for the Doctor, and another for Rap's mother

;

wdiile Olaf, Nat, and Rap were to sleep close by in a

tent made of poles, canvas, and pine boughs. Several

boats were drawn up on the beach, by a creel of nets

and some lobster pots, while Olaf's sharpie was anchored

in deep water a little way offshore.

It was late when the horses turned homeward after

leaving their loads ; it luid been a beautiful afternoon,

neither too warm nor too cool.
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"Oh! " exclaimed Dodo, "now that the horses have

gone, the good time will begin ; for we can't go back

even if we want to."

The children amused themselves for some time in

looking at their new quarters, and then in watching

Olaf row out to light the beacon lamps. When it grew

dusk they had supper, wondering at the strange stillness

of the evening ; for, though it was usually very quiet at

the Farm, they had never before known the silence that

falls with the twilight on a shore where the water does

not rush and beat as on the ocean beaches, but simply

laps lazily to and fro, like the swinging of a hammock.

Presently the stars began to give good-evening Avinks

at the beacons— first one, then another and another,

until the whole sky twinkled ; Avhile one evening star, the

brightest of them all, hurried along the Avest as if it Avere

trying to overtake the sun, and kncAV that it Avas fully

half an hour behind the jolly god of day.

"See hoAV the tide is coming in," said Rap, AAdien

they returned to the beach. " When Olaf Avent out, he

had to push his boat ever so far, and noAV the Avater is

almost up to the line of seaAveeds and shells."

" I Avonder Avhat makes the Avater go in and out ?
"

questioned Dodo, half to herself.

" I don't exactly knoAV," said Rap ;
" but I think it is

because the earth goes round CA^ery day, making the

Avater tip from one side to the other and then back

again."

" Then Avhy doesn't it all tip off into the sky ? " per-

sisted Dodo.

"I guess — l)ecause — that is, 1 don't knoAV," stam-

mered Rap.
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" I must ask Uncle Roy to tell us, and why the earth

down here on the shore stays sharp and gritty when
it is wet ; for when the earth up at the Farm is wet, it

makes sticky mud," said Dodo.
" Yes," said Nat, '' and why the stars are of such

different sizes, and seem to stay quite still, except some

that go along like that big bright one over there."

" Quok ! Quok !
" cried a strange voice from the

marshes back of the beach. " Quok, quok, quok,

quok !
" answered other voices.

"What can that be?" said Nat; "it isn't a Whip-
poor-will, or a Nighthawk— it must be one of the

cannibal birds. Uncle Roy, what kind of birds are

those calling away over in the marshes ? " But the

Doctor was not within hearing, and it was some time

before they found him, sitting by the cabin door smok-

ing his pet outdoor pipe, which was made of a corn-cob.

" Did you hear the Night Herons calling as you came

up? " he asked.

" We heard a very queer squawky sound, and came

to ask you what it was, for we couldn't guess," said

Nat. " What is a Night Heron— a cousin of the

Nighthawk, who lives near tlie water ?
"

" I don't think it's a water bird," said Rap, " because

I have heard that same squawking up by the mill."

"But is not the mill close to the pond?" said the

Doctor, smiling.

" Wliy, yes, to be sure— but I was thinking of salt

w\ater."

" That is a distinction that applies to few of our

water birds; Avhen we speak of the birds that wade,

paddle, swim, and dive, we must remember that they
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may do so in lakes, rivers, bays, or the ocean, according

to their individual habits. In fact, some members of

a single family prefer fresh water, while their brothers

are more fond of the salt sea. This is the case in the

family of the Night Heron."

"Where does he belong?" asked Rap, "with the

paddling birds or the swimming ones?
"

" With the paddlers and waders."

" See, here comes the moon up out of the water and

it makes a shiny path up to our feet and Olaf is rowing

back right down it and the stars have stopped winking

and are getting dim," said eager little Dodo, with an
" and " wherever she ought to have stopped to breathe,

as usual. "Hark ! the Herons are squawking again—
won't you tell us about them now. Uncle Roy ?

"

A LONG-NECKED FAMILY

"The long-necked, long-legged,

long - billed Heron family, to

which these squawkers belong,

contains many marsh - loving

birds. They are not exactly what

we call shore birds, but live con-

tentedly near any water, wliere

they can wade and splash about

pools and shallows for their food.

For they eat meat, though they

never kill birds, like the canni-

bals. Their taste is for frosfs,

lizards, snakes, snails, crabs, fish, and other small fry

;

they very seldom eat any warm-blooded animal§.

Black-crowned Night
Heron.
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Herons are all rather large birds, the smallest of them
being over a foot in length, while the largest stand

fully four feet high."

" Quok ! Quok !
" came the cry again, this time just

over the cabin. Looking up, the children saw a dark

body flying toward the wood belt ; something like a

long beak stuck out from its breast in front, and its

long legs were stretched out stiff behind, but these

were the only details that they could distinguish.

" I thought Herons had long necks," said Nat ; " but

this one doesn't seem to have any neck at all."

" Ah, but when it flies it folds its long neck, and

thus draws its head down between its shoulders, while

some of tlie Stork and Crane cousins poke out their

heads in flying."

" Are Storks and Cranes cousins of the Herons ?

"

asked Dodo. ''I know about Storks— they are in my
fairy book. They live in the north country where

little Tuk came from, and build their nests on roofs

between chimneys, and stand a great deal on one leg in

the water looking for frogs. Do Herons nest on roofs

and stand on one leg. Uncle Roy?"
" They do not nest on roofs, but tliey often stand on

one leg when Avatching for food, and when sleeping—
in fact, they stand so much in this Avay that one leg is

often stronger than the otlier, and they most certainly

belong to the guild of Wise Watchers. The Black-

crowned Night Heron who has just flown over is the

most familiar member of his family hereabouts, and

quite a sociable bird. He prefers to live the hotel life

of a colony, instead of having a quiet home of his own,

and so do almost all other members of the Heron
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family. These Night Herons flock back from warm
countries in April, and by early May have built their

rough nests of sticks in trees near the water, or over

a marshy place. There is a colony of twenty or thirty

nests on ]\Iarsh Island, Olaf tells me ; in my boyhood

days there used to be hundreds of them.

" In nesting-time a heronry, as such a colony is

called, is a very noisy, dirty place ; for they do not

keep their homes neat and nice, like the tidy land

birds. Mr. and ]\[rs. Night Heron call hoarsely enough

to each other, but imagine three or four baby Herons

crying from every nest — truly the parents can have

but little rest, for day and night they must go frogging

or fishing, to fill the stomachs of their red-eyed awkward
children.

"When the nesting season is over, however, this

Heron again becomes the night watchman of the

marshes. The tinkling of the bell on the home-going

cow is his breakfast bell, and sunset the signal for him

to leave his roost. Then beware ! little fishes and

lizards— those red eyes are glowing for you I That

long spear-shaped beak is ready to stab you to death I

Froggy ' who would a-wooing go,' return quickly to

j^our mother, without making any impertinent remarks

about ' gammon and spinach ' on the way, or something

much more savage than the ' lily-white duck ' will

surely gobble you up ! Stay in doors patiently, until

sunrise sends the rough-clawed prowler back to his

heronry again."

" May we go to see the Herons some day? It would

be so funny to go to a bird hotel and find everybody

asleep, like the beauty in the wood," said Dodo.
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" You shall certainly pay them a visit, but I doubt

that you will find them as sound asleep as you im-

agine."

The very next morning Olaf piloted the party across

the meadows to the wood that was made an island by a

little creek that threaded in and out among the reeds.

" I know somebody whose feet are wet already !

"

said Nat, pointing to Olive, who was slipping about

uncertainly.

" I know it was very foolish to come without my
rubber boots, but they are so uncomfortable to wear

in summer. Oh ! please give me your hand— quick,

father !
" The Doctor caught her as she was sinking

in what looked like a bit of good ground, but was

really a bog tuft.

It took some time to work their Avay to the centre of

the island. There the ground Avas drier in spots, be-

tween the little pools, and there were some high trees.

''Stop here," said Olaf cautiously, "and look well

before."

They did so just as the crackling twigs startled some

dusky shapes that flapped among the trees.

" The Herons !
" exclaimed Kap, settling his crutch

more firmly and preparing to watch closely.

As soon as their eyes became accustomed to the dim

light, the party saw many large birds, some in the trees,

some in the decaying underbrush, and others on the

ground. Here and there among the trees were nests,

looking like flat heaps of sticks. They were empty
;

but their sides, the trees, and the ground were all

spattered and befouled with the chalky-white droppings

of the careless colony.
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" Ugli !
" shivered Dodo, who had a very keen nose,

" what an ugly phice to live in, and such a horrid smell

!

Please, uncle, don't these birds have dreadful headaches

very often ?
"

" I think House People would have wretched head-

aches if they lived here— in fact, we must not stay

ver}^ long ; but it agrees Avith Herons, who are built to

be the wardens of just such places."

" There are two kinds of Herons here," said Rap.
" Some black and white, with a top-knot, and some

striped brown ones. Aren't the brown ones Bitterns?

They look like one I saw in the miller's woods, and he

called it a Bittern."

" The striped ones are the young birds, now Avearing

their first plumage. Bitterns prefer to live in fresh-

water meadows, or near ponds. They are solitary birds,

keeping house in single pairs, and after nesting-time

wander about entirely alone."

" Isn't it very hard to tell young Night Herons from

Bitterns?" asked Nat.

" It would be easy for you to mistake them, but the

habits of the two species are quite different. The Bit-

tern nests on the ground, in a reedy bog, not in the

woods, and may be seen flying in broad daylight, with

his long legs trailing behind him. But in spite of this,

he is a difficult bird to find ; for if anything is ' remote,

unfriendly, solitary, slow,' it is the American Bittern,

who often stands motionless among the reeds for hours."
'^ That is just what the Bittern did that the miller

and I saw," said Rap. '' We were hunting for a calf—
the miller's things are always straying aAvay, because lie

never mends his fences— and this Bittei-n was aiiioiiir
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some very tall grasses and dry flags ; for it was along

in the fall, when things were turning brown. I don't

know how I ever came to see him ; but when I did, he

looked so queer that he almost scared me, and I said to

the miller, ' Whatever is that ?
'

" For a minute he couldn't

see anything, and then he said,

' Pshaw I that's only a

Bittern ; but I do wish

I had my gun.'

" ' Why doesn't he

move ? ' said I. ' Look

at the way he holds

his head straight up,

like a stick. I'm going

round behind him to

see what his back

looks like.'

''
' He's a stupid thing,

and thinks Ave don't see

lim,' said the miller. I

walked round and round
American Bittern. j.-i t i. j. i. ^^

until 1 began to get dizzy,

but that bird was all front, and all I could see was his

striped breast and neck. Then I saw the miller was

laughing.
"

' That bird isn't as stupid as he looks,' said he.

' He turns around just as fast as you walk, so you won't

have a chance to get behind him.' Then we heard the

calf low, and we went away."
" That was a siglit worth seeing, my boy," said the

Doctor ; "for it is one of the best proofs that birds un-
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derstand the value of protection of color. The Bittern

and the old reeds blended their colors together, and by
stretching up its neck the bird adapted his shape as

much as possible to the straight, stiff lines of the reeds,

while by keeping his front parts toward you, the curves

of his back were concealed. You might liave passed

his hiding-place a hundred times without seeing him.

But come— let us leave this Heron hotel, and find a

way to the lane road."

The open air seemed doubly sweet and fresh, after

the fishy smell of the Heronry. Dodo stopped under

the first shade tree, and begged for her tables.

The Black-crowned Night Heron

(The Night Watchman)

Length about two feet.

Upper parts glossy greenish-black in front, but ashy-gray behind

and on the neck, wings, and tail ; the forehead white, and two slen-

der white plumes sticking out six or eight inches behind the head.

Under parts whitish, including the long throat or front of the

whole neck.

Bill black, with greenish bare skin between it and the red eyes;

legs yellow.

Sexes alike, but young very different, being grayish-brown above

with many white or buff spots, and white below with black streaks.

A Summer Citizen of North America, useful in keeping down
frogs and small reptiles, but too untidy to be a pleasant neighbor.

A member of the guild of Wise Watchers.

The American Bittern

(The Stakk-drivkk or Thindkr-pumpkr)

Lengtli from twenty-three to thirty-four inches, which is a very

unusual difference in birds of the same species.
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Upper parts all freckled with brown, black, and tan color of

various shades, as if sun-burnt, with a velvety black patch on each

side of the neck, and the longest wing-feathers plain blackish with

brown tips; top of head plain brown.

Under parts taw^ny whitish or pale buff, every feather with a

dark streak, and the middle line of feathers along the whole throat

white with brown streaks.

Bill blackish and yellowish ; legs greenish ; claws brown ; eyes

yellow.

A Citizen of temperate North America, but a very shy and soli-

tary bird, who will not be neighborly and is oftener heard than

seen in the bogs where he likes to live alone. He makes a loud noise

that sounds like chopping wood with an axe or driving a stake in

the ground with a mallet ; so he is called the Stake-driver by some

people, while others name him Thunder-pumper and Bog-bull.

His body is about as big as a Hen's, and he is sometimes known as

Indian Hen, though his very long beak, neck, and legs are not at

all like those of a Hen.

A member of the guild of Wise Watchers, who keeps a sharp

lookout for the reptiles and little fishes he spears with his strong

pointed bill, and places his nest on the ground ; the eggs are drab-

colored, not pale green like those of most members of the Heron

family.

A BONNpyr MARTYR AND A BLUE GIANT

" You promised to tell us about four Herons— please,

who are the other two?" askecl Dodo, when she had fin-

ished writing these tables, and had buttoned her book

into the pocket of the long gray linen apron which

the Doctor had taught both Olive and herself to wear

on these excursions, whether they hunted birds, flowers,

or butterflies.

"Boys have pockets— how T wish I was a boy!"
Dodo had said, after she had been at Orchard Farm a

couple of days.
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"So do I," had

echoed Olive
;

" there is always

something to

carry, and every-

thing seems
either to fall out

of girls' pockets,

or to be smashed

flat."

"If you will

only promise not

to turn into

boys, I will fur-

nish you with

pockets," the

Doctor had said,

and he had kept

his word as

usual.

" Did I say

four Herons?"

he now asked.

" Yes, to be

sure ; there are

two more that

will interest you— the Snowy Egret or Bonnet Martyr,

and the Great Blue Heron or Blue Giant."

" Bonnet Martyr ? What a strange name for a bird !

Why do you call him that ? Do they live about

here ?" asked Nat.

" They do not live so far north as this, though they
2b

Snowy Egret or Bonnet Martyr.
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sometimes stray through the Middle and Northern States.

But in the Southern States, and P^lorida in particular,

they used to live in vast colonies. Now they are being

surely and quickly put out of the world by the cruelty

and thoughtlessness of House People— the particular

kind of House People who wear women's hats and

bonnets.

" Once these Egrets covered the southern lowlands

like drifting snow— for they are beautifully white.

In the nesting season, when many birds are allowed

some special attraction in the way of plumage, bunches

of long, slender, graceful plumes grow on their backs

between the shoulders and curl up over the tail.

" In an evil moment some woman, imitating the sav-

ages, used a bunch of these feathers to make a tuft upon

her headgear. From that day the spotless bird was

doomed to martyrdom. Egrets, as the plumes are called

like the birds themselves, became a fashionable trim-

ming for bonnets and have continued so to this day, in

spite of law and argument ; for many women seem to

be savages still, notwithstanding their fine clothes and

other signs of civilization.

'' These Herons only wear their beautiful plumes in

the nesting season, when it is the height of cruelty to

kill birds of any kind, and this is what happens: When
the nests, which are built of sticks in bushes and trees

above the lagoons, are filled with young, as yet too fee-

ble to take care of themselves, and the beautiful parents

are busy flying to and fro, attending to the Avants of

their helpless nestlings, the plume-hunters glide among
them noiselessly, threading the watercourses in an

Indian dug-out or canoe, and when once within the
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peaceful colony, show themselves with bold brutality.

For well they know that the devoted parents will suffer

death rather than leave tiieir young in such danger.

" Shot upon shot rings out in repeated volleys, each

followed in turn by the piteous cries of wounded birds,

till the ground is strewn with hundreds of the dead and

dying. Then the cruel hunters tear off tlie plume-tuft

from the back of each victim, as the savage does a

human scalp, and move on in search of another heronry,

to repeat this inhuman slaughter of the innocents.

" But this is not all— what becomes of the young

birds? They must either perish slowly of hunger,

or be swallowed by the snakes that infest such places

and are attracted to tlie nests by the clamoring of the

starving orphans. Now do you wonder that I call this

beautiful Snowy Egret the Bonnet Martyr?"
" I never, never will wear any kind of bird's feathers

again," said Dodo ;
" and when I go back to school I

am going to make a guild for people who will promise

not to either. Are Ostriches killed for their feathers.

Uncle Roy ? Because my best winter hat has a curly

row all round the crown."

" No. Ostrich plumes are a perfectly harmless deco-

ration, for the bird earns his own and his master's liv-

ing by growing them, without losing his life. They

are the only kind of feathers that should ever be worn

for ornament."
'' Has the Great Blue Heron pretty feathers like a

Bluebird ? " asked Nat, who felt sorry for the fate of

the Egrets, but did not like to show it and so tried to

turn the subject.

"He is of a slate-gray color, which you might not
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think blue at all, and he too wears fine plumes, on his

head, breast, and back. He is the largest bird of our

hundred, being quite as tall as you are. Miss Dodo. If

you ever see one of these birds standing on the edge of

the mill pond, you will never forget it ; for it does not

seem like an American bird, but rather like a visitor from

strange lands. You may imagine it to be an Egyp-

tian princess in disguise, waiting for a barge to come

down the river, rowed by black slaves and conveying a

prince all glittering with jewels, who is bringing a ring

cut with mystic letters to break the spell — as such

things are managed in fairy tales.

Bluk Hkkon.
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"This Blue Heron, you will find, has no sweeter

voice than his night-flying cousin, antl, like the latter,

nests in colonies in the trees ; but afterward he travels

about alone, as the Bittern does.
"

The Snowy Egret

(The Bonnet INLvrtyr)

Length about two feet.

Pure white all over, with a bunch of many long slender plumes

growing between the shoulders, and shorter ones on the head and

neck, in the nesting season. Feet and legs black. Toes yellow.

Bill black and yellow.

A Citizen of temperate and tropical America.

A member of the guild of Wise Watchers, whose food and habits

are the same as those of most other Herons, and who, if he does us

no special good service, is perfectly innocent, and should never be

butchered to make a woman's Easter holiday bonnet.

He has a larger brother called the American ^Vhite Egret, as

pure white as himself, but three feet or more instead of only two

feet long, with the plumes hanging down over his tail instead of

curled up, and none growing on his head.

The Great Blue Heron

(Or Blue Giant)

Length about four feet.

Plumage mostly slate-gray or bluish-ash, but black and white on

the head and each side of the breast, and chestnut on the bend of

the wing. A crest on the back of the head, a fringe of long feath-

ers at the root of the neck in front, and another on the back in the

breeding season. Feathers on upper part of the legs reddish-brown,

the bare scaly part black; bill yellow and greenish, with black on

top; bare skin between it and the eyes blue.

A Citizen of North America.

A member of the guild of Wise AVatchers who is wise enough

to mind his own business and do nobody any harm, though he is

not inclined to be sociable with House People.
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" I think we had best be going toward the house,"

said Olaf, glancing at the sky ;
" there's thunder-heads

racing up." So the children, always ready for some-

thing new, started eagerly, and bewildered Olaf with

questions about clouds and weather signs all the way

home.



CHAPTER XXIX

UP THE RIVER

The thunder-clouds thickened until the whole sky

was black ; the tide rose in great waves, and the chil-

dren were glad to be in the house. But the storm

played so many strange pranks that they could not

keep away from the windows, asking a hundred ques-

tions about things that cannot be put in a bird book.

'' If the water keeps up on end, as it is doing now,"

said Olaf, '*' it will be a week before I dare take you over

to Gull Island ; but I was talking to a man from up the

river yesterday, and he says the reed shallows are full

of Rails— maybe you'd like to see them."
" Rails, Avhat are they? " asked Nat. " I thought

rails were the steel things that cars run on, or else

some kind of fence bars."

" The Rails that Olaf speaks of are marsh birds,"

said the Doctor. " Some are about as big as Robins,

and some are bigger still, shaped like long-legged, long-

necked, bob-tailed Hens, with long curved beaks. In

fact, some members of the family are called Marsh Hens

from this resemblance. Olaf often guides gunners

through the waterways to find these birds ; he shall

take you also, and perhaps you may find some old Marsh

Wrens' nests at the same time."

The next morning was clear and warm, and tlie

375
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r' -Jsmsk^^'

children tumbled out in their flannel bathing-suits to

have a dip before breakfast. Rap, by rolling over and

over on the sand, was in the water as soon as Nat ; but

they did not venture out far, even though

the tide was low, contenting them-

selves by splashing about in

shallow places.

Presently Nat spied

something on the

stony end of

the bar that

stretched out

at the right of the

^^g^ / .

- - beach, and pointed

^^l ^ --< _ -*£?.T. it out to Kap, who
said :

^' They are

some sort of birds :

you had better get

the glass, for even if we could go nearer to them, they

would be sure to see us and skip." Then Nat brought

the glass and they each took a peep.

" The bodies are like speckled Pullets', but the heads

are like Pigeons' and the legs are very thin," said

Rap. "See! there is a different one, ever so much
nearer over on this side, but I can't make him out very

well. Here comes the Doctor, all ready to go in swim-

ming ; of course he can tell us."

'' Those mottled birds with red legs are Turnstones,"

said the Doctor, after looking a moment. " They are

wading shore birds, who run about the rock bars and

sandy beaches, turning over small stones for the food

that is hidden underneath. They very seldom come

Turnstone.
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into bays like this, but keep more on the outer beaches.

Tiie other one, witli bhick under parts and dark back

finely speckled with yellow, is the Golden Plover, who

often visits our beaches and marshy meadows."
'' Do either of them ever nest up tlie river? " asked

Dodo.

"No, indeed — you would have to travel many hun-

dreds of miles to tind the lonely Arctic beaches they

both call home. They only come this way before they

take the long fall journey to South America, where

they winter ; and in the spring-time they are

usually in too great a hurrj^ to stop."

" What do they look like very

near by ? " asked Dodo, who
always wanted de-

tails, wdiile the boys ..

took a more gen-

eral sportsman- ^^ ^
like interest.

"The Turnstone ^

is very trim and

pretty when seen

close at hand, and

from the pattern of the feathers is often called Galico-

bird. The Golden Plover is darker and not so con-

spicuously marked, especially at this season."

American Golden Plover.

The Turnstone

Length nine and a half iiiclies.

In sunnner : Upper parts boldly variegated with black, white,

and reddish-brown ; tail black, with white base and tip. Under

parts white, with large black marks on the breast. Bill and eyes

black ; feet orange, with a very small hind toe.
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In winter : Without tiie bright reddish-brown markings, which

are gray ; and with not so much black, which is also duller.

A Citizen of North America, making its summer home only in

the Arctic regions, but at other seasons travelling almost all over

the world ; we see it mostly when it is migrating, in spring and

fall, along the sea-coast.

A member of the guild of Ground Gleaners, who gleans its

food industriously on beaches, and is very fond of the eggs of

horseshoe-crabs

.

The American Golden Plover

Length ten and a half inches.

In summer : Upper parts blackish, all spangled with yellow of

the tint of old gold, white forehead and a line over the eye. Under

parts nearly all jet black, but sides of the breast pure white,

and lining of the wings gray. Tail barred with white and gray.

Bill and feet black. Only three toes, there being no sign of a hind

toe, which ahuost all Plovers also lack. Bill shaped like a Pigeon's.

In winter : Without any pure black on the under parts, which

are muddy whitish mixed and marbled with gray.

A Citizen of North America, whose summer home is with the

Turnstone in the far North, and who travels to South America

every fall and back again in the spring. We mostly see it in

flocks on these journeys.

A member of the guild of Ground Gleaners, and a fine game

bird, whose delicately flavored meat is a great luxury for invalids

;

it is therefore right for sportsmen to shoot Golden Plovers in the

fall.

"Do tell us some more about paddling and wading

birds," said Dodo, forgetting that she was in her sop-

ping-wet bathing-dress.

'• Break— fast ! Break— fast ! Come in— come in

—

come in !
" called the big bell that Rap's mother was ring-

ing at the cabin door. And the morning itself was

hardly brighter than the smile on her face at the sight

of her lame boy's happiness.
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" Hurry along and dress, you little Sandpipers, for

by and by we are going up the river," said the Doctor.

"Why do you call us Sandpipers, Uncle Roy?"
asked Nat.

" Because Sandpipers are long-legged little birds

that run along the water's edge, where they patter

about and whistle, but can't swim." And they all raced

laughing up to the cabin. Rap saying cheerfully, " Then
I'm not a Sandpiper, for I hop like a Robin instead of

running."

In the afternoon, Olaf had the sharpie (which is a

flat sharp-nosed boat with two masts) ready Avith a

little dingey tied on behind, and when the tide rose the

party went aboard. First he headed well out into the

bay, and then tacked to enter the river where the chan-

nel was deepest. The river, which was the same that

ran through the woods above the Farm, Avas caught in

a corner to make the mill-pond , and finally escaping,

ran along for many miles until the bay opened its wide

arms to receive it.

" What are those birds over there ? " cried Nat, point-

ing toward the outer beacon. " Some look like Avhite

Crows, and the others go zigzag like big Barn Swal-

lows. Are there any such things as water Swallows,

Uncle Roy?"
" Not exactly— both the birds you see belong to the

Swimmers. The larger ones are Herring Gulls, and

the smaller ones are Terns. But your guess is not a

bad one, for all Terns are also called Sea Swallows,

because of their dashing flight. Both Gulls and Terns

nest on Gull Island, where Olaf is going to take us

some day when the water is smooth. The storm has
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driven some of them into the bay, where they do not

usually come until later in the year ; but in winter

great flocks of Gulls live about our beach, clamming

on the bar at every low tide."

" I guess we had better tie up yonder," said Olaf,

when they had gone a couple of miles up the river.

" And then I can put the children in the little boat and

pole them in among the reeds."

So the Doctor and Olive went ashore, where the

sharpie was tied to the end of what had once been a

small wharf, while Dodo, Nat, and Rap crouched down
in the dingey, obeying Olaf's order to keep very still

and not make the boat tip.

The little reed-bordered creek that they entered was

quite narrow, and soon grew to be only a thread of

water, where they could touch the reeds on both sides.

They heard many rustling sounds, but for some time

could see nothing. Olaf, who was watching, suddenly

laid down his pole, and seizing an oar gave the water

two or three sliarp slaps. Instantly half a dozen

strange-looking birds started out, flapping and sprawl-

ing, with their legs dangling, one or two seeming to slide

across the water, till they all disappeared among the

flags again.

" Oh ! how funny they are I
" cried Nat. " They have

such foolish-looking faces, little perky tails like a

Wren's, and such long, loose feet I Why didn't they

fly instead of dodging about so— are their nests in the

reeds ?
"

" They do nest here ; but now that the season is over,

they stay about picking up food from the mud until

they shift southward a piece for the winter. These
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Rails fly well enough when they once get started, and

go a long way without stopping. But they are lazy

about it in their summer homes, where they only flap

up and then dodge down again to hide ; so they are

Virginia Rail.

easy shooting— too easy to be any sport. It's what I

call killing, not hunting."

" What a strange note they have," said Ivap. ''Some-

thing like a Woodpecker's call."

''Yes, but you sliouhl licar tlie noise they make in

spring, Avhen there are crowds ot" birds along tlie river

and back in the meadows. The Redwin<^s and Meadow-
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larks sing all day long, the Marsh Wrens come along

to join in, the Snipe begin to call, the Spotted Sand-

pipers whistle up, and we get a visit from the Wild

Geese as they fly north. I tell you it is fine to be down
here then. But in fall I'd rather be up at the lake by

the lumber camp when the snow brings the foxes and

other wild animals out."

" Do stop a minute, please, Olaf, and don't tell quite

so fast," pleaded Dodo. ^' Uncle Roy never does.

You have said the names of ever so many birds that

we don't know, and when he does that he always stops

and explains. Snipe and Spotted Sandpipers— please

begin with those."

Olaf thought for a minute. He knew all the game

and water birds — in fact, they were intimate friends

of his ; but it was not so easy for him to describe them.

" Did you ever see a Woodcock? " he began.

" Yes, oh yes !
" cried Nat. "Uncle Roy showed us

a stuffed one in the wonder room, and told us all about

its long beak with a point like a finger to feel for its

food in the mud because its eyes are too far back to see

well in front, and all about its sky dance , and Rap
has seen one sitting on its nest in a spring snow-

storm."

''Well, the Snipe that comes about here belongs to

the same family, and also pokes in the mud for its

food ; that is why it likes to live near fresh water like

the Woodcock, where the mud is soft, rather than on

the sea-shore, where the sand is gritty. It's a mighty

shy bird and doesn't tell any one what it means to do.

I've heard them come calling over the beach at night

sometimes tliough, and I suspect they go to the muddy
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side of the bar to feed, but

I've never seen them

there. They mostly

do their coming

and going at

night — and fly

high too, even

" Sandpipers don't ^ \^^ .jM^Mi
bore in the ground f^i^X'' ir|^tj»irv »

for their food, but just W^'\^k
"**"^^'^

-

pick it up ; so they keep ^

along the shore of either Wilson's Snipe.

fresh or salt water, some kinds choosing one place and

some another. The Spotted Sandpiper is another of

the little fellows who sometimes nests back in those

meadows. He is not a bit shy, but runs about as tame

as a Robin, and he isn't as big as a Robin either.

Sometimes they lay their eggs in the meadow and

sometimes among the tuft-grass back of the beach.

They lay four eggs, very big at one end and peaked at

the other, and put them in the nest with the pointed

ends together in the middle, to take up less room ; and

they're sandy-colored, spotted all over. They hang

about here all summer. We call them 'teeters' because

they always tip up their tails and bob so when they

run. They whistle like this, ' tweet-weet— tweet-

weet
!

'

" There's another mite of a Sandpiper that comes

around here late every summer, though it nests way up

north. It is the very littlest of all, not bigger than a

Sparrow, so pretty and innocent-looking that it ought to
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go with Singing Birds and never be shot for food. I've

often had them run along in front of me on the beach,

piping as sad as if they were telling me how little and

helpless they were, and begging me to ask folks not to

shoot them."

Then Olaf pushed up the creek a little further, hop-

ing to be able to land or else reach some Marsh Wrens'

nests from the boat. But one nest was all they could

find— a ball of grasses fastened between two cat-tail

flags. Olaf cut the stalks carefully and presented it to

Dodo, much to her delight. Then he paddled back

to the river, where they found Olive waiting with some

beautiful pitcher-plants in her hands, while their uncle

said that he had in his handkerchief a strange plant,

that ate insects. But Dodo thought that he was jok-

ing, and as soon as they were in the sharpie she whis-

pered :
" Uncle Roy, you must tell me four tables—

Olaf knows tlie birds by sight, but he doesn't make
them sound as distinct as you do in the telling."

j.jf?*
" So missy is

flattering her old

bird man ! Well,

tell me the names,

for I suppose you

can remember

them."
'' Oh yes— but

come to think of

it, I don't think

Olaf said what

the Wise Men call

Least Sandpiper. these birds. One
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was a bob-tailed Rail— one was a Snipe with far-back

eyes and a linger-beak like a Woodcock's— one was a

Spotted Sandpiper that teeters and whistles ' tweet-

weet'— and the other was a tiny little Sandpiper with
a very sad cry. Now do you know them ?

"

'' Famous! " lauglied the Doctor ;
'' of course I know

them after that."

" Do they all belong to the same family ? " persisted

Dodo, whose little head was beginning to swim with

all this new knowledge it had to hold.

"Not all of them. The Snipe and both the Sand-

pipers belong to one famil}^, the same as that of the

Woodcock ; but the Rail belongs to a different family.

So also does the Plover you learned this morning.

The three families of Snipes, Plovers, and Rails are the

largest ones of all ^ the tribe of Birds that Paddle
and Wade by th

from their size

and shape are

sometimes called

Marsh Hens.

The Turnstone

belongs to a

fourth family,

but it is a very

small one. Now
I will give you

the tables of the

four kinds of

birds you have

learned this af-

ternoon."
2c

bPUTTED .bANl)PIlM<;U.
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Wilson's Snipe

Length about eleven inches, of which the very long and straight

bill makes more than two inches.

Upper parts all mixed with black, brown, gray, buff, and white

in very intricate patterns ; long wing-feathers plain dusky with a

white edge on the outside one ; tail-feathers beautifully barred with

black, white, and reddish.

Under parts white, but mottled with dusky on the breast, where

it also tinged with buff, and barred very distinctly on each side

further back ; under tail-coverts barred with buff and black.

Eyes brown ; feet and bill greenish-gray, the latter very soft and

sensitive, the former with a very small hind toe.

A Citizen of temperate North America, found at different seasons

in marshy and boggy places throughout the United States.

A member of the guild of Ground Gleaners, and, like the Wood-

cock and Golden Plover, a fine game bird, which it is right to

shoot for food at the proper season.

The Spotted Sandpiper

Length seven and a half inches.

Upper parts a pretty Quaker color, like the Cuckoo's, but with

many fine curved black lines ; tail regularly barred with black and

white.

Under parts pure white, with many round black spots all over

them ; but young birds do not have any spots.

Bill and feet flesh-colored, the former with a black tip, the latter

with a very small hind toe, and a little web at the roots of the front

toes.

A Summer Citizen of most parts of the United States and Canada,

also found in winter in some of the Southern States and far beyond.

A member of the guild of Ground Gleaners, and a very gentle,

conflding little bird who likes to be neighborly, and should never

be shot, but encouraged to nest in our fields.

The Least Sandpiper

Length only five and a half to six inches— the very least in size

of all the Snipe family.
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Upper parts black or blackish, in summer with rusty-red edg-

ings and white tips of many feathers, in winter these edgings gray;

a light line over the eye and a dark line from the bill to the eye.

Under parts white, tinged in summer with buff on the breast

and at all seasons mottled there with dusky.

Middle tail-feathers blackish, the other ones plain gray with

white edgings, but without any black cross-bars. Bill black ; feet

greenish-gray, with a small hind toe like other Sandpipers', but no

sign of any web at the roots of the front toes.

A Citizen of Xorth America, nesting far north, beyond the

United States, and travelling in large flocks in the fall to the West
Indies and South America.

A member of the guild of Ground Gleaners. It belongs to a

family of game birds, but it is a shame to shoot such a mite of a

bird for the morsel of meat its tiny body affords— hardly one

mouthful.

There is a brother of the Least Sandpiper, hardly any bigger,

and so much like it that you can hardly tell them apart, unless you

notice that this one has two little webs between the roots of the

front toes. This is the Semipalmated Sandpiper, for semipal-

mated means " half-webbed," as its toes are. Both kinds are called

"Peeps " by people who do not know the difference between them.

The Virginia Rail

Length nine and half inches, of which the long, slender, curved

bill makes an inch and a half.

Upper parts mixed blackish and brown, growing brighter red-

dish-brown on the wings ; a light line over the eye and a dark one

through the eye.

Lender parts mostly cinnamon color, but distinctly barred with

black and white on the sides behind and under the tail and wings

;

the chin whitish.

Feet big and clumsy, with very long toes in front— about as

long as the bill.

A Citizen of temperate North America, nesting in the Northern

States and wintering in some of the Southern States.

A member of the guild of Ground Gleaners, who does us no

harm and not much good, though it is a sort of game bird whose
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flesh is palatable, and it may be shot in the fall. It is not neigh-

borly and is seldom seen, as it lives only in the thickest reeds or

herbage of marshy places, where it can run over the softest mud, or

even floating plants, by means of its long spreading toes, which

keep it from slumping m.

'' To-morrow, when the tide begins to come in, we are

going to fish for blnefish! " interrupted Nat joyfully.

" Olaf says they are beginning to run, and there are lots

of crabs to catch up in the creek too— only I'm afraid

that there won't be half time enough for everything."

" How can fish run when they have no legs ? " ob-

jected Dodo, who had not quite finished writing her

tables and did not like to be hurried. And then, too, she

was a little lady who took things literally, and liked to

have them exactly right.
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When the right day came, without a sign of ugly

squalls or of an equally unfortunate calm, Olaf bor-

rowed a large cat-boat, and after stowing away the

lunch hamper, that was always a ' must be ' for an all-

day trip, the boat almost flew out of the little bay and

up the sound before the breeze that came with the

morning tide.

" There are some more of your white Crows, Nat,"

said the Doctor, as they headed straight out after get-

ting on the right tack. "The island where we are

going is one of their famous nesting places."

" Their wings are very different from Crows' wings,"

said Rap, as he watched them overhead, now winnow-

ing the air with steady wing-beats, or circling on

motionless pinions— now poising in one spot for a

minute by merely flapping the wings, and then drop-

ping gracefully to float on the water. " Gulls' wings

bend out more at the tip and are smooth-edged ; Crows'

look flatter and are saw-edged."

" Are there any other birds besides Gulls that nest

on the island. Uncle Roy? " asked Nat.

" Yes, the Terns or Sea Swallows that you have seen

about the reef nest there also ; and this island, as well

as the mainland near by, is a favorite stopping-place

for all the shore and water birds in their journeys, —
from Sandpipers to great flocks of Sea Ducks."

" I should think it would be a long swim for Ducks,"

said Nat ; "it is as much as fifteen miles from shore."

" They don't swim — tliey fly there," said Olaf.

"Can Ducks fly?" exclaimed Dodo in amazement.

" I'm sure the white Ducks at the Farm can only waddle

on the ground, or swim and spatter along the water
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when AVolf or Quick chases them for fun. And any-

way their legs are very stiff and queer and grow very

far back, as if tlieir bodies were too heavy and going to

fall down front, and they had to hold up their heads

very high to keep going."

'' Our tame Ducks are very fat and lazy, for they have

lived in captivity for many generations
; yet they could

fly very well with a little practice. The ^Mallard, which

is a wild River Duck and a swift enduring flyer, is the

one which has been domesticated and for hundreds of

years kept as a barnyard Duck."
" River Ducks ? " questioned Rap ;

" then are there

different kinds of Ducks for rivers and lakes, and for

salt water? "

" There are indeed many kinds of Ducks," said the

Doctor, '' all of which have easy marks of identification

in the beauty-spot on the wings, and many other points

about the plumage, as Avell as the different shapes of

their heads, bills, and feet. Though all Wild Ducks,

and Geese too, belong to one general family, they are

divided into separate groups like cousins, instead of liv-

ing in one household like brothers.

"Almost all Wild Ducks nest in the northern tier of

States, or altogether north of them; the hardier species

stay with us as winter visitors, but the others only stop

to feed, as they follow the rivers and coasts in their

migrations.

'' There was a beautiful Duck that had a nest last

year in a tree up near the logging camp ; its feathers

were as bright as if they had been painted. That is

the Wood Duck — one of the exceptions to the rule

that Wild Ducks nest on the ground like tame ones.
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Another kind, the Black Duck, nests as usual on the

ground, on a wooded island not far from the one to

which we are sailing."

" Will you please tell us why Ducks have such wad-

dling legs?" begged Nat.

" Because the best legs to swim with are not the easi-

est to walk with."

At that moment the wind died down. The sails

flapped once or twice, and then hung loose ; and the

boat, instead of dashing along, began to drift lazily,

with an uncomfortable rolling motion, as the swell,

borne in from the ocean many miles away, crept under

it.

" If the water does that much more, I shall soon be

hungry," said Dodo, looking a trifle sad and pressing

her hands together over her waist.

'' 1 quite agree with you," said Olive ;
" I know from

having liad the same feeling l)efore, that unless we eat

some of these little salt biscuits, and talk about some-

thing interesting, in a very few minutes you and 1 will

be sea-sick— which is the hungriest, emptiest sickness

possible."

" I thought the feeling was a little more puffy than

real hungriness," said Dodo, chewing her biscuit in

great liaste and having some trouble in swallowing it.

" May not we men have some too ? " asked the Doc-

tor, looking drolly at the boys, wlio were glancing long-

ingly at the biscuits, but were too proud to confess

their feelings. " Not that we feel ill— oh, no! Merely

for company, you know.
^' Now while you muncli away, I will talk Duck to

amuse you ; eating and Duck talk go very well to-
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gether, for the Duck is chiefly to be considered as food.

You all know what a well-rounded, compact body a

Duck has ; do you remember having seen one carved,

and how very hard it was to cut off its legs ?
"

" Yes, I do," said Nat. " Sometimes the Duck almost

bounces off the dish, and then father says things— at

least, I mean, he says he wishes that people who go

shooting and send him presents of AVild Ducks would

send a carving map and a good sharp knife with them ;

but I never understood what he wanted the map for."

" To find the joints, my boy," laughed the Doctor, as

if he had a sympathetic feeling for carvers who find

themselves in front of a tough Duck or Goose, no mat-

ter how well they know where the joints ought to be

found. " A Duck's legs are very short, and not only

set far back on the body, but sunk into the skin quite

up to the knees; so that the joints are very hard to

find. This is planned to give the Duck more strength

and ease in swimming, when the legs act like paddles.

All Ducks' feet have three long toes in front and a

short one behind, the front toes being loosely joined by

two skin flaps which stretch between them when spread

apart, making what we call web-feet."

"Something the way frogs' feet are? " asked Nat.

" Very much upon the same plan. Then Ducks have

wide flat beaks of various shapes, with a sort of nail

bent over like a hook at the end, and all along each

side is a double row of little teeth, to help them take

their food. Their stiff, pointed wings are quite strong

enough to lift their heavy bodies off the ground or

water into the air, and keep up an even flight, often

more rapid than the swiftest express train."
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'' What do Wild Ducks eat ? " asked Dodo, " seeds

or bugs or fish?
"

" They eat all those things and many others too, ac-

cording to their various habits, which are as different

as the expression of their faces or the color of their

features. If you look at a case full of Wild Ducks in a

museum, you will find that no two have the same-shaped

head, or expression. Some look silly, some sly, while

others seem either proud or inquisitive."

" How strange! " said Rap. " I never thought about

Ducks' faces, except that they all looked foolish, with

little pig-eyes and big beaks like shovels. And please, do

they chew their food with the teeth you said they had? "

" Those are not true teeth, like ours, to chew with.

You know a good many very different things are called

teeth— those on a rake, for example, or a comb, or a

cog-wheel. A Duck's teeth are horny like the skin

that covers its whole beak, and act like strainers.

When a Duck dabbles in the water, as you have all

seen tame ones do, the water that gets into its mouth

runs out at the sides between the teeth, but whatever

food there is in the mouthful of water gets caught in

the teeth, and can then be swallowed."
" Please tell us," continued Rap, " how many differ-

ent kinds of Ducks there are in our country ?
"

" About forty," answered the Doctor ;
" but I shall

not trouble you to learn more than a few of the common

ones. They all belong to one family, which also con-

tains the Geese and Swans. They are divided into

three groups — Fishing Ducks, River or Fresh-water

Ducks, and Sea Ducks.

"The Fishing Ducks are great swimmers and divers.
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living chiefly on the fish they catch by chasing them

under water. Their beaks are narrow, hooked, and

sharply toothed, which makes it easy for them to hold

their slippery prey. But this oily food makes their

flesh so rank that none of them is fit food for House

People. They are all called Mergansers, and we have

in this country four different species.

"The River Ducks are those that we see mostly in

the spring and fall migrations ; they have the hand-

somest plumage and the most delicate flesh. They
feed along shallow rivers, ponds, and lakes, after the

manner of barnyard Ducks— for the Mallard is one of

them, and tame Ducks are domesticated Mallards, as 1

told you. In feeding, they bob head downward in the

water with their tails straight up in the air, to find the

roots, seeds, insects, small shell-fish, and other things

the}' like to eat. They build very good nests, usually

on the ground, and warmly lined with their own down,

which the parent plucks from her breast to cover the

eggs. The color of the eggs is always greenish, gray,

drab, or buff, never with any spots. Most River Ducks

nest in the far North, but there are some exceptions.

The Wood Duck that Rap saw by the lake is one of

these exceptions, and has the most beautiful plumage

of all our Ducks. It does not build its nest on the

ground, like most others of its family, but in a tree hole,

like an Owl or a Woodpecker."
'' How can the little Ducks get down to the ground

— do their Avings grow strong very soon?" asked Nat.

" You have seen that most birds come from the egg

quite naked, and stay in the nest till tlieir feathers

grow, like Canaries and all other song birds, while
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others are hatched all covered with down, the same as

Chickens are. The young of those living in open ex-

posed places, such as sea and shore birds, are thickly

clothed with down when hatched. Such downy plu-

mage is not exactly like the feathers that sprout after a

while, but it answers the same purpose ; for the little

things could not run about or swim if they were naked,

you know."
" Yes, Ducklings are all downy; for I remember those

that came out in June up at the Farm were, and their

tiny little wings were as cunning and cute as could be,"

said Dodo.

"When little Wood Ducks are hatched and become

quite dry, their mother takes them in her beak, by the

Wood Duck.
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wing, one by one, and flies down to the ground with

them. As soon as her brood of ten or a dozen is thus

collected, she leads them oft' to the nearest water, and

the whole lot of Ducklings go in swimming, bol)bing

for food as if they were a year old instead of only a few

hours. Then mamma begins to drill them in danger-sig-

nalling, so that at the slightest hint from her they dive

and swim out of harm's way.

" Sea Ducks do not always live on the ocean, as the

name would lead you to expect, but prefer large open

waters, either fresh like those of lakes, or salt, as in

bays and sounds. They eat both animal and vegetable

food, oftentimes diving deeply, and swimming far under

water to find it. Of course they, in common with all

other Ducks, must take a vast amount of mud and water

into their mouths with their food ; but instead of having

to swallow this, it drains off through the little grooves

on the inside edges of the bill, as a ship's deck is

drained of water by means of the scuppers. But that

I have explained to you already. Some Sea Ducks are

more plentiful than their river brethren ; and as they

spend both their days and nights offshore, they run

less danger of extermination. Most of them nest also

in the far North, in much the same fashion as River

Ducks do.

" Two celebrated members of this group are the Red-

head and the Canvasl)ack, who are always welcome

guests at dinner, and are so much alike in the crisp

brown company- dress they wear on the table, with

plenty of stuffing and gravy, that ver}^ few persons can

tell them apart. Hut the most famous one of all is the

Eider Duck— the one which yields such an abundance
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of exquisitely soft warm down that we use it for mak-

ing the best sort of bedquilts."

"Can you always tell a Sea Duck from a River Duck
by the feathers— or how ? " asked Rap.

" You can alwaj'S tell them by their feet," answered

the Doctor ;
'' for every Sea Duck has a little flap of

skin hanging like an apron from the hind toe, while

the hind toe of every River Duck is round and slim,

like a Hen's."

" I should think there would always be plenty of

Sea Ducks," said Rap ;
" for if they live so far out they

ought to be able to take care of themselves and swim
or fly away from everybody."

" You would think so, my boy, but when man with

his many inventions sets out to kill, there is little

chance of escape for bird or beast. Sea Ducks are

hunted in their nesting homes, not only for their flesh

and eggs, but for the downy feathers with which the

nest is lined. In their migrations overland, every hand

is set against them if they pause to rest or feed."

" But when they reach deep water, they must be safe
;

for they can fly faster than any boat can sail after

them," said Rap.

" Sail— yes ; but men go in gunning-punts, sneak-

boats, and even steam-launches, to surround the flocks

of Wild Ducks that are lying low, trusting perhaps to

a covering of fog, and when it lifts these water pot-

hunters commit slaughter which it would be slander

to call sport."

"Oh, look !
" cried Rap, "there are hundreds of Gulls

over there, and Sea Swallows too. Thei'e is the island,

for the breeze has come up and we have sailed ever
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SO far without noticing it. There is a great flock of

Gulls going off together— are they beginning their fall

journey ?
"

" No, they are only going to some harbor to feed.

They belong to a guild of water l)irds that I think we
might call Sea Sweepers ; for they clear from the sur-

face of the w^ater the refuse that the tide would other-

wise throw upon the beaches. They also follow in the

wake of ships for the same purpose. Neither Gulls

nor Terns can dive far under water like Ducks, for

their bodies are too light ; but they all pounce down
on wing and contrive to catch small fish swimming just

below the surface.

'' Look at the difference between the flight of the

two ! The Tern half folds his long pointed wings, and
darts down like lightning ; in a second he is up in the

air again dashing off with capricious flight, holding his

beak to his breast as the Woodcock does. But the Gull

sails more slowly, settles deliberately, and often floats

quietly on the surface ; then when he rises on wing, with

some ceremony, he flaps off with his beak held straight

before him, like a Duck. Terns are the better flyers,

but Gulls are decidedl}^ the more expert swimmers."
" Are Gulls and Terns related ? " asked Dodo.
" They both belong to one family of many members.

These two that you have been watching are among the

best known of all— the American Herring Gull, who
lives on both lake and ocean ; and the Common Tern,

who mostly follows the sea-coast."

" Heads down !
" called Olaf. The boom swung

round, the sail dropped, and the boat ran into the

shallow water of the beach at Great Gull Island.
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"You haven't given us any Duck tables, Uncle

Roy," said Dodo.
" You cannot stop on this hot sand to write them

out; but I will remember to give them to you as soon

as we get back to the cabin."

'' When shall we ever see these Ducks ? " sighed Dodo,

thinking of the long list there would be to write ;
" be-

cause I can remember better when I see things than if

I only hear about them."
" Do you realize that when you go back to the Farm,

it will be time for birds to begin their autumn journeys,

and that they will be passing by until the snow is on

the ground? Why may you not meet some of these

Ducks by the river, or see them swimming on the pond?

Or, if you are not so lucky, you must look for them in

markets and museums. Some of them are sitting in

my wonder room at this very minute."

(These are the Duck tables that Dodo afterward wrote

in her book.)

The Wood Duck

Length eighteen or twenty inches.

Male (the Drake, as the male of all Ducks is called) : upper

parts velvety black, shining with bronzy, purplish, greenish, and

violet tints.

Under parts rich purplish-chestnut on the breast, which is

marked wdth chains of white spots like polka-dots ; belly white ; a

white band on each side of the breast in front of the wing ; the

sides further back tan color with fine wavy black lines, and still

further back distinctly banded crosswise w-ith black and white.

Head beautifully crested and banded with white and the shining

dark colors of the back ; bill prettily tinted with pink, lake-red, and

black ; eyes red ; feet orange.

Female and young : much more plainly dressed than the male,

but enough like him not to be mistaken.
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A Citizen of Xorth America, who lives in the woods, unlike

most otlier Ducks, and nests in a hole in a tree, like a Woodpecker
— but it has to be a much larger, natural hollow. This beautiful

Duck is not very plentiful now, and should not be shot for the

table, though its meat is excellent. It is by far the handsomest of

its tribe, and is sometimes kept in cages for its beauty.

The Black Duck

Length twenty or twenty-tw^o inches.

Male and female (Drake and Duck) alike, which is the exception

to the rule in this family.

Plumage all over mottled and streaky with dusky shades and

buff or tan colors, except the beauty-spot or mirror on the wing,

Bla( K Duck. .

which is shining purple with a black border — almost all Ducks

have such a spot, wliich is called a mirror because it reflects many
glittering hues in different lights. There is no white on the out-

side of the wings of this Duck, and you can tell it from the fennile

Mallard by this character; but the lining of the wings is mostly

white.

A Citizen of eastern Xorth America, common along the Atlantic

coast from Florida to Labrador. It nests on the ground, like most

Ducks, and is one of the l>est for the table.

2d
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The Mallard

Length twenty-two to twenty-four inches.

Male : head and part of neck shining dark green, with a white

ring ; back gray and black ; tail light gray, with two curly black

feathers on top ; mirror rich purple with a black and white border.

Under parts rich chestnut

wavy black lines on the belly.

on the breast, gray with

and black under the tail.

Bill greenish ; eyes

brown ; feet orange.

Female : like the Black

Duck, but not so dark-

colored, with more buff

and tan markings, and

the beauty-spot just the

same as the Drake's.

Bill blotched

w4th black and

orange.

A Citizen of

North America and

many other parts

of the world. This

is the AVild Duck that has been domesticated and produced all

kinds of tame ducks except the one called the Muscovy. Most

of the domestic varieties you see in the barnyard look like the wild

ones, but some are pure white. They can all sleep standing on one

leg, with the head turned around so far that the bill points back-

ward as it rests on the bird's back.

Mallard.

The Pintail

Length up to thirty inches, though the body is not larger than

a Mallard's ; but the neck is longer, and the two middle feathers of

the tail are from five to nine inches long ; these are slender and

sharp, whence the name Pintail.

Male : head and neck dark-colored, with a long w^iite stripe

lengthwise on each side. Back and sides finely waved with black

and gray. Breast and belly pure white. Feathers under the tail
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not over two

ind slenderer

jet-black. Long inner feathers of the wing striped lengthwise with

velvet-black and silver-gray. jMirror on the wing glittering purple

or violet, framed with black, white, and buff.

Female : not so handsome as the Drake, and tlie middle tail-

feathers so much shorter that she

feet long ; but the neck is \ longer

than usual in this family

in proportion to her size. \

A Citizen of North ^ ^

America and

many other

countries, more

common in the

interior of the

United States

than on the Atlan-

tic coast ; nesting

from the middle dis-

tricts far northward,

wintering in the South-

ern States and far beyond.

A fine Duck for the table.
Pintail

The Green-winged Teal

Length less than fifteen inches— all kinds of Teals are very

small Ducks.

Male : head chestnut with black chin and a shining green patch

on each side, and a little crest behind. Back and sides wdth fine

wavy marks of black and gray. A curved white bar in front of

the wing ; mirror half purple and half green, bordered with black,

white, and buff.

Under parts white, tinged with buff, with many round black

spots ; the feathers at the root of the tail black with a buff patch

on each side.

Female : different from the male on the head and body, but the

wings like his ; besides, she is so small you cannot mistake her for

any other kind of Duck.

A Citizen of North America, who nests from the Northern States
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Gbeen-winged Teal.

northward and winters mostly in the Southern States or beyond.

The flesh is delicious, and this Teal is so small it can be split and
broiled like a spring Chicken.

The Blue-winged Teal

Length fifteen or sixteen inches— a little more than the Green-

winged Teal, but not much.

Male : head dark-colored with a very large white bar on each

side in front of the eye. Body much variegated with black, brown,

and gray. ^lost of the outside of the wing sky-blue, not bright,

but as the sky looks on a dull day ; the beauty-spot shining green,

bordered with black, white, and buff.

Under parts gray spotted and mottled with black, and quite

black under the tail, where there is a white spot on each side ; the

lining of the wings mostly white.

Female : differs from the male on the head and body, but the

markings of the wings are nmch the same as his.

A Citizen of North America, chiefly its eastern half, with a very

extensive breeding range, but mostly seen in the United States

during the migrations and in winter. The flesh is excellent.
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^i'^< V

Blue-winged Teal.

This Teal has a brother in the West, called the Cinnamon Teal

from the color of his under parts.

The Redhead

Length t^Yenty to twenty-three inches.

Male : head and upper part of neck rich chestnut with a bronze

lustre. Rest of neck,

fore back, and fore
^

/

breast, black. Mid-

dle of back and

sides of body finely

waved with zigzag

lines of black and

white. Rump and

tail-coverts black.

No shining mirror

on the wings, which

are mostly ashy

with white lining

underneath.

Bill very broad and flat, dull blue with a black belt at the end.

Feet grayish-blue, with dusky webs and claws. Eyes orange.
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Female : differs a good deal from the male, and it would make
the table too long to tell all the difference ; but she has the same

markings on the wings, and the same shaped bill.

A Citizen of North America who goes far north to find his sum-

mer home, and is chiefly seen in the United States in winter or

during the migrations. He is a twin brother of the Canvasback,

and quite as good to eat. Very few persons can tell a Redhead

from a Canvasback at the dinner table, though many think they

can, because if the Redhead is in good order and well roasted, they

say it is Canvasback, and if the Canvasback is tough and done too

much, they say it is only a Redhead. Before the birds are plucked

you can easily tell them apart ; for the Canvasback has the head

and beak differently shaped and much darker-colored ; while the

back is much whiter, because the black wavy lines are narrower

than the white spaces between them, or even broken up in fine dots.

Old Squaw

Length from eighteen to twenty-three inches, the difference being

due to the tail of the male, which in summer has the middle feathers

eight or nine inches long.

This Duck differs more in summer and winter plumages than

any other. In winter, the only season it is seen in the United
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States, the male varied with, black, white, and silvery-gray, the bill

orange and black. In summer he has much more black than white

or silver, with some bright-reddish feathers on the wings. The bill

is black and orange ; the eyes are red.

A Citizen of North America and other parts of the northern

hemisphere, never going very far south, and making his summer
home in the Arctic regions. He is a noisy, lively, sociable Duck,

who has in spring some pleasing notes, so mellow and musical that

he may almost be said to sing; but he is not choice or dainty in

his food, and the flesh is too rank for House People to eat. He has

many absurd names besides " Old Squaw."

The Hooded Merganser

Length sixteen and a half to eighteen inches.

]\Iale : a beautiful black and white crest rising up high in a

rounded form, but very thin from side to side, like a hood ironed

flat. Head, neck, and back black ; belly and breast white ; sides

cinnamon-brown with fine black bars ; a white mirror with black

edges on the wing. Bill black, round like a lead-pencil, with a

hook at the end, and strong saw-like teeth along the sides; eyes

yellow\

Female : without any such crest as her mate has, and brown

where he is black.

A Citizen of North America, very handsome and stylish when
he is in full dress; but he is a Fishing Duck, and therefore not very

good to eat, though not as rank as other Mergansers. Like the

Wood Duck, but unlike nearly all other members of the Duck

tribe, this iMerganser builds his downy nest in a hollow tree or

stump.



CHAPTER XXXI

GULLS AND TERNS AT HOME

/ \

Herring Gull,

Gull Island was only a great sand heap, anchored by

rocks and covered with coarse grass ; bnt the children

had hardly taken a few steps along the beach when they

began to exclaim at the number of strange birds. Some

were flying, others walking about on the sand, where

there were many tufts of grass and mats of seaweeds

that looked as if they had been used for nests. Dodo
nearly stepped upon a couple of greenish, dark-spotted

eggs, that were nearly as large as a Hen's.

408
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" Are the Gulls still nesting, Uncle Roy ? And what

are those dark streaky birds over there ?
"

'^ These are left-over eggs that did not hatch, for

nesting is over in July at latest, and the dark birds are

young Gulls in their first plumage. They are brown-

ish gray, streaked and spotted as you see, while the

old birds are snow-white with pearl-gray backs, and

black and Avhite wing-markings in the summer, though

their winter dress is not quite so pure, being streaked

with gray on the neck."
'' Then the very dark Gulls I have seen off our beach

in winter are the young ones ? " said Rap ;
" I never

knew that before. I don't believe many people remem-

ber how birds change their colors, and a great many
never heard about it at all, I guess."

" Gulls walk very nicely," said Nat. '' Much better

than Ducks ; and how they bob up and down like little

boats when they float I

"

''Wake! wake! wake! wake!" screamed half a dozen,

flying up as if to tell the Brotherhood of the coming

of strangers.

'' What can be the matter with all those Sea Swal-

lows on the other side of the island ? " asked Nat as

they walked across, and a flock of a hundred or more

Terns angled by, crying mournfully. " What a very

sad noise they are making— do you think they are

afraid of us ?
"

" They have reason enough to cry and be sad,"

answered Olaf, who was walking on, a little way ahead.

"They have been driven from almost all these islands

— shot for their pretty feathers, and had their nests

robbed. There wouldn't be any here now, only that
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some people pay the light-keeper at the little island

yonder to see that the law is kept and that no one

hunts them here. See ! He is coming over noAv to

find out what we are doing here !

"

" Who are the people that pa}^ him, Uncle Roy ?

"

asked Dodo ; "the Wise Men?"

^

n
Common Tern.

" Yes, the Wise Men, and some Wise Women too.

You can give a part of the money in your tin bank to

help the poor birds if you wish."

''Oh yes— that is— I forgot," and Dodo whispered

in her uncle's ear that she, as well as Nat, Avas saving

money to buy Rap a lohole bird book for Christmas.

" It seems to be a very open place for nests, out here

on the sand," said Rap. " I suppose the little Gulls

and Terns must be hatched with down-feathers on."
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" Yes — though they are not able to take care of

themselves as quickly as young Ducks. But as soon

as they can leave the nest, they walk down to the

water's edge and eat a sort .of gluey stuff that floats in

on the water. So you see that unless the law protected

them they might be very easily stolen or destroyed

before their wings were strong enough to fly."

'' It must be very cold for them here in the winter."

" It would be if they were obliged to stay ; but both

Gulls and Terns scatter all over the country to winter,

though the Terns travel much further south."

By this time the lighthouse keeper had made his

way over to them. Finding Avho they were, he invited

them to bring their luncheon and row over to Little

Gull Island with him, to see the lighthouse.

There was a dancing breeze when they turned home-

ward that afternoon ; the boat canted saucily, and little

feathers of spray kept tickling Dodo's nose.

" Are there any more water birds that we are likely

to see this fall ? " asked Nat, as the Gull Islands disap-

peared behind them.

" There will be great flocks of Wild Geese coming

down from the North, and they often rest on the mill

pond ; or a Loon may chance down the river, and a

Grebe or two."

"Are Geese Ducks? " asked Dodo, and then laughed

with the others at the question.

" Not precisely— no more than rats are mice, " said

the Doctor ;
" but both Ducks and Geese belong to tlie

same family."

"And what are the others— the Loons and Grubs

— are they wading or swimming birds ?
"
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'' Grebes^ not grubs," laughed the Doctor. "Loons

and Grebes are swmiming birds, like Ducks or Gulls,

but both belong to quite a different order from any

of the others and each of them belongs to a family of

its own. They can barely move at all on land, and

spend all their lives on the water, excepting in the

nesting season, when they make curious floating nests

of dead herbage in reedy marshes. Their legs are

placed in such a backward position that they can sit

upright in the water and sAvim as if they were walking,

only keeping the tip of the bill above the surface."

"How can they get away if any one hunts them? "

asked Rap.
" They can dive at the flash of a gun and swim long

distances under water. Our familiar Pied-billed Grebe

or Dabchick disappears so suddenly, that 'Water Witch'

is one of its common names."

" What a lot of birds there are to watch tor this fall !

"

said Nat very anxiously. " I only

wish I knew how much more

time we shall have before father

and mother come for us."

Ja)ON.
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" Why, there is one of the men from the Farm with a

team," said Kap, as they tacked close to the beach half

an hour later. '' He is waving a letter or something,

I think."

It did not take the party long to land, or the

Doctor to read his letter, which said that Nat's and

Dodo's parents were coming to the Farm in a couple of

days.

'' So we must go home to-morrow," said the Doctor.

"I want to see mother awfully much," said Dodo,
" and father too ; but don't you think if you told them

bird stories. Uncle Roy, you might be able to coax

them to make you a long visit before they take us

home ?
"

"J think father would rather go up to the logging

camp, and see the coons that Rap says they catch there

in the fall ; there are red foxes, too, he says, and little

fur beasts."

The Doctor did not give them a very satisfactory

answer ; but if they had looked they would have seen

a merry twinkle in his eye. And Dodo, who had

learned not to tease during her happy summer, nestled

up to Olive and said, " I smell a secret somewhere, but

I can wait ; for I know that hereabouts secrets are al-

ways nice surprises."

When five more tables had been written— the last

ones Uncle Roy gave the children this summer— they

were like this :

The Canada Goose

Length three feet or more.

Body brown above, gray below, with black liead, neck, tail, and

long feathers of the wings, the tail white at the roots above and
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below, the head with a large white patch like a nap-

kin folded under the chin.

Bill and feet black, the toes webbed like a

Duck's or tame Goose's ; but the wild Canada
Goose is not the kind that our tame Geese came

from.

A Citizen of North America, and a

great traveller in spring and fall,

when flocks fly high overhead in

a wedge-shaped figure or in a

long line, with one old Gan-

der leading, and all crying

" honk, honk, honk !

"

The nest is placed on

the ground, some-

times on a tree

or cliff, in va-

rious parts of

the United

States and

Canada. The
flesh is excel-

lent for the ta-

ble, if the roast

Goose is a young

tender one, but be-

ware of an elderly Wild Goose !Canada Goose.

The American Herring Gull

Length two feet.

Plumage pure white, with a pearly-blue mantle on the back and

wings, the long feathers of the wings marked with black.

Bill yellow, with a red spot, stout and hooked at the end. Feet

flesh-colored, the front toes webbed like a Duck's or Goose's, but

the hind toe very short indeed.

In winter the head and neck streaked with gray. Young birds

all patched with gray and black, the bill black.

A Citizen of North America, and a member of the guild of Sea
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Sweepers. He nests in summer in the Northern States, and in the

fall travels south. He can sleep standing on one leg or floating

on the water. His nest is usually built on the ground, but some-

times in a tree. He goes fishing and clamming for a living.

The Common Tern or Sea Swallow

Length thirteen to sixteen inches, according to the length of

the tail, which is deeply forked with slender outside feathers, like

a Barn Swallow's.

Plumage pure white, with a black cap on the head, a pearl-

blue mantle, and silver-black shades on the long wing-feathers,

wdiich look as if they had hoar frost on them.

Bill coral-red with a black tip, slender and very sharp, without

any hook at the end. Feet coral-red, very small and weak, the

front toes webbed like a Gull's.

Young ones are patched with various colors before they grow
their pearly, snowy, and jet-black feathers.

A Citizen of North America, chiefly its eastern portions, who
travels far north in spring and far south in fall. He nests in

large colonies on the sand or shingle of beaches, and cries very

sadly when House People come to steal the eggs or kill the young

ones. He belongs to the guild of Sea Sweepers, and eats little

fishes.

The Loon or Great Northern Diver

Length two and a half to three feet, with a long neck like a

Goose's, and a stout straight black bill, very sharp-pointed.

Plumage glossy black above, with a necklace of white streaks

and many square white spots on the back; under parts white from

the root of the neck backwards, but the sides of the breast streaky.

Young ones are speckled gray and white, without any glossy

black, and the bill is not black.

A Citizen of North America, who nests in the far Xortli and

migrates into the United States for the winter.

A famous Sea Sweeper, who can catch fish by chasing them

under water. He can dive like a flash and fly more than a hun-

dred yards under water before coming up to breatlie, but is very

awkward and top-heavy on land because his legs are so far back
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that he has to stand up on end. His nest is on the ground and his

flesh is not fit to eat, being too rank and fishy. You can hear his

mournful cry a mile off.

The Pied-billed Grebe, Dabchick, or Water Witch

Length thirteen inches.

Upper parts brownish-black. Breast and belly white, very

smooth like satin. A black mark on the throat, and a black band
on the bill, which is shaped like a Hen's. Feathers on top of the

head bristly.

Feet very strange : they stick out far behind, because Grebes

have no tail to be seen, and the toes are different from those of

any other bird you have in your tables, being scalloped with flaps

of skin instead of webbed like those of most Swimming Birds.

A Citizen of North America, whose nest is a wet bed of broken-

down reeds, sometimes floating on the water of the marsh. He
can dive and swim under water as well as a Loon. If you could

catch one alive, he would make his flapper-like feet go so fast you

could not see anything of them but a hazy film, as the Humming-
bird does his wings when he poises in front of a flower.

Pied-billed Grebe.



CHAPTER XXXII

CHORUS BY THE BIRDS

Swallows were perching on the same telegraph

wires where they had met in May. Now it was Septem-

ber. There were Swallows of all kinds, both old and

young, with whom a great many other birds stopped

for a little chat.

"In a few weeks we must be off— how have you

enjoyed the summer?" asked the Bank Swallow of his

sharp-tailed brother from the barn.

" Excellently well ! Times have changed for the

better ; not a single cat or rat has been seen in my
hayloft all the season, and the window has been always

open."

" So you have changed your mind about House
People ? " said the Bank Swallow slyly.

"Yes— that is, about some House People."

" I wish so many of the Bird Brotherhood did not

leave in the winter ; it makes me quite sad," murnuired

the Bluebird.

" Yes. Stay-at-homes, like yourself and Robins and

Finches, must feel very lonely without us," said Barne}'

kindly; "but I think likely these House People will

scatter food about, so that at least you will not be

hungry— that is, unless they migrate too, as the Cat-

bird says they sometimes do."

2 b 417
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" Dear, dear ! TIdnJc of it, tJmik of it !
" warbled

the Bluebird.

" Zeay ! zeay !
" screamed the Catbird, flying up.

"N-e-w-sI N-e-w-sI The House People are to stay

at our farm all winter I The man who owns this farm,

the big girl, and the little girl and boy— and the

mother and father bird they belong to— they are all

down in the orchard, talking about it now— how they

are going to something they call ' school,' over in the

village, and how that boy who hops along on one leg

with a stick under his wing is going with them."

" Did they say anything about the Bird Brother-

hood?"
" No, but I heard them say that when the snow falls

they are going up to those horrid dark Owl woods

to see the foxes and little fur beasts— 'Four-footed

Americans' our House Man calls them."

" He gave me a better name than that," said the

Barn Swallow, "one day Avhen he was telling the chil-

dren about the Brotherhood, over in the old barn. He
looked straight at me and said a whole tree full of nice

things."

" What did he call you ? What did he say about the

Brotherhood ? " asked all the others, crowding around

Barney.
" He said that I swept the sky free of evil insects,

that I was patriotic in coming back to my birthplace

to nest, and that I worked to pay my rent and taxes,

and— "

" And what ? " cried the others in excitement.

" He called me ' Citizen Bird ' ! He said all well-

behaved birds, who have their own nests, and belong
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to the guilds of the Brotherhood, are American Citi-

zens and shoukl be protected I

"

"How badly the Cowbirds must feel!" said the

chorus.

" Hip, hip, hurrah I for Citizen Bird and friendly

House People I
" drummed the Downy Woodpecker,

beating away for dear life on a telegraph pole.

Then all the Swallows and Flycatchers began to dash

about the air, whispering " Citizen Bird ! Citizen

Bird !
" And the Bluebird flew down to the garden

bushes to tell his winter companion, the Song Sparrow,

all about it.



CHAPTER XXXIII

THE PROCESSIOX OF BIRD FAMILIES

In which all the birds the children have learned in

this little book are made to pass in orderly review, each

bearing its scientific name, which the Wise Men write

in Latin.

1. ORDER OF PERCHING BIRDS ORDER PAS'SERES

Whicli have their feet best fitted for perching, Avith

three toes in front and one behind, all on the same level.

Suborder of Singing Perching Birds Suborder Os'cines

Which have mnsic-boxes in their throats, thongh not

all of them can sing.

1. Family of THRUSHES Family TUR'DID^.

1. Bluebird Sia'lia sia'lis.

2. American Robin Mer'ula migrafo'ria.

3. Wood Thrush Tur'dus musteli'nus.

4. Wilson's Thrush Tur'dus fusces'cens.

5. Hermit Thrush Tur'dus aonalasch'kcB pal'lasi.

6. Olive-backed Thrush . . . Tur'dus ustu/a'tus swain'soni.

2. Family of OLD-WORLD WARBLERS Family SYLVI'IDiE

7. Golden-crowned Kinglet . . Reg'u/us sat'rapa.

3. Family of NUTHATCHES Family SIT'TIDiE

8. White-breasted Nuthatch . . Sit'ta carolinen'sis.

420
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4. Family of TITMICE Family PAR'ID.E

0. Chickadee Par'us atricapi/'/us.

5. Family ok CKEEPP^KS Family CEKTHI'ID.E

10. Brown Creeper Cer'thia familia'ris america'na.

6. Family of THRASHERS Family TROGLODY'TIDiE
AND WRENS

11. Sage Thrasher Oreoscop'tes monta'nus.

12. Mockingbird Mi'mus po/yg/ot'tus.

13. Catbird Ga/eoscop'tes carolinen'sis.

14. Brown Thrasher Harporhyn'chus ru'fus.

15. Rock Wren Salpinc'tes obso/e'tus.

16. House Wren Troglod'ytes ae'don.

17. Long-billed Marsh Wren . . Cistofho'rus pa/us'tr/s.

7. Family of AMERICAN WAR- Family MNIOTIL'TID^E
BLERS

18. Black-and-white Warbler

19. Yellow Warbler . . .

20. Yellow-rumped Warbler

21. Ovenbird

22. Maryland Yellow-throat

23. Yellow-breasted Chat .

24. American Redstart . .

Mnioti/'ta va'ria.

Dendrce'ca aesii'va.

Dendroe'ca corona'ta.

Siu'rus auricapil'lus.

Geoth'lypis tr/'chas.

fcter'ia vi'rens.

Setoph'aga ruticil'la.

8. Family of GREENLETS Family VIREON'D^E

25. Red-eyed Vireo Vi'reo oliva'ceus.

9. Family of SHRIKES Family LANI'ID^

26. Great Northern Shrike . . . La'nius borea'lis.

10. Family of WAXWINGS Family AMPE'LID.E

27. Cedar Waxwing Am pelis cedro'rum.
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11. Family of SWALLOAVS Family HIRUNDIN'ID^

28. Purple Martin Prog'ne su'bis.

29. Barn Swallow Che//'don erythrogas'ter.

30. Tree Swallow Tachycine'ta bi'color.

31. Bank Swallow Clivi'cola ripa'ria.

12. Family of TANAGERS Family TANAG'RID^

32. Scarlet Tanager Piran'ga erytho'melas.

33. Louisiana Tanager .... Piran'ga ludovicia'na.

13. Family of FINCHES, BUNT- Family FRINGIL'LID^
INGS, AND SPARROWS

34. Pine Grosbeak ...... Pinic'ola enu'c/eator.

35. American Crossbill .... Lox'ia curviros'tra mi'nor.

36. American Goldfinch .... Spi'nus tris'tis.

37. Snowflake Plectrophe'nax niva'lis.

38. Vesper Sparrow Pooe'cetes gramin'eus.

39. White-throated Sparrow . . Zonotrich'ia albicol'lis.

40. Chipping Sparrow .... Spizel'la socia'lis.

41. Slate-colored Junco .... Jun'co hiema'lis.

42. Song Sparrow Me/ospi'za fasc/a'ta.

43. Towhee Bunting Pip'ilo erythrophthai'mus.

44. Cardinal Cardina'lis cardina'/is.

45. Rose-breasted Grosbeak . . Zamelo'dia ludovicia'na.

46. Indigo Bird Passeri'na cyan'ea.

14. Family of BLACKBIRDS and Family ICTER'ID^.
ORIOLES

47. Bobolink Dolicho'nyx oryziv'orus.

48. Cowbird Mol'othrus a'ter.

49. Orchard Oriole /c'terus spu'rius.

50. Baltimore Oriole /c'terus gal'bula.

51. Meadowlark Sturne/'/a mag'na.

52. Red-winged Blackbird . . . Age/ce'us phoeni'ceus.

53. Purple Grackle Quis'calus quis'cula.

15. Family of CROWS and JAYS Family COR'VID^

54. American Crow Cor'vus america'nus.

55. Blue Jay Cyanocit'ta crista'ta.
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Suborder of Songless Perching Birds Suborder Clamato'res

Which have no inusic-buxes in their throats, and

therefore cannot sing, though some of them can twitter.

16. Family ok FLYCATCHERS Family 'IVKAVNIDiE

56. Kingbird Tyran'nus tyran'nus.

57. Phoebe Sayor'nis phoa'be.

58. Wood Pewee Con'topus vi'rens.

II. ORDER OF PICARIAN BIRDS ORDER PICA'RIiE

Whieli have their feet fixed in various ways, ])ut

never quite like those of Perching Birds; though all

of them can perch, none of them can sing.

Suborder of Hummingbirds Suborder Troch'ili

Which make a humming sound with their wings

when they fly.

17. Family of HUMMINGBIRDS Family TROCHIL'ID.E

59. Ruby-throated Hummingbird . Troch'ilus col'ubris.

Suborder of Long-handed Birds Suborder Cyp'seli

Which can fly with great rapidity.

18. Family of SWIFTS Family MICROPOD'ID^

60. Chimney Swift ChcBtu'ra pe/ag'ica.

Suborder of Coracian Birds Suborder Cora'ciae

Which are peculiar in many respects that cannot be

understood by children.

19. Family of GOATSUCKERS Family CAPRIMUL'GID^

61. Nighthawk Chordei'les virginia'nus.

02. Whip-poor-will Antros'tomus vocif'erus.
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Suborder of Picine Birds Suborder Pi'ci

Which have two toes in front and two behind, and

most of which can climb.

20. Family of WOODPECKERS Family PIC'ID^

63. Downy Woodpecker . . . . Dryob'ates pubes cens.

64. Red-headed Woodpecker . . Me/aner'pes erythroceph'alus.

65. Yellow-bellied Sapsucker . . Sphyrap'icus va'rius.

66. Flicker Co/ap'tes aura'tus.

Suborder of Halcyon Birds Suborder Halcy'ones

Which have their front toes grown together so that

they cannot walk on them.

21. Family ok KINGFISHERS Family ALCEDIN'ID^

67. Belted Kingfisher .... Cery/e al'cyon.

Suborder of Cuculine Birds Suborder Cu'culi

Which have two toes in front and tAvo beliind, but

which cannot climb like Woodpeckers.

22. Family of CUCKOOS Family CUCU'LID^.

68. Yellow-billed Cuckoo . . . Coccy'zus america'nus.

III. ORDER OF PARROTS ORDER PSIT'TACI

Which liave two toes in front and two behind, and

beaks hooked like those of birds of prey. But this

place is vacant in the procession, because cruel men
have almost exterminated the only kind of Parrot that

lives in North America— so he was afraid to fall in

line with the rest.
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IV. ORDER OF BIRDS OF PREY ORDER RAPTO'RES

Which have strong hooked beaks and chiws, to catch

and kill their living prey, and some of which are can-

nibal birds.

Suborder of Diurnal Birds of Prey Suborder Accip'itres

Which can see well to take their i)rey by day.

23. Family of HAWKS and Family FALCON'ID^
EAGLES

69. Osprey Pandi'on ha/iae'tus caro/inen's/s.

70. Bald Eagle Ha/iae'tus /eucoceph'a/us.

71. Golden Eagle Aq'uila chrysa'e'tus.

72. Red-shouldered Hawk . . . Bu'teo linea'tus.

73. Marsh Hawk Cir'cus hudson'ius.

74. Sharp-shinned Hawk . . . Acc/p'iter ve'lox.

75. Sparrow Hawk Fa/'co sparve'rius.

Suborder of Nocturnal Birds of Prey Suborder Stri'ges

Which cannot see well in daylight, and mostly take

their prey by night.

24. Family of OWLS Family STRIG'ID^

76. Screech Owl Meg'ascops a'sio.

77. Long-eared Owl A'sio wilsonia'nus.

78. Great Horned Owl .... Bubo virginia'nus.

70. Snowy Owl Nyc'tea nyc'tea.

V. ORDER OF BIRDS THAT COO ORDER COLUM'BiE

Which drink withont raising the head at every sip,

and feed tlie yonng in the nest on the contents of the

crop.

25. Family of COLUMBINE BIKDS Family Ccn.UM'BID.E

80. Passenger Pigeon .... Ectopis'tes migrato'rius.

81. Mourning Dove Zenaidu'ra macru'ra.
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VI. ORDER OF BIRDS THAT SCRATCH ORDER GALLI'NJE

Which when they drink raise the head at every sip,

and whose young can run about and feed themselves

almost as soon as they are hatched.

26. Family of PARTRIDGES Family PERDIC'ID^

82. Bob White Coli'nus virginia'nus.

27. Family of GROUSE Family TETRAON'ID^
83. Ruffed Grouse Bona'sa umbel'lus.

VII. ORDER OF SHORE BIRDS ORDER LIMIC'OLiE

Which live in open places by the water's edge, for

the most part, and whose young can run about and feed

themselves almost as soon as they are hatched, like

little Chickens.

28. Family of PLOVERS Family CHARADRI'ID^

84. Golden Plover Charad'rius dominicus.

29. Family of TURNSTONES Family ARENARI'ID^

85. Turnstone Arena'ria inter'pres.

30. Familv of SNIPKS Family SCOLOPAC'ID^

86. Woodcock Philo'hela mi'nor.

87. Wilson's Snipe GalUna'go delica'ta.

88. Spotted Sandpiper .... Acti'tis macula'ria.

89. Least Sandpiper Actodro'rnas minut/l'la.

VIII. ORDER OF MARSH BIRDS ORDER PALUDIC'OL^

Wliich live for the most part in the thickest marshes,

and whose young run about and feed themselves almost

as soon as they are hatclied, like young shore birds.
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Cranes belong to this order, but are left out of the pro-

cession because there are no Cranes where the children

lived.

Suborder of Rails Suborder Ral'li

Which are much smaller than Cranes, lay more eggs,

and hide away better in the marshes.

31. Family of RAILS Family RAL'LID^

90. Virginia Rail Ral'lus virginia'nus.

IX. ORDER OF SWAMP BIRDS ORDER HERODIO'NES

Which live for the most part in swamps, and whose

young have to be fed in the nest. All have very long

legs and necks. Storks and Ibises belong to this order.

Suborder of Herons Suborder Hero'dii

32. Family of HERONS Family ARDE'ID^

91. American Bittern .... Botau'rus lentigino'sus.

92. Snowy Egret Garzet'ta candidis'sima.

93. Great Blue Heron Ar'dea hero'dias.

94. Black-crowned Night Heron . Nyctico'rax nyctico'rax nce'vius.

X. ORDER OF SWIMMING BIRDS ORDER AN'SERES
WITH TOOTHED BILLS

Which are web-footed birds that can strain out their

food from the water they take in their mouths.

33. Family of DUCKS, GEESE, Family ANAT'ID^
AND SWANS

95. Canada Goose Bran'ta canaden'sis.

96. Wood Duck ^x spon'sa.

97. Black Duck A'nas obscu'ra.

98. Mallard A'nas bos'cas.

99. Pintail Daf'i/a acu'ta.

100. Green-winged Teal .... Net'tion carolinen'sis.
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101. Blue-winged Teal .... Querqued'ula dis'cors.

102. Red-head /Ethy'ia america'na.

103. Old Squaw HareI'da hiema'lis.

104. Hooded Merganser .... Lophod'ytes cuculla'tus.

XI. ORDER OF SWIMMING BIRDS ORDER GA'VIiE

WITH LONG WINGS

Which are web-footed birds without any teeth along

the edges of the bill.

34. Family of GULLS and TEENS Family LAR'ID^

105. American Herring Gull . . Larus argenta'tus smithsonia'nus.

106. Common Tern Ster'na hirun'do.

XII. ORDER OF DIVING BIRDS ORDER PYGOP'ODES

Which can dive like a flash and swim very far under

water.

35. Family of WEB-FOOTED Family URINATOR'ID^
DIVERS

107. Loon Urina'tor im'ber.

36. Family of LOBE-FOOTED Family COLYM'BID^
DIVERS

108. Pied-billed Grebe Podilym'bus pod'iceps.



INDEX OF ENGLISH NAMES

Latin names will be found in Procession of Bird Families, page 420.

PAGES

Bee Martin 189

Bittern, American 3(53-365

Blackbird, Crow 261»

Blackbird, Red-winged 267

Bluebird 93-95

Bobolink 252

Bob White 319-353

Bunting, Bay-winged 220

Bunting, Indigo 245

Bunting, Snow 215

Butcher Bird 180

Cardinal 237

Catbird 137-140

Cedar Bird 184

Chat, Yellow-breasted 169

Chewink 234

Chickadee 123-126

Chippy 224

Cowbird 160, 262

Creeper, Black-and-white 155

Creeper, Brown 126-128

Crossbill, American 207

Crow, American 275

Cuckoo, Yellow-billed 319

Dove, Mourning 345

Duck, Black or Dusky 401

Duck, Blue-winged Teal 404

Duck, Green-winged Teal 403

Duck, Hofxled Merganser 407

Duck, Mallard 402

Duck, Old Squaw 40()

Duck, Pintail 402

Duck, Redhead 405

Duck, Wood 395-100

Ducks 389-407

PAGES

Eagle, Bald 325

Eagle, Golden 325

Eagle, White-headed Sea 325

Egret, Snowy 369

Finch, Grass

.

Flicker

220

313

Goldfinch, American 211

Goose, Canada 414

Goose, Wild 414

Grackle, Purple 269

Grebe, Pied-billed 412-116

Grosbeak, Pine 205

Grosbeak, Rose-breasted 242

Grouse, Ruffed 348-353

Gull, Herring 408-415

Gulls 408-ill

Hawk, American Sparrow 337

Hawk, Marsh 333

Hawk, Red-shouldered 336

Hawk. Sharp-shinned 334

Heron, Black-crowned Night 359-367

Heron, Great Blue 369-373

Heron, Snowy [i69-373

High-hole 313

Hummingbird 291

Iiuligo Bird 245

Jay, Blue 278

Junco, Slate-colored 227

Kingbird 284

Kingfislier 319

Kinglet, (Tolden-crowned. . 117-119

Kinglet, Ruby-crowned 119
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PAGES

Loon 412-415

Mallard 402

Martin, Bee 189

Martin, Purple 189

Martin, Sand 187-193

Meadowlark 271

Merganser, Hooded 407

Mockingbird 132

Nighthawk 301

Nuthatch, White-breasted. . 120-122

Old Squaw 406

Old Wife 406

Oriole, Baltimore 259

Oriole, Orchard 256

Osprey, American 281-341

Ovenbird 165

Owl, American Long-eared 329

Owl, Great Horned 332

Owl, Screech 329

Owl, Snowy 330

Pewee, Wood 288

PhcBbe 287

Pigeon, Passenger 343

Pigeon, Wild 343

Pintail 402

Plover, American Golden . . 377, 378

Quail 349

Rail, Virginia 380-387

Redhead 397-405

Redstart 171

Reedbird 252

Ricebird 252

Robin, American 9(5

Robin, Ground 234

Sandpiper, Least 384-386

Sandpiper, Spotted 385, 386

Sapsucker, Yellow-bellied 315

Shrike, Northern 180

Snipe, Wilson's 382-386

Snowbird 227
Suowtlake 215

PAGES
Sparrow, Chipping 224
Sparrow, English 57, 203
Sparrow, Song 230

Sparrow, Vesper 220
Sparrow, White-throated.. 26,222
Stake-driver 363-365

Swallow 187-192

Swift, Chimney 296

Tanager, Louisiana 197

Tanager, Scarlet 194
Teal, Blue-winged 404
Teal, Green-winged 403
Tern, Common 409^15
Terns 409-411

Thistlebird 211

Thrasher, Brown 140

Thrasher, Sage 129

Thrush, Golden-crowned 165
Thrush, Hermit 110-112

Thrush, Olive-backed 112-115

Thrush, Song (Brown Thrasher) 140

Til rush, Wilson's 107

Thrush, Wood 103

Titmouse, Black-capped . . . 123-126

Towhee 234

Turnstone 376-377

Veery 107

Vireo, Red-eyed 177

Warbler, Black-and-white 155

Warbler, Myrtle 163

Warbler, Yellow 157

Warl)ler, Yellow-rumped 163

Waxwing, Cedar 184

Whip-poor-will 303

Woodcock 350-353

AVood pecker, Downy 307

Woodpecker, Golden-winged . . 313

Woodpecker, Red-headed 310

Wren, House 147

Wren, Long-billed Marsh 150

Wren, Rock 144

Wren, Winter 148

Yellowbird, Summer 157

Yellow-throat, Maryland 167
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*THE OLD WORLD STARLING

(Often confused with our Red-winged Blackbird, Purple and
Bronze Crackles, etc.)

About the length of a Catbird but more heavily built. Spring

feathers purple and greenish with a metal lustre. Upper parts

tipped with buff. Bill yellow.

Young birds and old in fall and ivinter. Bill hrown. Rusty

tinge to feathers which are now heavily spotted with buff. Under

parts spotted with white.

Young, just from the nest, dull grayish. Starlings walk like our

grackles but never hop. First few notes of Spring song clear and

musical. Flight rapid. Wings long and -pointed. Tail short and

square.

In early Spring when the marsh fr()t]:s begin to peep,

a clear, whistled bird note will make you rush out of doors

without stopping for coat or hat, calling, "The Grackles

have come back ! Or maybe it is a Redwing ; it doesn't

sound quite right, but it must be one of the two
!"

Then you look about for the bird who ga\'e the whistle.

There it is in the tree over the fence, and at that very mo-

ment it drops with widespread, motionless wings to the

meadow below, followed by several others. Together

they walk about prying into every hollow, pecking

at the grubs they have uncovered with their powerful

sharp bills.

431
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Open your eyes wide, look and think at the same time,

and you will see that though, at first, they look like their

cousins the Blackbirds, not only are their markings differ-

ent but they have hroum eyes, while our Grackle's eyes

are yellow. Also the gay shoulder feathers of the Red-

wing are missing.

Listen! The birds fly again into the trees and soon

you hear the sharp cries and fluttering that mark a bird

fight.

One of the birds who has been exploring a large tree hole

has met, face to face, a Flicker (the great pigeon-shaped

Woodpecker) that has ow ned it for . many years.

Round about they fly— squawk ! biff ! We can now

name the dark bird surely as the Starling. The Old

World Starling that a bird lover, who did not think, in-

troduced to this Xew World where it does not belong and

is therefore a misfit, through no fault of its own.

"But," you ask, "why does its fighting the Flicker for

its nest hole tell you its name?"

Because the Redwing nests in swamps and low meadows,

setting its nest often on a bog tussock, and the Grackles

choose trees, rarely nesting in holes of any kind. The

Starlings for centuries have nested only in tree holes,

the crevices between buildings, behind shutters, church

towers, and belfries, or in the boxes set for other birds.

For this reason, whatever its other qualities may prove,

in this country the Starling is a nuisance, quarrelling with

our song birds, prying them from their homes and stab-

bing their young most cruelly with their sharp bills.

Our beloved Bluebirds are among the chief sufferers,
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and I have seen fully grown Robins, who had dared to

come to the same fruit tree, pecked to death.

Between the English Sparrow and Starling there is

perpetual war. The Sparrow is becoming less numerous,

perhaps also because there are fewer horses. For you

know that the grain picked from horse-droppings was the

Sparrow's chief food in winter weather.

Of the two birds the Starling is far the most unwelcome.

From those few pairs set free in Central Park, New York

City, in 1890-91, the flocks have spread for more than

100 miles in all directions, and this tide is still at its flood.

Though the Starlings move about after the nesting

season in great flocks, some are able to winter in all parts

of the range. So you, who live anywhere that English

Sparrows are found, may look out some morning and find

that the Starling is with you ; has dropped from the

clouds overnight.

Starlings nest in early April, so that the flocks of mixed

parents and young begin to gather in late ]May, all in good

working order for cherry time ! We may blame Robins,

Catbirds, and Thrushes for berry stealing, but wait until

you have seen a flock of Starlings swoop down upon my
great "pie-cherry" tree, the fruit of which can be

swallowed without even one bite !

Last year the crop, of several bushels, was safe in tlie

morning ; at noon all the outside cherries, at least two

bushels, had been gobbled by Starlings !

In this same way the autumn and winter food of our

own native l)irds is destroyed, bush-berries and tree fruits

alike. In one day last autunni they stripped all the berries
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from two great Pepperidge trees in Birderaft Sanctuary

as quickly and more completely than they did my cherries

in June.

**THE PURPLE FINCH

In size and build much like the English Sparrow. Male— body

much streaked with brown and gray and washed with rose red.

This colour is brightest on crown, breast and rump. Under parts

whitish or light gray. Females and the young of the first season

have no pink markings. They are much streaked with gray and

brown and at the first glance might be taken for sparrows. The

forked tail, heavy round bill and bristles over the nostrils will tell

you the difference.

Though these handsome birds nest as far south as

New Jersey, New York and Long Island, and are nota-

ble for their gushing, warbled song wherever they nest,

they are most conspicuous when they come as winter

visitors. Here at Birdcraft Sanctuary we are feeding

a flock of between thirty and forty of them, about a third

being the brilliantly coloured old males. They mingle

with the Juncos, Tree Sparrows and all the smaller winter

birds in complete accord, feeding on sunflower seeds.

Sometimes we must replenish the feeding trays two or

three times a day, cold weather gives the birds such

hearty appetites ; besides, plenty of food is the fuel that

keeps the birds warm and makes them able to stay with

us.

The charming picture that they make against the snow

banks and ice draped trees is pay enough for anything

that humans can do for them, and then too, before they

scatter to their summer homes, they always give us a

joyous concert in early May.



THE FEDERAL MIGRATORY BIRD LAW

State Laws for the protection of song and insect-eating

birds and some other species, preventing them from being

killed, possessed, or sold, have been safeguarded and inter-

locked by the Federal (International) Game Laws. The

result of the Convention called between the United States

and Great Britain for the protection of Migratory Birds

in the United States and Canada, was a Treaty signed at

Washington on Aug. 16, 1916. Ratified by Great Britain,

Oct. 20, 1916. Proclaimed, Dec. 8, 1916.

This treaty gives Federal protection to the birds

specified, during flight over all lands and waters not

covered by State protection. And such birds may no-

where be taken except by special Federal permit or for

special purposes, even if unprotected by the laws of the

State through which they pass.

Is not Citizen Bird being recognized everywhere as the

property of the State and not the victim of the Individual f

M. O. W.
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